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INTRODUCING
ciE:e

A new digital

future. Take a good

look at the letters DCC. Because if

you love music, they'll soon be as

common as the letters CD. Created by

Philips - the inventor of Compact Disc

- the Digital Compact Cassette gives

you crystal clear CD quality, along with

all the advantages of a cassette.

You're the recording artist.

Even better than playing music with

CD clarity, DCC records with the

same digital sound quality. That means

you can make a digital copy of your

favorite CD. There's no loss of sound.

Zero hiss. After all, it's fully digital.

Music on command. With See what you hear. Beyond

DCC, you can directly access your track numbers and elapsed track time,

favorite tracks. All you have to do is prerecorded DCCs show the song

enter the track number, and the player title, album title and the artist's

automatically locates and plays it name. Searching for your favorite

for you. But Philips DCC also has selection has never been easier.

features even a CD player can't match. Built to survive. Just look at

YOUR MUSIC WILL N



PHILIPS DCC
the cassette and you can see its case are built to survive. And there are more coming every day.

the future in it. It's beautifully sleek, Your favorite artists are Don't throw it all away.

with the entire top side devoted here. Al-eady there are literally Because you weren't born yesterday,

to album art. All of the openings are hundreds of titles available on DCC. you probably have hundreds of

concealed under a metal slider to From all your favorite artists, in every conventional cassettes - the ones

keep it free of dirt and dust. Best style, from metal, pop, rap and jazz to we invented over twenty years ago -

of all, both the cassette and country, oldies, classical and swing. so Philips designed the DCC900 to

play them as well. Imagine -

a system that doesn't expect

you to simply dismiss the past.

Get in touch with the future.

Call 1-800-982-3737 for the

Philips Dealer near you, because

the DCC900 is here, now.

Another First From Philips

H PHILIPS

EVER BE THE SAME



FORGET ABOUT US

FOR 12 HOURS.

FISHER'S
NEW SHELF SYSTEM WAS

conceived to give you a lot more
music with a lot less bulk. The 10 CD
changer offers you up to 750 minutes of uninterrupted pleasure,
while the four speaker Dolby® Surround Sound wraps you in your
own musical world. Of course it's got the usual complement of other
components: digital AM -FM tuning with presets, a double cassette
deck with Dolby® B and C, even a multi -function remote control. In
case you change your mind.
Or forgot something.

CIRCLE NO 30 ON READER SERVICE CARD

FISHER
...Trust your senses.

DCSM70
Remote -Controlled
Shelf System

0 51 Key Remote
Control

0 Dolby® Surround
Sound

Li Programmable 10
Disc CD Changer

El Full Logic Double Auto
Reverse Cassette Deck

0 6.5" 2 -Way
Speaker System
and 3.5" Surround
Speakers

Seek
/)/by" is a reka.t ndaby 1.abo.tories Licensing Corporation. C1442 Fisher Audio/Video



Cover
Equipped for home theater: Atlantic

Technology's Model 151 LR satellite speaker,
153 C center -channel speaker, and 152 PBM

powered subwoofer (see page 44 for more on
these speakers). a 27 -inch Zenith TV set.

Panasonic LX -900 combi-player, a Pioneer
VSX-D9OIS A/V receiver, and a Mitsubishi

HS -U82 Super VHS Hi-Fi VCR. See page 52
for how to put together an .A/V system.

Photograph by Roberto Brosan
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WHEN WE CELEBRATE
YOU SAVE.

FOR A LIMITED TIME, SAVE ON THE RM3000,
THE 3 -PIECE SPEAKER SYSTEM THAT 1800 AUDIO EXPERTS

PICKED AS BEST FOR THE SECOND STRAIGHT YEAR!

Once again Polk's RM3000 walked away with another Grand Prix. Not only was
it the top choice in the annual poll conducted by AudioVideo International magazine,
but it won despite the fact that the competition had a whole year to catch up.

Stew Review called us "...the best example of a three-piece speaker system
that we have yet heard...try listening to the RM3000. It might eliminate some
common misconceptions about how large (and expensive) a speaker has to be to
provide plenty of high quality sound."

But big performance from this system is only half the story. Because the
RM3000 really knows how to play hide and seek. As handsome as the satellites are
to look at, in black granite matrix, gloss white or piano black, they neatly disappear
into any size room or decor.

Even our bandpass subwoofer can easily be placed out of sight. Only its
powerful, musical bass performance says it's in the room. That's the way it siould
be in this discrete 3 -piece system.

This is the best time to make our cause for celebration your opportunity to save.
:Choose the RM3000, now and for a limited time, while they're specially priced at all
sparticipating Polk dealers.Ii

Nothing else measures up to the size of the RM3000's sound or savings.
-71ri71 y.pu can be the expert on that at your Polk dealer.

13M3000, FROM THE SPEAKER SPECIALISTS OF

For deep, well-defined bass, Polk
uses twin drivers coupled with a sub -bass
radiator. This bandpass technology produces
greater low frequency performance
and smooth response.

For the location of your nearest Polk Audio Dealer, call 1-800-992-2520.
In Canada, call 1-416-847-8888.

**RM3000 Celebration runs from November 20 to January 18, 1992.
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Blaupunkt Cheyenne
We were pleased to see such a positive
review of our Cheyenne CM42 cassette

receiver in November, but we were surprised
at Ken Pohlmann's comments on its ergonom-
ics. For decades, Blaupunkt has employed
leading design authorities, doing research with
off -the -street volunteers along with man -ma-
chine studies, in order to consistently design
products that are extremely user-friendly.

The faceplate of a car stereo head unit is a
limited piece of real estate. The design objec-
tive is to maximize access to functions used on
a day-to-day basis. Our multifunction four-
way cursor allows for seek and manual tuning
while doubling up to allow disc- and track -
selection and cue/review functions when a CD
changer is connected. The SRC (source) but-
ton, which allows one -touch toggling between
the three possible audio sources, is dominant-
ly placed in the upper right-hand corner. The
loudness button is also easily accessible for
activation/deactivation when changing be-
tween music and speech. Other buttons are
used less frequently or set only once.

FRANK HONOLD
Manager, Car Audio Planning

Blaupunkt Car Audio
Broadview, IL

American Music
I n "Discovering American Music" in No-
 vember, William Livingstone spoke of obvi-
ously familiar composers with some insight,
but his complete omission of the American
avant-garde struck me as both unrealistic and
inappropriately bucolic. Sadly, in a year that
marked the passing of America's most original
"inventor" of music, there was nary a mention
of John Cage. I disagree with Mr. Living -
stone's assertion that Americans are "some-
what romantic, somewhat sentimental people
who like pretty melodies . . . ." Heaven for-
bid. We are a nation of pioneers. We prize
explorers, bold adventurers, and brash experi-
menters-creative titans like Cage, Harry
Partch, Charles Ives, Frank Zappa, Charles
Wuorinen, and, yes, Elliott Carter, to whom I
listen for pleasure. CARL BAUGHER

Oceanside, CA

Beta Diehard
I enjoy Ian Masters's writing, but in his No-
 vember "Buying Time" on VCR's and cam-
corders, he was too quick to write off the Beta
format. He is right that VHS, though inferior,
has become the most popular format, but not
only are Betamax recorders still being made
(Sony's new SLHF-2100 is a wondrous ma-
chine), so are Beta -format movie releases.
(Several shops here in Portland still rent new
Beta tapes.) And for personal taping, Beta is
much better than VHS.

My guess is that within ten years or so VHS
will be as dead and gone as eight -track stereo

is today. Though laserdiscs and 8mm video-
tape will probably prevent Beta from making a
resurgence, there will still be many Betamaxes
in daily use at that time. ERIC NORBERG

Portland, OR

Go Fish
I need to take issue with Steve Simels's re-
 view in November "Quick Fixes" of the
album "Internal Exile" by Fish, the former
leader of Marillion. Mr. Simels says that Fish
"goes solo" with "portentous synthesizers"
and "bad poetry," leading to "predictable re-
sults." In fact, Fish has kept with the style that
he and Marillion cultivated together for all too
few years. "Internal Exile" far surpasses his
previous solo effort, "Vigil in a Wilderness of
Mirrors," which Mr. Simels does not even
acknowledge as existing. Fish, in his own
words, is "Born to fight out of the tightest
corner," and "entrenched opinions / On the
border of arrogance" will "not put him down
no matter how they try." CRAIG WAX

Bridgeton, NJ

Surround Speakers
 n "Choosing Speakers for Surround Sound"
 in September, Peter Mitchell correctly rec-
ognizes the correlation between the presence
of lateral reflections and listeners' impressions
of spaciousness, but he failed to point out that
side -wall -mounted dipolar speakers, such as
those meeting Home THX standards, do not
provide a strong lateral component to listeners
seated near the characteristic null in the radia-
tion pattern of such speakers (the recommend-
ed seating position). By implication, they can-
not sound as spacious as speakers that do
provide strong decorrelated lateral reflections.

As one of the chief designers of RCAs Video
Acoustics line of home theater speakers, a
photo of which appears in the article, I was
disappointed that Mr. Mitchell did not mention
the unique operating principle of the six -trans-
ducer, single -enclosure RCA VA -1200 Sur-
round. When positioned above ear level
behind the primary seating area, it simulta-
neously provides both spaciousness and the
subtle directional cues for correct localization
of surround effects. Its complex multipolar
directional pattern features a wide, deep null
oriented toward the listening area, thus ac-
counting for the relatively high level of decor -
related lateral energy received by the listeners.

BRAD STAROBIN

Cambridge, MA

aving read Peter Mitchell's "Choosing
OM Speakers for Surround Sound" and his
follow-up letter about surround -channel low
bass in November, I am wondering about the
proper frequency response of the surround
speakers in a surround -sound system. Should
they be 20 to 20,000 Hz, 100 to 7,000 Hz, or
what? Without this information, it's difficult to

6 STEREO REVIEW JANUARY 1993



You listen to other speakers
without an active equalizer.

So why does the 901 speaker
system have one?

Have you ever listened to your favorite

music performed live, then heard a record-

ing of it that didn't sound anywhere near

the same? Like something was missing?

That may have been due to your speak-

er's frequency response - the range of high -

to -low frequencies and how well balanced

they are. Maintaining smooth response is

critical to the lifelike sound the Bose 901

speaker system is designed to deliver.

But designing the 901 system to sound

so lifelike wasn't easy. It involved hundreds

of decisions incorporating dozens of tech-

nologies. Including a completely different

approach to equalizing frequency response.

Conventional technology tries to bal-

ance response by connecting many types of

speakers together with passive crossover

components in the enclosure. Unfortunate-

ly, these speaker components never have a

completely smooth response.What's more,

they often rob power from the amplifier.

So their sound is compromised.

The 901 system, on the other hand,

recognizes that what's good for frequency

response is often bad for efficiency and

power handling. So the 901 active equaliz-

er is completely separate from the speakers.

Precisely tailored to work only with the

901 system, it acts like a very sophisticated

parametric equalizer to smooth out even

the slightest acoustic bumps and dips.

Meanwhile, since the speakers don't

have to handle this critical task, there's no

compromise of efficiency or power

handing. So the 901 system delivers a more

lifelike performance with virtually no dis-

tortion, even at full volume.

9C1 speaker system is the best sounding

aker Bose' makes. And the most highly

claimed speaker in the world, regardless of

ize or price.

y? Because it

)unds so much like a

ve performance, where

ou hear mostly reflected

und. Conventional

WW1ritf. '

Live Performance

Conventional Speakers
speakers produce mostly

direct sound, so they can-

not achieve the realism

INOMMINNENI
PIIMPIWR.14

Bose 901 Direct/Reflecta
of a live performance. Speaker System

Bose Direct/Reflecting' speaker

technology delivers a balance of reflected

and direct sound. Combined with other

proprietary technologies (such as active

equalisation, an Acoustic Matrix" enclo-

sure, and HVC drivers), this gives you

sound very much like that of a live perfor-

mance.

But nothing is as convincing as hearing

the 901 yourself. Listen to it at your Bose

dealer. Then, to hear what the 901 can

really do, take a pair home.

To read more about the Bose 901, ask for

an informative brochure, and names of Bose

dealers near you. Call toll free:

1-800-444-BOSE, Ext. 212

Engineered to be the closest you can get

to the sound of a live performance without

leaving home.

.1717.61
Better sound through research .

v 1W2 Bnc Grpotttion. lilt: NI, ult.., h.uningimt



make an intelligent choice when buying sur-
round speakers. CLIFFORD HEILMAN

Totowa, NJ

Surround -channel response of a Dolby Sur-
round receiver, amplifier, or processor is typi-
cally pretty flat at the low end, with a gentle
high -frequency rolloff starting at about 7,000
Hz. Signals below 100 Hz in the surround
channel will be in the front channels, too, so
restricted low -frequency response in surround
speakers is not a fatal flaw. Also, surround
hardware with a subwoofer output normally
derives the signal for it by summing the left- and
right -channel input signals before surround de-
coding, so if you use a cubwoorer, it will usually

reproduce the deep bass for all output channels,
including surround.

Jazz Greats
am ailing Louis Armstrong "the greatest jazz

musician of all time," as Chris Albertson
did in his November review of "The California
Concerts," is enormously to overvalue a man
who was charming, affable, accessible, infec-
tious, and predictably solid when he per-
formed. But even to rate him among the top
ten "greatest jazz musicians" would be pre-
sumptuous. In order of importance, I would
say that Art Tatum and Charlie Parker were
probably the greatest all around. A smidgen

Rule Breaker?
After all, the woofer faces down. The
tweeter is mounted below the mid -range.
The cabinet has five sides. Does this
new DA900 break the rules?

No way! Instead of conventional
thinking, the DA900 uses the rules of
acoustics in fresh new ways to create
better sound in any room, for any kind of
music.

Deep, powerful bass. Crystal-clear
highs. And pin -point imaging that
reveals the full texture of music. Plus, the
slim shape and video -shielded drivers
of the DA900 are ideal for the most
elegant home video theater. That's the
promise and the reality of the new
DA900.

Hear the unique DA900 at your
Design Acoustics dealer. Write or
call (800) 933-9022 today for complete
information.

ft

New DA900 3 -Way
Loudspeaker System

DESIGNSDaACOUSTICS

An Audio-kbchnica Company

1225 Commerce Drive
Stow, OH 44224
(216) 686-2600

DBIG

ENGINEERING

AWARD ti

behind these giants would be early Dizzie
Gillespie and the quintessential Oscar Peter-
son. One could then talk about others such as
Clifford Brown, Sonny Stits, and Nils Peder-
son, but poor old Louis Armstrong could
never have played in such company without
embarrassment. DONALD J. MANGUS

Chico, CA

The Laughing Mikado
n reviewing the Telarc CD of Gilbert and

 Sullivan's The Mikado (November), Robert
Ackart said that Donald Adams's performance
in the title role is "tarnished only by bursts of
demonic laughter in 'My object all sublime.' "
Every performance of The Mikado that I have
heard since the 1936 D'Oyly-Carte recording
has included maniacal laughter in that aria.
Indeed, it's such a tradition that I wouldn't
consider buying a recording without it.

PAUL A. ALTER
Hyattsville, MD

I agree with Robert Ackart's review of The
 Mikado, except that he should have men-
tioned the recording does not include the
overture, a cut presumably mandated by Tel -
arc's desire to release the work on a single CD.

KLAUS HALM

Peachtree City, CA

According to Telarc, the overture was dropped
not only for that reason but also because it is
not by Sullivan.

Movie Music
I was very pleased to see the review of the
 Alien 3 soundtrack in September ("Quick
Fixes") because it's about time this form of
music gets recognition. But Steve Simels
seems to have forgotten that the primary func-
tion of a film composer is to trace and enhance
the dramatic line of the film. He says, "The
bad news about Elliot Goldenthal's defiantly
modernist score for Alien 3 is that it's dark,
joyless, and off-putting, much like the disap-
pointing film itself." Alien 3 is a dark film that
calls for a dark score; anything else simply
wouldn't work. COREY WITTE

Aurora, IL

Corrections
Our test report on the Optimus DCT-2000
DCC recorder in December erroneously

stated that the deck could not find the shortest
path to a track selected on the opposite side of
the tape from the one being played. We seem
to have been misled by a faulty table of
contents on the tape we initially used to test
this feature.

In the "Dealer's Choice" article in Decem-
ber, the price given for the Definitive Technol-
ogy BPIO loudspeaker should have been
$1,100 a pair. Also, the name of one of the
dealers, Ford Montgomery of Chelsea Audio/
Video in Beaverton, Oregon, was misprinted.

The caption for the Yamaha integrated am-
plifier pictured on page 53 in the August issue
misstated the model number, price, and power
rating. The model shown is the DSP-A1000,
which lists for $1,499 and is rated for up to 80
watts in each of the three front channels. 0
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FOR THE DISCRIMINATING MOVIE FAN. 44
nts

The Addams Family *1000900
Buggy *0853408
The Sound Of Music *0003905
Backdraft *0559005
Allen 0000208

Aliens 0360909
The Abyss * 0881102

Die Hard *0367807
Die Hard 2 *0041806
Ghost *0826008
E.T.: The Extra -
Terrestrial *0681106
The Silence Of The
Lambs 0805309

Batman (1989) *0642504
The Godfather 0000802

The Godfather: Part III 0842302
Back lb The Future *0211409
Back To The Future
Part II *0921304
Back To The Future
Part III *0497008
Predator *0364901
Predator 2 * 0104307

Robin Hood:
Prince Of Thieves *0976803
Home Alone 010420e
Scarface (1983) 0216804
Goodfellas *0969808
The Blues Brothers 0211706

Dune 0211102

Kindergarten Cop 0523407
Lethal Weapon 0630806
Lethal Weapon 2 *0642702

National Lampoon's
Animal House 0211508

The Man Who Would
Be King *0085803

The Hunt For
Red October *0825000
The Bible  0074708
Jaws 0100008
Edward Scissorhands 0104604
The African Oueen 0051102

Beetiejuice 0633008
American Graff ti 0211300
Blue Velvet  0515007
Hard To Kill 0953505
The Prince Of Tides 0817103
Wayne's World *0853705

1

le" -.1110

3DISCS EA.
SEE DETAILS BELOW.

tali
Batman Returns

1029909

Return of the Jedi'
0354704

The Commitments

Star Trek VI:
The Undiscovered Country'

1001007

0691303

Star Wars
0056408

Forbidden Planet *0844407

Here's a great way to build a
collection of your favorite movies -on
laserdiscs! Just write in the numbers
of the 3 laserdiscs you want for
$1.00 each, plus shipping and
handling. In exchange, you simply
agree to buy two more laserdiscs in
the next year, at regular Club prices
(currently as low as $29.95, plus
shipping and handling) -and you
may cancel membership at any time
after doing so.
Free Magazine sent every four
weeks (up to 13 times a year)
reviewing our Director's Selection -
plus scores of alternate choices,
including many lower -priced
laserdiscs. And you may also receive
Special Selection mailings up to four
times a year. (That's up to 17 buying
opportunities a year.)
Buy only what you want! If you
want the Director's Selection, do
nothing -it will be sent automatically. If
you'd prefer an alternate selection, or
none at all, just mail the response
card always provided by the date

specified. And you'll always have 14
days to decide; if not, you may return
the selection at our expense.
Money -Saving Bonus Plan. If you
continue your membership after
fulfilling your obligation, you'll be
eligible for our generous bonus plan.
It enables you to enjoy great savings
on the movies you want-for as long
as you decide to remain a member!
10 -Day Risk -Free Trial. Well send
details of the Club's operation with
your introductory package. If not
satisfied, return everything within 10
days for a full refund and no further
obligation.
For fastest service, use a credit card
and call us toll free 24 hours a day:

1-800-538-2233

LASIRDIU CU

1>ept.

3NE

Entertaining

America...

One Person

at a Time.*

Dens' with Wolves*
0805200

The Empire Strikes Back'
0091009

Fried Green Tomatoes 1005404

Hearts Of Darkness: A
Filmmaker's Apocalypse 1002500

Harry Connick, Jr.:
Singin' 8 Swingin' 0968107

Star Trek:
The Motion Picture *0203505

Star Trek II:
The Wrath Of Khan 0201301

Star Trek Ill:
The Search For Spock *0201608

Star Trek IV:
The Voyage Home *0430603

Star Trek V:
The Final Frontier *0448605
Superman: The Movie *0001305
Superman II 0601500

Born On The Fourth
Of July *0489104
Field Of Dreams 0920306
Presumed innocent *0962100
Road Warrior 0602805
Chinatown *0202507
B ird On A Wire *0497305
Beverly HiNs Cop 0205302
B everly Hills Cop II 0431908
Henry V (1990)

Henry 8 June
*0040303
*0499301

The Grifters 0383000
Bugs Bunny Classics 0297705
Conan The Barbarian *0220509
The Empire Of The Sun *0633206
Dangerous Liaisons *0638700
Reversal Of Fortune 0969709

Always *0921502
Dirty Harry 0601708

Memphis Belle *0983502
Big 0367409

New Jack City 0971507

Fatal Attraction 0439307

Chariots Of Fire 0601401

All Dogs Go To Heaven 0289702

it's A Wonderful Life
(45th Anniversary Ed.) 0392308

The Last Boy Scout * 0779108

The Naked Gun 21/2:
The Smell Of Fear *0842609
Patton 0788703

2001: A Space Odyssey *0844308
North By Northwest *0844209 The Wizard Of Oz 0001404

lolumbia House Laserdisc Club
Dept. 3NE P.O. Box 1112, Terre Haute, Indiana 47811-1112
Yes, please enroll me under the terms outlined in this advertisement. As a member,

need buy only 2 more selections, at regular Club prices, within the coming year.
Send me these 3 laserdiscs For $1.00 each taws SI 50 each shipping and handling (boat $7.501

Please Check How Paying: My check is enclosed 20Y/20Z
C-1 Charge my introductory laserdiscs rind future Club purchases to.
0 MasterCard Diners Club ' AMEX VISA Discover

Acct No.

Signature

Name

Address Apt

Exp

City State

Zip Phone Nc. (
Nole Columbia -louse toserclesc Club reserves tke aght kt I eled Of cancel any tnembersbto Offer lontted to
contmentol U S iexcluchng Alaska) Appltcable sales tax added to all orders 1400 N Fruttocloe
Avenue, Terre Houle, IN 47811 I 112

0/10/943
*Letterbox 1e,1992. The Columbia House CornpanLi
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BY STEVE SIMELS
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PECIAL eiv
AB TESTS OF STEREO FM TUNERS

USIC. ACOUSTICS.
NO CONCERT HALLS

FADERS* CHOICE
THE YEARS

EST RECCEDS

30 years ago
In the January 1963 issue,
Furman Hebb's editorial noted
that the acoustics of New
York's new Philharmonic Hall
[now Avery Fisher Hall] were
being discussed in terms
usually reserved for high-
fidelity components. One
critic, he observed, "wished
he had a bass control handy so
he could have turned it up."

The People's Choice: Twelve
albums were picked by STEREO
REVIEW'S readers as the best of
the previous year. Among
them were Igor Stravinsky's
own version of The Firebird,
the soundtrack of West Side
Story, Billie Holiday's "The
Golden Years," and Judy
Garland's "Judy at Carnegie
Hall," which was described as
"mesmeric." Later in the
issue, the editors chose the
best album covers of the year,
including John Coltrane's
"Ole," the Modern Jazz
Quartet's "The Comedy," and
a best-selling (NOT!) Caedmon
spoken -word LP of Beowulf.

Technical Talk: Julian Hirsch
reviewed the Shure M222
Stereo Dynetic integrated
tonearm and cartridge, which

had a tracking force of 1/4 to 11/2
grams. He also put Concord's
Model 880 portable stereo tape
recorder through its paces.
concluding that the $400 unit
was 'excellent in many
respects," although he
recommended that buyers
carefully check it to "ascertain
that the hum level is not too
high for comfort."

Huh? A back -cover ad for
Audiotape open -reel recording
tape contained the oddly
unsettling observation, "Those
crunching noises reverberating
through your head are
exciting."

20 years ago
The Basic Repertoire:
Contemplating versions of
Rachmaninoff's Rhapsody on a
Theme by Paganini on the
hundredth anniversary of
Rachmaninoff's birth, the critic
Martin Bookspan
recommended the composer's
own performance on RCA, a
London LP featuring Vladimir
Ashkenazy, a Gary Graffman/
Leonard Bernstein version on
Columbia, and the RCA Arthur
Rubinstein/Fritz Reiner
collaboration, which he
thought "makes much of the
music's wit and fancy."

New products noted this
month included the Thorens
TD -125 Mk II turntable
(available in a version able to
play 16 -inch transcription
discs); the Sylvania AS85W
speaker system, an acoustic -
suspension design with an 8 -
inch woofer and I1/4 -inch dome

ELAY

tweeter; and the Arp Odyssey
music synthesizer, complete
with white -noise generator
(price: $1,295 without stand).

A feature on the history of the
Metropolitan Opera on radio
uncovered a strange response
to the broadcasts' long-time
announcer, Milton Cross. "I'm
not fond of Milton Cross's
voice," one Met listener was
quoted as saying, "but my dog
loves it. As soon as I turn on
the radio and Cross comes
over the airwaves, the pooch
becomes glued to the set.
When the music starts, he
leaves."

Why not? Seven of SR's
classical -music critics
pondered the burning question,
"Why Alexander Scriabin?"
David Hall summed up the
consensus by quoting Janis
Joplin: "cheap thrills."

Stereo Review
CAR STEREO ROURIDUP
Road and Lab Tests on
10 Car Stereo Units

EquIpment Test Report,
 onnerefieloMattementenit "temetterraterte
 rweettowermtterr,t
 fte.olio.101.1.1.- -

1,14
-41sua.
IlLarsj.nr sc:

MIME

10 years ago
Bill, Meet Herb: After
presenting a Record of the

Year Award to the conductor
and early digital audio
enthusiast Herbert von
Karajan, Editor in Chief
William Livingstone pondered
Karajan's claim that eventually
all recordings would be video.
"PolyGram is promoting the
compact disc with the slogan
'Hear the Light,' " he noted,
"but will we always want to
see the source of the sound?"

Best of the Month: George
Jellinek, acknowledging that a
perfect performance of
Mozart's Le Nozze di Figaro
was "elusive," nonetheless
gave high marks to London's
digital recording featuring
Samuel Ramey and conducted
by Georg Solti. On the pop

side, Mark Peel was cuckoo
for Cocoa Puffs over "Ice
Cream for Crow," a Captain
Beefheart album that proved to
be his last. Elsewhere in the
review section, Eric Salzman
made a case for Alois Haba's
quarter -tone opera The Mother
("Strangely, it works"), Steve
Simels hailed Tonio K.'s "La
Bomba" as "the greatest EP
since the Rolling Stones' Five
X Five,' " and Noel Coppage,
unaccountably turned off by
Don Henley's seemingly
inoffensive "I Can't Stand
Still," dismissed the ex -
Eagle's latest album as
"derivative as Milton Berle's
jokes."

Thanks a lot: In "Audio Q.
And A.," reader Larry Weiss,
of Boston, asked Technical
Director Larry Klein if it was a
good idea to get an equalizer
for his car stereo. Klein's
response: "It all depends." 0
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IKLH
AUDIO SY !.; fE.Mi

MAKES

Listen. There is a time

for hard -driving rock. This is

not one of those times. Now

you want something a little

softer, a little more sensual.

And you want speakers

that are as comfortable with

rich, crooning voices as they

are with screaming metalica

guitars.

So, here's what you do:

ask to listen to the new KLH

Premier Series: Bring along a

few Frank or Sarah CDs.

Bring your girlfriend. Then,

politely, ask For the
name
of your

the salesman nearest
KLH Prem er
Series dealer

for a little 85
cal

4-444l
800/

.

© 1993 ELH

privacy. Audio Systems

MUSIC YOU FEEL



Since 1976, Coustic has
consistently created and
manufactured some of the
highest quality equipment
on the car audio market.

From its introduction in
1978. the memorable RX-
3000 has drawn incredible
consumer demand. In the
early eighties, the unforget-
table EQ-8370 maintained
strong popularity for an
amazing stretch of seven
years. Then, of course,
there was the AMP -500/300
power amplifier series with
its superb sonic reproduc-
tion capability.

The HZ Shaper' (U.S.
Pat. D302,556 & D302,695)
speaker series was invented
to solve inherent acoustic
problems created within the
automobile interior, while the
highly successful RX-500
radio series achieved leg-
endary status. Continuing in
Coustic's tradition of quality
and innovation...

AMP -380/190
Automotive Power Amplifier

Since its introduction in
1985, the AMP -380/190 has
become an industry classic.
It is the first amplifier ever
designed to utilize HEXFET`
components in its Pulse
Width Modulated (PWM)
power supply.

EQ-1030 Real -Time Analyzer/
Pre-Amp/Active Crossover

Chronicle
Selected as "one of the

most innovative consumer
products of 1986"at the In-
novations '86 Design &
Engineering Exhibition
event held at the 1986 Inter-
national Summer Consumer
Electronic Show. The
EQ-1030, a programmable
7 -band EQ designed with
pink noise generator, micro-
phone and detachable elec-
tronic crossover, is the first
and only product of its kind
ever to be created for the
automotive environment.

XM-3 Mobile Electronic
Crossover (U.S.Pat. #4,905,284)

The most popular and
widely imitated electronic
crossover ever created, the
trend -setting XM-3 is well
recognized in the industry
for its unique features.

"The XM-3 is an
installer's dream come
true... but the real beauty
lies in the crossover's ability
to be configured for practi-
cally any amplifier/speaker
system you can think of...
it's a very useful product and
a tremendous value."

Michael Smolen
User's Evaluation,

CAR STEREO REVIEW
Summer 1988

/441,///

AMP -460 Power Logic
Component Amplifier

The first of Coustic's
Power Logic Component
automotive power amplifier
line, the AMP -460 was
honored as "one of the
most innovative consumer
products of 1990"at the
Innovations '90 Design &
Engineering Exhibition.

"It offers an excellent
design, quality construction,
reliable operation. and great
sonics while avoiding the
distraction of useless bells
and whistles... in short, this
is a very cost-effective but
still hi-fi amplifier."

Ken C.Pohlmann
Test Reports,

CAR STEREO REVIEW
May June 1990

XM-7 Multi-Functicn
Mobile Electronic Crossover
(Patent Pending)

The "reference standard'
for electronic crossover de-
sign technology, the XM-7
was recognized as another
"one of the mos* innovative
consumer products of 1990"
at the Innovations '90 event.

RTA-33 30 -Band One -Third
Octave Real Time Analyzer.
(Patent Pending)

The world's smallest,
most powerful and amaz-
ingly accurate Real Time
Analyzer, the RTA-33,
earned Coustic yet another
honor as "one of the most
innovative consumer
products of 1991" at the
Innovations '91

Utilizing DSP technology,
the RTA-33 represents a
major breakthrough in
precision instrumentation.

"The 33 is an excellent
RTA. In terms of design,
Coustic's engineers have
stepped up to the plate and
hit a home run. No other
RTA offers this combination
of small size, versatility,
special features, precision,
and price... The RTA-33
simply rewrites the rules."

Ken C.Pohlmann
User's Evaluation,

CAR STEREO REVIEW
Jan/Feb 1992

RX-739 Car Radio Cassette

An evolutionary improve-
ment, Coustic's new 1992
series of full -featured Car
Radio/Cassette Players is
a fusion of technological
ingenuity, functionality and
dynamic ergonomics.

DA -55 Dual Single -Bit
Digital to Analog Processor
with 18 -Bit Resolution

Designed and hand-
crafted in the United States,
DA -55 represents the debut
of Coustic's new premiere
Design Reference series.
Coustic again sets the stan-
dard for design excellence.

At Coustic, creative
imagination combined with
serious dedication is a
tradition.

CO= IC
4260 Charter Street
Vernon, CA 90058-2596 USA
Phone: 213-582-2832
Fax: 213-582-4328

CIRCLE NO 20 ON READER SERVICE CARD



SOUNDSTREAM
The DAC-1 digital -to -analog

converter from Soundstream

features what the company calls

Dual Process conversion, which

is said to yield low noise and

excellent linearity. a discrete

SOTA
Sofa's newest Time Domain

loudspeaker. the three-way, 40 -

inch -high Model 2 (left in photo).

uses the same Kevlar drivers as

the Model 4 (right) and the

Panorama "midi -monitor"

(center). Rated response of the

Class A analog output sectior,

and three separate. isolated

power supplies. Price: 5695.

Soundstream. Dept. SR. 120 Blue

Ravine Rd.. Folsom, CA 95630.

 Circle 120 on reader service card

Model 2 is 37 to 22.000 Hz ±3

dB. Price: S3.000 a pair in

rosewood or ebony finish.

S2,200 in oak. Sofa. Dept. SR,

1318-B Marquette Dr..

Romeoville. IL 60441.

 Circle 121 on reader service card

 QUAD
The Quad 66FM FM -only tuner is

designed to match the Quad 66

preamplifier and to be operated

with tie preamp's remote control.

Features include nineteen station

presets and auto -search in 25- or

50 -kHz steps. Capture ratio s

BANG & OLUFSEN
The 43' 4 -inch -high Beolab 6000

powered loudspeaker system

from B&0 is magnetically

shielded for use in home

theaters. It features Adaptive

Bass Linearization. which reduces

bass output at high volumes to

limit distortion. Price: S2.000 a

pair. Bang & Olufsen. Dept. SR.

1150 Feehanville Dr.. Mount

Prospect, IL 60056.

 Circle 122 on reader service card

rated as 1.5 dB: 50 -dB quieting

sensitivity as 28 dBf in stereo. 8

dBf in mono. and image rejection

as 100 dB. Price: 51.200. Quad

U.S.A.. Dept. SR, 111 South Dr..

Barrington, IL 60010.

 Circle 123 on reader service card
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 HAFLER
The MSE 88tn four -channel car

power amplifier. rated for 22

watts per channel, features

Hatler's TransNova circuitry,

which uses grounded -source

MOSFET output transistors for a

wide bandwidth. low distortion

and noise. and thermal stability.

Price: 5329. Hailer Mobile

Electronics, Dept. SR. 613 S.

Rockford Dr.. Tempe, AR 85281.

 Circle 125 on reader service card

V AVALON ACOUSTICS
Avalon's two-way Avatar speaker

system has a 1 -inch titanium -

dome tweeter and a special long -

throw. 8 -inch Nomex Kevlar cone

woofer. The cherrywood-finish

NEW PRODUCTS

JVC

The JVC XL -P30 portable CD

player can play while its lid is

open. It also features twenty-two

track programming and Compu-

Link compatibility with JVC home

receivers. Accessories include

a carrying bag, AC adaptor.

rechargeable batteries, and

headphones. Price: S220. JVC.

Dept. SR. 41 Slater Dr.. Elmwood

Pk., NJ 07407.

 Circle 124 on reader service card

cabinet is 34 inches high. Price:

53.950 a pair. Avalon Acoustics

Inc.. Dept. SR. 2800-B Wilderness

Pl.. Boulder, CO 80301.

 Circle 126 on reader service card

/P EVEREADY
The compact 5 Hour Charger from

Eveready recharges four AA or

AAA batteries in 5 hours, giving

users of battery -operated

portables an environment -friendly

alternative to throwing away

batteries. Other Eveready

rechargers can handle up to eight

batteries. Prices: S12 to S18.

Eveready Battery Company. Dept.

SR. Checkerboard Sq.. St. Louis.

Missouri 63164.

 Circle 127 on reader service card

PIONEER
The CT-WM7OR. Pioneer's latest

dual -well, autoreverse cassette

changer. can play up to seven

tapes nonstop or dub a sequence

from up to six tapes. Price: 5510.

Pioneer, Dept. SR. 2265 E. 220th

St.. P.O. Box 1730, Long Beach.

CA 90801-1720.



FINALLY, AN INNOVATION IN
AUDIOTAPE TECHNOLOGY THAT CAN BE SEEN.

HIGH PRECISION
HA SE ACCUltikt-

CASSETTE
MiCHANISM

A
3App14 *PON

Starting this fall, Maxell audiotapes

will appear in packaging designed to revo-

lutionize audiotape selection. While you

probably know that the different bias levels

in today's audiotapes are meant for different

recording requirements, you may not be

sure which one to choose for each taping

need. To simplify the selection, we created

a coding system as easy as 1-2-3.

 Tape with a blue dot denotes the first

category of bias level: "Normal!' It's great

for general taping purposes. Like music off

portable audio equipment or clear FM

broadcasts. Even a spoken lecture.

 A red square stands for the second and

most popular category of our tapes: "High"

bias. It includes XLII and XLII-S, which has

Black Magnetite, and is the perfect choice

for capturing the high energy music of CDs.

AThe purple triangle symbolizes the
third and final category of bias level: "Metal!'

It's excellent for recording powerful, full -

spectrum digital source music, live or stu-

dio. Before buying one make sure your tape

deck has a "Metal/Type IV" setting.

When you make audiotapes with the

sound clarity of Maxell, there's no sense in

covering them with packaging that's unclear.

maxell
TAKE YOUR MUSIC

TO THE MAX. t 1992 .Haul! Corporation or America



 YAMAHA
Yamaha's DSP-E200B surround -

processor amplifier features a

large number of digitally

generated ambience modes as

well as decoding for Dolby Pro

Logic surround sound. It can
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NEW PRODUCTS

4 MITSUBISHI
Mitsubishi says the HTS-100

Dolby Pro Logic decoder amplifier

provides Instant Home Theater.

It connects to a TV set and can

deliver up to 50 watts to left and

right front speakers. 25 watts each

to one or two center speakers.

and 25 watts each to two surround

speakers. Price: S499.

Mitsubishi. Dept. SR, 5665 Plaza

Dr., Cypress. CA 90630-0007.

 Circle 128 on reader service card

Moe

4 CERWIN-VEGA
The VS -120 from Cerwin-Vega.

next to the top of the new VS

Series, has a 12 -inch woofer, a 4 -

inch midrange, and a 1 -inch dual -

magnet tweeter. The 32 -inch -high

cabinet is finished in walnut -grain

vinyl. Price: 5345 each. Cerwin-

Vega. Dept. SR. 555 E. Easy St..

Simi Valley, CA 93065.

 Circle 130 on reader service card

deliver 25 watts each to one

center and two surround

speakers. Price: 5499. Yamaha.

Dept. SR. P.O. Box 6660, Buena

Park. CA 90622.

 Circle 131 on reader service card

A ADCOM
The Adcom GFP-565 preamplifier

features three sets of outputs so

sneakers can be easily bi- or

triamplifiec. It has five high-level

inputs, a phono input. and a

processor loop. Price: 5800 in

black. 5850 in white. Adcom.

Dept. SR. 11 Elkins Rd.. East

Brunswick, NJ 08816.

 Circle 129 on reader service card

A GENEVA
Geneva's Portable Compact Disc

Traveler has a nylon exterior,

Velcro inner dividers, and

zippered compartments to hold a

Geneva CD tote, a portable

player, headphones, and a book.

Price: S25. Geneva Group. Dept.

SR. 9909 S. Shore Dr.. Plymouth.

MN 55441.

 Circle 132 on reader service card



" Kris Kross-Totally Krossed
Out. Warm It Up; Jump; etc
(Ruffhouse/Columbia) 4.35.743

Eric Clapton-Unplugged. Layla.
Tears In Heaven, plus more
(Repnse/Duck) 446.187

Michael Bolton -Timeless (The
Classics). Yesterday. Dolt Away
plus more (Columbia) 445.494

Billy Ray Cyrus -Some Gave All.
Achy Breaky Hear?, Could've Been
Me more (Mercury) 441.451

Bobby Brown -Bobby. Humpy 
Around. Two Can Play That Game.
more (MCA) 445.403

Pearl Jam -Ten. Even Flow,
Jeremy. Once, plus many more
(Epic/Assoc ) 428.4.33

Extreme -la Sides To Every
Story. Rest 'n Peace. and more
(A&M) 447.540

Mariah Carey -MTV Unplugged.
I'll Be There Emotions, others
(Columbia) 441.790

Genesis -We Can't Dance. Tale
Cut plus Jesus He Knows Me.
more (Atlantic) 448.936

"Boomerang"-Orig. Sndtrk.
Featunng Boyz II Men, Johnny Gill,
others (LaFace) 442.335

Great White -Psycho City
(Capitol) 447.565
Randy Travis -Greatest
Hits. Vol. 2 (Warner Bros.)

448.662

Randy Travis -Greatest
Hits. Vol. 1 (Warner Bros.)

448454
Vince Gill -1 Still Believe
In You (MCA) 448.571

Sinead O'Connor -Am I
Not Your Girl? (Chrysalis)

447.532

Dsvid Bowie -David Live
(Rykodisc)438.218/390.214

Marvin Gaye's Grt. Hits
(Motown) .367465
Aretha Franklin -30
Greatest Hits (Atlantic)

350493/390.799
Van Morrison-
Moondance (Warner
Bros.) 349403
Jethro Tull -Aqualung
(Chrysalis) 345.157
John Lennon -Live In
New York City (Capitol)

342.774

Motown's 25 #1 Hits
From 25 Years (Mo-
town) 319.996/399498
Best Of Carty Simon,
Vol. 1 (Elektra) 291456
Eagles -Hotel California
(Asylum) 286.948

Meat Loaf -Bat Out Of
Hell (Epic) 279.133

Boston (Epic) 269.209

Barbra Streisand-
Highlights from 'Just For
The Record" (Columbia)

444.372

Alice In Chains -Dirt
(Columbia) 445433
Suzanne Vega -99.9. F
(A&M) 447416
Collin Raye-In This Life
(Epic) 447.268

"Honeymoon In Vegas"
Onginal Soundtrack (Epic)

444.919

Bad Company -Here
Comes Trouble (ATCO)

446403
Branford Marsalis-1
Heard You Twice The First
Time (Columbia) 445.460
Freddie Jackson -Time
For Love (Capitol) 445.262
George Thorogood And
The Destroyers -The
Baddest Of The Bad (Has)
(EMI) 444405
Megadeth-Countdown
To Extinction (Capitol)

444.489
Pat Metheny-Secret
Story (Geffen) 444.422
Morrissey -Your Arsenal
(Sire/Wamer Bros.) 444.398
Hi -Five -Keep On Goin'
On (Jive) 444.331
Stevie Wonder's Orig.
Musiquarlum I (Tamla)

314.997/394.999
Guns N' Roses -Use
Your Illusion I (Geffen) MI

442.087

Travis Tritt-
T-R-O-U-B-L-E (Warner
Bros.) 445.767
Sonic Youth -D
(Geffen) 444.083

Ricky Van Sheffer, -
Greatest Hits Plus
(Columbia) 444.087

Damn Yankees -Don't
Tread (Warner Bros.)

445.759

Nirvana-Nevermind
(DGC) 442.046

Kiss -Revenge
(Mercury) 441.438

Mary J. Blige-What's
The 4117 (Uptown/ MCA)

445.197
Lionel Richie- Back To
Front (Motown) 441.063

Mary Chapin Carpenter
-Come On. Come On
(Columbia) 440.560

CLASSIC ROCK'S GREATEST HITS
Foreigner -The Very
Best... And Beyond
(Atlantic) 447.524
Yes-Yesstory (ATCO)

446.211/396.218
Steely Dan-Gold-Gd.
Hits (MCA) 435493
Steppenwolf -Born To
Be Wild (MCA)

430.6787390.674
The Allman Brothers
Band -A Decade Of Hits
1969-79 (Polydor.

430.439
Rod Stewart -Downtown
Train/Selections From
The Storyteller Anthology
(Warner Bros.) 425.322
Rush -Chronicles (Mer-
cury) 423.780/393485
Eric Clapton-Time
Pieces (Polydor) 423.467

LYnYrd SkYyirciTheirds3and-Skynyrd's Innny
Gd. Hits (MCA; 381.129

Grateful Dead -Skeletons
From The Closet (Warner
Bros.) 378406
Roy Orbison-The All -
Time Hits. Vols. 1 8 2
(CSP) 377.945
Fleetwood Mac-Grt. Hits
(Warner Bros.) 375.782
Journey's Greatest Hits
(Columbia) 375.279
Best Of The Doors (El-
ektra) 357.616/397412
The Police -Every Breath
You Take -The Singles
(A&M) 348.318
The Beech Boys -Made 4n
The U.S.A. (Capitol)

346.445
Bad Company -10 From 6
(Atlantic) 341.313
Joe Cocker's Grt. Hits
(ABM) 320.911
Creedence Clearwater
Revival-Ch-una [e 20
Grt. Hits (Far ta,_, y ) 3 08.049

James Taylor's Grt. Hits
(Warner Bros.) 291.302

Best Of The Doobles
(Warner Bros.) 291.278
The Steve Miller Band-
Grt. Hits 1974-78 (Capitol)

2Eagles-Gd. Hits, 1:117-751
L(Asoggnsylumi)

Messina -
TheThe Best 01 Fnends
(Columbia) 269.:
Santana's Grt. Hits
(Columbia) 244459
Janis Joplin's Grt. Hits
(Columbia) 231470
Simon I Garfunkel's
Greatest Hits
(Columbia) 219.477
Bob Dy-an's Grt, Hits
(Columbia) 138.586
The Very Best Of The
Righteous Brothers -
Unchained Melody (Verve)

423.772

Trisha Yearwood-
Heals In Armor (MCA
Nashville) 444.042

Too Short -Shorty The
Player (Jive) 443.788
"Mo' Money"-Orig.
Sndtrk. (Perspective/
A8M) 443.739
Guns N' Roses -Use
Your Illusion II (Geffen)131

442.038

Temple Of The Dog
(A&M) 442.780

Marty Stuart -This One's
Gonna Hurt You (MCA)

442.418

E P M D -Business Never
Personal (Ral/Def
Jam/Chaos) 442.244

Wilson Phillips- Shadows
And Light (SBK) 440.271

Lyle Lovett -Joshua
Judges Ruth (MCA)

440.479
Neil Diamond -The Grt
Hits (Columbia)

439.778/399.774
tr-rynton Marsalis Septet
-Blue Interlude
(Columbia) 439.463

Jon Secada (SBK)
438.184

INXS-Welcome To
Wherever You Are
(Atlantic) 445.023
Firehouse -Hold Your
Fire (Epic) 439448
Kathleen Battle &
Wynton Marsalis-
Baroque Duet (Sony
Class ) 439.372

The B -52's -Good Stuff
(Repese) 439.281

Al Jarreau-Heaven And
Earth (Reprise) 439.240
Bob James 8 Earl
Klugh -Cool (Warner
Bros 439.232
Miles Davis-Doo-Bop
(Warner Bros.)

439424
David Sanborn -Up -front
(Elektra) 438.994
The Cure -Wish
(Elektra) 438.655

DAS EFX-Dead Serious
(eastwest) 438.630

Beastle Boys -Check
Your Head
(Capitol) 13 438.499
Celine Dion
(Epic) 436.782
Sophie B. Hawkins -
Tongues & Tails
(Columbia) 436-402

Indigo Girls -Rites Of
Passage (Epic) 436.394

Shabba Ranks -Rough
Ready (Epic) 436.386

Tears For Fears -Tears
Roll Down (Hits 1982-92)
(Fontana) 436.006

Tom Cochrane -Mad
Mad World (Capitol)

435.885

ZZ Top-Grt. Hits (Warner
Bros.) 438.010

Entertaining America...One Person at a Time"' MORE SELECTIONS >



11 TAKE ANY 8 CDs FOR PLUS A CHANCE

MUSIC-FRE
TO GET EVEN MORE

See detai s below.

PHIL COLLINS

IIIMIMMOM
EGEMATEICSI2

Phil Collins -Serious Hits...Live. In
The Air Tonight. Sussudio. more
(Atlantic) 448.944

Elton John -The One. Title Cut plus
Runaway Train (with Clapton): and
more (MCA) 442.772

En Vogue -Funky Divas. Giving Him
Something He Can Feet plus more
(eastwest) 435.750

a

Garth Brooks-Ropin' The Wind.
The River, Papa Loved Mama. and
more (Liberty) 428862

Bruce Springsteen-
Lucky Town (Columbia)

436.600

k.d. tang -Ingenue
(Warner Bros/Sire)

435.404

Grover Washington,
Jr. -Next Exit (Columbia)

435-396

Yanni-Dare To Dream
(Private Music) 435.271

CeCe Peniston-Finally
(A&M) 433.805

Tina Turner -Simply The
Best (Capitol) 433.042

R. Kelly 8 Public
Announcement -Born
Into The 90's (Jive)

433.250

Hammer -Too Legit To
Quit (Capitol) 133.094

Yo -Yo Me/Bobby
McFerrin -Hush (Sony
Mast.) 432.930

Enya-Shepherd Moons
(Repose) 431.718

Jodeci-Forever My Lady
(MCA) 430.959

Patti Labelle-Bumin'
(MCA) 430.074

Bryan Adams -Waking
Up The Neighbours
(A&M) 429.779

Stevie Ray Vaughan &
Double Trouble -Sky
Is Crying (Epic) 429.258

James Taylor -New
Moon Shine (Columbia)

429.209
U2- Achtung Baby
(Island) 431.213

nnntxr.

Bruce Springsteen-
Human Touch (Columbia)

436.592

Harry Connick, Jr.- Blue
Light, Red Light
(Columbia) 429.191

Spin Doctors -Pocket
Full 01 Kryptonite
(Epic/Assoc.) 428482

Soundgarden-Badmo-
tortinger (A&M) 428250

"Singles" -Original
Soundtrack (Epic) 439.604

Ozzy Osbourne-No
More Tears (Epic/
Associated) 428.128

Color Me Badd--C.M.B.
(Giant/Reprise) 426.916

Vanessa Williams -The
Comfort Zone (Wing)

426.510

Carreras/Domi
arotti-FavoriteTZ"
(Sony Master.) 425.470

Boyz II Men-Cooley-
highharmorty (Motown)

424.754

Reba McEntire -For My
Broken Heart (MCA)

430.090
(), and count iv, 2 so Ante .1,5 numb,

Wynonna Judd-
Wynonna (MCA/Curb)

435.909

Amy Grant -Heart In
Motion (A8M) 424.457

Tears For Fears -Songs
From The Big Chair
(Mercury) 423.848

Jon Bon Jovi-Blaze Of
Glory (Mercury) 423.400

Natalie Cole -
Unforgettable (Elektra)

422.279

Leonard Bernstein
Favorites -Orchestral
Showpieces (Sony Class.)

42141 W391415

Spyro Gyre -Collection
(GRP) 420.950

Van Halen-For Unlawful
Carnal Knowledge
(Warner Bros.) 420.273

Paula Abdul -Spellbound
(Virgin) 420.257

Rolling Stones-
Flashpoint (Rolling Stones
Records) 418.715

R.E.M.-Out Of Time
(Warner Bros.) 417.923

C 8 C Music Factory -
Gonna Make You Sweat
(Columbia) 416.933

The "Amadeus" Mozart
(CBS) 416.123

Gloria Estefen-Into The
Light (Epic) 415.943

Michael Bolton -Time,
Love & Tenderness
(Columbia) 415.711

Brooks 8 Dunn -Brand
New Man (Arista) 429.969

1993, The

TLC- -O000000hhh..
(LaFace) 434421
Madonna -The
Immaculate Collection
(Warner Bros./Sire)

414457
Garth Brooks -No
Fences(Liberty) 411.597

L.L. Cool J -Mama Said
Knock You Out (Def
Jam/Columbia) 411.16$

AC/DC-The Razors'
Edge (ATCO) 410.662

Jane's Addiction-Ritua
De Lo Habitual (Warner
Bros.) 407.09$

Vladimir Horowitz -The
Last Recording (Sony
Class.) 405.985

Kenny G Live (Arista)
401.505

The Best Of Luther
Vandross (Epic)

400473/390.476
Janet Jackson- Rhythm
Nation 1814 (MM)

388.918

Patsy Cline-Gd. Hits
(MCA) 365.624

Metallica-Kill 'Em All
(Elektra) 13 363.812

George Michael -Faith
(Columbia) 362.228

Guns N' Roses -
Appetite For Destruction
(Geffen) 0 359.984

Jimmy Buffett -Songs
You Know By Heart (MCA)
13 339.911

"The Commitments"
(Sndtrk ) (MCA) 429.753

Columbia House Company

COLUMBIA HOUSE, 1400 N. Fruitridge Ave.
P.O. Box 1129, Terre Haute, Indiana 47811-1129
Please accept my membership application under the terms outlined in this
advertisement. I am enclosing check or money order for $1.86 (that's 1c for the 8
CDs indicated here, plus $1.85 for shipping and handling). I agree to buy six
selections, at regular Club prices. in the next three years -and may cancel
membership anytime after doing so.
My main musical interest is (check one): (But l may always choose from any category)

Hard Rock Soft Rock Modern Rock L. Light Sounds Rap
Van Halen. Michael Bolton. The Cure. Neil Diamond. L L. Cool J.
ZZ Top Manah Carey Morrissey James Taylor Public Enemy

Heavy Metal R8B/Soul " Easy Listening ,71Jazz Dance/Pop
Megadeth. Luther Vandross. Frank Sinatra. Earl Klugh. C&C Music Factory.
Ozzy Osboume Boyz II Men Ray Conniff Pat Metheny En Vogue

Country: Travis Tntt. Wynonna Judd Classical: V Horowitz. J. Rampal

Mr.
Mrs. Age --
Miss

Address Apt.

City

Print First Nome Lair Name

State
Do you have a VCR? (04) Yes
Do you have a credit card?

Zip
No

Yes E Ne

Send these 8 CDs for lc
Write one number in each box

I I

Extra Bonus Offer:
also send one more CD

now. for which I am enclosing
an additional $6.95.

..and I'm entitled to get
this extra CD FREE!

"Wayne 's World"
(Sndtrk I (Repnse)434498
Bob Marley & The
Wailers -Legend (Island)

337-857

Billy Joel -GilHits,
Vols 2 (Columbia)

336396/396390
The Charlie Daniels
Band-- A Decade Of Hits
(Epic) 321.067

Arrested Development -
3 Years,5 Months &
2 Days (Chrysalis)436.204

The Rippingtons-
Weekend In Monaco
(GRP) 445.296

Warrant -Dog Eat Dog
(Columbia) 444.091

Red Hot Chili Peppers
-Blood Sugar Sex Magik
(Warner Bros )13 428.367

Michael Jackson --
Dangerous (Epic) 433.920

Naiee-Just An Illusion
(EMI) 442.251

George Strait -Holding
My Own (MCA) 440.396

Rodney Crowell -Life Is
Messy (Columbia)439.471

Keith Sweat -Keep It
(Bekaa) 431.130

Midori-Live At Carnegie
Hall (Sony Classical)

420.570
Don Henley -The End Of
The Innocence (Geffen)

383.802
Traffic -The Low Spark
Of High Heeled Boys
(Island) 351.924

Smokey Robinson & The
Miracles -Anthology
(Motown) 336.057/3_9&051
Jackson Browne -L -The
Pretender (Asylum)

292.243
Peter Frampton -
Frampton Comes Alive!
(A&M) 262.311/392.316

Jim Croce -Photographs
& Memories: Grt. Hits
(Saja) 246.868
Bonnie Raitt-Luck Of The
Draw (Capitol) 423.186

aiContains explicit lyrics which may be objectionable to some members

HERE'S HOW TO GET YOUR 8 CDs FOR is...
 Just mail the coupon together with check or money
order for $1.86 (that's 1c for your first 8 CDs, plus $1.85
for shipping and handling).
 You agree to buy just six more selections in the next
three years, at regular Club prices, currently $12.98 to
$15.98 -and you may cancel your membership at any
time after doing so. (A shipping and handling charge will
be added to each shipment.)
 Free Music Magazine sent every four weeks (up to 13
limes a year), describing the Regular Selection for your
listening interest, plus hundreds of alternates. And Special
Selection mailings up to six times a year (total of up to 19
buying opportunities).
 Buy only what you want! If you want the Regular or
Special Selection, do nothing -it will be sent automatically.
If you'd prefer an alternate selection, or none at all. lust
mail the response card always provided by the date
specified
 You always have 10 days to decide: it not. you may
return the Selection at our expense.
 New "Buy More -Pay Less" Bonus Plan. If you con-
tinue your membership after fulfilling your obligation,
you'll be eligible for our generous bonus plan. It lets you get
a single CD for as little as $3.99 (or a single cassette free)
for each CD you buy at regular Club price
 10 -Day Risk -Free Trial. We'll send details of the Club's
operation with your introductory package. If not satisfied.
return everything within 10 days for a full refund and no
further obligation
 Extra Bonus Otter: you may take one additional CD
right now at the super -low price of only $6 95 -and you are
then entitled to lake an extra CD as a bonus FREE! And
you'll receive your discounted CD and your bonus CD with
your 8 introductory selections -a total of 10 CDs in all!
 If the application is missing, write to: Columbia House.
1400 N. Fruitridge Ave. Terre Haute, IN 47811-1129

487/S93
NOW: we reserve the note a repot any epplkation Of canoe any membership These offers not available in APO.
FPO. Alaska. Hewes PUNb Rco; weft ke WNW al iiIfibve offer. Camden reagents wel be serviced Iran Toronto
Applwable sales tax adclad to all orders.

MTB-8F-RN

OLUMIB Entertaining America..,

SE One Person at a Time.'



 MB QUART
The OM 160KN S universal

coaxial car speaker from MB

Quart is designed to fit in a 61, -

inch factory cutout with a

mounting depth of 23/4 inches. It

has a 61/, -inch woofer that

crosses over at 4.000 Hz to a 34 -

inch titanium -dome tweeter.

Price: 5279 a pair. MB Quart.

Dept. SR, 25 Walpole Pk. S..

Walpole. MA 02081.

 Circle 133 on reader service card

 JENSEN
The Jensen A432BBE

multichannel car stereo amplifier

features BBE processing, which is

said to recover harmonics that

may lose definition between amp

and speaker. In four -channel

NEW PRODUCTS0

P PANASONIC
The SL -S440 portable CO player

from Panasonic. only 10 ounces

without batteries and 11/4 inch

th ck. features MASH2 1 -bit D A

conversion circuitry and !wenty-

foJr-track programming. It comes

with a wired remote control. AC

adaptor, and rechargeable

batteries. Accessories to facilitate

use in a car are available.

Price: 5190. Panasonic. Dept.

SR, One Panasonic Way.

Secaucus. NJ 07094.

 Circle 134 on reader service card

mode. it is rated to deliver 50

watts per channel rms. 100 watts

peak. Price: 5370. Jensen. Dept.

SR, 25 Tri-State Intl Office

Center, Lincolnshire. IL 60069.

 Circle 136 on reader service card

DIGITAL SYSTEMS
AND SOLUTIONS
The MusicMat and MusicMat Gold

dampers are said to improve CD

playback. Prices: S50 and S80

(Gold). Digital Systems and

Solutions. Dept. SR. 9220 Lavell

St.. La Mesa, CA 91941-5638:

telephone, 1 800-748-5792.

 Circle 135 on reader service card

BRIGHTON
INTERNATIONAL
Brighton's Vivace line of A V

furniture includes the Model 2043

cabinet. Measuring 4314 x 20 x 20

inches. it has two storage drawers

and space for at least three

components. The top can hold a

35 -inch TV. Finished in matte or

glossy laminate, white or black.

Price: S550. Brighton International,

Dept. SR, 22001 Pacific Hwy. S.,

Seattle, WA 98198.

 Circle 137 on reader service card



SIGNALS

Art and Science
IAST week I visited a hi-fi shop that
prides itself on its very analytical
approach to audio. A discussion
arose concerning a new CD play-
er. I was describing the technical
perks embodied in the design of

the digital -to -analog converters, and a
saleswoman was enthusiastically cata-
loging the signal-to-noise ratio, har-
monic and intermodulation distortion,
and other specifications. Finally, an
exasperated customer, trying to get a
word in edgewise, burst out, "Yes,
but what does it sound like?"

That question triggered a serious
reality check. In our haste to describe
the player's technical merits, neither
of us had actually listened to it. So we
did, and eventually we agreed that it
sounded great. Meanwhile, the cus-
tomer was long gone. I started think-
ing: Here we were, gloating because
there was only 0.1 dB of nonlinearity
at -90 dB and excited because the
distortion was only 0.0025 percent,
but did any of that really make any
difference?

Twenty or thirty years ago, mea-
sured specifications were supremely
important because the performance of
audio equipment was relatively poor.
Most equipment could be meaningful-
ly evaluated, and improved, by means
of measurements. But time and tech-
nology have chipped away at their
importance, and with the advent of
digital audio, some specifications are
routinely so much better than they
have to be for sonic transparency that
there's seldom any reason to be con-
cerned about them. For example, is it
reasonable to say that one CD player is
better than another because its total
harmonic distortion is 0.0005 percent
lower?

Sitting down in a quiet corner of the
showroom, I contemplated what this
change might imply. Have we now
mastered the basic problems of audio
design? Can we begin to leave the
numbers behind and strive to accom-
plish something more? Instead of
mass-producing products that all mea-
sure great, and sound the same, can
we (or should we) try a different, more
creative, more artistic approach? For

BY KIN C. POHLMANN

example, should a D/A converter or
power amplifier be designed to be as
linear as possible, to sound as trans-
parent as we can make it? Or should it
introduce its own signature to tSe
sound? In other words, is distortion
necessarily a bad thing? Does today's
linear equipment sound too sterile?
Vacuum tubes can introduce signifi-
cant distortion and are beloved by
some because of it. Should we design
new signal -processing circuits to mim-
ic the distortions of tube amplifiers?
Or would that design approach simply
lead us to wallow in pure subjectivity,
trapped in the fantasy world of the
golden ears?

For an alternative and possibly un-
conventional view on these thoughts, I
whipped out my cellular phone and
called Michael Yee, the designer of
Mobile Fidelity Sound Lab's new
UltrAmp audio components. When he
designed the UltrAmp D/A converter,
line amplifier, and power amplifier, he
worked primarily by listening to the
results instead of measuring them. The
connection went through.

"Hi, Michael. Do you consider au-
dio designing to be an art or a sci-
ence?"

"It's both. It's an art in the sense
that it takes much more than simple
specs to come up with something mu-
sical. The science is trying to under-
stand what you hear and translating
that into objective technical deci-
sions."

"When you're designing, which
takes precedence?"

"Well, here's one example. The
TDA 1541 multibit D/A converter chip
in our UltrAmp converter was used in
place of 'more linear' 1 -bit chips strict-
ly for its sonic characteristics, even
though 1 -bit chips would have provid-
ed better specs."

"In other words, instead of being
linear, it's okay for a component to
introduce sonic characteristics of its
own?"

"Tonally, we try to make the units
as neutral as possible. For example,
we put three line amps in series, listen
for an exaggeration of sonic signature,
and try to eliminate it. However, our
components do have sonic character-
istics in that they create a very visual
soundstage with great imaging and

depth. Most opponents of sonic signa-
tures are referring to tonal characteris-
tics. Those should be avoided."

"It sounds like you rely on your ears
as your primary test instruments."

"We focus our efforts on specs for
real music, rather than specs based on
test waves. Personally, I love opera. I
find it impossible to make a direct
correlation between a great soprano
and a simple sine wave. Consequent-
ly, we use complex test waves, rather
than simple ones. In order to repro-
duce these effectively, we use all dis-
crete circuits. Although integrated cir-
cuits could bring us better specs for
less money, we don't think they sound
as good."

"Is it okay for a product to sound
great and measure poorly?"

"That depends on how you define
'poorly.' In my experience, while
great specs do not guarantee good
sound, any design that sounds very
good will have reasonable specs."

'Apparently you tip your scales in
favor of art over science. But what
about the people who tip them too far?
In other words, how do we guard
against wacky, purely subjectively de-
signed audio products?"

"If something wacky ends up
sounding extremely good, it ends up
telling us our science is not good
enough."

"Thanks, Michael. I have to reflect
on all this."

I pocketed my phone and left the hi-
fi shop. People who reject all methods
of component evaluation not based on
purely subjective criteria form the lu-
natic fringe of audio. On the other
hand, progress in high fidelity depends
ultimately on how technological ad-
vances are used to shape the listening
experience, which has never been
something that could be determined
solely by the numbers. And as we
move into second -generation digital
audio products such as MiniDisc
(MD), Digital Compact Cassette
(DCC), and digital audio broadcasting
(DAB)-technologies founded on per-
ceptual encoding and psychoacoustic
principles-the reliability of conven-
tional measurements as a guide to
sound quality will decrease, making
critical listening more important than
ever before.
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then A r
Rule #23

All drivers
are not

created equal.

4

p

p

The speakeron tne left is designed with Injection -Molded Polypropylene ONIP.":, cone technology. The speaker on the right
is paper The speaker on the left offers cleaner, richer bass. The one on the rght doesn't. The
one on the left can handle extraordinary amounts of power withait distortion. The one on
the right can't. The one on the left is from a full line of new high-performance component speak-
ers from Pioneer' The one on the right isn't. To fird out more, call 1-E100-42'-,604, ext. 444

(y) PIONEER
The Art of Entertainment

C 1992 Pioneer Electronics (USA) Inc.. Long Beach. CA



Amplifier Distortion
liI decided not to buy a particular amplifier
because its rated total harmonic distortion
was a very high 0.5 percent. Then I read a

review that praised the same model for its very
low distortion. Why the disparity? Is it due to
different measuring techniques, and if so. why
would the manufacturer stick with such unflat-
tering numbers? CHRISTOPHER M. VIDOVIC

Park Ridge, IL

AReverse snobbery, perhaps. In any event,
the way amplifier manufacturers specify
their products' output is determined by a

set of rules laid down a number of years ago by
the Federal Trade Commission. In the dear
dead days of 1970's audio, the shadier compa-
nies tended to add the channels together,
devise unrealistic peak outputs, and generally
come up with inflated numbers. To combat
that, the FTC required that power specifica-
tions include considerable detail as to how the
numbers were arrived at. The rated output had
to include things like the frequency range over
which it applied (the lowest and highest fre-
quencies being the toughest to deal with), the
impedance driven, the fact that both channels
were operating and over a reasonably long
period of time, and the distortion level for
which the numbers applied. But as long as the
details were laid out, the manufacturers could
say what they liked.

Distortion rises as an amplifier approaches
and goes beyond overload, so it's possible to
claim unrealistically high output levels for an
amplifier as long as you're willing to put up
with high distortion. Somewhere in between,
an amplifier could claim 0.5 percent distortion
(virtually inaudible, actually) in order to pre-
sent a high -output face. It's marketing rather
than science, to be sure, but no big deal. In
most situations, such an amplifier would be
operating at a fraction of its "rated" output,
and its distortion levels would drop to the
vanishing point.

Which D/A Converter?
RMy CD player contains a l -bit digital -to -

analog converter (DAC), and I am also
considering buying an integrated amplifier

with its own built-in DAC, which uses I8 -bit
conversion. Willi still be able to get the benefits
of the I -bit system with this combination?

MATTHEW STAFFORD

El Paso, TX

AIf you feed the CD player's digital output
to the appropriate input on the amplifier,
the player's internal DAC will be by-

passed, and the amplifier's I8 -bit converter
will function. The only way to circumvent this
is to feed the player's analog output to a line -
level input on the integrated amplifier, in
which case the conversion will still take place
in the player.

BY IAN G. MASTERS
Which option is preferable is open to de-

bate. A I -bit converter is not necessarily
better than a 16- or I8 -bit converter, except
that it is possible to get very good performance
at low signal levels more cheaply and consis-
tently with I -bit converters, and without need
of any critical adjustment during manufacture.
Assuming, however, that the multibit convert-
er in the amplifier is well made and properly
adjusted, there is little advantage to using the
I -bit DAC in your player, and there may be a
benefit to using the amplifier's converter if it
eliminates the need for converting the incom-
ing signal to digital to feed digital processing
circuits in the amplifier.

Combi Quality
R/ am considering upgrading my system by
replacing my old CD player with a I -bit
combi-player that can handle laserdiscs as

well. I'm not sure what trade-offs are involved
in the combined unit, however. By buying one,
am I likely to create a "weak link" in my
system? DALE DECKER

Spring, TX

AThat's very improbable. At the most rar-
efied level, a premium CD -only player
may outperform a combi-player, at least

on paper, but not in any way you are likely to
hear. Typically, combined units are used for
CD's much of the time, and all of them are fine
in the audio -only mode.

Record Cleaning
ORecently I have been compiling tape collec-
tions from some of my 3,000 LP's. My
experience with liquid record -cleaning sys-

tems has been that they occasionally degrade
the sound and increase noise. Considering that
I have taken relatively good care of my vinyl
records, could I expect a sonic improvement if!
were to clean them with a mechanical device
such as the Nitty Gritty record cleaner?

DAVID M. CLINE
Greenville, NC

AMy rule is to do as little cleaning as
possible, on the theory that a clean record
won't get any better by further cleaning

(nor will a permanently damaged one). If you
have maintained your records properly over
the years, most of them will need only a dry
brushing before you play them, to get rid of
loose dust that has settled on the record since
the last time it was played. By all means use a
machine for this purpose if you can justify the
cost; in most cases a simple carbon -fiber
brush will do the trick just as effectively.

As for liquids, they should be reserved for
truly filthy records and probably only need to
be used once. Even then, it sometimes helps
to wait for a day or so after wet -cleaning
before you commit a record to tape: Although

I've never received a satisfactory explanation
for the phenomenon, I have often heard a
definite fuzziness on just -washed LP's. The
first couple of times I experienced it. I actually
went out and replaced the records before
realizing that the effect was temporary.

Which Does What?
O/ am trying to decide how to go about
assembling my home entertainment center.
Should I buy an integrated amplifier with a

tuner or a power amplifier with an A/V receiver?
Also, when should a preamplifier be used?

MICHAEL MCNIERNY
Jacksonville, FL

AThere is obviously some terminological
confusion here. The central electronic
components in any audio system perform

three basic functions: The tuner portion pulls
in radio signals, the preamplifier selects inputs
and controls levels and tonal balance, and the
power amplifier takes the preamp's output
and boosts it to the point where it's strong
enough to drive speakers. These operations
can all be performed by separate components
or combined in various ways. If the preampli-
fier and power amplifier share a chassis, they
become an integrated amplifier; if a tuner is
combined with that, it's a receiver. Thus, if
you have an AN receiver (which typically
adds a bit of video switching and surround -
sound capability to the standard audio func-
tions), there is no need to add an amplifier
unless you want to drive more channels than
the receiver provides for.

Speaker Tone Controls
QMy speakers include built-in controls for

tweeter levels. Should I use these controls
to achieve a crisp sound, or leave them in

the flat position and adjust tonal balance with
the amplifier's treble control? CLEM KAYE

Amityville, NY

AEither way will do the job, but I'd be
inclined to use the controls on the speak-
ers themselves as long as they provide

adequate high -frequency output. The treble
control in your amplifier works by boosting
the signal sent to the speakers, and this runs
the risk of frying your tweeters' delicate voice
coils. The control on the speaker itself is
passive-it works by reducing the high -fre-
quency signal-and is therefore probably a
safer bet, especially if you like to listen at high
levels. El

If you have a question about hi-fi,
send it to Q&A, Stereo Review,
1633 Broadway, New York, NY 10019.
Sorry, only questions chosen
for publication can be answered.
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NOW DIGITAL SOUND FITS IN A CASSETTE BOX.

INTRODUCING DCC. THE DIGITAL COMPACT CASSETTE.

....401_g1TAL

raw.,

Presenting the Digital Compact Cassette:

breakthrough in both digital and cassette
technology. Brought to you by Philips, the same peo-

ple who invented the compact disc.

Pre-recorded DCC cassettes give you precise, crystal

clear reproduction of every kind of music with zero
noise and zero hiss. That's because the tape inside is all

digital. Outside, DCC cassettes are sleek, streamlined

and come complete with their own lyric booklet.

In addition, DCC decks are specially designed to play ana-

log tapes as well as digital. That means you can keep the

cassettes you have now, and keep listening to them. So

whether it's a favorite old tape from years ago, or your

favorite new DCC cassette, you can have it both ways.

What's more, you'll be able to enjoy DCC cassettes at
home or on the go. Look or portable DCC players at
your local retailer soon.

The incredible sound quality of digital Indio combined

with the unsurpassed convenience of a

cassette. That's what DCC stands for.

All of these artists and hundreds more are now avail-

able on DCC: Bryan Adams  Bon Jovi Boys II Men

Jose Carreras  Cathy Dennis Placido Domingo
Shirley Horn I Music'  Herbert von Karajan
Yevgeny Kissin  Bob Marley Luciano Pavaroti
Lionel Richie Shakespear's Sister  U2
Suzanne Vega  Vanessa Williams

Your music will never be the same.

DCC. HOW TO HEAR THE FUTURE WITHOUT GIVING UP THE PAST.
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With the new Optimus® DCT-2000 you can re-

ccrd and play true digital audio on convenient
Digital Compact Cassettes ... and play your ex-

isting library of analog cassettes, too. Make per-

fect copies of your CDs-indistinguishable from

originals-plus superb recordings from sources
scch as LPs and analog tapes.

Tne DCT-2000 incorporates the best ii audio
technology. 64 -times oversampling. Fiber-optic,

coaxial and analog inputs. Even a unique display

that shows titles and performers' names cn prere-

corded DCC tapes. All the result of American -

yes, American-craftsmanship.

Join the Revolution.
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MUSI
by Robert Ripps, Maryann
Saltser, and Steve Simels

0 HE young Scottish per-
cussionist Evelyn Glen-

nie has a new recording on
RCA Victor featuring twenti-
eth-century works for marim-
ba and orchestra. Among
them is the world -premiere re-
cording of Richard Rodney
Bennett's Percussion Concer-
to, which was composed for
Glennie. The album, titled
"Rebounds," also contains
concertos by Milhaud, Ney
Rosauro, and Akira Miyoshi,
all performed by Glennie with
the Scottish Chamber Orches-
tra led by Paul Daniel. This is
the twenty -six -year -old per-
cussionist's third album in her
exclusive contract with RCA.
Previously released were
"Rhythm Song" and "Light
in Darkness." A 1993 U.S.
tour is planned.

OHE eighty -four -year -old
composer, bandleader,

and inventor Raymond Scott is
receiving a long -overdue re-
corded tribute with the Co-
lumbia release of "The Music
of Raymond Scott: Reckless
Nights and Turkish Twi-
lights." Scott had many hits in

Raymond Scott and one of his
early synthesizers

C

Evelyn Glennies serious percussion

the late Thirties and the For-
ties. His unique style was not
quite jazz and not quite pop,
and he was notorious for his
wacky titles, such as Dinner
Music for a Pack of Hungry
Cannibals. He also did pio-
neering work in multitrack re-
cording and built electronic
music synthesizers and se-
quencers as early as 1949.
Warner Bros.' house compos-
er, Carl Stalling, licensed
many Scott themes for his
own classic cartoon scores.
More recently, Scott's record-
ings with his Quintette (de-
spite the name a six -man
group) have been heard on the
soundtracks of the hit animat-
ed TV show Ren & Stimpy.
"Turkish Twilights" includes
recordings Scott made for
CBS between 1937 and 1940.

ierre Boulez's first re-
cordings in over twenty

years with the Cleveland Or-
chestra-where he made his
American professional con-
ducting debut in 1965-are
part of a new contract with
Deutsche Grammophon that
calls for him to record a wide
variety of twentieth-century

MAKERS

masterworks. The first Cleve-
land release, last October,
was devoted to Stravinsky's
Le Sacre du Printempsand Pe-
trouchka. The second, sched-
uled for February, will offer
Debussy's Images for Orches-
tra, Printemps, and Prelude a
l'Apres-Midi d'un Faune. And
in November DG came out
with Boulez's recording with
the Chicago Symphony Cho-
rus and Orchestra of Bart6k's
The Wooden Prince and Can-
tata Profana.

E'VE heard much specu-
lation of late about how

President-elect Clinton's well -
documented musical tastes
might manifest themselves-
specifically, which perform-
ers might be asked to play the
White House, and, more ur-
gently, who might be invited
to play at this month's Inaugu-
ral Gala. Obviously, Clinton's
beloved Elvis will be unavail-
able for the fete, but as we go
to press, the frontrunners are
said to include a specially re-
united Fleetwood Mac (whose
Don't Stop Thinking About To-
morrow closed the Democrat-
ic National Convention) and

saxman Kenny G. (Clinton is a
big fan). Also rumored to be in
contention for the gig are the
Rock Bottom Remainders, the
joke band put together by big -
deal literary types Stephen
King, Dave Barry, and Amy
Tan (their motto: "We play
music like Metallica writes
novels"). Hmm . . . the next
four years just might be inter-
esting.

OHE French pianist Jean -
Yves Thibaudet, an ex-

clusive London artist, had his
first solo recording for the la-
bel released last fall with a
two -CD set of Ravel's com-
plete solo -piano music. Thi-
baudet also performed those
works at two fall concerts at
the Tisch Center for the Per-
forming Arts of New York
City's 92nd Street Y. In
Cleveland later this season he
will perform and record Rach-
maninoff's Second Concerto Fi)

and Rhapsody on a Theme by
Paganini, with Vladimir Ash-
kenazy conducting the Cleve- I
land Orchestra. A tour with If

the same program will follow,
with stops in Philadelphia,
Washington, and New York,
where he'll appear at Carnegie
Hall. Thibaudet's future re-
cording plans include the oth-
er three Rachmaninoff con-
certos and a disc of Liszt's
transcriptions of themes from
operas.

ean Baird, the former
leader of the Georgia

Satellites, is back with his first
solo album, "Love Songs for
the Hearing Impaired," on
Def American (reviewed by
Parke Puterbaugh on page 81

Jean -Yves Thibaudet
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with nothing more to buy...ever!
U2: Achtung Baby
(Island) 25174

Vince Gill: I Still
Believe In You
(MCA( 21063

Michael Crawford,
Songs From Stage
And Screen
(Atlantic) 53704

Olivia Newton -John:
Back to Basics -The
Essential Collection
1971-1992
(Geffen) 25334

Two Rooms -
Celebrating The
Songs Of Elton John
8 Bernie Taupin
Po(vdor 35407

The Baddest Of
George Thorogood
And The Destroyers
(EMI) 84002

Temple Of The Dog
(ABM) 31124

Clint Black: The Hard
Way (RCA) 35458

Barcelona Gold
(Warner Bros) 63472

Carreras, Domingo,
Pavarotti: 3 Tenors
(Lonii,), 35078
Lindsey Buckingham:
Out 01 The Cradle
(Reprise( 20483

Eagles: Greatest
Hits 1971-1975
(Asylum ) 23481

Natalie Cole(
Unforgettable
(Elektral 83452

The Very Best Of The
Righteous Brothers:
Unchained Melody
(Verve( 44658
John Meliencamp:
Whenever We Wanted
(Mercury( 74582

Robert Palmer:
Addictions, Vol. 2
(Island) 25277

Michael Penn: Free -
For -All (RCA) 20668

The DoorsiSdtrk.
Elektr a 54289

Mo' Money 'Sdtrk.
(MN( 71593
Beastle Boys:
Check Your Head
(Capitol) 92473

Trisha Yearwood:
Hearts In Armor
(MCA) 21048

Al B. Sure!:
Sexy Versus
(Warner Bros 124876

Joe Cocker: Night
Calls (Capitol) 60071
Wynonna Judd:
Wynonna
(MCA Curb) 64540

Hammer: Too Legit To
Oult (Capitol) 25514
Steve Khan: Let's Call
This (Bluemoon) 63351

Tears For Fears: Tears
Roll Down (The Hits
1982-1992)
(Fontana) 80162

Amy Grant: Heart In
Motion (A8M) 25182
Jlmi Hendrix Experience:
Uve At Wlnterland
(Rykod(sc 63650

The Cars: Greatest Hits
(Elektrai 53702

Talking Heads:
Stop Making Sense
(Sire) 24560

House Of Pain:
(Tommy Boy) 25416 t

Bob James
And Earl Kiugh: Cool
(Warner Bros 63299
Ball Biv DeVoe: Poison
(MCA) 00547

Yennl: Dare To Dream
(Private) 93703

Steppenwolf.
16 Greatest Hits
(MCA) 13453
Miles Davis: Doo-Bop
(Warner Bros) 71151

James Taylor: Greatest
His (Repose) 23790
TLC: O000000hhh...
On The TLC Tip
(LaFacel 50167
The Very Best Of The
Boston Pops
(Philips) 15319

r:EIV.1,'iLountdown
(Capitol) 63340

Damn Yankees:
Don't Tread
(Warner Bros 53663

The Steve Miller Band:
Greatest His 1974-1978
(Capitol 133199

Tom Cochrane:
Mad Mad World
(Capitol) 11024

Eric Clapton: Rush -
Music From The Motion
Picture Soundtrack
(Reprise( 05632

Bryan Adams: Waking
Up The Neighbours
(ABM( 35175

Rod Stewart:
Downtown Train
(Warner Bros I 10708

k.d. lang: Ingenue
(Warner Bros./Sire) 44370

Frank Sinatra: Sinatra
Reprise/The Very Good
Years (Reprise( 80304

Styx: Paradise Theatre
(ABM) 25243
N.Y. Rock 8 Soul
Revue (Giant) 63189
U2: Rattle And Hum
(Island) 00596

Bon Jovi: New Jersey
(Mercury) 00516

Squeeze: Singles 45's
8 Under (ABM) 35208
Prince & The N.P.G.:
Diamonds And Pearls
(WB/Paisley Park) 63372

Supertramp:
Breakfast In America
(ABM) 25246

Garth Brooks:
Ropin' The Wind
(Liberty) 25535

The Commitments Sdtrk.
(MCA) 74016

Extreme: PornogranItti
(ABM) 43557

Best Of The Grateful
Dead Skeletons From
The Closet
(Warner Bros 83892

Don Henley: The End
Of The Innocence
(Gene.) 01064
Traffic: The Low Spark
Of High Heeled Boys
(Island) 25169

R.E.M.: Out Of Time
(Warner Bros ) 24762

Eric B. 8 Raklm: Don't
Sweat The Technique
(MCA) 43930

Mr. Big: Lean Into It
(Atlantic) 24821

Jon Secada
(SBK) 10742

Yes: Classic Yes rnur)

(Atlantic) 50248

The Cure: Wish
(Elekttai Fiction) 11116
Starship: Greatest Hits
(RCA( 90270
Jethro Tull:
Thick As A Brick
(Chrysalis) 01023
Fleetwood Mac
(Repnse) 04897
Steely Dan: Gold
(MCA) 74339

Tom Petty & The
Heartbreakers: Into
The Great Wide Open
(MCA) 35409
Kronos Quartet:
Pieces Of Africa
(Nonesuch( 10472
Lethal Weapon 3'Sdlrk.
(Reprise( 73322
Gerry Mulligan
Rebirth Of The Cool
(GRP) 64001

The Most Happy Fella
New Broadway Cast
(RCA Victor) 10463
Al Jarreau: Heaven 8
Earth (Reprise) 63697
XTC: Nonsuch
(Geffen) 35406
Unda Ronstadt Franertil
(Elektral 24810
Randy Travis:
Greatest Hits Vol. I
(Warner Bros) 21091
Randy Travis:
Greatest Hits Vol. 2
(Warner Bros I 11125

Robert Cray:
I Was Warned
(Mercury) 82335
Larry Carlton: Kid
Gloves (GRP) 02487
Patty Smyth
(MCA) 25090
The Best Of Jay 8 The
Americans: Come A
Little Bit Closer
EMI: 72262

Dr. John: Gobi' Back
To New Orleans
Warner Bros 153246
Ringo Starr
Time Takes Time
(Private Music) 35088

Nirvana : Nevermind
Ca".n. 15600

Battle The Bach
Album D& 73670
Anne Murray:
Fifteen Of The Best
(Literti) 64657
Faith No More:
Angel Dust
(Reprise Slash( 23736 1

GRP All -Star Big Band
(GRP) 63298

Bob Marley. Legend
(Island) 53521

Moody Blues:
Greatest Hits
(Threshold) 34284

Lyle Lovett:
Joshua Judges Ruth
(MCA/Curbi 10508

EMs Presley:
The Number One Hits
(RCA) 72190

Paul Simon:
Negotiations And Love
Songs 1971-86
(Warn?, Bros 20461

Madonna: The
Immaculate Collection
(Sir- 54164
Peer 3abriel: Shaking
The Tee-16 Golden
Groats (Geer( 11089

Soundgarden:
Badmotorlinger
(ABM) 05637

ArroemIth: Pump
(Geffen) 63678

Niel Diamond:
12 Greatest Hits
(MCA' 84050

A Trite Called Quest:
The OW End Theory
(Jive) 24809

David Bowie:
Changesbowie
(RvItolisc) 43693

Sin ad O'Connor:
I Do Not Want What
I Haven't Got
(Chrysalis( 33512

Enya: Shepherd Moons
(Reprise( 53190

Bonnie Beat(
Luck 0' The Draw
(Capitol 15567

Bonnie Rehr Nick Of
Time iCapitol) 54410

Daryl Hall 8 John
Oates: Rock 'N Soul,
Part 1 RCA) 13313

Michael Crawford
Performs Andrew
Lloyd Webber
(Atlantic 74128

The Poke: Every
Breath You Take-The
Singles )ABM 73924

Horowtz The Poet
)DG( 25258

Sting: The Soul Cages
(ABM) 25218

Fleetwood Mac:
Greatest Hits
(Warner Bros.( 00796

Van Haien: For
UnlawfJ1 Carnal
Knowledge
(Warne- Bros) 10016

Peter Frampton:
Classics (13 Greatest
Hits) (ABM) 04894

Zt7174.31-"e"n"
The Who: Who's
Better, Who's Best
(MCA) 00790

Suzanne Vega. 99.9 F
(AMA) 83406

Mike Oldfield
Tubular Bells II
(Reprise) 73515

Blues Brothers
Compl ation
(Atlanta:) 43711

Arrested Development.
3 Years, 5 Months And
2 Days In That Ufe Of-.
(Chrysalis) 25357

Slaughter: The Wild
Uhl (Chrysalis) 84072

The Beach Boys:
Pot SoJnds
(Capitol) 00513

Mewed: Hollywood
Dreams (Philips) 25299

when
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Club price.

INXS: Welcome To
Wherever You Are
(Atlantic( 11070

Eric Clapton:
Unplugged
(t,i,,e(), Br-, 23690
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with nothing more to buy...ever!

Red Hot Chill
Peppers: Blood
Sugar Sex Meg*
(Werner Bros.)
11127 t

Bobby Brown:
Bobby
(MCA) 11121

Pat Metheny:
Secret Story
(Geffen) 82267

Guns Ni Roses 
Use Your
Illusion I
(Geffen) 35469 't

Use Your
Illusion II
(Geffen) 255341

ZZ Top: Greatest Hits
(Warner Bros.) 83411

Jodeci: Forever My
Lady (MCA) 90177
Chicago: Greatest Hits
1982-1989 (Repnse) 6l383

DAS EFX :
Dead Serious
(Atco/EastWest) 25328

Motley Crib): Decade
Of Decadence
(Elektra) 40298

Shirley Horn:
Here's To Life (Shirley
Horn w: Strings)
(Verve) 11134

Emerson, Lake &
Palmer: Brain Salad
Surgery (Atlantic) 54608

Color Me Badd: C.M.B.
(Giant) 25479

Santana: Milagro
(Polydor) 24813

Janet Jackson's
Rhythm Nation 1814
(A&M) 72386
Kenny Rogers:
20 Great Years
(Repose: 25449

Art Porter: Pocket City
(Verve' Forecast) 54357

Randy Crawford:
Through The Eyes 01
Love (Warner Bros.) 10494

Anita Baker:
The Songstress
(Elektra) 40154

Blind Faith
(Polydor) 25073

Melissa Etheridge:
Never Enough
(Island) 25435

Pavarotti: Pavarotti
In Hyde Park
)London) 40230

Alabama: American
Pride (RCA) 20614
Eagles: Greatest Hits,
Vol.2 (Asylum) 63318

Garth Brooks: No
Fences (Capitol) 73266
Lorrle Morgan: Watch
Me (BNA) 03592

The Police: Outlandos
D'Amour (A&M) 24159

The B -52's: Good Stuff
(Reprise) 53851

Best Of Dire Straits:
Money For Nothing
(Warner Bros I 00713

The Benny Green Trio:
Test) in'!
(Blue Note) 74312

Bruce Hornsby And The
Range: The Way It Is
(RCA) 63918

The Best Of Don
McLean (EMI) 64550
Huey Lewis & The
News: Sports
(Chrysalis) 44448

Beauty and the Beast
Sdtrk. (Disney, 10780
Chieftains: The Bells Of
Dublin (RCA) 10943

Bryan Adams: Reckless
(A8M) 51540

Bing Crosby's
Greatest Hits
(MCA) 04709

Roy Hargrove: The Vibe
(Novus) 54611

Norrington: Beethoven.
Symphony No.9
(Choral)
(EMI Classics) 00467

Moody Blues: A
Question Of Balance
(Threshold) 44588

Vangells: Chariots Of
Fire (Polydor) 24869

The Mambo Kings
Sdtrk. (Elektra) 80250
Kenny 0: Live
(Arista) 64505

Sergio Mendes:
Brasileiro
(Elektra) 53869

Belinda Carlisle
Her Greatest Hits
(MCA) 35172

Rush: Moving Pictures
(Mercury) 14681

Galway: Greatest Hits.
Vol.2 (RCA) 10746
Enya: Watermark
(Reprise) 43249

Reba McEntire:
For My Broken Heart
(MCA) 73624

I COMPLETE THE POSTAGE -PAID REPLY CARD AND START SAVING TODAY

Mall to: BMG Music Service / P.O.Box 91001 ) Indianapolis, IN 46291

I,.
ID Please accept my membership in the BMG Music Service and send my four selections as I have

indicated here under the terms of this offer. I need buy lust gnAi more hit at half once during the
next year Alter that. I can choose 3 more hits FREE. Shipping and handling charges are added
to all shipments. That's 8 for the price of 1 /2. with nothing more to buy ever'

e SEND MY SELECTIONS ON (check 0112 only): COMPACT DISCSM CASSETTES

RUSH ME THESE
4 CDS NOW
(Indicate by number,

0 I am most interested in the music category checked here - but I am
choose from any (check mg only):

1 0 LIGHT SOUNDS 2 El COUNTRY 3 0 HARD ROCK
Belle Midler Reba McEntire U2
Frank Sinatra Hank Williams. Jr Dire Straits

5 0 CLASSICAL(2) 6 0 JAZZ
Luciano Pavaroni Dave Grusin
Vladimir Horowitz Yellowiackets

always free to

4 0 POP/SOFT ROCK
Bonnie Rain
Paula Abdul

7  HEAVY METAL
Pi4:(d3,tlekwCrue

0 Mr
40 0 Mrs

0 Ms First Name Imbal Last Name (PLEASE PRINT)

Address Apt

City State Zip

Telephone, please (
Area code

l Signature

Have you bought anything else by mail in 0 last 6 months El year D never

CADXW

CP

We reserve the right to request any adchtionai information or reject any application Limited to new members, only one membership per
lamely Local taxes tt any will be added Alternative offer available in Alaska and Hawaii Offer not available in Puerto Rico. APO or FPO
(I) Members who choose compact discs will be serviced by the (MG Compact Disc Club Current BMG Compact Disc Club members are
MX eligible (2) Members who choose CLASSICAL as their listening interest will be serviced by the BMG Classical Music Service

Guys And Dolls
New Broadway Cast
(RCA Victor) 61964

Bill Ha.ey & The
Comets: From The
Original Master Tapes
(MCA) 83879.

Jesus Jones: Doubt
(SBK) 44654

CeCe Peniston: Finally
(PAM) 53858

Marc Cohn
(Atlantic) 82983

Tracy Chapman:
Matters Of The Heart
(Elektra) 11050

Paula Abdul:
Spellbound
Nirgin) 73320

Joe Henderson:
Lush Life Verve) 05611

Whitney Houston:
I'm Your Baby Tonight
(Arista, 10663

Buddy Holly: From The
Original Master Tapes
(MCA) 20069°

Linda Ronstadt:
Greatest Hits, Vol. 1
(Elektra) 63905

Bryan Ferry/Roxy Music:
Street Life - 20 Greatest
Hits (Reprise) 10490

The Essential Canadian
Brass (Philips) 35043
Melee: Just An Illusion
(EMI) 73237

Stand By Me Sdtrk
(Atlantic 1 34401

Buffalo Springfield:
Retrospective
(ATCO) 00844

Deee-Llte: Infinity
Within (Elektra) 73999

Lou Reed:
Magic & Loss
(Warner Bros .Sire) 15470

David Byrne: Uh-Oh
(Warner Bros.) 73214

Leon Russell: Anything
Can Happen
(Virgin) 72403

Morrissey: Your
Arsenal
(Warner Bros 163794

INSTANT

50%
OFF

BONUS DICOUNTS
FOR MEMBERS WHO

CHOOSE CDs!

The BMG Music
Services

Difference

You earn instant 50% -
off Bonus Discounts
every time you buy
a CD at regular Club
prices. Just buy one,

and take another
at haft price. With other

clubs, you must first
buy 6 or more at full
price and become a
"Preferred Member"
before you can get
savings like this.

P,otocoves p m,s c.wur,a e accepu.

when

one hit, we'll

O
bill you at just

the

you
buy Your

NE HALF

Club price.

Tialltoreesti71V7Divas

Asia: Then & Now
(Geffen) 93358

The Best 01 Muddy
Waters (Chess) 33502
Travis TOM: t-r-o-u-b-i-e
(Warner Bros.) 44828

The Rlppingtons:
Weekend In Monaco
(GRPI 35217

Michael W. Smith: Go
West Young Man
(Reunion, Geffen) 73850

Gipsy Kings: Live
(Elektra' Musician) 73604

Heart: Dreamboat
Annie (Capitol) 64175
Styx: The Grand
Illusion (A&M) 25245

Billy Ray Cyrus.
Some Gave All
(Mercury) 41711

Whitney Houston:
The Bodyguard Sdtrk.
(Arista) 54213

After 7: Takln' My Time
(Virgin) 14776

The B -52's
(Warner Bros.) 10512

Hi -Five: Keep It Goin'
On (Jive) 92879
Bela Fleck & The
Fiecktones: Ufo Tofu
(Warner Bros ) 63589

Cool World
Music From The Motion
Picture
(Warner Bros ) 64094

Start with 4 pFfese,GiDs),o,r Cassettes now

Buy only 1 at halt -price within a year

more CDs or Cassettes
Then pet 3 of your choice, Free

Shoop, aria Harlan.,oar pee are added

Enjoy 8 CDs or Cassabas for the price of 1/2

Nothing more to buy...EVER!

Here's How the Club Works:
Get 8 for the price of 1 2! The music lasts a life-
time, but these savings won't last forever! For a lim-
ited time, choose 4 free CDs or cassettes from this
ad, buy just 1 more at half price (50% -off regular
Club prices- currently $14.98 and up for CDs,
$8.98 and up for cassettes) within a year, and then
get 3 more Free! Shipping and handling charges are
added to all shipments. The BMG Music Service is
unlike other clubs which make you buy 6 CDs, or 8
cassettes at full price to complete your commitment.
10 -Day Trial! Along with your 4 introductory selec-
tions, you'll receive a "Welcome Package" with
complete details of the Club. Enjoy your introduc-
tory selections for 10 days. If you are not com-
pletely satisfied. you may return them without any
further obligation.
Club Music Mailings
- About every three weeks (19 times a year), you'll

receive our exclusive Club catalog which contains
hundreds of selections from which to choose.

- Each issue highlights a Featured Selection from
your preferred music category. If you'd like the
Featured Selection, do nothing and it will be sent
to you automatically. If you prefer an alternate
selection, or none at all, simply return the
Notification Card. enclosed with each issue of
your magazine, by the date specified on the card.

- You have at least 10 days to return the
Notification Card. If you do not want the Featured
Selection, and do not have 10 days, you may
return the Featured Selection at our expense.

Stay a member as long as you like. After pur-
chasing your half-price selection, you may cancel
your membership at any time simply by writing to
us. If you remain a member, you'll enjoy additional
savings on CDs or cassettes with our special sales
and bonus discounts.
Save with Instant Bonus Discounts. Members
who choose CDs are entitled to instant sales or
discounts with every additional CD you buy. These
instant Bonus Discounts begin with your very first
full -price CD purchase. Also, the longer you
remain a member, the better the sales get. Other
clubs make you buy 6 or more at full price before
you "earn" savings like this.
If the reply card is missing please write to: BMG
Music Services. P.O. Box 91001, Indianapolis, IN 46291
Dog and horn are trademarks of General Electric Company.
USA. The BMG Logo is a trademark of BMG Music.
t Parental advisory. explicit lyrics Not available on cassette

MS 366 BMG Music Services 6550 E 30th St..
Indianapolis IN 46219-1194 TRADEMARKS USED IN
THE ADVERTISEMENT ARE THE PROPERTY OF VARI-
OUS TRADEMARK OWNERS
© 1992 BMG Direct Marketing. Inc.
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of this issue). It features con-
tributions by the former Satel-
lites drummer, Mauro Magel-
lan, Benmont Tench of Tom
Petty's Heartbreakers, and
country fiddle legend Byron
Berline. Baird acknowledges
that the album may not exact-
ly break new ground, but to
his way of thinking that's irrel-
evant: "You're dealing with
twelve tones, 4/4 time, and the
English language. Those are
your tools. No matter how
original you consider what
you're doing, it's [already]
been done either by Stockhau-
sen, Bach, or Chuck Berry."

Baird: gone solo

DMIRATION for the songs
of Stephen Foster is

what brought together the
baritone Thomas Hampson
and the composer/arranger
Jay Ungar. Hampson, best
known for opera and lieder,
and Ungar, the Grammy -win-
ning composer of the sound-
track for the PBS documenta-
ry The Civil War, seem well
suited to the bittersweet melo-
dies of Foster's ballads. Their
album 'American Dreamer,"
released in October on Angel,
contains familiar songs and
some rarely heard pieces ar-
ranged for fiddle, piano, bass,
flute, and voice. There are
also some instrumental med-
leys performed by Ungar's
folk group, Fiddle Fever.

OHE Black Crowes, still
riding high on their Plati-

num -plus album "The South-
ern Harmony and Musical

Hampson and friends: A nerican dream songs

Companion," have
their first -ever video laser -
disc, "Who Killed That Bird
Out on Your Window Sill-
The Movie." Clocking in at 90
minutes, it features assorted
music videos, clips from TV
appearances, interviews with
band members, concert per-
formances (a version of Stare
It Cold filmed live in Mos-
cow), and heretofore -unseen
behind -the -scenes footage. A
VHS videotape version is also
available.

OHE violinist Midori has
established a foundation

with the goal of bringing music
closer to children by providing
free lecture - demonstrations
by performing artists. In an
effort to bridge the cultural
gap left by cutbacks in basic

The Black Crowe: gone video

arts education, the Midori
Foundation plans to establish
residency programs at select-
ed primary and secondary
schools and also to produce
music education/appreciation
videos for school use. For
more information, write to the
Midori Foundation, 850 Sev-
enth Ave., Suite 705, New
York, NY 10019, or call 212-
767-1300.

OHE jazz pianist Billy Tay-
lor received the National

Medal of Arts, the highest
award for artistic excellence
the United States offers, at a
White House ceremony last
August. Only two other jazz
artists, Ella Fitzgerald and
Dizzy Gillespie, have previ-
ously received this honor.
Taylor has just signed with

GRP, and a new album is ex-
pected early this year.

eRACENOTES. The pianist
Vladimir Feltsman has

signed a three-year, multirec-
ord agreement with Music -
Masters Classics. His first
MusicMasters CD, Bach's
Goldberg Variations, was re-
corded live at the Moscow
Conservatory in 1991 and re-
leased last September. . . .

The incredibly cool CD reis-
sue label Sundazed Records is
readying "Psychedelic Micro-
dots Vol. III." a collection of
cuts from the Roulette Rec-
ords catalog by such obscure
Sixties bands as First Crow to
the Moon. . . . Igor Kipnis's
latest harpsichord recording,
"The Virtuoso Scarlatti,"
was released in the fall on the
Chesky label. A Chesky CD of
music by Vivaldi, including
The Four Seasons, which he
conducts from the harpsi-
chord, will be released this
month, and he has also record-
ed a collection of Baroque trio

bel. . . . Ichiban has released
"Time and Faith" by the leg-
endary soul singer Jerry "The
Iceman" Butler (For Your Pre -

Billy Taylor at the White House

cious Love), his first new al-
bum in several years. . . . The
cable music channel VH-1 and
the Chicago PBS station
WTTW have joined forces for
a new live pop music series
called Center Stage. Concerts
will be taped before audiences
and will air first on VH-1 ,
starting in February, and later
on PBS stations around the
country. Artists scheduled to
appear include Neil Young,
Keith Richards, k.d. lang,
Lindsey Buckingham, and Mi-
chael Bolton. 0
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TEST REPORTS

Sony TA-E2000ESD

Digital Audio/Video Preamplifier
JULIAN HIRSCH

HIRSCH-HOUCK LABORATORIES

SONY'S new TA-E2000ESD is a
second -generation successor to
its TA-E1000ESD digital pream-
plifier, which we reviewed in Oc-
tober 1989. In size, appearance,
panel controls, and general oper-

ating characteristics, the two are al-
most identical.

Like its predecessor, the TA-
E2000ESD is a remarkably versatile
stereo and video control center em-
ploying Sony's proprietary digital in-
tegrated circuits to process the audio
signals on their way from its inputs to
its output terminals. It can simulate a
number of acoustic environments in a
listening room, including two different
concert halls, an opera house, a jazz
club, a disco, a stadium, and two types
of movie theaters. Ten of these acous-
tic environments are factory preset,
and another ten can be programmed
by the user and stored for recall at the
touch of a button. The TA-E2000ESD

also provides all -digital Dolby Pro
Logic decoding for use with Dolby
Surround movie soundtracks.

Despite its apparent similarity to its
predecessor, the TA-E2000ESD of-
fers a number of major improvements.
The Dolby Pro Logic decoder employs
digital circuitry for its signal -steering
"logic" and its noise -reduction and
delay functions. It can also be used in
conjunction with any of the other nine
factory -preset ambience modes. For
example, a concert video encoded
with Dolby Surround can be decoded

Dimensions
181/2 inches wide. 6 inches high,

14 inches deep

Price
$1,200

Manufacturer
Sony Corporation of America, Dept. SR.

One Sony Dr., Park Ridge. NJ 07656

in another mode, such as Stadium, to
make the music performance more
consistent with the visuals.

The built-in digital parametric
equalizer can be used in conjunction
with the Dolby circuitry to equalize
the front, center, and surround chan-
nels, either independently or together.
Sony points out that such equalization
can be advantageous if you use a cen-
ter speaker that's not identical to the
left and right front speakers. The
equalizer itself provides unique ad-
justment capabililties, with three
bands and ninety-one selectable cen-
ter frequencies. At any of those fre-
quencies, the boost or attenuation is
adjustable over a 12 -dB range in 0.1 -
dB steps, with a choice of sixteen "Q"
(bandwidth) values-a total of more
than a million possible EQ settings.
Sony claims that no perceptible noise,
phase shift, or distortion is added by
the digital circuitry. As in the earlier
model, the EQ response is shown
graphically in the display window
(which is slightly larger in the new
model).

A ten -step digital channel -separa-
tion control permits optimizing the
separation for any room and speaker
placement. Another control varies the
dynamic range of the preamp's output,
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TurnYour Stereo Into
An All -Out Dolby Surround

Pro -Logic System.

Until now, adding Dolby Surround to a
stereo system has been complex and expensive.
Add-on decoders were inadequate, costly and
often required separate amplifiers. Mr changed
all that with our affordable, high performance
Pro Logic Add -On Systems.

Both systems are centered around our new
PL100-a Dolby Pro Logic decoder with three
channels of amplification (40 watts to the center
channel, 15 watts to the surround channels) and
a wireless remote. Its built-in signal generator
enables precise balancing of the left, center, right
and surround speakers. The signal delay applied
to the surround channel is selectable for room
size. Other controls include master volume, rear

NEW FROM CAMBRIDGE SOUNDWORKS

Ow newPLIO0 Dolby Pm Logic decoder with 3 -channel amplOer;
magnetkakthielded Center Channel speaker,. The Surround 11
dipole tudiatirw surround speakers. Factory-dinv price, $799.

$799 Dolby Pro Logic
Add -On System.

The center channel speaker in our $799
Dolby Pro Logic Add -On System is our new
magnetically shielded Center Channel (see ad
on following page). The rear/side speakers
are a pair of The Surround"' II. Unlike any
other surround speaker in its price range, The
Surround II uses advanced dipole radiator tech-
nology. Properly mounted on the side walls of
a listening room, their high frequency drivers
direct out -of -phase sound signals towards the
front and rear of the room. The sound then
reflects off the surfaces in the room, finally reach-

ing listeners from all directions,
"surrounding" them with sound.

Because the drivers are out

Our new PLIO0 Dolby Pro Logic decoder with 3 -channel anzplfrr: low pa*
Center Channel Plus speaker; 7lie Sioround dipole tudiatitig sunvund speakers..
Factory -direct price, $999.

and center level, and a Phantom mode enabling
the use of the PL100 without a center speaker.
Purchased separately, the factory -direct price of
the PL100 is $399.

speaker with four 3" long -throw woofers and
a ring radiator tweeter. Because of its wide, low
profile (25" wide, 4" high, 6'/2" deep), it is ideal
for placement directly on top of. on with optional
support unit, beneath alV. The frequency range
of the outer pair of 3" woofers is intentionally
limited to maintain proper dispersion. lAt don't
know of any speaker, at any price, that outper-
forms Center Channel Plus.

The surround speakers in this system
are The Surround, a dipole radiating speaker
with higher volume level capability than The
Surround II. W feel The Surround is one of the
very best surround speakers made, despite
the fact that it costs hundreds less than
competing models.

So if you already own a fine stereo system,
TV and VCR, why not create an all-out home

of phase with each other, they theater with one of our Dolby Pro Logic
create a null area directly in Add -On Systems?
front of the speakers, so listeners
can't pinpoint the source of the
sound. The result is surround
sound the way it was meant
to be heard.

$999 Dolby Pro Logic
Add -On System.
Our $999 Dot Pro Logic

Add -On System combines
the PL100 with our new low -profile Center
Channel Plus speaker and our highly acclaim-
ed surround speaker, The Surround. Center
Channel Plus is a magnetically shielded

1-800-FOR-HIFI
we Know How

76 Make Loudspeakers.

CAMBRIDGE
SOUNDWORKS

154 California St., Suite trail. Newton. MA 02158
1-800-367-4434 FaX : 617-332-9229

Canada: 1.800.525-4434
Outside U.S. or Canada: 617-332-5936
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compressing or expanding the range as
desired. Advanced Sony 1 -bit digital -
to -analog (D/A) converters and 32 -bit
digital processing are said to provide
the highest possible linearity.

The TA-E2000ESD's operating pa-
rameters are set by several front -panel
buttons and two knobs; the buttons
select the parameter to be adjusted,
and the knobs adjust the setting. Small
red LED's on the panel identify the
selected parameter, and the display
window shows the setting during ad-
justment. A few seconds after an ad-
justment is made, the display changes
to show only the information pertinent
to the operation of the system-princi-
pally the program source, selected
acoustic environment, and the equal-
ized frequency response.

Although some of these adjustments
are easily made with the front -panel
controls (the knobs are especially con-
venient for this purpose), it is usually
desirable to be at the listening location
when changing parameters of the
acoustic environments or setting the
levels of the auxiliary speakers. The
remote control furnished with the TA-
E2000ESD duplicates all the essential
front -panel controls, replacing the
knobs with up/down pushbuttons. It
also has sections labeled for control-
ling source components, including a
CD player, laserdisc player, tuner,
TV, and up to four VCR's. It can learn
the commands for these components,
and it comes preprogrammed for Sony
components.

The TA-E2000ESD has analog in-
puts for phono, tuner, and CD, a digi-
tal -audio input with both coaxial and
optical connectors, and a set of optical
digital recording and playback con-
nectors. Signals entering at the analog
inputs pass through the preamp's in-
ternal oversampling analog -to -digital
(A/D) converters before being pro-
cessed, while incoming digital signals
go directly to the digital signal pro-
cessing (DSP) circuits. Before the out-
put stage, D/A converters translate the
processed signals back to analog form.

Other analog audio inputs are desig-
nated for TV, laserdisc, and auxiliary
video sources and for four VCR's. S -
video input and output connectors are
also provided for two of the VCR's,
and there are two composite -video
outputs and one S -video output for
video monitors. One set of VCR inputs
(VIDEO 5), including audio, composite
video, and S -video, is intended for use

TES! REPORTS

with a camcorder and is located on the
front panel, behind a hinged section
concealing some less frequently used
controls.

All input/output connectors except
those for VIDEO 5 and the front -panel
headphone jack are on the rear apron.
These include tape-recording in/out
jacks for the various video sources,
outputs for the video monitors, and
the usual audio tape recording and
playback jacks.

The rear apron carries separate line -
level audio outputs for the front, cen-
ter, and rear (surround) channels and
two subwoofer outputs with an 80 -Hz
cutoff at 18 dB per octave. Three of the
four AC outlets are switched, and the
total capacity is 720 watts.

The TA-E2000ESD is a handsome
component equipped with woodgrain
side plates that can be removed to
reduce its width to a conventional 17
inches. The interior of the black metal
cabinet is densely packed with circuit
boards, and the unit weighs a solid
183/4 pounds.

This is such a complex component,
with so many combinations of operat-
ing parameters, that it would be im-
possible (and unnecessary) to measure

MEASUREMENTS
All figures for main front channels only
except as noted
Sensitivity (for a 0.5 -volt output)
CD/tuner 54 to 295 mV (see text)

phono 0.7 to 4 mV

A -weighted noise
(referred to a 0.5 -volt output)

tuner -87 dB
phono -81 dB
CD -86dB
Distortion iTHD at 1.000 Hz) 0.007%

Phono-Input overload
(1.000 -Hz equivalent levels)

20 Hz 101 mV

1.000 Hz 94 mV

20.000 Hz 45 mV

Phono-input Impedance
50.000 ohms in parallel with 57 pF

RIAA phono-equalization error (20 to
20.(x0 Hz) +0. -0.15 dB
Maximum output at clipping 6.4 volts

Channel separation (1.000 Hz)
analog CD output 62 dB

digital CD output 105 dB

Frequency response
main 20-20.000 Hz. +0. -0.02 dB
subwoofer output

-3 dB at 85 Hz. -10 dB at 100 Hz

and verify all of its performance quali-
ties, or even a significant fraction. Our
measurements were necessarily limit-
ed to verifying the characteristics of
the most commonly used features in
its basic role as a control amplifier in
an audio/video system. Even such a
straightforward matter as measuring
its input sensitivity for a standard 0.5 -
volt output was complicated by the
presence of a small input -level control
(behind the front -panel door). The
control's setting has a major effect on
sensitivity and overload characteris-
tics. We set it so that the analog output
of a CD player could not overload the
A/D converters (as indicated by a
front -panel LED) and left it there for
most subsequent measurement and
listening tests. Otherwise, we tried to
adhere to EIA measurement standards
for audio preamplifiers.

We made some measurements, such
as frequency response and distortion,
using both analog and digital sources.
The most convenient digital source
was a CD player's digital output. Ac-
cordingly, we fed the digital output of
a Denon DCD-15001I player through
its optical output and a fiber-optic
cable to the optical digital input of the
Sony preamp, effectively replacing
the CD player's D/A converters with
those of the TA-E2000ESD.

The TA-E2000ESD has a Source
Direct button that bypasses its para-
metric -equalizer, dynamic -range, and
surround (Pro Logic) circuitry. It also
disconnects the rear- and center -chan-
nel outputs, leaving only the main
front and subwoofer outputs active.
We measured the frequency response
with this feature active and with it
disengaged. The difference was insig-
nificant (less than 0.2 dB at 20,000
Hz)-response was extremely flat at
either setting and through any input.
The subwoofer-output response was
flat within 5 dB from 10 to 70 Hz,
falling 3 dB from 70 to 85 Hz and 10 dB
at 100 Hz.
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NEW FROM CAMBRIDGE SOUNDWORKS

Our new Center Channel and Center Channel Plu s speakers air
mcwneticc4 shielded so they ;4ml-cause video interference,
even when placed very near a 7V screen.

Our New
Center Channel Speakers Deliver
Optimum Pro Logic Performance

At Factory -Direct Prices.
Mre pleased to announce two new

speakers designed by Henry Kloss specif-
ically for use as center channel speakers in
Dolby Surround Pro Logic systems -the
Center Channel and Center Channel Plus.
Our experience with Dolby Surround Pro
Logic systems has shown that the center
channel is very important. A significant
portion of movie soundtracks is directed to
the center channelit's very important to
use a speaker that reproduces that material

1111LIMINIMMI
Oa, c vu h' 1.1 oftle Center Channel Phis above your TV

ti h optional ,uppot I Ilse It as., bast' ft', I 011(TV

accurately, with the proper volume level and
dispersion pattern.

Center Channel by Henry Kloss.
Center Channel is a compact, two-way

acoustic suspension speaker with a 4"
woofer and a ring radiator tweeter. Because
of its compact size (81/2 " x5% "x4"), it's
simple to place Center Channel directly on
top of or below your TV screen, so that
dialog and sound effects will seem to ema-
nate from their on -screen source.

Center Channel is well shielded magneti-
cally so that it can be placed very close to
your TV without causing video interference.
Acoustically identical to our Ensemble satel-
lite speakers, it's ideal for center channel use
in a Pro Logic system. The factory -direct
price of Center Channel is $149.

Center Channel Plus by Henry Kloss.
The Center Channel Plus is a larger

speaker recommended for achieving theater -
playback levels in the most sophisticated

and powerful home theater systems. It uses

four 3" long -throw woofers and a tweeter
that perfectly matches the acoustics of our
Ensemble® and Ensemble II systems. The
frequency range of the outer pair of 3" woof-
ers is intentionally limited to maintain proper
dispersion characteristics.

Because of its wide, low profile (25"
wide, 4" high, 61/2 " deep), Center Channel
Plus is ideal for placement directly on top of
or uniquely for a product of its type, beneath
a TV -with optional support unit, it can act
as a base for your 1V. We don't know of any
speaker, at any price, that outperforms
Center Channel Plus. The factory -direct price
of Center Channel Plus is $219.
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SOUNDWORKS
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We plotted the frequency response
of the parametric equalizer at a single
frequency, 1,000 Hz. Its maximum
boost or cut was exactly as rated, and
the Q of the response curve was ad-
justable between values of 0.5 and 20.
With the lowest value, the boost af-
fected almost the full audio range,
from 100 to 10,000 Hz, but with the
highest Q setting it modified the re-
sponse only between 800 and 1,200
Hz. Since the center frequency of the
boost or cut, as well as its magnitude
and Q, are adjustable over wide
ranges, and three independent correc-
tions may be applied, this feature of-
fers limitless possibilities for correct-
ing system or recording response
deficiencies-provided that you have
equally limitless patience.

TEST HEPORIS
MN

For our listening evaluation, we set
up the Sony TA-E2000ESD in a four -
channel surround system (main and
surround speakers) and used both
CD's and FM as sources. The fifty-
five -page instruction manual, quite
complete and comprehensive, is laid
out in logical blocks according to func-
tion, but it was not always easy to
locate the specific information we
needed. For example, we were frus-
trated in trying to measure the fre-
quency response of the subwoofer
outputs because the legend "sub -
woofer off" appeared in the display.
We searched for a way to activate
these outputs from the front panel.
Finally, we found a reference in the
manual (in the section dealing with the
display panel) to a button on the re-

mote control that is the only means of
controlling this function.

During our listening we used as
many features as were applicable. The
results were excellent, with a very
natural sense of ambience being gener-
ated in our 15 x 20 -foot room using the
Hall modes. The ambience was more
suggestive of a live concert than in
most of our previous experience with
similar devices.

The dynamic -range adjustment of-
fers compression or expansion with a
single knob. Subjectively, the effect
was surprisingly subtle, but with prac-
tice it is easy to hear the contribution
of the circuit and set it as desired.

Inevitably, we have to compare the
Sony TA-E2000ESD to its predeces-
sor, the TA-EI000ESD. When we

ALTHOUGH it is functionally a very
complex product, the Sony TA-
E2000ESD is relatively easy to use thanks
to the large, bright, and informative
display, which is readable from at least 15
feet away. The display's layout and
messages take some getting used to,
especially since some messages change
while you're activating certain controls
and then revert to something else when
you're not pushing buttons.

Because of the limited display space,
the names and settings of the adjustment
parameters are necessarily highly
abbreviated. Also, the ability to switch
video and audio signals independently can
create confusion both on the display and
in your head. Reading the manual is thus
absolutely required to get the most out of
this product.

As for the performance of the digital
features, it was excellent on the whole.
Combining the adjustability of a
parametric equalizer with the frequency
readout of a graphic equalizer makes this
feature extraordinarily versatile. The
equalizer's 0.1 -dB adjustment increments
are unheard of in the analog world.
Equally unusual is for such precision to
match exactly between audio channels,
with consequent benefits to the stereo
image. Also useful is the equalizer's
ability to independently alter the response
of front, center, and rear channels in a
surround -sound system. In particular, it
can equalize the center channel in a Dolby
Pro Logic surround setup to help
compensate for the all -too -common
response differences between a center
speaker and the left and right front
speakers.

But as usual with DSP-based

SECOND OPINION

components, 1 have quibbles about some
of the default settings in the sound -field
ambience modes. With some program
material, the two Concert Hall modes and
the Church mode gave a throbbing quality
to the reverberation. (This effect is easily
audible if you interrupt the music with a
pause control and listen to the decay of
the synthesized reverb.) Altering the
default parameters can diminish this
throbbing effect, however.

Although the manual doesn't mention
it, the Jazz Club mode is useful for a very
wide range of music, from classical
chamber groups to all varieties of pop. I
found the two Theater modes relatively
useless, however, as I have found similar
modes in other devices. Their purpose is
to make a surround -sound movie sound as
if it were being shown in a real movie
theater by applying a simulation of theater
acoustics to the decoded surround -sound
information. 1 prefer movies to sound like
they did in the dubbing studios where
they received their final mixdowns, and
dubbing studios are usually small and
acoustically dead compared with movie
theaters. The ideal is to experience the
ambience of the setting of the movie, not
of a movie theater. If I wanted the latter,
I'd pour popcorn around my listening
room and make sure that my floor was
good and sticky. I did enjoy the manual's
description of the Theater modes,
however. Theater! is recommended for
movies "with many spectacular scenes,"
Theater2 for films "with many silent and
emotional scenes" (the Ingmar Bergman
mode, in other words).

I also have some philosophical
reservations about the coupling of
equalization and preset ambience modes.

Equalization and ambience synthesis are
two completely separate aspects of sound
reproduction and should not be linked as
they are here.

The Disco mode, in particular, offers a
preset equalization curve that can be
positively dangerous to other components
in your system. The compression-meant
to add "thickness" to the sound-as well
as the large upper -bass and low -treble
boosts applied by this mode can not only
surprise the hell out of you if you switch
to it by mistake but can also overload
your amplifier, speakers, and your ears if
the volume is set too high. I recommend
altering the Disco mode to more
reasonable settings, storing the results in
a user preset, and thereafter using that
version only. Besides, I thought disco
sound was meant to have "punch," which
can come from a slight dynamic -range
expansion. The sound in the best discos
here in New York City may be loud, but it
is definitely not "thick."

Otherwise, the TA-E2000ESD was a
joy to work with, having no untoward or
unexpected behavior such as switching
transients or thumps when changing
modes or DSP features. The Dolby Pro
Logic mode is a fine example of digital
processing at its best. I do wish, however,
that instead of relatively useless features
like the digital compressor, Sony had seen
fit to include a digital click -and -pop
suppressor for those of us who have been
unwilling or unable to unload our huge
collections of LP's. Maybe we'll get our
wish with the next model, but in the
meantime the TA-E2000ESD offers a
unique combination of features, with
digital versatility and sound quality to
match. -David Ranada
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The Powered Subwoofer
That Has TheAudio And Video Press

Jumping Out Of Their Seats.
A 'et roaring in 7bp Gun. The heavy-

footed killer robot in Robocop. A semi
hitting concrete after a 20 foot
fall in kminator 2. These are
examples of the substantial,
very low -frequency effects on
the soundtracks of today's
movies. Such frequencies are
rare in music, anc are beyond
the capabilities of most speak-
ers designed for music.

The new Cambridge
SoundAbrks Powered Sub -

woofer by Henry Kloss was
created to reproduce those
ultra -low, ultra -strong bass
signals with the power and
impact you would experience in
movie theaters with the very
best sound systems. It's designed to
supplement (not replace) the subwoofer(s)
of Ensemble or Ensemble Il. It will also
work with speakers from other companies.

Remarkable bass performance.
The Powered Subwoofer consists of a

heavy duty, 12 inch long -throw acoustic
suspension woofer integrated with a 140

NEW FROM CAMBRIDGE SOUNDWORKS

watt amplifier -all in a high-pressure black
laminate cabinet. Its control oanel includes a
bass level control and an 18cB per octave,
four -position electronic crossover frequency
selector (to match the subwoofer to your
other speakers).

Additionally, an optional electronic
crossover* will provide 18 dB per octave,

Itwerrd Subliroojer Slave Subwvofer

high-pass, line -level filters for the main and
center amplifiers. These filters allow you to
keep strong, low frequencies of sound effects
out of the front speakers. These signals can
cause distortion, even in speakers designed
for hill -lunge music.

The Powered Subwoofer's bass perfor-
mance is simply aursome It reproduces
accurate bass to below 30 Hz. You'll hear
soundtracks the way they were meant to be
heard. In fact the bass is betterthan most

Our Ultimate Home Theater Speaker
cozzsz ts-embotour dual-subtsvo er

.rystem; ou r low profile
Center amulespea&'r't Phis

ou r ,a1 ". of
accktimed sunned
speakers,
The Surrotruk OUT
Rmeted Subwofer:
ou Skye Subovofer
Ru-toty-dmrt Fre
$1,999.

theaters! At the press event when we intro-
duced our Powered Subwoofer, we had
startled members of the audio and video
press literally "jumping out of their seats"
during demonstrations of movie sound-
tracks. The factory -direct price of the Pow-
ered Subwoofer is $599.

Optional "slave" subwoofer.
For all-out home theater performance,

you can add our optional Slave Sub -
woofer, which is identical to our
Powered Subwoofer except that it
lacks the amplifier and controls. It
uses the amplifier and controls
built into the Powered Subwoofer.
Amplifier output jumps from 140
to 200 watts when the Slave
Subwoofer is connected.

The combination of the two
speakers can reproduce a 30 Hz
signal cleanly to a sound pressure
level of over 100 dB in a 3,000 cubic
foot room! That's enough clean,
deep bass for the largest home
theaters, and the most demand-
ing listeners. The factory -direct

price of the Slave Subwoofer is $299.

No compromises. No apologies.
The combination of our Ensemble

speaker system, Center Channel Plus
speaker, The Surround rear/side s rs,
Powered Subwoofer and Slave S woofer
(see photo at left) creates a home theater
speaker system that we believe is the best of
its kind.

Although you can spend thousands
more on competing systems, we don't know
of ag that outperform this $1,999 package.
If you'd like more information, a free catalog
or our new booklet, "Getting The Most From
Your Dolby Surround System," call our toll -

free number any time.
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The Critics Love Ensemble
And Ensemble IL

What's The Diffewnce, Anyway?
Cambridge SoundWorks changed

the audio world when we began
direct -marketing Ensembles by Henry
Kloss. Ensemble is a revolutionary
dual-subwoofer/satellite speaker
system offering all-out performance,
without cluttering up your room with
huge speaker cabinets. Available only
factory -direct from Cambridge
SoundWorks, with no expensive
middle -men, Ensemble is priced at hun-
dreds less than it would have sold for in
stores. Audio magazine says Ensemble

"may be the best value in the world."

And Then There Were TWo.
Now Cambridge SoundWorks has

introduced Ensemble II, a more affordable
version of Ensemble using only one cabi-
net to hold both subwoofer drivers.
Ensemble II has joined Ensemble in the
ranks of the country's best-selling speak -

The real difference is in the subwoofer.

ers. We believe Ensemble II is a better
system than the new Bose AM -5 Series
II. And because we sell it factory -direct,
it's half the price. Stereo Review said

"Ensemble II performs so far beyond its
price and size that it can be compared
only with much larger speakers at sub-
stantially higher prices." We agree with
the writer who said, "It's hard to imagine
going wrong with Ensemble." The question
is, which Ensemble system is right foryou?

The Same
Satellite Speakers.

When you listen to either Ensem-
ble system, almost 90% of the music
you hear is being reproduced by the
satellite speakers. Both Ensemble
and Ensemble H use satellite speak-
ers that are virtually identical
Unlike many competing systems,
Ensemble's satellites are true two-

way speaker systems, each containing a
high performance tweeter and a 4 -inch
woofer. Stereo Review said, "The Ensemble
satellites delivered a smoother output than

live acoustic
suspension,
sealed subwoofer
cavity.

Cavity acts as
acoustic band-pass
filter

"Ensemble may be the
best value in the world."

Audio

 rox,nr.of.c.,
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many larger and more expensive speakers."
Small (8 I/8 " x 5 'A " x 4 " ) and unobtru-

sive, they'll fit into the decor of any room.
They're available in scratch -resistant
gunmetal grey Nextel, or primed so you
can paint them any color you wish.

Ensemble satellite speakers are available primed for
painting, so they can matchyour decor exactfr

The Same Overall Sound.
In many rooms, Ensemble II sounds

virtually the same as Ensemble, especially
when Ensemble's two subwoofers are
placed right next to each other. The real
difference between the two systems is
that Ensemble, with its two ultra -compact
subwoofers (12 " x21" x4 1/2 "), gives you
ultimate placementflexibilioi.

The Same Attention lb Detail.
Ensemble and Ensemble II are con-

structed with the very best materials and
no -compromise workmanship. Their
subwoofers use heavy-duty woofers in
true acoustic suspension enclosures. The
satellites are genuine two-way systems
with very high quality speaker compo-
nents. Individual crossover networks are

built into every cabinet for maximum
wiring flexibility. Robust construction is
used throughout, featuring solid MDF
cabinets and solid metal grilles.

The Same
Factory -Direct Savings.

Cambrid e SoundWorks products are
available on factory -direct. By eliminat-
ing the mid le -men, we're able to sell
Ensemble and Ensemble H for hundreds
less than if they were sold in stores.

The Same 30 -Day lbtal
Satisfaction Guarantee.

Choosing a loudspeaker after a brief
listen at a dealer's showroom is like decid-
ing on a car after one quick trip around
the block. So we make it possible to audi-

tion our speakers the right way-

Stereo systems featuritgEnsemble and Ensemble II
speakers with Pioneer or Ph4os electronics start at
only $799, including CD player. Dolby Surround
Sound systems start at only $999.

in your own home. You get to listen for
hours without a salesman hovering near-
by. If within 30 days you're not happy,
return your speaker system for a full re-

AP.1111U11

"Ensemble II performs so far
beyond its price and size that it
can be compared only with
much larger speakers at
substantially higher prices."

Stereo Review

fund. We even reimburse original UPS
ground shipping charges in the continental
United States.

co
The only difference in satellites is that the original
Ensembles use gold-plated connectors that allow use
of even the heaviest gauge wire.

The Real Difference: The
Ultimate Placement Flexibility

Of Dual Subwoofers.
Placement of bass and high -frequency

speakers in a room-and how those
speakers interact with the acoustics of the
room-has more influence on the overall
sound quality of a stereo system than just
about anything. As an alternative to
spending hundreds (or thousands) of
dollars on this or that "latest" amplifier
or CD player design, you should invest
some of your time experimenting with
various speaker positioning schemes.
Ensemble's two ultra -slim (41/2") sub-
woofrs give you more placement flexibil-
ity than any speaker system we know of
(including Ensemble II), and is most likely
to provide the performance you want
in real world...in-your room.

How lb Order.
The dual-subwoofer Ensemble system

is available in two versions. With hand-
some black -laminate subwoofers for $599.
Or with black vinyl -clad subwoofers for
$499. Ensemble H is priced at $399. For
more information, a free 48 -page catalog,
or to order...

CALL 1-800-FOR-HIFI

24 hours a day, 365 days a year. We'll
send you our 48 -page color catalog with
stereo and surround sound components
and systems from Cambridge SoundWorks,
Pioneer, Philips, Denon and others.
Because we sell factory -direct, eliminating
expensive middle -men, you can save
hundreds of dollars.

I* Know How lb
Make Loudspeakers.

CAMBRIDGE
SOUNDWORKS

0 1992 Cambridge Soundakirks. Ensemble is a regittered trademark of
Cambridge Sounftrits. Ambiance and The Surround are trademarks of
Cambridge SdundIAINIts. AR St Advert are trademarks of Jensen laboratories
Bose is a registered trademark of Bose Cocporabon. Prices do not indude
slapping. 'Only the con noding terminals are different.
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No Other Loudspeaker
Company Can Run This Ad.
Cambridge SoundWorks is a new kind of audio company,

with factory -direct savings, and much, much more...
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Audio Hall of Pame member Henry Kioss.
Cambridge SoundiAbrks products are designed by our

co-founder, Henry Kloss, who created the dominant
speakers of the '50s (AR), '60s (KU -1) and '70s (Advent).

Mk eliminated the expensive middle -men.
By selling factory -direct to the public. we eliminate huge
distribution expenses. Don't be fooled by our reasonable
prices. Our products are wry well designed and made.

' 1 Iliiiiibit,r
k,,

Five year limited parts and labor speaker warranty.
All of our speakers are backed by a five year pans and labor

warranty In some cases, well even send you a replacement
speaker before we've received your defective unit.

NEW: The Cambridge SoundWsrks Charge Card.
Qualified customers can now charge items from our catalog -

without tying up the credit lines of their other charge cards.
Call for your application today!

PIII
High performance dipole radiating surround speakers.
The Surround ($399 pr) & The Surround II ($249 pr) use
dipole radiator technolog for surround sound the way it was
meant to be heard. Hundreds less than competing speakers.

NEW: Model Eleven A transportable component system.
The same high performance of the original, in a smaller
package. Carrying race doubles as system sAbwoofer. Works

on 110, 220 & 12 volts. Introductory price $599.

,..a4

t; IIIAIIIIII
Ambiance ultra -compact speaker system.
V* think Ambiance is the best "mini" speaker available.
regardless of price. Bass and high -frequency dispersion are

unmatched in its catepty. $175-$200 each.

Ambiance In-1MM high performance speaker system.
V* don't know of any other in -wall speakers that match its
performance, value and ease of installation. Includes acoustic
suspension cabinet, gold plated speaker terminals. $329 pc

Ca111-800-FOR-HIFI for a free 64 -page catalog with components and systems
from Cambridge SoundWorks, Pioneer, Philips, Sony, Denon and others.

lit Know How lb Make Loudspeakers.

CAMBRIDGE SOUNDWORKS
154 California St., Suite 102J. Newton, MA 02158

1-800-367-4434 Fax: 617-332-9229 Canada: 1-800-525-4434 Outside US. or Canada: 617-332-5936
O 1992 Canbn*SourOntiks.

tested the earlier model, we did not
have a final instruction manual and
had to feel our way through a totally
unfamiliar and very complex product.
This time we were dealing with a fully
engineered product that has clearly
benefited from technological improve-
ments over the past three years, and it
was supplied with a very thorough
manual.

Functionally, the TA-E2000ESD is
virtually identical to its predecessor,
although many of the functions for-
merly handled by analog circuits are
now done digitally. The difference was
not necessarily apparent from ordi-
nary listening or use tests, especially
since the control functions are virtual-
ly identical.

Our measurements clearly showed
the superiority of Sony's new D/A
converters-they had the best low-
level linearity (down to -100 dB) that
we have yet measured. The phono
section of the new preamplifier was
markedly better than that of the earlier
model, with improved headroom and
outstanding equalization accuracy.

All in all, Sony has taken an already
uniquely versatile and refined compo-
nent and made it even better. When we
tested the TA-E1000ESD three years
ago, we found it hard to imagine how it
could be significantly improved. It has
been, however, and at a modest in-
crease in price that is easily justified in
a product of this degree of refinement.

One price to be paid for owning a
component as sophisticated as this
one is the time it takes to study the
instruction manual (not merely skim
its pages). The TA-E2000ESD offers
an enormous variety and range of ad-
justments, and their effects will not
always be obvious. You'll need a lot of
hands-on experience to reap all the
benefits of Sony's design efforts, but
the effort will be thoroughly justified.

The Sony TA-E2000ESD is one of
the most refined audio/video/sur-
round-sound control centers we have
seen. Like many such products, its
complexity can seem overwhelming.
Just remember that you do not have to
adjust every parameter that can be
adjusted! In many, perhaps most,
cases there will be little or no audible
difference from changes in such things
as the listening -seat position in the
concert hall or the shape of the hall.
Use this component for what it can do
for your listening experience, and you
will swiftly become addicted to it. 0

CIRCLE NO. 6 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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NSM Model 25
Loudspeaker System

JULIAN HIRSCH
HIRSCH-HOUCK LABORATORIES

NSM Loudspeakers manufactures
its speakers in matched pairs for
more accurate stereo imaging in
the home listening room. Since
this requires preserving and re-
creating the symmetry of the re-

corded program, NSM has gone to
considerable lengths to control pro-
duction tolerances in its drivers and
crossover -network components.

NSM says it carefully matches ev-
ery resistor, capacitor, inductor, and
driver in each loudspeaker system to
the corresponding part in the other
speaker of the pair. High -quality com-
ponents and drivers are used through-
out, including metallized polypropyl-
ene and Mylar capacitors and air -core
inductors. The speakers have 14 -

gauge internal wiring, and the drivers
are mounted flush with the panel to
minimize diffraction.

Like other NSM speakers, the Mod-
el 25 has a narrow (9 -inch -wide) cabi-
net for optimum dispersion and imag-
ing as well as high rigidity. It is
constructed of I -inch and 3/4 -inch -thick
fiberboard, tuned with open -cell foam

and Dacron fiber, and finished in wood
veneer. The cloth grille, retained by
plastic snaps, is easily removable.

Recessed into the rear of the cabinet
are two pairs of gold-plated five -way
binding posts on standard 3/4 -inch cen-
ters. These are normally strapped to-
gether; removing the jumpers enables
the system to be driven in either a
biwired or biamplified mode.

The Model 25 is a two-way acoustic -
suspension system using a 61/2 -inch
plastic -cone woofer constructed on a
die-cast magnesium basket and a 1 -

Dimensions
9 inches wide. 22 inches high.

and II) inches deep

Finish
Natural oak veneer with tan grille or

black -ash veneer with black grille

Price
$799 a pair

Manufacturer
NSM Loudspeakers.

P.O. Box 326. Garden
City, NY 11530-0326

FREE
Audio Catalog
Our 64 -page catalog is loaded with components
and music systems from Cambridge SoundVibrits,

Pioneer, Philips, Denon, Sony and others.
Because you buy factory -direct, with no expen-

sive n- dle-men, you can save hundreds of
dollars For example, a Dolby Surround system

with Ensemble II speakers, rear speakers, Philips

Dc'by Surround receiver, CD player and system

remote is less than $1,000. Call today and find out

why Audio magazine said we "may have the best
value in the world."

 Call toll -fire for factory -direct savings.

 Save hundreds on components and systems
tom Cambridge Sounftlorks, Pioneer,
Philips, Denon, Sony and more.

 Audio experts wlll answer your questions
before and after you buy. 8AM-midnight,
365 days a year -even holidays.

 30 Day lbtal Satisfaction Guarantee on all
Cambridge SoundlAbrks products.

The Model Eleven A -
Transportable
Component

System

1-800-FOR-HIFI
We Know How 76 Make Loudspeakers.

CAMBRIDGE
SOUNDWORKS

.:-; ,al forma St. Strike 102,1. \Almon, MA 02158
1-800-367-4434 Fax: 617-332-9229

Canada: 1-800-525-4434 Outside U.S. or Canada: 617-332-5936
O 1992 Ca ntn*SculdWaics
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inch soft -dome tweeter with ferrofluid
cooling. Relatively insensitive, with a
rated sound -pressure level (SPL) of 82
dB at 1 meter with an input of 2.83
volts, it is recommended for use with
amplifiers rated between 50 and ISO
watts. Nominal impedance is 8 ohms,
and frequency response is given as 35
to 20,000 Hz ±3 dB at an 80 -dB SPL.

The manufacturer suggests placing
the speakers on 24 -inch stands 18 inch-
es from the wall behind them and 8feet
apart, but the user is encouraged to
experiment with placement for best
results (good advice with any speak-
er). Each NSM Model 25 speaker
weighs 271/2 pounds. Pairs are shipped
in a single 60 -pound carton.

We placed the NSM Model 25
speakers on 26 -inch stands and posi-
tioned them as recommended by the
manufacturer. Their room response
was exceptionally flat and smooth,
varying only ±4 dB from 65 to 20,000
Hz. A close-miked measurement of
the woofer response showed a maxi-
mum output between 70 and 170 Hz,
falling off at 12 dB per octave at lower
frequencies and more gradually at
higher frequencies.

Our composite response curve,
formed from these two sets of data,
was flat within ±3 dB from 50 to
20,000 Hz. For most of that range the
response was extremely flat, although
there were some minor irregularities
between 150 and 1,000 Hz.

Response measurements with a
stepping one -third -octave band of
pink noise were quite similar, within
±3 dB from 58 to 20,000 Hz. The
tweeter's horizontal directivity was
excellent; the on -axis and 45 -degree
off -axis responses diverged only 2 dB
at 7,000 Hz, 3 dB at 10,000 Hz, and 10
dB at 20,000 Hz.

We also attempted frequency -re-
sponse measurements using the quasi-
anechoic MLS program of our Audio
Precision System One test instrument.
These confirmed the essential features
of the midrange and high -frequency
response we had measured previously
(± 2 dB from 1,000 to 20,000 Hz), but
they also showed a reduced and irreg-
ular output from 500 to 2,000 Hz that
was completely inconsistent with
what we found in the room -response
measurement (or in listening tests),
although a somewhat similar effect
could be seen in the close-miked woof-
er measurement. We have no good
explanation for this apparent discrep-

TEST REPORTS

ancy, but we are inclined to accept the
verdict of our ears and the room mea-
surements, which were consistent
with each other.

The speaker's impedance charac-
teristics were quite unusual. For one
thing, the minimum impedance, at 138
Hz, was about 9.6 ohms. At other
frequencies the impedance varied be-
tween 10 and 38 ohms. The woofer's
resonance frequency was at 60 Hz.
Overall, the phase angle of the imped-
ance varied smoothly between +30
and - 45 degrees, with no evidence of
the sharp jogs, indicating resonances
in drivers or the enclosure, that we've
seen from many speakers in this mea-
surement. The acoustic phase linear-
ity was also good, with a group -delay
variation of ±250 microseconds from
just over 1,000 Hz up to 20,000 Hz.

The NSM Model 25's sensitivity
was (as rated) very low, with an output
SPL of 81 dB at 1 meter from a 2.83 -
volt input of pink noise. Since our
woofer -distortion measurements are
based on a nominal 90 -dB SPL, we
measured distortion at 8 volts input. It
was very low, rising from 0.3 to 0.5
percent between 120 and 2,000 Hz to I
percent between 70 and 100 Hz and 4
percent at 50 Hz. At the system's rated
lower limit of 35 Hz, the output was
down 10 dB from the upper -midrange
average (instead of 3 dB), and the
distortion was 20 percent.

The Model 25 was able to handle
large input levels in our single -cycle
tone -burst tests. At 1,000 and 10,000
Hz, the amplifier clipped at 220 to 240
watts into its 30 -ohm impedance. At
100 Hz, the woofer began to sound
hard well before its cone reached the

suspension limits, and to avoid possi-
ble damage to the speaker, we did not
attempt to go higher than about 265
watts into its 11 -ohm impedance.

The NSM Model 25 is not a product
that follows all the usual patterns of
loudspeaker design. It is one of the few
speakers we have tested that gave
seemingly irreconcilable results with
some of the very different measure-
ment techniques we use (which one
would expect to yield fairly similar
data). It is also an exception in its very
low sensitivity, which makes the 50- to
150 -watt amplifier power recommen-
dation one to be taken seriously. The
Model 25 requires four to eight times
as much power as most other speakers
to achieve the same output level.

The Model 25 sounded very easy,
clean, and smooth. There was no ap-
parent excess or deficiency in any part
of the audio spectrum, and its sound -
stage was superb. You could not ask
for a more listenable speaker, al-
though it is not one that can be used to
generate life -like sound levels.

It also did not achieve any miracles
in the bass range. The 35 -Hz claimed
lower limit is unrealistic; a 50 -Hz limit
would be more accurate and more
consistent with the size of the woofer
and enclosure. Indeed, NSM makes a
subwoofer for those who want or need
more volume or deeper bass.

But within the limits of what it can
do, the NSM Model 25 is a first-rate
speaker whose sound justifies its
price. To our ears it sounded as flat
and uncolored as our measured re-
sponse curve implied, which places it
in the ranks of some far more expen-
sive, very highly regarded speakers. 

... Look-if he wants to buy two subwoofers so he

can hear them in stereo, then sell him two subwoofers!"
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We're picky about what goes into our smokes, or doesn't. We pick out the coarse stems from

each and every tobacco leaf we use. Ot_Aer companies chop 'em up and put em back in.

We don't use cheap filler tobacco in cur blend either. That goes double for expanded

tobacco --tobacco that's been puffed u p to take up more space. Instead we pack our

cigarettes tight with a generous wad of tobacco, so they burn at a slow and leisurely clip.

; At The Chesterfield Cigarette Company, we only do one thing, but we do it pretty well.

Slow to- hum Sure te-
Full Flavor King Size: 16 mg."tar," 1.6 mg. nicotine; Lights King Size:
11 mg."tar," 1.2 mg. nicotine, ay. per cigarette by FTC method.

SURGEON GENERAL'S WARNING: Quitting Smoking

Now Greatly Reduces Serious Risks to Your Health.
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We'd like to hear what you think about our new smokes. Drop as a line care of Mrs. Maly Bell, 300 N. Duke Street, Durham,NC 27702. 1992 Chesterfield'



If you think viewing a movie at home is
a me re spectator sport, you've never strapped
yourself into the Pioneer° Home Theater.

With our leadership in both audio and video
technology, the linking of the two produces unprece-
dented results.

What you see is the
sharpest, brightest
picture ever played on a
50 -inch screen. Our

Pioneer Home Theater.
You don't just watch it.

The Pioneer CLD-D701 Combination
CD/Lased:hoc Player and VSX-D9OIS / Receiver

wttb Dolby Pro Lope. black screen
increases the contrast ratio by 20%. And an advanced
three -line digital comb filter significantly enhances
color accuracy and improves picture quality.

The picture source is a Pioneer LaserDisc Player, a

The new Pioneer S-V401K Hon,
Theater Experience Speaker
collection is customized for our
Dome Theater Surround Sound

ProVision- line of
projection TVs fea-
tures a sophisticated
new short -focus lens
system for a 25%
brighter picture.The
new high -contrast

technology in which we have led worldwide
The ultimate in sight and sound, it comes
60% closer to reality than ordinary video-
tape. And features the superiority of digital sound.

Of course, what you hear is spectacular. The
enveloping intensity of five -
channel
Dolby Pro
Logic°

Surround
Sound. All
delivered

care of the industry -leading
Audio/Video Receivers by Pioneer.

To maximize the quality of
Surround Sound, we've assembled a superb new pack-
age of perfectly matched modular speakers specially
designed to deliver a theater -like experience.

Of course, there's a lot more to tell, so call us at
1 -800 -PIONEER for more information. Or, drop
by a Pioneer Home Theater dealer. You'll find just what

you'd expect from the leaders in audio
and video: Home Theater so advanced,
you don't just watch it:

(Y) PIONEER

All Pioneer LaserDisc Players
let you enjoy both laserdiscs
and CDs. Ask your Pioneer
retailer about special CD
and laserdisc offers from
Columbia House.

Our new ProVision
SD-P5065K Projection TV
incorporates a bait of
technological innovations.
Picture d here is an actual
on -screen image.

01997 Pioneer Electronic, (MA) Inc.. Long Beach, CA. Dolby and Pro Loot.. are regio-
tered trtukntak, of Dolly lothoregorior G: auntCorponttiOn. © /99/ Con,lo, Picture.,
In% All 'cornett The depiction ofLNIXItiKElJi7U,Vi.a trademark of Carotin.

The Art of Entertainment



TEST REPORTS

Altec Lansing Model 115
Loudspeaker System

JULIAN HIRSCH
HIRSCH-HOUCK LABOR ATORIES

LTEC LANSING'S Model 115 is
a two-way acoustic -suspension
bookshelf speaker. Seventeen
inches high and weighing only
18 pounds, it is attractively fin-
ished on all surfaces in an oak

woodgrain vinyl veneer, with almost
all of the front panel nonnally covered
by the snap -on black grille. It is identi-
cal to the more expensive Model 105
except for its cabinet finish (the Model
105 uses wood veneer).

The Model 115's woofer operates in
a sealed enclosure. Its 6 -inch cone
features the textured, woven -carbon -
fiber construction used in most of the
company's other home speakers, in-
cluding higher -price models. The cross-
over, at about 2,500 Hz, is to a 1 -inch
titanium -coated polyamide dome
tweeter with ferrofluid cooling. As
with the woofer, the tweeter's design
is widely used in the Altec Lansing
line.

The speaker's specifications in-
clude a usable bandwidth of 40 to
22,000 Hz, with the -3 -dB points

occurring at 50 and 20,000 Hz. Its
power handling is specified as 50 watts
nominal. 100 watts maximum, and it is
recommended for use with amplifiers
rated as low as 10 watts nominal out-
put up to a maximum of 300 watts peak
output. Sensitivity, with a 1 -watt in-
put, is rated as 91 dB sound -pressure
level (SPL) at 1 meter, and the imped-
ance rating is 8 ohms.

We placed the Altec Lansing Model
115 speakers on stands, about 26 inch-
es high, for our room -response mea-
surements. The averaged response,

Dimensions
91/2 inches wide. 17 inches high,

and 9 inches deep

Finish
Oak -grain inyl veneer

Price
5137.50 each

Manufacturer
Alice Lansing, Dept. SR, P.O. Box 277,

Milford, PA 18337-0277

Your first
Home

Theater
component

is just
$7.95.

Pioneer* Home Theater is
an extremely involving
experience. Starting with
the least expensive compo-
nent: our Guile to Home
Theater. An interactive
diskette that demonstrates
in animated detail how
to build your own Home
Theater. To order, call us
at 1 -800 -PIONEER.

CD PIONEER
The Art of Entertainment

U1993 Pioneer Electronics (USA) Inc.. Long Beach. CA.
Requires IBNI-compatible personal computer. And for your
free Guide to Home Theater brochure. call I -800 -PIONEER.
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FREEStereo
Catalogii

In
100 +
pages,
you'll
see the
latest in
home and
car stereos,
video and
telephones.
Crutchfield's
one -of -a -kind
catalog brings
you quality
brands like Sony,
Pioneer, Kenwood,
Advent, Bose, AR,
and many others-
all at discount prices.

You'll see each component in
detailed color and get Crutchfield's
exclusive comparison charts of specs
and features. Our technical staff and
writers highlight the unique benefits
of every product, so you can choose
the model you like best.

or' viettl,or.',7

Call or send this coupon now
for your free catalog

800-955-9009
(US and Canada)

Sam - Midnight (Eastern time)
7 days a week

Be sure to mention Stereo Review when calling.

same

Address Apt. #

City State Zip

Optional - Are you in the market for:
Computers/Fax Machines
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measured on the axis of the left speak-
er, was within 5 dB overall from 800 to
11,000 Hz. There was a slight high -
frequency rise, to about 5 dB above
the average midrange level at 15,000
Hz, and a return to the reference level
at 20,000 Hz.

Below 800 Hz, room -boundary re-
flections affected the response, al-
though it showed only a 7 -dB overall
variation down to 120 Hz. The close-
miked woofer response was a maxi-
mum between 100 and 200 Hz, falling
at 12 dB per octave below 100 Hz and
more gradually at higher frequencies.

The diminutive Altec

Lansing Model US

speaker managed to

convey a sense of real

bass without obvious

distortion.

The composite frequency response
varied only 5 dB overall from 65 to
11,000 Hz, and the high -frequency rise
previously mentioned added only
about 21/2 dB to that variation. The
shape of the curve was a little sway-
backed, with the range from 500 to
3,000 Hz slightly depressed relative to
the bass and treble octaves.

Our quasi-anechoic response mea-
surements (valid above a few hundred
hertz) agreed approximately with the
room -response measurements. The
output rose about 4 or 5 dB from 2,500
Hz to 4,000 Hz and remained within a
decibel or two of that level up to 15,000
Hz, where there was an additional 2 -
dB peak.

The tweeter's horizontal dispersion
was good up to about 6,000 Hz (where
the response 45 degrees off -axis had
dropped less than 3 dB relative to the
on -axis response), but the spread in-
creased rapidly at higher frequencies,
to 7 dB at 10,000 Hz and 13 dB at
20,000 Hz.

The system's impedance curve was
good, with a minimum of 6 ohms at 200

Hz and maximum readings of 30 ohms
at the 70 -Hz bass resonance and about
20 ohms in the 1,000- to 3,000 -Hz
range. The impedance was safely
above 8 ohms over most of the audio
range.

Sensitivity measured a very good 92
dB, slightly better than rated. With an
input of 2.26 volts (corresponding to a
90 -dB SPL), woofer distortion was
between 0.3 and 0.5 percent from 150
to 1,000 Hz. It rose slightly at higher
frequencies, to about 0.8 percent at
2,000 Hz. At low frequencies the dis-
tortion rose linearly from I percent at
100 Hz to 4 percent at 50 Hz and 9
percent at 30 Hz. The 6 -inch woofer
handled one -cycle tone bursts of 180
watts at 100 Hz into its 10 -ohm imped-
ance before it began to sound hard.

The group delay in the tweeter range
(2,500 to 20,000 Hz) varied less than
100 microseconds overall. There was a
jump of 200 microseconds at 2,000 Hz
and a second peak of about 600 micro-
seconds at a much lower frequency, in
the woofer range. These low group -
delay variations indicate very good
phase linearity.

The Altec Lansing 115 sounded
clean, balanced, and musical, as
would be expected from its measured
performance and its kinship to some of
the company's much more expensive
speakers. Although it is too small to do
full justice to the really low bass, it
never sounded thin or lacking in those
frequencies. The highs were crisp,
probably as a result of the slight peak
well above the normal musical fre-
quency range, but they were never
shrill.

One of the best demonstrations of
the Model 115's capabilities was when
we teamed the test pair with a couple
of Hsu Research subwoofers, whose
output is principally below 50 Hz, and
played organ recordings that extended
to about 20 Hz. The change in sound
when we cut off the drive to the sub -
woofers was unmistakable, but also
unmistakable was the manner in which
the diminutive Model 115 speakers
managed to convey a sense of real bass
in their output, without obvious dis-
tortion or any of the thinness often
associated with small speaker sys-
tems. They didn't shake the room or
rattle the windows, but they always
sounded musical and believable. All in
all, the Altec Lansing 115 is a first-rate
small speaker system at a very reason-
able price. 0

I Crutchfield Park. Dept. SR. Charlottesville. VA 22906
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TEST REPORTS

Mondial Acurus A250
Power Amplifier

JULIAN HIRSCH
HIRSCH-HOUCK LABORATORIES

N only a few years, the Acurus brand
of audio components from Mondial
Designs, Ltd., designed and built in
the U.S., has earned a reputation for
high quality at reasonable prices.
The Acurus A250 power amplifier

exemplifies the design philosophy be-
hind the whole line. The amplifier cir-
cuitry is fully discrete and completely
symmetrical, with relatively little
global negative feedback. Precision 1 -
percent metal -film resistors and metal-
ized-polypropylene capacitors are
used to achieve close circuit toler-
ances, and high -quality circuit boards
contribute to a professional look and
feel.

The Acurus A250 was designed to
drive low -impedance loudspeaker
loads safely at high continuous power
levels. Its power supply has a 1,000-

§, VA toroidal transformer capable of
delivering the high currents required
for driving some of today's loudspeak-

0 ers. To dissipate the considerable heat
2 generated in a powerful but relatively

compact amplifier without resorting to
a noisy fan, it is equipped with finned
aluminum heat sinks on both sides of
its chassis, amounting to more than 6
square feet of radiating surface.

The A250 is rated to deliver 250
watts per channel into 8 ohms, or 350
watts into 4 ohms, from 20 to 20,000
Hz with no more than 0.06 percent
total harmonic distortion (THD). Its
input impedance is 20,000 ohms, and
its A -weighted signal-to-noise ratio
(S/N) is specified as 110 dB.

The all -black front panel contains
only a large rocker power switch, with

Dimensions
7 inches wide. 5 inches high,

12 inches deep

Price
$895

Manufacturer
NiDndial Designs Ltd., De it. SR,

2 Elm St.,
Ardsley, NY 10502

a green light to indicate that the ampli-
fier is operating. The rear panel has
five -way binding -post speaker out-
puts, compatible with dual banana
plugs as well as wires and lugs, and
phono-jack input connectors. Since
the input (and output) connectors for
the left and right channels are 12 inch-
es apart, some dual -signal cables may
not be suitable. The amplifier weighs
35 pounds.

Although the Acurus A250 ran quite
cool under normal listening conditions
(never more than faintly warm), it
became very hot during the mandated
1 -hour preconditioning at one-third
rated power into 8 ohms and during
subsequent high -power testing. In
fact, no part of the exterior could be
touched for more than a second or
two, and the heat sinks were hot
enough to cause burns. That should
not be a problem in any reasonable
home listening situation, however. Al-
though most amps run their hottest at
one-third power, average power levels
during even loud music are considera-
bly lower.

We have never before tested an
amplifier that became as hot as the
A250 did without being damaged in
some way, but the A250 never shut
down, blew a fuse, or otherwise indi-
cated its displeasure at our rather se -
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TEST HMIS

The Acurus A250

amplifier never shut

down, blew a fuse, or

otherwise indicated

displeasure at our severe

treatment of it.

vere treatment. Clearly, it was de-
signed to deal with low -impedance
loads, and it did that with ease.

The A250's frequency response was
very nearly a demonstration of the
overworked term ruler -flat. From 20
to 20,000 Hz, the output varied a mere
±0.02 dB, falling (if that is the word)
to -0.5 dB at 110 kHz and -1.5 dB at
200 kHz. Noise measurements also
showed impressive performance.

Our power measurements highlight-
ed the amplifier's conservative rat-
ings. The clipping -level output at 1,000
Hz into 8 ohms was 300 watts per
channel, and into 4 ohms it was 480
watts. With only one channel driven,
those numbers increased to 350 and
600 watts, respectively. We did not
make continuous power measure-
ments into 2 ohms because of concern
about possible damage to the amplifier
(which became far too hot to touch on
any part of its surface) and because it
was not rated for use with 2 -ohm
loads. But the dynamic power output
into 8 and 4 ohms was 400 and 700
watts, respectively (for dynamic head -
rooms of 2 and 3 dB), and into 2 ohms
it was 485 watts.

A spectrum analysis of the distor-
tion at 250 watts into 8 ohms, covering
all harmonics up to the twentienth but
excluding noise, yielded a figure of
0.012 percent. At 350 watts into 4
ohms, distortion rose to 0.023 percent.
The amplifier's single -channel maxi-
mum power at 0.1 percent THD plus
noise, as a function of frequency, was
about 320 watts into 8 ohms from 50 to
20,000 Hz, falling slightly to 300 watts
at 20 Hz. Into 4 ohms, the maximum
power output was 490 to 495 watts
from 100 to 20,000 Hz, falling to 470
watts at 20 Hz.
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The Acurus A450 is an enormously
powerful amplifier. Even without con-
sidering its modest cost, its quality, no
matter how defined, is equally impres-
sive. Clearly, its electrical perfor-
mance was topnotch, and there were
no unexpected glitches or anomalous
characteristics to diminish our highly
favorable impression.

To gain some idea of the energy
storage capacity of its power supply,
we switched it off while playing music
at a normal room level. For almost 30
seconds, the volume and quality of the
sound did not diminish.

Considering the A250's power capa-
bilities and current reserves, we would
expect very few loudspeaker loads to
present any serious challenge to its
performance. And although it was one
of the hottest -running amplifiers on
the test bench that we have ever evalu-
ated, it was also one of the coolest in
normal operation.

Almost $900 for a power amplifier
may not seem inexpensive, but one
could pay many times that sum and not
get any more performance than from
the Acurus A250, if even as much. Not
everyone needs to have several hun-
dred watts on tap, but if you are one
who does, this is an amplifier to look
at, and listen to, closely. It is an out-
standing product in terms of both per-
formance and value.

MEASUREMENTS

Output at clipping 11.000 Hz)
2+ ula, 300 watts

4 ohms 480 watts

Clipping headroom
(relative to rated output)
8 ohms 0.8 dB

4 ohms . 1.4 dB

Dynamic power
8 ohms 400 watts

4 ohms 700 watts

2 ohms 485 watts

Dynamic headroom
trelato. e to rated output)

8 ohms 2 dB

4 ohms 3 dB

Frequency response (20 to 20,000 Hz)
0.02 dB

Maximum distortion (THD+ N at 1,000 Hz
into 8 ohms) 0.06% at 250 watts output

Noise (A -weighted, referred to I -watt out-
put) -100 dB
Sensitivity (for I -watt output into 8 ohms)

89 mV
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"Definitive
Technology

Has
Hit the

Bull's Eye:'
- Julian Hirsch, Stereo Review

Experience the Miracle of Bipolar Technology
with Definitive's Revolutionary BP10 & 20!

"Truly Outstanding"
- Stereo Review

Experts agree that Definitive's
revolutionary bipolar BPI°
and BP20 are two of the
world's finest speakers and
are sonically superior to
speakers selling for many
times their remarkably afford-
able cost.

These advanced technology
bipolar (front and rear radiat-
ing) systems combine lush
spacious soundstaging, life-
like depth -of -field, razor-sharp
resolution and pinpoint 3-D
imaging with powerful sub -
woofer -like bass (to below 20
Hz), high efficiency, wide
dynamic range and easy -to - 1 1"11 I; l' I

position convenience for
superb musical reproduction
so real that it has been called,
"a sonic miracle!"
The Ultimate Home Theatre
Combine the BP10s, BP2Os or
DR7s with our Cl ultra center
channel and BP2 bipolar satel-
lite/surround speakers for the
ultimate in home theatre sound.

Visit your nearest Definitive
dealer and experience the
dramatic sonic superiority of
these truly extraordinary
loudspeakers.

Definitive Technob
11105 Valley Heights Drive  Baltimore, MD 21117
See dealer list on facing page (410) 363-7148
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USER'S EVALUATION

Atlantic Technology System 150 HT
Home Theater Speaker System

BY DAVID RANADA

NYONE wishing to explore the
joys and mysteries of home the-
ater has always faced two com-
plex problems: selecting speak-
ers and integrating them with an
existing stereo system. Atlantic

Technology has attacked these prob-
lems with its new System 150, whose
components are available either sepa-
rately or in various combinations to
complement a wide range of audio/
video systems.

The System 150 HT combination,
intended for users starting home the-
ater systems from scratch, comprises
six components: a powered subwoofer
(Model 152 PBM, $499), two front -
channel satellite speakers (Model 151
LR, $149 a pair), a center -channel
speaker (Model 153 C, $139), and two
surround speakers (Model 154 R, $149
a pair). The system price is $899,
slightly less than the $936 cost of buy-
ing the components separately. Atlan-
tic Technology offers other combina-
tions as well, also with some price
breaks: the System 150 A (subwoofer
and two satellites), the System 150 S
(subwoofer, center speaker, and two
surround speakers), and the System
150 CSR (center and two surround
speakers). I listened to the System 150

HT with the two surround speakers
mounted on Atlantic Technology's el-
egant speaker stands (Model 156 ST,
$99 a pair). Adjustable wall -mounting
brackets for the satellite and surround
speakers are also available (Model 157
WB, $59 a pair).

By far the most intriguing of the
System 150 HT components is the
powered subwoofer, which is more
than just a subwoofer with built-in
amplification. Its internal amplifiers
can be configured to drive the sub -
woofer alone (with 70 watts of power,
no less), to drive the subwoofer and
two satellites (30 watts each), or to
drive the subwoofer and a center -
channel speaker in a setup lacking a
center -channel amplifier.

The subwoofer has two operating
modes: powered and passive. In pas-
sive mode, the input terminals on the
back panel serve only as connection
points for your main receiver or ampli-
fier's front -channel speaker signals.
You connect the main speaker outputs
to the subwoofer and connect the
subwoofer's passive, push -connector
speaker outputs to the satellite speak-
ers. Your system's receiver then
drives the satellites directly, and the
subwoofer's amplifier derives its bass

signal from the music passing through
on the way to the satellites. No signifi-
cant load is placed on the receiver by
the subwoofer.

In powered mode, instead of speak-
er -level signals, the subwoofer takes
line -level signals through a set of back -
panel phono connectors. Its internal
amplifiers are then used to drive the
two satellites as well as the subwoofer
itself. This mode can be extremely
useful, depending on your system re-
quirements. It forms the basis of a
music -only subwoofer/satellite sys-
tem that can be driven from, among
other things, the output of a portable
CD or tape player. Or if you have a
separate surround -sound decoder
with built-in amplification for center
and surround speakers, the powered
mode will supply the amplification for
the front speakers and the sub-
woofer-you wouldn't even need a
main amplifier or receiver. (This ver-
satility enables the subwoofer/satellite
combination to be sold separately as
the System

The molded -plastic subwoofer mod-
ule, which measures 141/2 x 11 x 123/4
inches and weighs 25 pounds, has vent
holes on the back panel that should not
be obstructed. Otherwise, the manu-
facturer says, placement of the mod-
ule is not very critical. It contains an 8 -
inch woofer, and, in addition to the
multipurpose amplifier, a dynamic
bass -equalization circuit providing as
much as 9 dB of boost at 35 Hz. This
circuit is said to adjust itself by "con-
stantly monitoring the level and fre-
quency content of the program's lower
octaves." There's also an overload -
protection circuit that's claimed to
have no audible side effects.

Aside from the input and output
connectors, the subwoofer's back pan-
el holds the powered/passive switch
and a switch to change the crossover
frequency from 80 to 120 Hz-I left it in
the 80 -Hz position for most of my
testing. There's no power switch, but
the subwoofer consumes only 12 watts
when idling. The front panel has dial
controls for bass, treble, and volume.
In powered mode, the bass control
adjusts the level of the subwoofer rela-
tive to that of the satellites while the
volume control adjusts the level of the
subwoofer and the satellites together.
In passive mode, the volume control
serves as the subwoofer's level control
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and the bass control should be left at its
twelve o'clock setting. The treble con-
trol is conventional and operates only
in powered mode.

The rest of the components in the
System 150 HT are far more orthodox
than the subwoofer. Each of the mag-
netically shielded Model 152 LR satel-
lites measures 5 x 71/2 x 41/4 inches and
contains a 4 -inch polypropylene woof-
er and a 1/2 -inch soft -dome tweeter.
The owner's manual suggests that the
satellites can also be used as comput-
er -system speakers or as near -field
monitors. The Model 153 C center -
channel speaker has two 31/2 -inch
polypropylene woofers and a 1/2 -inch
soft -dome tweeter. This magnetically
shielded speaker can be placed either
above or below a video screen, and its
horizontally arrayed drivers can be
aimed up or down by loosening some
adjustment screws on the bottom of
the 101/2 x 5 x 51/4 -inch cabinet.

Surround speakers are meant to be
heard but not localized: You shouldn't
be able to tell precisely where their
sound is coming from. To that end, the
Model 145 SR surround speakers,
which have the same enclosure size as
the Model 152 LR satellites, contain
instead two 31/2 -inch "mid -woofer"
drivers aimed 105 degrees apart for
widest dispersion. Through a "cross-
over" network each driver receives a
slightly different frequency balance,
and the drivers are also driven out of
phase with each other, all to increase
,1 fllblence and decrease localization.

pIIYSICALLY, the System 150 HT
was easy to set up. The only prob-
lem I encountered was that the
stands for the surround speakers
required two different Allen
wrenches for assembly, one for

the bolt holding the stand to the base
and another for the bolt holding the
speaker on the stand. The speaker
cable, if it isn't too thick, can be fed
from the back of the speaker down
through the hollow stand to emerge at
the base. The same stands are also
suitable for elevating the main front
speakers.

The manual for the subwoofer was
the only one to give instructions and
diagrams for hooking up the system as
a whole. Four hookups are shown, and
I tried three of them: one music -orient-
ed setup using just the subwoofer in
passive mode (that is, with its internal

Lifelike sound
from Virtually

Invisible speakers?
The Answer Is Acoustimasse

Speaker Systems

".. its powerful, room -filling soL nd
emerges from...speakers that could
easily be held on the palm of one's
hand..." - Julia rsch. Stereo 1

The Bose
Acoustimass-5 Series II
Speaker System

Replace your bulky,
outdated speakers with
Bose breakthrough
speaker technology,
and your eyes won't
believe your ears

Save $100

For a limited time, save
at least $100 when you
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GFA-2535 Multi -Channel Power Amplifier

ELEO_\Xc J-1

1 I

"We wish
to thank Mom;
our 3rd grade
music teacher;
the members of
the Academy:

The Multi -Channel GFA-2535:
yet another award -winning amplifier

from Adcom.
A pattern appears to be taking shape here:

Adcom introduces a new power amplifier, Adcom
wins an award. The GFA-535, GFA-555,
GFA-55511, GFA-565, and now the GFA-2535 -
every single one has earned the immediate praise
and plaudits of the industry's most respected
authorities...perhaps because Adcom packs more
performance and innovative technology into its
amplifiers than you'll find in components that cost
twice as much or more.

The innovative GFA-2535 is a worthy new
standard-bearer. The GFA-2535 is really two
GFA-535's in one case, with the flexibility to drive
three or four channels. With individual level con-
trols for precise control of each amp's volume, it's
the ideal foundation for an authentic, ultra -realistic
surround -sound theater system, or for a multi -
room or multi -speaker audio system.

The Versatility of 3 Channels or 4.
A single switch on the GFA-2535's rear panel

lets you select 4 -channel operation, or bridge
two of the channels for a 3 -channel configuration.
In the 3 -channel mode, the GFA-2535 brings your

home theater to life, delivering 200 watts of clean,
distortion -free sound to the center channel, and 60
watts to each of the rear channels. Add it to your
existing 2 -channel amp, and you'll be at the center
of a superbly balanced, awesomely powered stage
with sound so real, you can practically touch it.

For audio applications, the GFA-2535 in the
4 -channel mode acts as a pair of 60 watts -per-
channel amps to drive two sets of speakers. With
two of the channels bridged, it delivers 60 watts
each to a pair of satellites, and 200 watts to a sin-
gle subwoofer for an incredible display of musical
strength so real, you definitely can feel it.

Three channels or four...home theater, home
audio...the award -winning Adcom GFA-2535
gives you twice the versatility of ordinary ampli-
fiers...and twice the value that has made Adcom
famous.

A
details you can hear

11 Elkins Road, East Brunswick, NJ 08816 U.S.A. (908) 390-1130. Distributed in Canada by PRO ACOUSTICS INC. Pointe Claire, Quebec H9R 4X5
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amplifiers driving it alone) and the two
satellites, and two full-blown six -
speaker surround -sound setups. In the
first of the surround setups, an audio/
video receiver drove all five satellite
speakers directly, with the subwoofer
operating in passive mode. In the sec-
ond surround -sound setup, the sub -
woofer, in its powered mode, drove
the center -channel speaker. There is
one difficulty with the latter hookup:
You won't get any bass from the sub -
woofer if you don't also use some sort
of surround decoder with a center -
channel output-or, at best, you'll get
only one channel's worth of bass.
Consequently, this arrangement is
best reserved for systems used exclu-
sively for video soundtracks.

In my listening tests, however, I
relied at least as much on music re-
cordings as on movie soundtracks,
because music remains the most criti-
cal program material for any high-
fidelity system, surround -sound or
otherwise. Besides, most movies con-
tain music, some of it even well re-
corded. The System 150 HT per-
formed well with both types of
material. In the "music -only" setup,
with the center and surround speakers
inactive, the sound from the sub -
woofer and satellites was a little for-
ward, though not excessively so, and
exhibited a hint of nasality on voices. I
missed a sparkle in the extreme high
frequencies, but on the whole the
sound was good from the midrange up.
The very low bass was also quite solid,
even with organ pedal notes. Imaging
was very good, as is typical of sub-
woofer/satellite systems when the sat-
ellites are well away from any walls,
though it deteriorated somewhat when
I listened from off -center.

I found setting the subwoofer bal-
ance rather tricky, partly because of
the acoustical properties of the listen-
ing room. The action of the dynamic
bass equalizer probably played a role
as well, but I assume that most of the
level -setting problem came from the
ear's sensitivity to small changes in
bass balance. Altering the bass level
by 1 dB has a much greater impact on
overall sonic balance than a similar
change in the midrange. It took a lot of
listening with a wide variety of pro-
gram material before I settled on both
a setting of the appropriate subwoofer
controls and a placement for the sub -
woofer box. Consider yourself lucky if
you decide on settings and placement
in one listening session.

Even after I had achieved the best
subwoofer/satellite balance I could,
there were slight remnants of a sonic

Superb sound,
pure and simple?

The Answer Is
Lifestyle Music Systems

"No visible speakers, no stack of
components, nothing that looks like
sound equipment.... Hit the start buffo,'
and suddenly the room fills with music of
eremplary clarity and fullness."

New 1 "VW

The Bose Lifestyle
Music System
Replace your bulky.
outdated stereo with
Bose breakthrough
technology. It will
change the way you
enjoy music.

Save $200
For a limited time, save
at least $200 when you
replace your stereo
with a Lifestyle system
with powered Acousti-
mass -5 speakers in
black or white. For
details, please call
toll-free-

1-800-444-BOSE
Ext. 156

..eekdays
8 30AM-9PM, Saturday 9AM-5PM (E

-.1715WE-
Better sound through research

1993 STEREO BUYERS' GUIDE

Can't find

STEREO BUYERS' GUIDE on

your newsstand? Now. for a limited
time. you can order it directly.

To get your copy, send 53.95 for the
guide plus S1.75 for shipping and

handling to: STB-STEREO REVIEW,
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In case you missed
our preamp/tuner reviews,

here's a few highlites.

PRODUCT REVIEWS

"High quality.. extremely low distortion and

noise... FM frequency response among the best I

have ever seen."
- Leonard Feldman,

Audio, Dec., 1990.

"Carver demonstrates brilliant technological inno-

vations... ACCD tuning delivers FM signals with

stunning effect."
- David Doll, syndicated audio writer, 1991.

"Qualifies as the control center of any music sys-

tem... impressively compact... a full array of Carver

innovatio-
Julian Hirsch, Stereo Review, Nov.,

1990.

Why separate components and not a
receiver? How about cleaner FM reception,
more power, and far superior sound.

Why Carver separates? How about
Sonic Holography®,
ACCD tuning, and in
our flagship CT -17,

Dolby Pro Logic and the ability to play two
different music sources in two different
rooms, simultaneously. Whew! That's enough.

You'll have to hear the rest for your-
self. Check out our full
range of separates at your
Carver dealer.

reprints available on request

Distributed in Canada by Evolution Audio, Oakville, Ontario (416) 847-8888

CARVER
Powerful  Musical  Accurate
P.O. Box 1237 Lynnwood, WA 98046

(206) 775-1202



gap between the low end of the satel-
lites and the high end of the sub -
woofer. These were not eliminated by
changing the subwoofer's crossover
frequency from 80 to 120 Hz-that just
made the sound boomy. The principal
effect of the gap was a loss of body and
richness in low male voices and cellos,
which cover the same frequency
range. I have encountered this type of
gap many times in subwoofer/satellite
speaker systems-it's hard to avoid.

Finding a good orientation for the
surround speakers-one that pro-
duced neither excessive localization
nor weird phase effects from their
deliberately out -of -phase drivers-
also required some experimentation. I
settled on placing them to the sides of
the room just slightly behind my listen-
ing position and aimed toward the
front rather than at me. Mounting
them high on the walls might provide
good results more quickly.

The System 150 HT was at its best in
full six -speaker surround -sound play-
back of movie soundtracks, with espe-
cially clear reproduction of dialogue.
The tonal balances of the satellites and
the center speaker were better
matched than in many other surround
systems, especially those in which a
new and different center speaker is
added to an existing pair of main front
speakers. Frontal imaging was there-
fore solid and precise. There seemed
to be low -bass oomph to spare from
the subwoofer, even in its powered
mode, and most of the time that more
than made up for the lack of bass
response from the surround speakers.

The lack of bass from the surrounds
was more evident when playing music
through a five -speaker (no center) set-
up by way of a multichannel digital
ambience enhancer. Although you
may not absolutely need wider -range
response from the surround speakers
when listening to movie soundtracks,
good low -end performance from the
surround speakers is highly desirable
when listening to music.

In sum, Atlantic Technology's Sys-
tem 150 HT is a very good speaker
system for playback of surround -
sound movies, and it does a pretty
good job with music as well. And while
you might be able to get similar basic
speaker performance for slightly less
by shopping around, you won't get the
versatility of that powered subwoofer
and its wealth of hookup possibilities
in the same package.

Atlantic Technology, Dept. SR,
343 Vanderbilt Ave., Norwood, MA
02062.

Lifelike home
theater sound from
Virtually Invisible

speakers?
The Answer Is Acoustimass9

Speaker Systems

"Hear it and be convinced for yourself"
- J ilian Hirs.ch, Stereo Review, 1991,

about Acoustimass-5 Series 'I sees cers

The Bose
Acoustimass-7 Home
Theater System

Build your home theater
system with Bose break-
through speaker
technology and get life-
like sound and more
space to enjoy it.

Save $100

For a limited time, save
at least $100 when you
buy Acoustimass-7
home theater speakers
at authorized dealers.
And add a pair of Bose
101' speakers for your
rear channel at half
price. For details,
please call toll -free

1-800-444-BOSE
Ext. 157
USA and Canada, Weekdays
8:30AM-9PM: Saturday 9AM-5PM (E T

Better sound through research

The Ultimate
CD Reference

roloMPACT
DISC
HANDBOOK

:ND 1101t10

POHLMANN

Hardcover $49.95

0-89579-301-6

Paperback $34.95

0-89579-300-8

2nd Edition
Happy Birthday Compact Disc.
To celebrate 10 remarkable years, Ken Pohlmann has

completely updated his popular guide to the wonders

of CD technology-with new sections on the optical
and electronic principles underlying the CD as well as
the latest details on new CD player designs.

"Ken Pohlmann knows digital like Michael Jordan knows
hoops-and he makes even the most complex ideas
easy to grasp." -Bill Wolfe

Editor, Car Stereo Review

"Ken Pohlmann elevates the science, physics, and
engineering of digital audio into something as fun to
read and as fascinating as a top-flight mystery novel."

-Bob Carver, Carver Corporation

Li'
Charge by phone 1-800-736-0070
or mail check or charge info to:

A -R Editions, Inc., 801 Deming Way, Madison, WI 53717

16081836-9000 FAX 1608) 831-8200
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VALUABLE PRIZES!

The Ninth Annual Rodrigues
Cartoon Caption Contest

ANUARY ! Ah, yes-post-holi-
day blahs, self-examination,
and New Year's resolutions.
But cheer up. January also
brings our annual Rodrigues
Cartoon Caption Contest,

which offers you yet another crack
at fame and (in a very small way)
fortune. Once again the editors of
STEREO REVIEW have asked the art-

ist Charles Rodrigues to supply a
drawing, and we invite the readers
to submit funny captions for it.

The person who sends in the
caption judged to be the most
amusing will receive the original
drawing shown here, a cash prize of
$100, and the distinction of seeing
his or her name published along
with the winning caption when the
contest results are announced. If you win, all your
audiophile friends will see your name in the same
magazine as Madonna, Luciano Pavarotti, Wynton
Marsalis, George Strait, Daniel Barenboim, and-who
knows?- maybe even Marky Mark. That ought to put
your friends' noses permanently out of joint.

Anyone may enter, and there is no limit to the
number of times you may enter, but each caption
submitted must be on a separate sheet of paper that also
contains the clearly legible name and address of the
person who submits it. Entries that have more than one
caption will be disqualified. All entries must be re-
ceived by STEREO REVIEW no later than March 1, 1993.

In addition to members of the editorial staff of
STEREO REVIEW and Rodrigues himself, the distin-
guished panel of judges will include the winners of the
eight previous contests: Thomas Briggle (Akron.
Ohio), Michael Binyon (Weaverville, California).
Bruce Barstow (Philadelphia, Pennsylvania), Matt
Mirapaul (Evanston, Illinois), Marc Welenteychik
(Richmond, Virginia), Douglas Daughhetee (Birming-
ham, Alabama), Kelly Mills (Raleigh, North Carolina),
and Diane Sullivan (Grand Falls, New Brunswick).
Entries will be judged on the basis of originality,
appropriateness, and humor, and the decision of the
judges will be final.

Now, take a look at the drawing. What is that
serviceman doing to those inflatable speakers, and

what do the salesman and customer think about it? And
what's so funny about that? Youth wants to know,
inquiring minds want to know, Rodrigues wants to
know. He's been making you laugh since this maga-
zine's first issue, February 1958. Now it's your turn.
Make him guffaw! Make his day! Make his thirty-fifth
anniversary year!

The winning caption (and a selection of runners up)
will be published in the June or July issue. Every
January we resolve to finish the judging by June, but we
haven't made that deadline yet. For our thirty-fifth
anniversary year we may get this contest act together
faster. The usual restrictions are printed below.

Send entries to:
Rodrigues Contest
STEREO REVIEW

1633 Broadway
New York, NY 10019

No purchase is necessary.
Anyone may enter except the
staff of Stereo Review and
its parent company (Hachette
Magazines, Inc.) and their
immediate families. All entries
become the property of Stereo
Review, and none will be
returned. If you wish to be
notified of the results of the

contest by mail, send a stamped self-addressed envelope to the above
address. In the likely event of duplicate entries, the one first received
will be considered the winning entry. The names of the winner and
perhaps a dozen runners-up will be published in Stereo Review and
may appear in promotional literature for the magazine. Submitting an
entry will be deemed consent for such use.

Stereo Review will arrange the delivery of the prize: any tax on it will
be the responsibility of the winner.
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For over eighty years Denon has

lived the definition of high fidelity-

producing sound faithful to the

original. Whether record-

ing and pressing

records or Compact

DOLBY PRO LOGIC
(4.

MOO .1110.

AM -30/0 AV SWIM NEMER

Discs; making the world's first commercial digital recording; building professional recording and broadcast

equipment or producing the CD Players ranked Number One in Consumer Satisfication (Verity Research, 1991)

the Denon name has been synonymous with high fidelity. 11>S IP0 CC (Dotersuaaomo
PRO LOGIC

Denon's AV Receiucrs

give dramatic new

direction to high fidelity.
By digitally controlling signal placement, Denon has redefined high fidelity for Audio Video Surround

Sound-accurate sound that is more faithful to the director's vision of the cinematic experience than any other

AV Receivers in the field.

Unlike so many so-called AV products, Denon AVR

AVII-2111111 AV MEOW MOVER
Receivers deliver audiophile signal quality

(wide dynamic range, high signal-to-noise, outstanding phase linearity and immeasurably low

distortion) and address what the others overlook: low level steering, rear channel fidelity and precise digital delay.

Through the application of highly advanced Digital Signal Processing (DSP), Denon enables you to tailor the sound first to

your listening room and then to vary the acoustics to recreate new environments. After all, before you can create sounds

that differ from the original, first you must be able to recreate the original.

Denon America Inc 222 New Road. Parsippany, New Jersey 07054 (201) 575-7810

IIC-1511 =VENAL
Air 0C -IN

$1111PUIREO AVM 111111111

DENON
The first name in digital audio.
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ANATOMY OF AN

A/ SIS
pictures

and great

sound by

building

from the

ground up

by

Ian G.

Masters

HT ng avant-garde. M ily thought I was nuts.
On a Saturday night years ago, my nearest and dearest gazed in
some dismay as I wrestled our Brobdingnagian TV set from its usual
location in the bowels of the house up into the living room and

aneuvered it into position between the speakers of the stereo
stem.
Like practically everyone in those days. I had considered high
elity and television to be separate-and mutually exclusive-

:ctivities. Typically, the stereo and the TV set were in different
parts of the house, the former serving Bach (or Brubeck or Moby
Grape) to the adults in the living room, the latter Bullwinkle to the
kids in the family room. Of course, the grownups watched a lot of
TV as well, but they indulged in a sort of locational slumming to do
so. TV was definitely a low -status pastime.

Even so, there were timid predictions from some quarters that the
two major branches of consumer electronics would merge into a
single unified form of home entertainment at some time in the

ture. And even while remaining skeptical, some of us wanted to
t a taste of what that future might be like.
Hence my furniture rearrangement: I was about to enter the world

of audio/video, and I was taking my not -too -willing loved ones with
me. The occasion was the teaming up of a local FM station with its
television counterpart to broadcast the same musical program. Such
"simulcasting" was never very common-it presented a major
technical challenge to broadcasters, and few listeners were willing
to go to the lengths necessary to enjoy it. But for those of us who did,
the experience foreshadowed what has since become one of the
growth areas in home entertainment: the audio/video or home
theater system.

It may be natural to recoil a bit at the phrase "home theater."
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LEFT FRONT SPEAKER

STEREO HI-FI VCR

VIDEO OUTPUT

0

DIRECT VIDEO INPUT

VIDEO MONITOR/RECEIVER

Q.
R

LEFT

AMPEIHER/RECEIVER

AUXILIARY STEREO INPUTS

SPEAKER OUTPUTS

P,
RIGHT

RIGHT FRONT SPEAKER

A BASIC AUDIO/VIDEO SYSTEM

The initial wedding of audio and video is a relatively simple task. After placing your television

monitor receiver in between your stereo speakers, connect the stereo audio outputs of a

hi-fi VCR to the auxiliary inputs of your audio system's receiver or amplifie-. (It's also possible to

feed the audio outputs to the inputs of a TV set, then to feed the TV set's audio into the

amplifier or receiver.) Hook the VCR's video output to the monitor receiver's direct video input and

you're in business. (If your TV set doesn't have such an input, use an artenna connection.)

After all, to march into your local
audio shop and pick up a major Home
THX system can set you back several
grand even before you buy any video
equipment. And we've all drooled
over pictures of the art -deco extrava-
ganzas the monied classes tend to
erect in their basements so they can
watch Terminator 2 in appropriate
style. But though it's easy to equate
A/V systems with megabucks, you
don't have to blow zillions to assemble
something that will give you an im-
mensely satisfying experience. And,
fortunately, you can build an A/V sys-
tem gradually, starting with your pre-
sent equipment and adding more as
your budget permits.

The Right Place
Beloit: you turn your attention to

equipment matters, however, it's im-
portant to consider carefully where
you are going to put everything-it
does have to be all in one room, as I
found out all those years ago. The
constraints imposed by your listening/
viewing area may profoundly affect

not only what you will buy in the
future but also what components you
can use that you already have.

In any audio system, the positioning
of the loudspeakers is vital, but it gets
much more complicated when they
have to be integrated with a video
display. Chances are that your video
watching will rarely be done alone, so
the locations of both the audio and
video equipment must be chosen so as
to give everybody in the room at least
a reasonably coherent audio/video ex-
perience. If you're using a convention-
al two -channel stereo system for the
audio, that may be harder than it
seems. Ideally, the TV screen should
coincide with the position of the phan-
tom center image produced by the two
speakers, but that is really possible for
only one listener. The best solution is a
center speaker that actually places the
sound source for dialogue and other
sounds tied to the video image close to
the screen. Until you're ready to go
that route, all positioning will be a
compromise to some extent.

The age of your speakers may have

an effect as well. Magnetic fields can
severely disrupt a television image,
and all dynamic speakers abound in
stray magnetism. Current models are
often shielded so they can be placed
right beside or on top of your monitor,
but older speakers rarely offer such
protection and thus must be kept a safe
distance from the TV. If that isn't
possible in your present listening/
viewing room, you may have to put
your A/V system elsewhere-or get
new speakers.

Although even two -channel stereo
can enhance your video enjoyment
considerably, you may want extra
channels for surround sound in the
future. The speakers for these chan-
nels can be large or small, but their
positioning will be important and
should be taken into account at the
very start. Also, the complexity of the
audio/visual experience usually means
that you spend a fair amount of time
adjusting things, so it only makes
sense to place your electronic compo-
nents where the infrared beams from
the remote controls can reach them
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The Breakthrough.

The original Adcom GFA-555 power amplifier.

The New Breakthrou

model GiA 55511

IIMMINMEN,

The new Adcom GFA-5.5.511 power amplifier.

Upon its introduction, the Adcom GFA-555
power amplifier was considered a breakthrough in
audio technology. Rated superior to amplifiers cost-
ing two and three times as much, some critics had
difficulty in naming a better component at any price.

Now, after years of using the GFA-555 as their
model of superior performance and value, Adcom
engineers announce another breakthrough. The new,
upgraded GFA-555II, rated at 200 watts per
channel*, offers greater stability, superior heat
dissipation and less distortion. It is everything
which made the GFA-555 "...one of the best selling
amplifiers of all time,"** and more.

With the GFA-555II, Adcom begins a new gener-
ation of amplifiers, designed to set a new standard
for performance at a reasonable price... giving more

ME. 1:-. V
I/AMIN 'V I 1/1 I

m,1) corm! power moldier

.nulantaneous mammon aryl

0 channi,

and more music lovers the opportunity of experiencing
the thrill of sonic perfection without the shock of
exorbitant costs.

Visit your Adcom dealer and listen to the new
GFA-555II. Then ask its price. You'll hear how good
this new breakthrough sounds.

*Power output wattslchannel, continuous both channels driven into 8
ohms, 20 Hz - 20 kHz at less than 0.04% THD.

**Stereophile, October 1990.
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details you can hear

11 Elkins Road, East Brunswick, NJ 08816 U.S.A. (908) 390-1130
Distributed in Canada by PRO ACOUSTICS INC. Pointe Claire, Quebec H9R 4X5
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without your having to move from
your chair or go into contortions.

You may, on the other hand, choose
to forgo an outboard audio system for
video use and live with what's built
into the TV set. This is a more attrac-
tive option than it once was, as the
best sets now boast quite decent au-
dio, but it means that the placement of
your video monitor should be done
with audio considerations as much in
mind as video ones. Specifically, the
acoustic environment should be as
similar as possible on both sides of the
TV set, and the set should be close
enough to your viewing position for
you to be able to hear the stereo effect
when there is any.

Seurcos
The very simplest way to tie your

audio and video systems together is to
plug the audio line output of your VCR
into a high-level input on your audio
receiver or amplifier. With old video

recorders the line output will be mono,
but the sound may still be a consider-
able improvement over what you're
used to, particularly if your TV set has
the sort of tiny speaker that was uni-
versal until quite recently (and is still
pretty common in inexpensive sets).
Broadcast and cable signals will come
to life, and even prerecorded tapes will
sound fairly respectable.

Probably the most effective early
equipment upgrade, however, would
be to switch to a hi-fi VCR, which will
provide a much improved audio sig-
nal, and in stereo whenever the tape
was recorded that way. Practically all
rental tapes today have hi-fi sound-
tracks, and being able to take advan-
tage of them is a relatively inexpensive
way to improve your system. Most
recent hi-fi VCR's also include MTS
receivers for stereo TV programs.

If you record things off the air (or
cable) and keep them for posterity, it
may be sensible to consider a Super

VHS recorder. Prices for these are
fairly high, and it takes a good TV set
to derive all the benefit of the im-
proved bandwidth, but eventually you
may be glad you recorded your trea-
sures in close -to -broadcast quality. If
you intend to watch only rental vid-
eos, however, forget S -VHS for the
time being-there's practically noth-
ing recorded in the system available
commercially.

What are available in increasing
profusion are laserdiscs, which offer
not only the best video quality avail-
able to consumers but in most cases
CD -quality digital audio as well. A
laserdisc player is a very worthwhile
addition to any AN system, and al-
most all new laserdisc players can also
play regular CD's, so you need not
duplicate equipment.

It is also possible to feed sound from
your TV set to your stereo system if
the set has audio outputs. Under most
circumstances this would be unneces-

A BASIC SURROUND -SOUND SYSTEM

Adding surround sound to a basic A V system can be accomplished with an outboard

surround decoder. Many decoders also contain the additional amplification to power the surround

speakers, as in the configuration shown here. Connect the stereo outputs of the VCR

to the decoder. connect the decoder's front -channel outputs to your main amplifier or receiver.

and connect a pair of surround speakers to the decoder's speaker terminals.

LEFT SURROUND SPEAKER

LEFT FRONT SPEAKER

STEREO El VCR

VIDEO OUTPUT STEREO AUDIO OUTPUTS

o o 

VIDEO MONITOR/RECEIVER

RIGHT SURROUND SPEAK!

0
DIRECT VIDEO INPUT

O

STEREO INPUT FRONT -CHANNELQi OUTPUTS a RIGHTIIT I 13 SURROUND -SPEAKER OUTPUT

SURROUND DECODER

WITH SURROUND CHANNEL AMPLIFICATION

0o

AUXILIARY STEREO INPUTS SPEAKER OUTPUTS

F 4T:r RIGHT

AMPLIFIER/RECEIVER

RIGHT FRONT SPEAKER
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[ EFT SURROUND SPEAKER RIGHT SURROUND SPEAKER

SIERIO HI II VCR

STEREO AUDIO CUTPUTS

C o 

VIDEO OUTPUT STEREO AUDIO CUTPUTS

0 LOOR

LASERDISC MAYER

0
3

VIDEO OUTO CA) CA3
LE 7 I RIGHT LEFTWitT FRONT-CHANNEL OUTPUT UND ourvr

VIDEO INIUTS CENTER OUTPUTSC 0 0 0
    AUDIO INPUTS

CENTER -CHANNEL SPEAKER

SUBWOOFER OUTPUT

VIUE0 MONITOR, [KENN

LEFT FRONT SPEAKER

DIRECT V DEO INPUT (:R

RIGHT FRONT SP

SUBV:OfER

A DOLBY PRO LOGIC SURROUND SYSTEM

AUDIO/V101 0 RECEIVER

WITH SOLO PRO IODIC

AKER

For more elaborate setups using Dolby Pro Logic, the simplest approach is to connect

everything to an A V receiver for all -in -one decoding, amplification, and c3ntrol of a home theater.

The diagram shows the video and audio outputs from a VCR and laserdisc player

hooked into the A V receiver (these receivers can often accommodate a stunning number of source

components). Not only aro there outputs for both front and surround spoakers,

but there is a center -channel output as well as a line output (unamplified) for a subwoofer.

sary, as you would use the tuner in
your VCR for viewing and feed its
audio outputs to your stereo system.
But if you want to tape one program
while watching another, feeding the
TV sound to your amplifier will let you
enjoy hi-fi stereo with the program
you're watching as well as the one
you're recording.

Command Control
The most basic A/V system-a

VCR, a TV set, and a stereo system-
presents few control or connection
difficulties: Plug the VCR's audio out-
puts into the amplifier and feed its
video outputs directly to the TV, and
that's it. But by the time you start
adding things like laserdisc players,
camcorders, satellite receivers, and
the like, along with the usual battery of
audio gear, things get complex enough
that some sort of signal management is
required.

One solution is an outboard video
switcher, which accepts a number of
video and audio sources and directs
them to various destinations, control-
ling both signals together. For ex-
tremely complex systems, switchers
probably offer the best solution, but
the A/V receiver is becoming an ever
more attractive option. The most elab-
orate receivers can accept half a dozen
A/V inputs and let you control dubbing
and other functions from the infrared
remote unit. Since many A/V receiv-
ers also include surround -sound pro-
cessors of various degrees of sophisti-
cation, they are able to serve as all -in -
one centers even for quite complex
A/V setups.

Here, There, Everywhere
While an audio/video system can

certainly be built around a convention-
al stereo, or even mono, audio system,
these days most of us associate audio/

video with multichannel surround
sound. The popularity of surround
sound grew out of the practice of using
Dolby Stereo -encoded movie prints to
master the videocassette and laserdisc
versions. When people realized that
there was all that extra information on
their tapes and discs, they naturally
wanted to extract it. Consumer Dolby
Surround decoders were the result.

The original versions simply added
outputs for an extra pair of speakers to
be placed behind or, preferably, be-
side the listening area, to reproduce
ambience information added to the
soundtrack out of phase (although two
channels are usually used, the sur-
round signal is actually mono). If cer-
tain conditions were met-a minimum
delay and high -frequency rolloff in the
ambience channels-a decoder could
be labeled Dolby Surround. Some sur-
round decoders complied with Dolby
specs, others didn't, but all produced a
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dramatic sense of space in the repro-
duced soundtracks.

The main flaw of four -channel sur-
round systems was that for anyone
sitting off -axis, the dialogue seemed to
come from the nearest front speaker
rather than the TV screen. To correct
that, Dolby Pro Logic "steering" cir-
cuits were added to many consumer
decoders (such circuits had always
been part of the Dolby Stereo systems
in movie theaters). This technique ex-
tracts a center -channel signal-any-
thing recorded in phase and at equal
levels in both front channels-and di-
rects it to a dedicated speaker located
as close as possible to the TV screen,
thus keeping dialogue and other on-
screen sounds firmly anchored there
for all listeners, wherever they may be
sitting. Pro Logic also improves the
separation between the front and sur-
round channels.

At first, Pro Logic decoding was
available only in the most sophisticat-
ed and most expensive add-on decod-
ers, but even advanced digital Pro
Logic can now be found in some AN
receivers, and analog decoders have
become common even in inexpensive
models. Elaborate outboard decoders
do still exist, however, and some of
these are distinguished by the addition
of advanced digital signal processing
(DSP) circuitry to enhance the ambi-
ence of unencoded material such as
music. More modest versions of ambi-
ence enhancement are commonly
found in receivers as well, but usually
with fewer control options than out-
board processors offer.

Dolby Pro Logic decoders offer a
number of configurations to accom-
modate different speaker setups. Pro
Logic's "normal" mode feeds full -
range signals only to the main left and
right front speakers; information be-
low 100 Hz in the center channel is
split out to the main left and right
speakers, facilitating the use of a
smaller speaker for the center. A de-
layed mono ambience signal, rolled off
below 100 Hz and above 7,000 Hz,
goes to a pair of surround speakers.
Most A/V receivers provide amplifica-
tion for all five speakers, but outboard
decoders typically rely on your exist-
ing equipment for amplifying at least
the main stereo channels. Many do
provide amplification for the center
and surround channels, however.
Some decoders also provide an extra
line output for a subwoofer (or two),
and a couple of manufacturers add a
pair of front "enhance" channels as
well. Thus, it's possible to end up with
a "nine -channel" system!

While Dolby Pro Logic is really
meant to drive five speakers, there is a
"phantom" mode that leaves the cen-
ter -channel information in the main
channels for systems without a center
speaker. There is also a "wide" set-
ting for systems where the center
speaker has the same bandwidth as the
main channels, and the Dolby 3 Stereo
option can be used where there is a
center speaker (plus left and right) but
no surround speakers. Thus, it's pos-
sible to build a system gradually with-
out having to change decoders.

Spoakors Largo awd Small
An A/V system is similar to other

audio systems in that it is the speakers
that mainly determine the overall
sound; it just needs more of them. For
those with capacious budgets and liv-
ing rooms, the best approach is proba-
bly to find speakers you like-such as
the ones you're already using-and
buy more of them. Certainly some
elaborate home theater systems are
based on that premise, but it is possi-
ble to obtain the benefits of surround
sound without going to such lengths.
Increasingly, manufacturers are offer-
ing satellite/subwoofer systems for
A/V use because they offer both econ-
omy and unobtrusiveness.

Using three to five small speakers
for the treble and midrange, where
directionality is important, enables
them to be placed where their effect
will be optimal without unduly clutter-
ing up the room. All A/V sub/sat sys-
tems have at least one shielded satel-
lite speaker, so that the center speaker
can sit right on top of the TV set, or
just below it, and in some even the left
and right front speakers can nestle up
against the monitor's sides if neces-
sary. The low -frequency modules can
be hidden out of sight, under a table or
behind a couch-anywhere that will
not cause resonance problems.

At the other end of the scale is the
Rolls-Royce of home theater configu-
rations: Home THX. Derived from a
set of audio standards developed by
Lucasfilm for movie theaters, Home
THX equipment must meet certain
minimum specifications and have cer-
tain patterns of operation enabling it to
simulate in the home what you are
likely to hear at the local movie palace
(assuming it's a good movie palace).
Home THX systems can be fairly
compact, but most tend toward the
upper end of the home theater range.

Sights and Wonders
Once you know what's available in

terms of surround sound and the like,

putting together the audio portion of
an A/V system should hold few ter-
rors. For many of us, however, the
video aspect is more or less uncharted
territory, especially if we haven't gone
TV shopping in the past few years.

For one thing, you don't buy just a
television set anymore, but a monitor/
receiver, which is the same thing but
with inputs and outputs. Then you
have to choose between a direct -view
set (using the familiar old cathode-ray
tube) and a projection TV. The former
now come in sizes up to 40 inches
(measured diagonally); beyond that
you're into projection. The most con-
venient projection units look like nor-
mal TV's, only bigger, and cast the
image from the rear of the screen.
There is a practical limit to how big
such units can get, however, so for
really big pictures, two-piece front -
projection systems are often chosen.
These can create images up to 10 feet
in diagonal measurement.

Direct -view TV's tend to be brighter
than their projection equivalents, al-
though the gap has been narrowing of
late. The screen size of a good projec-
tion set can create a truly impressive
experience, particularly with letter -
boxed movies, which tend to get lost
on small screens. One enterprising
manufacturer has announced a direct -
view monitor specifically designed for
a 16:9 aspect ratio (width to height),
close to that of wide-screen movies,
rather than the 4:3 ratio of convention-
al TV, and there will no doubt be more
wide-screen sets in the future-and all
high -definition TV sets, when they
arrive, will have a 16:9 aspect ratio.

Whatever sort of display device you
choose will come with some sort of
built-in audio. It's tempting to ignore
it, on the assumption that all your
listening will be done through external
audio components, but that's not the
way it usually happens. For day-to-
day viewing-news and soaps and the
like-you probably won't bother firing
up the sophisticated audio stuff and
will listen through the set's own speak-
ers. So do yourself a favor when you
shop for a TV set and pay enough
attention to its built-in sound system
to avoid driving yourself crazy later
with one that produces outstanding
pictures and worse -than -mediocre
sound.

It's been a long time coming, but the
home theater experience is here to
stay. Putting together an audio/video
system to enjoy it takes some patience
and understanding, but it need not be
intimidating.

Well . . . not that intimidating.
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KG 2.2 V
 93 dB efficiency provides low distortion and increased dynamic range.
 Compression driver/horn tweeter delivers lifelike sound with

controlled polar response.

 D'Appolito design provides a center point source image.

KG 1.2 V
 90 dB efficiency provides low distortion and good dynamic range.
 Compression driver/horn tweeter delivers lifelike sound

with controlled polar response.
 Most dynamic center channel speaker in its price category.

ACADEMY
 96 dB efficiency provides the ability to reproduce the most

dynamic and demanding motion picture soundtrack accurately.
 Compression driver/horn tweeter delivers lifelike sound with

improved polar response.
 D'Appolito design provides a center point source for pinpoint

audio imaging.

 Limited bandwidth facilitates increased articulation.

GIVE YOUR HOME
THEATRE A VOICE.

Klipschi
The Legend Continues.

THE FOCUS OF SOUND AND VISION.
To truly recreate the theatre experience at home, you need true theatre -like

dynamics. It's more than just select ng speakers. It's selecting speakers that put

sound in the right places.

By controlling directivity, Klipsch center channel speakers, (all of which are magnet-

ically shielded), put the dialogue where it belongs - in the mouths of the characters

on the screen. Just like in today's high tech movie theatres. Of course, Klipsch goes

beyond simply putting dialogue in the right place. Every note of an aria, every

piece of a dialogue, every cheer from a packed stadium crowd is reproduced with

the clean, natural sound that has made Klipsch a legend in sound since 1948.

If you already own Klipsch speakers, adding a center channel will start the

transformation of your home audio/video system into true home theatre. If you
don't own Klipsch speakers, ask your authorized dealer how you can create

incredible home theatre with world class speakers.

Manufacturing Facilities: P.O. Box 688  Hope, Arkansas, U.S.A. 71801-0688  1(800) 395-4616
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Remember the first time you heard a CD? It sounded

so good, you hoped the music would never stop.

Which is the whole idea behind the CD changer.

Unfortunately most companies, in their rush to produce

one, neglected to isolate the disc that's playing from the

changer platform. A big mistake. (Not as big as the Hubble

telescope, but pretty

darn serious.)

One that transfers

internal and external

vibrations to the playing

disc. Creates resonance.

Distorts the sound. And

defeats a primary rea-

son for buying a CD

player in the first place.

Fortunately Yamaha

avoided this common

problem by developing

an entire line of CD

changers that are

virtually vibration -free. A pretty amazing feat in itself

How they do it is something called PlayXchange. A unique

design which not only

Yamaha's PlayXchange System. The only
carousel mechanism that doesn't transmit
vibration to the playing disc An important
feature that permits four discs to be changed
without disturbing the one playing

Or buy one of Yamah

isolates the playing

disc from the

loading tray, providing

vibration -free play-

back, but also allows

you to change four CDs

without disturbing the

fifth one that's playing.

And because you're supposed to spend your time listening

to your CDs and not the machine that plays them, Yamaha's

developed a new changing mechanism that's exceptionally

quiet, quick and reliable.

But you can't judge a superior CD player merely by its

changing mechanism. What makes the difference between a

good player and a great one has to do with attention to details.

a's new CD changers.

Take Yamaha's new CDC -835 for example. With Yamaha's

S -Bit Plus Technology, twin

balanced D/A converters and

Class A amplification at every stage, the CDC -835 outperforms

most single disc CD players on the market.

Its fluorescent display can be dimmed or set to automatically

shut off during playback,

eliminating any chance of

interference.

And the CDC -835 is

equally impressive in the

convenience department.

Its -roc Memory

memorizes the contents

on each disc, speeding up

access to specific songs,

especially during random

disc -to -disc play.

And to give your

favorite kind of music

even more presence,

there's a built-in equalizer with five digital presets.

In fact, the CDC -835 can remember your favorite songs on

up to 100 discs and play them back in any sequence. It even

remembers EQ settings.

Then there's 5 -Disc Tape

Edit. A useful recording fea-

PI&Bit

The CDC -835. The only changer with
a five -mode digital equalizer

ture that arranges the tracks you select so they fit neatly on

two sides of your tape.

By now, if you're not quite sold on the CDC -835, you only

have two options. You can drop by your nearest Yamaha

dealer and let your ears make up your mind.

Or you can buy another changer. Which when you stop

to think about it, would be a total

YAMAHAshock to your system.

©1992 Yamaha Electronics Corporation USA  P.O. Box 6660, Buena Park. CA 90622



"In Los Angeles

we think

music belongs to

everybody."

SA PEKKA SALONEN isn't
above some shameless provo-
cation. Having always planned
to be a composer before unex-
pectedly falling into an interna-
tional conducting career, the
thirty -four -year -old Salonen,

the new music director of the Los
Angeles Philharmonic, has a healthy
skepticism for the flashier aspects of
the music world. So it was hard not to
think of him as being behind enemy
lines when he and the orchestra ar-
rived last summer at the capital of
classical -music glitz, the Salzburg
Festival, to perform Olivier Mes-
siaen's massive opera St. Francis of
Assisi and several concerts.

Salonen didn't stay undercover long.
Nobody would have mistaken him for
a bright young talent eager to respect
Salzburg tradition when he began his
first concert there with Johann
Strauss's "Emperor" Waltz. Some
people booed at the notion that a Finn-
ish conductor and his orchestra from
America's junk -culture wasteland
would dare to play Strauss on such
hallowed Austrian soil. And the critics
were vicious. Salonen was not sur-
prised at the reaction.

"The bottom line was, they made it
clear that to them all music is not
public domain. And I think that's corn-
pletely wrong," the diminutive, re-
served conductor told me a few days

g later at one of the town's outdoor
cafés. "If we start developing this idea
that music belongs to the nations and
races that composed it originally,
we're in trouble. That means that

E Mahler can only be played by Austrian
Jewish conductors and orchestras, for

8 instance. But in Los Angeles we think
 music belongs to everybody. It was BY DAVID PATRICK STEARNS

1 -SA 31-<<A

SALO\ h\



good to make this statement by play-
ing the Strauss."

And Salonen backed it up with a lot
of talent. A few days later at the pre-
miere of St. Francis, anti-Salonen/
L.A. sentiment was scarce amid the
resounding applause at the end of the
five -hour opera. Clearly, Salonen was
the new star of the festival, but strictly
on his terms. And that's the way it has
always been for him.

Rather than starting with discreet
forays into Beethoven and Haydn, Sa-
lonen leapt fiat° his recording career
with Messiaen's sprawling Turangela
and Lutoslawski's Symphony No. 3.
Not until this season is he finally get-
ting around to his first Beethoven
Ninth. His obvious willingness to try a
fresh approach seems appropriate for
the job of redefining the symphony
orchestra for Los Angeles's increas-
ingly multiethnic population.

" T'S the hottest seat in the States
because it's in a vanguard situa-
tion," said Salonen of the L.A. post.
"Maybe the social, racial, and cul-
tural problems are closer to the sur-
face in L.A. than anywhere else at
the moment. We can't rely on the

Wasp cushion for the arts any longer.
We need to see if there's a wider
audience there, and I'm sure there is
one. We just need to get rid of the
prejudiced thinking from both sides.
Maybe for a Korean family in L.A.,
it's complicated to come to the Los

Angeles Music Center and listen to
Beethoven, because of not feeling
comfortable. So we should go to them
and make the first contact. This kind
of music is not socially or culturally or
racially charged. You don't listen to
Beethoven as music by someone living
in Vienna writing for the emerging
middle class. Now it's something else.
It's a universal message in the same
way that Shakespeare is. It can be a
source of healing."

Realizing such ideals would seem to
be nearly impossible. But Salonen has
already survived near -impossible
odds by rising to the top of the con-
ducting world with little training.
When he had his first big success in
1983 in London, where he filled in for
an ailing Michael Tilson Thomas in
conducting Mahler's Symphony No.
3, he had only a few years' experience
as a French -horn player and had con-
ducted a few contemporary -music
concerts. Thus, he had little repertoire
for the flood of conducting offers that
suddenly came his way. "I had one
Mahler symphony, and the rest of it
was Rituel by Boulez, Contrapunkt by
Stockhausen, and maybe a Sibelius
symphony. I wouldn't want to go
through those first years again. It was
like going through a food processor,"
he said.

He learned thirty to forty major
pieces a year, and though there were
moments of brilliance, as evidenced

by his early recordings, there were
some failures, too. The Los Angeles
Philharmonic was the first American
orchestra he conducted, and some of
the players remember him with longer
hair and speaking broken English,
conducting a performance of Schoen -
berg's Transfigured Night that didn't
make much sense.

"A few years ago," he admitted, "I
always thought, 'Here we go, a serial
composer who grew up with Boulez
and Stockhausen conducting Beetho-
ven.' I saw myself as a ski jumper in
the Sahara-somebody who is un-
doubtedly a professional but in the
wrong place. I did a very bad Schubert
Fifth Symphony a couple of years ago
on tour, for instance.

"One of the major problems for
everybody who starts this young and
has a visible career at the age of thirty
is that a statement is expected of you,
and some things aren't ready to be
seen as statements. A few years ago I
thought I'd try my hand at a Mozart
opera with the Swedish Radio Orches-
tra in a concert version of Cosi Fan
Tutte. I was trying it out, essentially,
not like doing it at La Scala. But when
this project was mentioned at the Eu-
ropean Orchestra Union meeting, so
much interest was expressed that it
turned into a direct broadcast to
twelve European countries."

And was it a "statement"?
"Well, I worked very intensely on it
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January 15, 1993 Drawing!
It's quick...it's easy. Just send in the
attached entry card. At the same time,
give a gift of STEREO REVIEW If your
name is drawn as one of our lucky
winners you'll receive $500...$1,000...
or even $5,000 cash. Just in the 'Nick'
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for a long time," he said. "I was quite
satisfied."

Despite such pressures, Salonen's
professional life these days has be-
come remarkably simple. His engage-
ments are narrowed down to a handful
of favorite orchestras-Los Angeles,
London's Philharmonia, and the
Swedish Radio Orchestra, where he
has been principal conductor since
1985. Repertoire decisions are simple,
too: He doesn't play anything he
doesn't want to, though he isn't rigid
about it. While Rachmaninoff isn't
central to his repertoire, for instance,
he was happy to record two of the
concertos for Sony Classical because
he's so fond of the pianist Yefim
Bronfman. He jokes that he'd even be
willing to conduct Tchaikovsky's 1812
Overture-on the condition that Peter
Sellars, who has been engaged as the
L.A. orchestra's artistic consultant,
would stage it.

Obviously, though, Salonen is much
more excited about a disc of music by
his Finnish contemporary Kaija Saar-
iaho that will come out on the Finlan-
dia label. He also wants to record
some of the avant-garde music from
the 1950's and 1960's, such as works
by Gy6rgy Ligeti and Bernd Alois
Zimmermann. And what does Sony
Classical think of that idea? "Let's put
it this way," he said, "we're still dis-
cussing it. The dream is to record St.
Francis. It won't happen now, but
maybe in the future."

HERE will be more record-
ings of Stravinsky, whose
music Salonen conducts
with razor-sharp swiftness,
and of Sibelius, whose work
he performs in the grand
manner, with spacious tem-

pos, big gestures, and elemental power.
His recent Mahler Fourth recording
also seems to recapture the grand
manner of early twentieth century
conductors. It's full of rubato, each
section having its own individual tem-
po. I was reminded of Willem Mengel -
berg's famous, freewheeling 1940
recording with the Amsterdam Con-
certgebouw, but that wasn't Salonen's
intention at all.

"Mengelberg is a very dangerous
point of reference," he said. "His
recording is a masterpiece of pulling
and stretching the music to the point
where it's a miracle that it's still to-
gether. My starting point was to find
an ideal tempo for each section. The
difficult thing is figuring out how to get
from one to the next."

Salonen dismissed the notion of re-
cording a complete Mahler symphony

cycle, or even the Third Symphony,
saying that it would appear he was
trying to cash in on what he calls "the
Cinderella story" of his debut. "May-
be a little later, when Mahler is com-
pletely out of fashion and there is an
intense Meyerbeer wave manipulated
by DG, Sony, and Decca with com-
plete cycles conducted by Placido Do-
mingo-maybe then I'll record a Mah-
ler cycle," he joked.

He's more concerned about taking
more time off in future seasons to
compose. Now that he's thrown out
his serial methodology, uncharted ter-
ritories are opening up to him, as illus-
trated by his 1988 piece Floof, for
soprano and orchestra, which could be
an allegory about serialism in its story
of a machine that learns to be a poet.

It's as if Salonen's partly reclaiming
the life he would have had if Michael
Tilson Thomas hadn't hurt his back in
1983. A few years ago he fell in love
with Jane Price, a violinist with Lon-
don's Philharmonia Orchestra, with
which he has been principal guest con-
ductor since 1985. Price had to leave
her post or they could never have
spent any time together. Now they're
married and have a baby girl. Salonen
is catching up with mundane matters
as well, such as getting a driver's
license-essential to L.A. living.
"The most difficult thing was going to
a driving school and sharing this expe-
rience with eighteen -year -old boys
and girls," he recalled. "They looked
at me with pity."

Again reflecting on that 1983 con-
cert, Salonen commented on how
strange it was that one incident could
have had such an impact on his life.
Leonard Bernstein would probably
have become a famous conductor
even if he hadn't filled in for Bruno
Walter. But not Salonen if he hadn't
stepped in for Thomas. "I recently
had this odd experience," he said.
"Radio France had a music festival
where they played music by young
composers from all over the world,
and they played my Saxophone Con-
certo. I stayed in a hotel booked for
the composers, and it was lousy. I was
complaining to my wife, Jane, and she
said, 'Look, you're being treated like a
composer. Aren't you learning some-
thing from this experience?' And I
was. The guys who are the very focus
of all of musical life, the ones who
write the stuff, are treated like dirt!
And the conductors-who are very
suspect people anyway-are treated
ten times better.

"There's definitely something fishy
about that!" 0

in major problem for

everybody who starts

young is that a

statement is expected

of you. Some things

aren't ready to be seen

as statements."
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SYSTEMS

SET FOR LIFE

15

ONALD CLYNE knows how to retire. Ev-
ery Monday, Wednesday, and Friday at
two o'clock, the former graphic designer
pops open a bottle of Citra Montepul-
ciano d'Abruzzo, calls in his cat, Spot,
and strolls around his Brooklyn, New

York, living/listening room until 7 p.m. sere-
naded by Bruckner, Bach, and the blues.

Clyne says he doesn't have to worry about
staying in a sweet spot thanks to the 180 -
degree dispersion of his Soundwave Grand
Soliloquy main speakers, which are biwired
with cables that disappear into the walls. If he
closes his eyes he could be in any number of
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places, twin a cathedral to a jazz club, de-
pending on the setting of his JVC XP -A1010
digital ambience processor. Helping to create
the delay and reverb effects are two pairs of
ProAc Mini Tower speakers mounted on the
side walls and covered with loose -weave fab-
ric grilles. Filling out the low end are four
custom-made Melos subwoofers: two hidden
under the desk, one under an end table, and
the other in a cabinet next to the electronics.

All of the components were carefully cho-
sen for sound quality, brand reputation, and
looks. "I don't buy any piece of equipment if
it's not aesthetically well designed," says
Clyne, who designed almost all of the Folk-
ways album covers from 1950 to 1986. He built
a closet between the living room and kitchen
for his equipment so that the black boxes and
nest of wires wouldn't show. He mounted the
components on a rack in the closet and cut
holes in the wall to expose their faceplates.

On the rack are two Tandberg Model 3009
mono amplifiers for the Soundwave speakers;
three Tandberg Model 3006 stereo amps, two
for the ambience speakers and one for the

subwoofers; a Coda Model 01 preamplifier; a
Sumo Delilah electronic crossover that cuts
off the Soundwave speakers at 50 Hz; a Tand-
berg Model 3001 FM tuner; the JVC proces-
sor; and a JVC XL -Z1050 CD player. All the
amplifiers plug into a Tice Power Block and
Tice Titan, an AC power supply Clyne says
provides a "more natural, fuller sound."

Clyne has gone to great lengths to get his
system to sound as good as it possibly can. He
chose MasterLink interconnects and Supra
speaker wire, and he clamped TDK Digital
Noise Absorbers around all the leads to rid the
signals of radio -frequency and other electro-
magnetic interference. "The biggest improve-
ment is on the speaker leads," he says. "I've
got 30- to 40 -foot runs of wire that are like an
antenna."

His attention to acoustic detail didn't stop
with the equipment. Hardwood floors, glass,
and drywall make for very bright acoustics, so
Clyne paved the ceiling with six rows of
perforated acoustic tile to absorb high fre-
quencies, alternating with five rows of Sonex
spiked tile to break up standing waves. On two
walls he hung his own "acoustic paintings,"
large wooden can-
vasses with different
angles and surfaces to
provide "acoustical
relief." Interspersed
among his own works
are pieces of tribal art
from two visits to New
Guinea.

There's also a dino-
saur in the room-
Clyne's turntable, a
Michell Gyrodec with
an Audio-Technica
Model 1100 tonearm
and AT-ML170 car-
tridge. Although he
would never buy a CD
changer ("they're silly"), he's hard-pressed
for a reason to play an LP these days. "CD's
are cleaner, there's no surface noise, and the
bass is better. They're better than LP's in
almost every department," he says.

Clyne doesn't envision any more major
changes in his system. "I've had fifteen to
twenty different systems in my life," he says,
"because the quality of equipment is always
improving, and I'm always looking for ways to
make the music sound better. But this system
is so good that improvement is going to be
very difficult now." -Rebecca Day



These days "home theater" is a term

liberally applied and widely advertised.

But having defined the category in

the first place, we reserve the right to

redefine it. So here goes: True home theater must rival or

exceed the very best movie theaters.

Not just in the quality of picture but in the,quality of

Of course, no television can be better than the medi-

um it projects. So at the heart of our system is the Elite
We invented the

liquid -cooled, asphrriral LD-S2 LaserDisc Player. The most accu-
lens to deliver the

highest resolution on the rate device for the reproduction of a
Widest screen.

moving picture and sound in the home. Any "home theater"

without a laser picture source is not a contender.

Which brings us to the receiver: The Elite VSX-95. It

THE ELITE HOMETHEATER. IT STANDS AT THE
VERY PINNACLE OFTHE CATEGORYWE CREATED.

sound. As does the extraordinary system pictured here.

Dominating center stage is the Elite® PRO -96

Projection Television. It's the top of a new line which once

again sets the standard for projection television. The

liquid -cooled aspherical lens-our own invention-projects

an incredibly sharp picture of 830 -

line resolution. A new short focus

lens system creates a picture that is

25% brighter. And contrast

is dramatically improved Any LaserDisc outperforms any videotape. And the LD-S2
outperforms all other LaserDisc players.

by its new black screen. Finally, a three -line digital comb

filter has significantly enhanced color accuracy

The result is the brightest and most vivid colors ever

seen on an electronic screen.

features the detail that is our hallmark. Gold-plated
Handpicked complementary
capacitors reduce cross talk

while improving
imaging and
transient respons

terminals. Hand -selected

components. And five amps

driving five discrete amplification channels.

In concert with Dolby® Pro Logic® circuitry, it powers

another essential of Home Theater-surround sound. To

deliver that sound, Elite TZ-9LTD speakers, notable

for their studio heritage, ceramic graphite tweeters

and midrange drivers, and urushi cabinetry.

We invite you to visit your Elite dealer to see

Home Theater as intended by its maker. And discover

the ultimate way to watch a movie.

ELITE
For the name of a reker Elm deakr m your area, rkase call I -800 -PIONEER. ©l992 lioneet Ekcnomcs (USA) Inc..
Long Reach, CA. Dolby and P. Lopi are rrgtsterni trademark, of 1)olby Laboratones Licenung Corporanon." Actual on-scrrrn image.
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A LASERDISC player may be the source
component of choice in a home theater
system, but a VCR is its workhorse.
It's used to record programs you can't
watch at the time of broadcast, to play
back rented movies (videodiscs are
seldom available for rental), and to
edit and watch home movies you've
made with a camcorder.

The most important feature of a
VCR that is to be used in a home
theater system is the ability to record
and play back hi-fi stereo soundtracks.
In VCR -speak, "hi-fi" means audio -

frequency -modulation (AFM) record-
ing. which was developed to over-
come the limitations of the "linear,"
or "edge -track," recording system
used in all early home VCR's. Linear
recording operates on the same princi-
ple as an ordinary audio cassette deck,
with a very narrow strip at one edge of
the half -inch videotape creeping past a
fixed, single -channel audio head. (A
handful of VCR's have supported ste-
reo linear recording, but none like this
are being made anymore.) Although
the results are decidedly low-fi, many
inexpensive VCR's still record and
play linear soundtracks only.

In AFM recording, however, a two -
channel soundtrack is laid down
across the entire width of the tape by
audio heads spinning at high speed on
the same drum as the video heads,
yielding a wider bandwidth, greater
dynamic range, and lower flutter and
distortion. In fact, some enthusiasts
use hi-fi VCR's for making audio -only

BY GLENN KENNY



Samsung's XD3500 8mm VCR (S750).

slightly over 4 pounds and measuring

9 x 2'.z? x 8 inches. is almost in the

portable category. It features a flying

erase head, on -screen programming. and

one-year eight -event timer capability.

Zenith's VR2420 (S449) gives on -screen

programming instructions in English and

Spanish. The otherwise identical VR2424

offers English and French messages. Both

models feature automatic head cleaning

and a multibrand remote control.

Panasonic's PV -4262 (S499) comes with a

second remote control, called the LCD

Program Director (not shown), designed to

facilitate timer programming. The

conventional VHS deck can play back S -

VHS tapes but with standard resolution.

rT
MOP/NWT

if Hi-Fi STEREO
W in.

r% (711 r%

Mitsubishi's Super VHS HS -U67 (S999)

features the company's ViewPoint on-

screen operating system and audio

enhancements such as Dynamic Range

Improvement. said to extend low-

level response by as much as 15 dB.
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AL,
Bang 8 Olufsen's S -VHS Beocord VX 5000

(S2,200) features picture -in -picture

(PIP) circuitry and a multiport socket for a

special converter so premium cable

channels can be selected from the VCR

without going through a cable box.

The Hitachi VT -F362 (S530) features

VCR Plus+ programming. a real-time

counter. digital tracking control. a shuttle

search ring, and illuminated function

buttons on is remote control for easy

operation when room lights are low.

tapes. Before the advent of DAT,
many argued that-aside from a pro-
fessional -quality open -reel tape deck
-a hi-fi VCR was the best audio re-
corder around. It's still one of the most
affordable options for high -quality re-
cording. An added advantage is the
generous recording time it affords. Al-
though picture quality goes down no-
ticeably when you switch from the SP
speed (standard play, 2 hours on a T-
120 tape) to EP (extended play, 6
hours on a T-120), no such falloff
occurs in hi-fi audio recording. (EP
tapes may not play back as reliably as
SP tapes on machines other than the
one they were recorded on, however.)

The 8mm format offers even more
audio options. All 8mm machines have
mono AFM audio, and some support
stereo AFM or even a form of digital
recording (one 8mm deck introduced
several years ago, but no longer avail-
able, had a mode in which it could
record and play back up to 24 hours of
digital audio without video).

The VCR's shown on these pages
combine hi-fi sound with various pro-
gramming options and special features
at a variety of prices. For years manu-
facturers have been trying to make
their VCR's easier to operate and to
program for unattended recording off
the air. Many VCR makers have de-
veloped fairly intuitive operating sys-
tems using on -screen menus, and sev-
eral have started incorporating Gem -
star s VCR Plus + technology, which
lets the user set a VCR to record a
scheduled program simply by keying
in a number from published listings.

Picture quality is important, too, of
course, especially in a home theater
setup. The Super VHS format, intro-
duced in 1987, boasts exceptional res-
olution, though it's still confined main-
ly to homemade tapes. But even the
conventional VHS and 8mm formats
have been refined to the point where
they're about as good as they can get,
and all but the cheapest VCR's should
yield images ranging from acceptable
to very good.

The value of other features depends
on how you use your VCR. If you have
trouble sticking to just one program at
a time, for instance, you might want
picture -in -picture (PIP). If you have
trouble deciding what to watch, you
might appreciate another digital nice-
ty: multichannel monitoring, which
puts stills of up to twelve programs on
screen at the same time. And if you're
interested in making home movies, a
host of models offer sophisticated
editing tools.

Happy hunting.
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EFS

The four -head Memorex Model 53

(S450) otters VCR Plus + programming.

a one-year six -event timer, blank

search, automatic head cleaning, front

A V inputs, and automatic turn -on play

rewind turn-off when you insert a tape.

11111111111

Toshiba's M-658 (5530). with a universal

remote control, VCR Plus + programming,

front -panel A V jacks, and digital

tracking control, automatically changes

to a slower speed during programmed

recording if the tape is running out.

The Intelligent Control System in JVC's HR -

D910 (S550) otters automatic digital

tracking and five different playback modes

(Normal. Enhanced. Tape Dub. Soft Pix,

and Sharp Pix) to optimize video

performance even with rental tapes.

The RCA VR667HF (S549) features VCR

Plus+ programming and RCA's own

Pro-Tect Plus system to prevent

accidental changes to preset recording

instructions. The remote can operate

thirty different brands of TV set.
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Sony's SLV-696HF (S650) otters advanced

editing features such as a flying erase

head and both audio and video insert

recording. It also features a shuttle

control. VCR Plus + programming. and

a multibrand remote control.

The Philips VR6615 (S500) features shuttle

controlled picture search at speeds

varying from still -frame to seven times

normal. plus a real-time counter.

automatic head cleaning. front A V inputs.

and automatic tracking control.

The Artificial Intelligence Picture

System in Sharp's VC-H95U (S570)

includes automatic head cleaning and

tracking control and a noise -reduction

system said to improve the picture from

old, partially demagnetized tapes.

GokStar

IIIN75TI310/D44rio6161
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GoldStar's GVR-A485 (S500) has

special circuitry to improve the pictures

from rented tapes, front -panel and

remote jog shuttle search dials, a flying

erase head, automatic head cleaning,

and a title maker foi home movies.
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PURE PERFORMANCE

The premise of pure classic design is an

uncompromising marriage of technology, style,

looks and performance.

The pinnacle of such a blend is
Celestion's new range of affordable bookshelf
and floor -standing speakers.

Designed to suit the budget or more
sophisticated music system, the range is
enhanced by the new Celestion 1, a

masterpiece of loudspeaker engineering, the
Celestion 15, a tall, slim yet immensely
powerful floor standing column and the
Celestion CS 135, an exceptional subwoofer
designed to provide a deep yet subtle extended

bass to the Celestion 1, 3, and 5 speakers.

Performance, technology and style in
one unique range.

Only from Celestion.

1 3 5 7 9 11 15 C S 1 3 5

CELESTIOTI
Voice: (508) 429-6706  Fax: (508) 429-2426

CIRCLE NO 17 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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Stereo Review's critics choose the outstanding

Guy Clark Shapes Some Classics

NY song that starts out with Ramb-
lin' Jack Elliot saying "I got these
lines in my face tryin' to straight-
en out the wrinkles in my life"
,I ready has a lot to live up to. But

Guy Clark knows how to shape a
classic, and Ramblin' Jack & Mahan,
about the rowdy friendship between the
Brooklyn cowboy and the rodeo star
Larry Mahan, is certainly that, even if
nobody knows it yet. "The room
smelled like bulls / And the words sound-
ed like songs," he writes. And that's
ample reason why Clark, who's put out
only seven albums since 1975, is so
revered a figure in the Texas school of
singer -songwriters.

Using heart and humor to balance the
load, Clark, a former carpenter and gui-
tar marker, pulls out his craftsman's
tools, constructing durable and affecting
music with economy of language, clarity
of thought, and efficiency of beat and
melody. "Boats to Build," his first al-
bum since 1988, contains two songs
about the importance of pride in quality
handwork, and, like the boat builders of
his title song, Clark knows how to make
a "fair curve from a noble plan," embel-
lishing it with only the sparest of de-
tails-the exquisite filigreed trim of Ver-
Ion Thompson's acoustic guitar, for
instance, or the fanciful spirit of Sam
Bush's mandolin.

If the philosophical whimsy of Too
Much and the ode to life's little pleasures
of Baton Rouge fit the typical Guy Clark
mold, there are some surprises here, too.
In Picasso's Mandolin Clark mixes his
painterly and musical instincts with fun-
ny rhyme ("He was born in Spain / And
died in France / He was not scared of
baggy pants"). But not even that is prep-
aration for How'd You Get This Number,
a Mark Knopfler-like ironic blues where
Clark uncharacteristically displays a
less -than -sympathetic side in his disdain
for a perpetual screw -up: "Too bad
about your girlfriend / Too bad about
your wife / Too bad about the thing you
call / The rest of your life."

Nothing here is quite as pithy as
Clark's earlier The Randall Knife or Des-
peradoes Waiting for a Train, but how
many classics can one writer have in
him? Some of his new songs need to be
heard repeatedly to appreciate their hu-
mor, subtlety, and quiet strength, but
others, such as Madonna v/Child ca.
I969, the pathetic story of a sixteen -
year -old survivor ("She's got answers to
some questions / I would not dare to
ask"), grab you by the head and heart
the first time out.

There are small flaws in Clark's care-
fully hewn product. He and co -producer
Miles Wilkinson should have mixed his

voice a tad farther out front, something
that becomes doubly apparent in Baton
Rouge, where he unintelligibly slurs his
lyrics and reveals a rustiness in his lower
register. And his romantic duet with
Emmylou Harris, I Don't Love You
Much Do I, is marred by her strident
vocal and their failure to sing in sync.

Clark shouldn't feel too bad about
that, though. He's created an album of
dignified, involving songs. No technical

The Burning Ballads
of Jimmy Scott

FIRST heard Jimmy Scott back in 1970,
when Atlantic released an album titled
"The Source." I had never heard a
voice quite like his-it had an oddly
plaintive quality as singular as the
sound of Miles Davis's horn. Piercing-

ly high and plangent, it was mysteriously
androgynous. Scott all but disappeared
during the more than twenty years be-
tween "The Source" and 'All the
Way," his exceptional new Sire album,
which says as much about the obstacles
an artist must overcome in the music
world as it does about the vicissitudes of
his life. A diminutive, boyish -looking
man, he found his first following when he
was billed as "Little" Jimmy Scott and

current releases

lapse could possibly stem the flow of his
emotions. The rest, as he says, is merely
details. Alanna Nash

GUY CLARK: Boats to Build
1J111 U/1 Rouge; PI( WM, ilow'd You
Get This Number: Boats to Build;
Too Much; Ramblin' Jack and Mahan; I
Don't Love You Much Do I; and three others
ASYLUM/AMERICAN EXPLORER
61442 (34 min)

appeared with Lionel Hampton's band
back in the Forties. While the list of his
recording credits is long, including a
number of hits, after the Fifties he large-
ly faded into obscurity. Today, at sixty-
seven, Jimmy Scott is being presented
for the first time by a major label in
settings that do justice to his artistry,
with a star back-up including Kenny
Barron, Ron Carter, and Grady Tate.

His forte is the heartfelt, burning bal-
lad, and he sings the musical gems in
"All the Way" as if he'd reached down
to the bottom of his soul and dredged up
every iota of feeling. But there's none of
the sweaty, overwrought shouting and
grunting of modern soul singers. The
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Jimmy
Scott:

intensity
and

control

feeling goes far deeper than that. It is so
intense that it must be restrained, and it
is this element of control, fused with an
impression of shattering pain, that
makes his performances so compelling.

To understand exactly how much of
himself this man puts into his music, you
have to see him perform in person. He
closes his eyes, leans his head back to
one side, and sings as though he's plac-
ing his very heart in your hands, trusting
you not to break it. Preferring slow tem-
pos, he's always far back behind the
beat, yet his phrasing is so flawless that
each song, no matter how familiar, is
fully recreated through his variations on
the basic melody. The effect is riveting,
and once you see him on a night when he
is in good form, you never forget him-
he haunts you.

While no recording could capture the
full effect of Jimmy Scott live, this one
comes close enough. Though some of
the control has been eroded by age, his
voice retains its plangent quality, and the
heart is still there, the soul, the artistry.
That should be enough for anyone.

Phyl Garland

JIMMY SCOTT: All the Way
All the Way: Embraceable You: Angel Eyes;
At Last; Someone to Watch over Me;
Every Time We Say Goodbye: I'll Be
Around; My Foolish Heart; I'm Getting
Sentimental over You
SIRE 26955 (47 min)

Natalia Gutman Plays Schnittke and Schumann
IHE growth of Alfred Schnittke's dis-

cography in the last half -dozen
years has been almost as remark-
able as the Russian composer's own
productivity. The Bis label alone
has accounted for nearly three doz-

en titles, there have been several on
Melodiya, and now celebrated Russian
champions of Schnittke's music are re-
cording his works in the West. Following
up on the Sony release of the Second
Cello Concerto with Mstislav Rostropo-
vich, for whom that work was written
barely more than two years ago, EMI
has brought out his former pupil Natalia
Gutman's second recording of the First
Concerto, which was written for her five
years earlier. With the music now more
thoroughly in her fingers and more deep-
ly engraved in her spirit, Gutman, this
time with the London Philharmonic un-
der Kurt Masur, surpasses her own Mos-
cow performance (with Gennady Rozh-
destvensky conducting) as well as the
two recordings by other cellists.

Masur responds to the Schnittke idi-
om every bit as wholeheartedly as Gut-

man herself, in terms of both passion and
precision. The solo and orchestral ele-
ments seem to build on one another
throughout the performance, achieving a
stunning level of exaltation in the Mah-
lerian extended finale. The LPO's play-
ing and EMI's demonstration -class re-
cording leave nothing wanting in respect
to either power or clarity.

The Schnittke is preceded on the disc
by the familiar Schumann Cello Concer-
to, to which Gutman takes a pervasively
warmhearted but somewhat reserved
approach that seems a little fussy here
and there. While Masur is renowned for
a more enlivening way with the Schu-
mann symphonies, he is fully supportive
of his soloist here, and there is again
much to admire in the fine orchestral
playing. In any event, the superb ac-
count of the Schnittke makes this an
important issue. Richard Freed

SC FIN ITTKE: Cello Concerto No. 1
SCHUMANN: Cello Concerto
Gutman; London Philharmonic, Masur
EMI CDC 54443 (65 min)
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Rostropovich's Gripping
Shostakovich Eighth Symphony

MSTISLAV ROSTROPOVICH, the Na-
tional Symphony, and Teldec
have come through with a real-
ization of Shostakovich's terrify-
ing World War II masterpiece,
the Symphony No. 8, that can

stand with the previous recordings by
Rostropovich's former colleagues Yev-
geny Mravinsky and Kiril Kondrashin,
who also bore witness to what the paint-
er Goya called "the disaster of war."

The strings perform with white-hot
intensity throughout the nearly 23 -min-
ute opening movement, and the wood-
winds slog through the following move-
ment with all the brutality inherent in the
score. The second half of the symphony,
a triptych consisting of a toccata -scher-
zo, passacaglia, and finale, with its com-
passionate closing benediction, is con -

5 veyed with a fervor stemming from the
i wartime experience itself, memories of

which still haunt the survivors.
g Not only is this release the finest per -
X formance in Rostropovich's cycle of
1=2 Shostakovich symphonies, it is also the
Z most effectively recorded. The fairly

Conductor Mstislav Rostropovich

close-miked sound from Washington's
Kennedy Center carries with it ample
body and warmth without seeming
cramped or overloaded. Elements of the
two Russian recordings of the Eighth
may be superior to this one, but as a
totality of musicmaking and sonics, the

new Teldec version comes out ahead in
my book. David Hall

SHOSTAKOVICH: Symphony No. 8
National Symphony Orchestra,
Rostropovich
TELDEC 74719 (61 min)

NOW ON COMPACT DISC
POPULAR
 FOREIGNER: The Very Best...and
Beyond. ATLANTIC 89999. A greatest -
hits collection fleshed out with three newly
recorded tracks.

 KATE AND ANNA McGARRIGLE:
French Record. HANNIBAL HN 1302.
The 1981 album by the Canadian folkie
sister act, including their European hit
Complainte pour Ste. Catherine.

'DJANGO REINHARDT: In Brussels.
VERVE 314 513 947. Among the rarest of
the great jazz guitarist's studio sessions,
recorded secretly in 1942 under the nose of
German occupation forces.

 CHRIS SEAMY: Wonderful Life.
EAST SIDE DIGITAL 80682. Two solo
albums, I982's "It's a Wonderful Life"
and 1983's "Instant Excitement," by one
of the founding members of the dB's.

 THE YARDBIRDS: Little Games
Sessions & More. EMI 98213. The final
studio album (starring Jimmy Page on
guitar) by the influential psychedelic blues
band, plus alternate takes and the group's
commercial for Great Shakes drink mix.

CLASSICAL
 GRANADOS: Goyescas; other piano
works. De Larrocha. EMI CMS 64524 (two
discs). Alicia de Larrocha's earliest
recordings, now reissued on EMI, were
made in the early 1960's for Spain's
Hispavox. Other discs offer music of
Albeniz, Falla, and Turina.

 HONEGGER: Le Roi David. Eda-
Pierre, Collard, Tapp): Dutoit. ERATO
45800. ". . . a compelling performance of
an utterly gorgeous work" (May 1973).

 JOPLIN: Treemonisha. Balthrop,
Allen, Rayam, White. Schuller.
DEUTSCHE GRAMMOPHON 435 709.
"The choral writing is remarkable, but the
ragtime numbers are still the
highlights. . . . Schuller's direction, the
orchestral playing, the recording . . . are
all exemplary" (May 1976).

 PLACIDO DOMINGO: Sings
Caruso. RCA VICTOR 61356. An early
collection of arias by Cilea, Donizetti,
Verdi, Puccini, and others, performed with
the London Symphony under Nello Santi.
"Domingo has gifts that promise the
brightest possible future" (August 1972).
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6th Ave
Electrcinics
is committed
to Perfection!
We seek out
the best there
is in the
exciting
world of
electronics.

PHILIPS FR -94
 200 Watt Receiver

Dolby' Pro Logic
with Digital Delay

 4 Pre Programmed

ERFECTION
This year Philips

made finding
excitement and

quality easy.
What's on the

drawing boards
for other

manalicturers
is available today

from Philips! .
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PHILIPS DSS930
 Digital Speaker System

 Digital Sound Processing
for Driver Amplitude and

Phase Compensation
 Active Crossover

Equalization  Biamplified
Isophase Tweeter\`,  Dual Long -throw Woofers

 Infrared Remote Control
 Multi -Room Capability

PHILIPS CDI 910
 Compact Disc

interactive
 Plays all CD -I Discs

 All 3" & 5" CD Audio
Discs  CD + Graphics

Discs & Visuals  Photo
CD Discs  CD ROM-XA

"Bridge" Discs
-  Connects to any TV
and Stereo System to

Provide Education
and Entertainment.

Now $599
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Custom installation made easy:
Just pick up the telephone.

It really doesn't take much to enjoy the
wonderful benefits of a custom audio and
video installation. Fine equipment and a well
designed, professional installation are all that's
needed.

And there's the rub. How do you go about
finding the right custom installer - the one
who really knows what's new and what's best
in audio and video equipment . . . who knows
how to match them to create a top-quality sys-
tem . . . and who has the expertise to custom -
install them anywhere and everywhere in your
home? And, of course, someone located in
your area.

We've made it easy for you. Just call
CEDIA. The Custom Electronic Design and
Installation Association (CEDIA) is the only
national organization of experienced custom

designers and installers. CEDIA members are
licensed, insured professionals who work
directly with homeowners, or through archi-
tects, builders, and interior designers.

We are at your service. For the names of
CEDIA installers in your area, please call
1- 800-CEDIA30, or write. We will give your
request prompt attention.

CEDIA
CUSTOM
ELECTRONIC
DESIGN &
INSTALLATION
ASSOCIATION

10400 Roberts Road, Palos Hills, Illinois 60465
Phone: 1-800-CEDIA30 or 708-598-7083  FAX: 708-598-4888



ARRESTED DEVELOPMENT
3 Years, 5 Months and 2 Days

in the Life of ...
CHRYSALIS 21929 (57 min)

Performance: Arresting
Recording: Good

hese fast -tongued Southerners have made
the most inventive rap album of 1992.
Working in the message -filled, musically sav-
vy style of such neo-flower-power rap acts as
De La Soul and PM Dawn, Arrested Develop-
ment eschews the trivial and tunes into issues.
Led by rapper/writer Speech, they hold forth
on the tribulations of motherhood (Mama's
Always on Stage) and divisions in the black
community (People Everyday), while calling
for self-awareness and peaceful revolution
among the downtrodden (Give a Man a Fish,
Raining Revolution). Speech speed -raps
through U. a common-sense spiel about mar-
riage and the family ("I want, not need, a
companion to feed the knowledge I read and
the lovin' I've received' ), and finds wisdom in
the ways of a homeless bum in Mr. Wendel.

Musically, the group paints with a large and
colorful palette-everything from Buddy Guy
and Junior Wells to Sly and the Family Stone,
combined with enough turntable tricks and
artfully antic samples and asides to keep your
ears spinning for weeks. This is an album
whose greatest triumph is not just that it owns
up to the problems facing America, but that it
leaves you feeling those problems can be
solved with conviction and a right-minded
spirit. P.P.

DAN BAIRD
Love Songs for the Hearing Impaired

DEF AMERICAN 26999(42 min)
Performance: Rock solid

Recording: Good
Aside from deserving an award for album
Oa title of the year, "Love Songs for the
Hearing Impaired" is nothing more nor less
than a foot -stomping, rude, good-time rock-
and-roll record. Wisely, Dan Baird avoids the
self-conscious attempts at mythologizing the
South that clouded the final album by his old
band, the Georgia Satellites, and comes back
swinging with a set of songs about love, lust,
and getting rowdy. There's a great tale about
the misadventures of a couple on the lam in
Julie + Lucky, and Knocked Up is a timeless
hard -luck story about a reckless lad who gets
marched to the altar by an unforgiving dad.
Baird and company cook up a Creedence-
style voodoo groove in Lost Highway and kick
Seriously Gone so hard and fast you'll have to
put a splint on your foot when it's all over.
Then there's I Love You Period, a hots -for -
teacher rave-up that's slyer and funnier than
Van Halen's treatment of the same subject.
"Love Songs" is a must -own for fans of
prime, uncut rock-and-roll, the kind you
hardly ever hear anymore. P.P.

GARTH BROOKS
The Chose

LIBERTY 98743 (38 min)
Performance: Down to earth

Recording: Very good
wonder Garth Brooks sells so many

vt OM records. He pours out the hard -scrabble
P stories of country music to a Seventies soft -

rock soundtrack, and the combination is
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mighty potent. In "The Chase," he displays
the two sides of his stylistic coin in his choice
of cover tunes: Patsy Cline's country -as -
country -can -get Walking After Midnight and
Little Feat's polyglot -rock Dixie Chicken. But
Brooks goes beyond these obvious homages.
blending elements of country and rock into a
highly appealing exploration of real -life issues
confronting baby boomers.

Somewhere Other than the Night is about an
overworked man who, by chance. rediscovers
the passion he's been overlooking in his mar-
riage. The song is about a farmer, but the same
Type A obsessions apply to big -city yuppies,
suburban heads of households, and maybe
even an overworked country -pop singer with
a fondness for hats. Here, as elsewhere,
Brooks is doing what country does best: talk-
ing to regular people about regular life. But
"The Chase" adds a new wrinkle to country
populism by injecting a little rock liberalism.
In the album's first track, We Shall Be Free,
Brooks goes against Nashville's conservative
Republican grain by supporting racial equal -

Arrested Development: tuning into issues

ity, gay rights, and environmental protection.
Even if the song seems like a 3 -minute, 47 -
second civics lesson, Brooks has to be admired
for taking his music to another level. At a time
when the politics of change is in the wind,
Garth Brooks is creating a fair breeze of his
own. B.G.

JOHN CALE
Fragments of a Rainy Season

HANNIBAL 1372 171 min)
Performance: Live and unplugged

Recording: Front -row quality
This twenty -song retrospective of John
Cale's post -Velvet Underground career,

performed accompanied only by his own pi-
ano and guitar, at least clues you in to which of
his musical periods he values most. No sur-
prise that at least half the songs hail from his
fertile late -Seventies stint on Island, particu-
larly the incomparable "Fear." He also ap-
pears enamored of the Dylan Thomas poems
he set to music in the album "Songs for the
Dying."

Although I hear all but the Thomas songs
with a band in mind, recalling the diabolical
frenzy of numberless Cale gigs at CBGB and
elsewhere in New York City during his mad
reign as a kind of punk -era elder statesman,
this unplugged solo program is really a fan's
dream. While "Fragments" does, in spots,
bear the musty, reverent air of a recital, Cale
breaks out of that straitjacket with dark, cor-
ruscating versions of Guts, Fear a Man's
Best Friend), and Heartbreak Hotel-a defini-
tively Gothic one. And Buffalo Ballet, Ship of
Fools, and Paris /9/9 remain as lovely and
evocative as ever. If Cale's voice has lost
some of its fierceness, his performances still
manage to project lurking danger or capacious
lyricism. P.P.

HOLLY DUNN
Getting It Dunn

WARNER BROS. 26949 (35 min)
Performance: Unfortunate detour

Recording: Okay
ashville songstress Holly Dunn long ago

OM abandoned the retro-Dolly Parton stance
she began with Daddy's Hands, a tune of
country realism that flashed "Bright Future
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Ahead." Now she settles mostly for sexy coun-
try -pop that allows her to hike up her skirt and
flex a little calf muscle, if not a little thigh. In
the process, she's lost her genuine from -the
heart delivery and replaced it with radio -ready
angst that is no angst at all: Compare her
version of Verlon Thompson and Beth Nielsen
Chapman's You Say You Will with Trisha Year
wood's. The difference-in spunk, in convey-
ance of frustration, and in production values-
is the difference between a spitball and a
comet. Dunn does better with the romantic
ballads I've Heard It All and A Simple I Love
You, but otherwise she sounds as if she's
followed her once -promising vision to the end
of the road. A.N.

TALES FROM
THE VAULTS

THE MONTEREY INTERNATIONAL
POP FESTIVAL
RHINO R4 70596 (tour discs. 297 min).
Given the gen-
uine talent in-
volved-the
Who, Jimi Hen-
drix, Janis Jop-
lin, the Byrds,
Otis Redding,
and Jefferson
Airplane, among
many others-
it's no wonder legend has it that the 1967
Monterey Pop Festival was the greatest -
ever all-star rock event. But on the basis of
this new Rhino album documenting the
concerts, it seems that . . . well, maybe
you had to be there. From the eccentrical-
ly recorded evidence on these four CD's,
almost all the bands were ragged, out of
tune, and kind of lame. The Byrds, for
example, are painful to listen to, and
they're far from the worst here. In fact,
with the exception of the Hendrix and
Redding sets, which have long been avail-
able and remain brilliant, most of these
performances are probably best appreciat-
ed as a cautionary argument against the
legalization of drugs.

aeerssn

THE TROORS
Archeology (1966-1976). FONTANA 314
512 936 (three discs, 154 min).

The proto-
punk great-
est hits of the
Wild Thing
guys are the
nominal at-
traction
here, and
they remain
as endear-

ingly dopey as ever. But the real reason to
get this set is the bonus disc, a screamingly
funny, often -bootlegged recording of the
band trying to perform a moronically sim-
ple song-and failing repeatedly, provok-
ing a nonstop barrage of f -word insults.
Honest, it's like This Is Spinal Tap rewrit-
ten by David Mamet. Steve Simels
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SALLY MAYES
The Dorothy Fields Songbook

ORG 91410151 min)
Performance: A knockout

Recording: Excellent
&no question about it. i loin the opening
OM track, a chipper. deliciously droll Digo
Diga Dow. this is the most terrific debut album
in many moons by a supertalented young
singer specializing in classic show tunes. Not
only can the versatile Sally Mayes belt without
grating and croon without getting slushy, but
she also has the kind of natural rhythmic
incisiveness that keeps every song (whether
ballad pace or uptempo) arrestingly alive. And
what first-rate material she's chosen! From the
lyricist Dorothy Fields's most memorable
Broadway and Hollywood collaborations with
Jimmy McHugh, Arthur Schwartz. Jerome
Kern, and others come familiar standards
(Don't Blame Me, The Way You Look Tonight)
and unjustly neglected gems (I Dream Too
Much, Make the Man Love Me, April Fooled
Me). The instrumental arrangements by Pat-
rick Brady and Mike Renzi are consistently
bright, tangy. and refreshingly untrite. Don't
miss this one. R. H.

SINEAD O'CONNOR
Am 1 Not Your Girl?

CHRYSALIS 21952 (42 min)
Performance: Vampy
Recording: Very good

indad O'Connor has taken the all -covers
Ai plunge after only two albums. If this re-
lease is all that an artist supposedly in the
prime of a strikingly original career has to
show for the past several years-save for
some barbed and highly publicized ranting-
then maybe her resourcefulness was overesti-
mated in the first place. In any case, "Am I Not
Your Girl?" is not the place you'll want to go
to hear torch songs and show tunes identified
with the likes of Peggy Lee ( Why Don't You Do
Right?), Sarah Vaughan (Black Coffee). and
Billie Holiday (Gloomy Sunday). Maybe sing-
ing these numbers has helped put O'Connor in
touch with an inner self that's more feminine.
vulnerable, and conventional than the one she
publicly projects. Even so, it's hard to square
two sides of a personality as disparate as the

BRIAN ENO
Nerve Net

OPAL/WARNER BROS. 45033(64 min)
Performance: Zzzzz

Recording: Muffled
Bruin Eno's "Nerve Net" is a colossally
bori ng aural snooze, despite the industrial

sounds, android voices, and comic -relief synth
squiggles presumably meant to confer a stamp
of rave -culture currency upon it. Eno's proba-
bly got a Ph.D. dissertation's worth of theories
to explain this neurasthenic cruise to no-
where, but all you need to know is that it
sounds like the browned -out, contaminated
antithesis of "Another Green World." P.P.

EXTREME
III Sides to Every Story

A&M 31454 0006 (76 min)
Performance: Ambitious

Recording: In yer face, dude
ranted by Nuno Bettencourt, a poll -win-
ning,, Berklee-trained guitarist who could

play rings around Saturn. Extreme aims a lot
higher than the crotch -level fantasies of most
lunkhead metal bands. Their new concept
album, "Ill Sides to Every Story" is divided
into three sections-"Yours," "Mine," and
"The Truth"-and runs near the recordable
limit for a CD. Much of it is solid and enjoy-
able, pleasing even this show -me metal skep-
tic. Okay, the six "Yours" tunes are a bit over
the top, aimed at the hair -shaking, air -guitar -
playing faithful, although a few of the songs.
like Warheads, are buffered by a refreshingly
cartoonish, Cheap Trick -style sensibility. The
"Mine" section's five songs, though, are sur-
prisingly melodic, benefiting from Betten-
court's restrained virtuosity on guitar and
keyboards, plus knockout four-part vocals.
"The Truth" finds Extreme at the extreme.
incorporating orchestration into a suite of
longish songs that aim at the pomp -rock gran-
deur of Queen and early Genesis, with mixed
results.

Whatever this album's flaws, be it showoff-
ish excess in the beginning or progressive -
rock overreach at the end, Extreme has weld-
ed soul-searching lyrics to varied, ambitious
music. Even so, I'll probably never listen to it
again. Why? Too much of an okay thing. P.P.

Sinead O'Connor: baring an inner self?
r
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Return of the Houserockers

JOE GRUSHECKY is the sort of rocker
we could use more of. He's an anti -

star whose tough-minded songs cast a
jaundiced eye at 1990's America: the
erosion of values, the economic
disequilibrium that makes it hard to
hold families together, the thin veneer
of lies that keeps politicians afloat.
Grushecky himself is a paragon of
family values that those in elected
office would do well to emulate. A
husband and father of two, he teaches
disadvantaged kids by day and fronts a
no-nonsense rock bank by night.

The ever -deepening socio-political
morass has inspired "End of the
Century," one of his strongest records
to date. It's a well -constructed album,
deflating our tendency toward hero
worship in Talking to the King, offering
a dim but realistic look at our
problematic present in End of the
Century, and concluding with a
glimpse of hope and salvation in Don't
Give Up the Ghost. Along the way
Grushecky essays what may be his
best piece of pure music, She's My
Everything, which has an entrancing,
soulful Memphis lilt, and further
broadens his range in tunes like The
Bells Still Toll, a supplicant's prayer
sung to the accompaniment of twelve -
string guitar and piano. Grushecky is
in fine voice, mining the same gritty,
heartfelt vein as fellow travelers
Southside Johnny Lyon and Willy
DeVille, and his band, the
Houserockers, provides competent,
empathetic support. "End of the
Century" is about real lives, not rock
fantasies, and its candor is refreshing.

Between 1979 and 1983 Grushecky
and the Houserockers (then called the
Iron City Houserockers) cut four
albums for MCA. While they won
critical plaudits and a following in and
around their native Pittsburgh, the
albums went largely unheard by the

general public. Once again, Rhino has
come through with a compilation that
rescues a little-known band's best
moments from obscurity. The
Houserockers were a bar band with a
difference. Whereas roots rockers in
the pre-MADD era typically urged the
crowd to hoist 'em high (and tip the
bar help), Grushecky and Co.'s
message-in fact, the title of their
second album-was "Have a Good
Time (But Get Out Alive)." No, they
weren't the world's greatest rock-and-
roll band, however tempting it might
be to romanticize them, but they made
some damn fine music, all of it played
from the heart. Appropriately, the
seventeen -track CD closes with
Goodbye Steeltown, a 1984 indy-label
single about home -town pride in the
face of hard times-the central,
populist theme of Grushecky's career,
when you get right down to it. P.P.

JOE GRUSHECKY AND THE
HOUSEROCKERS
End of the Century
Talking to the King; She's My Everything;
Bad Dream; Love to Blame; No Man's
Land; End of the Century; Oh Kathleen;
Silence of Your Arms; Lighten Up; The
Heart Is a Lonely Hunter; The Bells Still
Toll; Don't Give Up the Ghost
RAZOR & TIE RT 2810 (52 min)

IRON CITY HOUSEROCKERS
Pumping Iron and Sweating Steel-The
Best of the Iron City Houserockers
I Can't lake It; Dance with Me; Love So
Tough; Heroes Are Hard to Find; Have a
Good Time; Don't Let Them Push You
Around; Pumping Iron; Old Man Bar;
Junior's Bar; Rock-ola; Blood on the Bricks:
and six others
RHINO 70375 (71 min)

one that ripped the Pope to shreds on national
TV and the one that purrs "boop boop de doo"
like a coquettish kitten in this album.

Still, O'Connor's haunting version of Loret-
ta Lynn's Success Has Made a Failure of Our
Home works as illuminating autobiography,
and her cool, gauzy vocals put across Rodgers
and Hart's Bewitched, Bothered and Bewil-
dered with surprising panache. As for that
dreadful Evita show stopper, Don't Cry for Me
Argentina, and her out -of -place closing dia-
tribe against Western religion-well, it just
wouldn't be Sinead O'Connor without a few
dithering lapses, now would it? P.P.

PRINCE AND THE NEW POWER
GENERATION

PAISLEY PARK/WARNER BROS.
45037(75 min)

Performance: Playful Prince
Recording: Good

This may not be Prince's most revolutionary
album, but it ranks with his most enjoy-

able. Granted, achieving a comfortable famil-
iarity takes patience: The album runs an hour
and a quarter, and you may gag on some of its
rock -opera and Broadway -musical preten-
sions. Once again Prince has assumed an alter
ego ("Walter," supposedly 320 years old), and
the album-whose title is a symbol combining
the signs for male and female-is about his
love affair with the latest addition to the New
Power Generation, a Middle Eastern belly
dancer named Layte who he fantasizes is the
crown princess of Cairo. Complicating the
story line are testy exchanges between Prince
and a would-be biographer who's trying to dig
up dirt.

On the down side, the album has its medio-
cre moments, most of them ill-advised forays
into rap and hip -hop (such as the tuneless,
banal My Name Is Prince). As usual, Prince
yanks the listener from one attitudinal extreme
to another, canonizing sex in a sweet falsetto
one moment, getting graphically down and
dirty the next. Yet synthesizing such apparent
contradictions is part of his charm (if not
genius). In terms of musical departures,
Prince has worked jazz -soul horn lines into the
matrix and mainly uses full-blown arrange-
ments rather than lean, stripped -down funk-
except for the sublimely naked funk of Sexy
M.F., the hottest number. Other standouts
include Love 2 the 9's, an intoxicating, head-
long tumble into loveland, The Morning Pa-
pers, featuring guitar work reminiscent of
Purple Rain's searing majesty, and Blue Light,
a drolly comic tune about a couple on different
sexual wavelengths.

All the seesawing between raw sex ("I'm
gonna do ya like ya wanna be done," Prince
pants in The Continental) and oracular pro-
nouncements ("All seven and we watch them
fall." he sings in the enigmatic 7) makes for
much confusion, but it's still entertaining if
you stick with the groove and take the libretto
with a pillar of salt. This is certainly not an
opera, because the separate pieces do not
cohere (except, perhaps, in the quirky mind of
their creator), yet the album succeeds song by
song, for the most part, as a forgivably egoistic
collection from a chronic overachiever. P.P.
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You ONLY GET WHAT YOU PAY FOR. Right? Well, not
always. PARADIGM, the leader in speaker performance/value, has
done the impossible - made a speaker system that is an absolute
audiophile delight for an incredible $199/pair... the TITAN!

WHAT DOES IT TAKE to build the finest speaker at this price?
Quite simply, better design execution and better materials.

So, rather than typical inferior cone -type tweeters, the TITAN uses
a wide -dispersion dome tweeter complete with high -temperature
voice -coil, aluminum former and ferrofluid damping and
cooling. Instead of lesser paper -cone -type woofers, the TITAN
woofer uses a polypropylene cone with a high compliance
suspension, high -temperature voice -coil and kapton former.

Add to this a seamless dividing network and the results are
outstanding! Musical, three-dimensional, the TITAN offers
performance that belies its astonishing low price.

You WONT FIND PARADIGM speakers everywhere. Product
this good requires the expertise of a qualified audio specialist.
So, before you buy any inexpensive speaker, visit your
AUTHORIZED PARADIGM DEALER and listen to the amazing TITAN.
What you will hear is music... for a song!

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL 1-800-553-4355 Ext. 41274 or
write: AUDIOSTREAM, MPO Box 2410 Niagara Falls, NY 14302.
In Canada: PARADIGM, 569 Fenmar Drive, Weston, ON M9L 2R6.

For Dealer localso
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R.I.M.
Automatic for the People

WARNER BROS. 45055 (49 min)
Performance: Emotionally rich

Recording: Excellent
E.M.'s "Automatic for the People" is one

M. of the most profoundly sad and emotion-
ally involving albums of this or any other year.
It depicts a very different R.E.M. from the
group that made its debut ten years ago with
"Murmur." In contrast to the involuted im-
pressionism and tantalizing obscurity of that
album, the cards are on the table here. Singing
with urgent clarity, leader Michael Stipe un-
burdens his soul regarding various aspects of
death.

Stipe revisits and canonizes several real -life
figures: Montgomery Clift in Monty Got a Raw
Deal, Andy Kaufman in the brilliant and
touchingly funny Man on the Moon. He
evokes the physical suffering of someone star-
ing death in the face in Try Not to Breathe ("I
will hold my breath till all these shivers sub-
side," he sings). Everybody Hurts counsels
strength in the face of unrelenting adversity
with an almost shocking candor, and Stipe's
sweet, dulcet delivery recalls Art Garfunkel
(no lie!). With calm, prescient wisdom, Sweet-
ness Follows offers assurance of what lies
beyond the grave, with Stipe's ghostly voice
hovering in the churchy glow of Mike Mills's
organ and the funereal sawing of a cello.
Between the lines, Star Me Kitten eerily
equates sex with death ("Have we lost our
minds? Will this never end?" Stipe queries in
somber, measured tones). Dour, portentous
images of a dying democracy give lgnoreland
its rancorous bite, and Drive appears to ad-
dress the death -in -life of an aimless, untended
younger generation.

More of a piece than R.E.M.'s last album,
"Out of Time," without surrendering that
work's expressive, venturesome musicality,
"Automatic for the People" is surely their
greatest triumph. Stipe's eloquent confession-
als are matched perfectly by music that sus-
tains a mood that is dark but not morbid, and

10,000 Maniacs:
uneasy words, well -
tempered music

never overplayed. Peter Buck's guitar, in par-
ticular, shines without overshadowing the
songs, whether he's overlaying a light glaze of
feedback, arpeggiating prettily, or wafting a
bit of slide guitar against a strummed acoustic.
'Automatic for the People" is a remarkably
honest, ineffably sad, and thoroughly moving
piece of work. P.P.

SOUL ASYLUM
Grave Dancers Union

COLUMBIA 48898 (45 min)
Performance: Eccentric

Recording: Good
lust listen to the thick, syrupy bass in this

//album if you want to hear what a serious
producer and a serious engineer can do to a
woolly alternative band. Soul Asylum has
never sounded this good, which is pretty much
a positive thing. Songs like Somebody to
Shove, Black Gold, and Runaway Train-
which get the album off to a tough -going -on -
jaded start-are musically straightforward, so
the greater clarity and oomph of the recording
make the beefy sound beefier and the weary
sound wearier. But when the band tries to play
it loose, or wants to meander in and around an
epiphany, the arrangements are so tight that
they begin to pinch. "Grave Dancers Union"
would have been better if Soul Asylum had
trusted its loosy-goosey instincts. R.G.

10,000 MANIACS
Our Time in Eden

I EKTRA 61385 (49 min)
Performance: Pensive
Recording: Very good

The aura of 10,000 Maniacs' music recalls
Indian summer: You feel the late -season

warmth of the sun but sense its inevitable
dimming toward autumn. Tinged with frustra-
tion, anger, and resignation about the human
species' despoilation of the earthly Eden
we've inherited, the lyrics by vocalist Natalie
Merchant for "Our Time in Eden" tackle

WORDS & MUSIC

Two new combinations of CD and cot-
fee-table book crossed our desk re-

cently-one intriguing. the other this side
of useless. Ferrington Guitars (HarperCol-
lins. S50). is a collection of gorgeous color
photos of the custom guitars that celebrity
luthier Danny Ferrington has made for
some of the best-known players in coun-
try, pop. and rock-everybody from Phoe-
be Snow and Rodney Crowell to Richard
Thompson and Nirvana's Kurt Cobain.
Even if you don't play guitar yourself. it's
hard not to appreciate these instruments
on the level of really magnificent crafts-
manship. and the accompanying twenty -
track CD. featuring instrumentals by some
of Ferrington's clients (pick hit: the Don
Was medley of Home Sweet Home and the
Supremes' Baby Love), is really terrific.

On the other hand, My Twenty -Five Years

with Fleetword Mac (Hyperion, S35) by
Mick Fleetwood with Stephen "Hammer of
the Gods" Davis is. to put it charitably. a
snooze. This band has washed so much of
its dirty linen in public over the years that
Fleetwood doesn't have any heretofore
unpublished sleaze to wallow in (why else
would you read a book about this bunch?).

so what's left is the usual and -then -we -
did -this -in -the -studio stuff familiar from a
million other band bios. As for the accom-
panying CD, it merely contains two previ-
ously unreleased tracks from the group's
Jeremy Spencer -imitating -Elvis phase in
1967, and as such will be of no interest
whatsoever to the Stevie Nicks fans who
are the book's ostensible target audience.
Save your money. -Steve Simels
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ALL
CLEAR.

A rose is just a rose. And a speaker is just a speaker.
Right? Get a grip.

These are Martin Logan Speakers. Unlike any others.
Gone are the components of a traditional speaker. It
looks like we put nothing behind the grill. That's
our electrostatic driver, incorporating an
incredibly advanced Vapor Deposited Membrane
that you can see right through. With less mass
than the air it's moving. Capable of cleanly
reproducing the exquisite texture of a
Stradavarious violin, yet able to unleash the
awesome power of a Fender® bass.

New Aerius
$1,995.00 pr.

Martin Logan invented Curvilinear Electrostatic
Technology. And we packed it all into a line of very
remarkable loudspeaker designs. From the new Aerius
starting at $1,995 a pair to the $60,000 Statement
System.

All this is something you'll have a difficult time
seeing. But you will hear it. Clearly.

MARTIfTLOGACILTD.
THE ELECTROSTATIC TECHNOLOGY

913-749-0133
P.O. Box 707 Lawrence, Kansas 66044
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L L= L =
AC/DC
Live. ATCO 92215 (71 min).
An extremely loud album by perhaps the
best really dumb band in rock history. This
is meant as a compliment. S.S.

THE COWBOY ALBUM
KID RHINO 70403 (36 min).
Vaughan Monroe's Ghost Riders in the
Sky, Frankie Laine's Rawhide, Fess

Parker's Ballad of Davy Crockett, Tex Rit-
ter's High Noon, Marty Robbins's El Paso,
and more. Add them up, and you get this
year's finest baby -boomer camp nostalgia
artifact. Way cool, Rhino. S.S.

DEVO
Live-The Mongoloid Years.
RYKO 20209 (76 min).
Okay, okay, so ultimately they were just
Kiss for kollege kids, but this above -ground
bootleg proves that Devo was also a pretty
interesting live band before they ran their
de -evolution high concept into the ground.
Nice bonus: drily amusing liner notes by
the group's Gerry Casale. S.S.

DARRYL AND DON ELLIS

KITARO
Dream. GEFFEN 24477 (57 min).
With a vocal assist from Jon Anderson of
Yes, Kitaro has come up with a mix of New
Age, world music, light classics, pop, rock,
film soundtracks, natural sounds, and
greeting -card lyrics that gives a new dimen-
sion to the word "eclectic." Some of it's
pretty, some of it's touching, and much of
it's trite. Less would have been more.

William Livingstone

MANHATTAN RHYTHM KINGS
We Three. CABARET 5003 (36 min).
Combining the tightly knit playfulness of
the 1950's Kingston Trio with the relaxed

congeniality of the 1930's Three Smooth-
ies, the Manhattan Rhythm Kings adroitly
alternate here between tongue-in-cheek
and straightforward vocal harmonies. It's a
snappily varied program, ranging from
Gershwin to Leiber and Stoller, and the
Kings get a sly assist from the radio humor-
ist Garrison Keillor in the title track and
that old Gracie Allen chestnut Snug as a
Bug in a Rug. R.H.

WILLIE NILE
Hard Times in America.
POLARIS PRI-9200 (20 min).
A knockout EP by one of rock's great natu-
ral resources. Pick hits: the title tune, which
manages to be topical and still rock like
mad, and the hilarious Sorry, which mates
glorious twelve -string guitar to an addictive
tune and lyrics in which Nile apologizes for
various outrages with an appealing lack of
sincerity. Terrific stuff. S.S.

ROY ORBISON
King of Hearts. VIRGIN 86520 (42 min).
Most of this material was unfinished at
Orbison's death, and it's been polished up
after the fact by the likes of T -Bone Bur-
nett, Don Was, and Jeff Lynne. As a whole,
the album's not as good as "Mystery Girl,"
but none of it sounds like grave robbery,
and the remake of Crying with k.d. lang is
worth the price by itself. S.S.

PATTY SMYTH
MCA 10633 (45 min).
Smyth's sorry-babe-I-gotta-dump-ya duet
with Don Henley, Sometimes Love Just
Ain't Enough, has been a big hit for a simple
reason: Everybody knows the feeling.
Nevertheless, the album is mainstream cor-
porate rock at its most routine and face-
less-well produced (by Springsteen asso-
ciate Roy Bittan) but still overflowing with
canned emotion and as spontaneous as a
Swiss watch. S.S.

MARGARET WHITING
Then and Now. DRG 91402 (58 min).
Never content just to recycle her old hits,
Margaret Whiting gives a fresh, contempo-
rary slant here to Moonlight in Vermont
and It Might As Well Be Spring. She's also
in top form for some other great standards
that suit her perfectly as well as good new
songs by Francesca Blumenthal, Brian
Gari, and Amanda McBroom. Gerry Mulli-
gan joins in on baritone sax in several
tracks. R.H.

everything from a lover's dishonesty (Noah's
Dove) to the violence and fear that pervade
modern society ("There's something seething
in the air we're breathing," she sings in Toler-
ance). She urges a dying friend to embrace
what's left of his days in If YouIntend and casts
an ironic backward glance at this nation's
frontier history in Gold Rush Brides ("The land
was free, yet it cost their lives").

While the words are uneasy, the music is so
orderly and well -tempered as to suggest that
perfection is still within our grasp. Merchant's
breathy, legato voice and simple, stepwise
piano melodies, combined with the subtle,
trancelike shimmer provided by the other four
musicians, enable "Our Time in Eden" to flow
with the grandeur and unity of a symphonic
poem. Two songs are punched up by James
Brown's horn section, but for the most part the
album derives its strength from its even, delib-
erate pacing and consistent tone. It is, in short,
quietly stunning. P.P.

TOM WAITS
Bone Machine

ISLAND 314 512 580 (54 min)
Performance: Not for the faint of heart

Recording: Good
Tom Waits used to be a beat storyteller of the

seamy social underground-the winos, the
street poets, the homeless crazies. But judging
from his soundtrack to the Jim Jarmusch mov-
ie Night on Earth and this new album, he's
become the advance man for the real under-
ground-as in Beelzebub, Lucifer, and the
Prince of Darkness. Make no mistake about it:
"Bone Machine" is minimalist music from
hell, played on the bones of sinners and sung
through the rusty, ravaged, and perhaps even
channeled voice of the devil, who shovels
coal through Waits's dreams. Obsessed with
death-peaceful suicide and tortured homi-
cide alike-Waits gives these musical mini -
movies titles like Earth Died Screaming, Mur-
der in the Red Barn, and Dirt in the Ground, as
in the futility of that's -how -we're -all -gonna -
end -up -someday. The lyrics often dip into the
surrealistically obscure, but the mood is al-
ways right out front-you know we're not
talking moon -and -June when Waits rasps,
"Bring me some water / Put it in this skull."

Jesus figures in here occasionally, as does
Judgment Day (All Stripped Down). But while
Waits ponders the larger picture of the physi-
cal vs. the spiritual, he likes to entertain with
thrills and chills. Try on Goin' Out West, which
sounds like something Charlie Manson might
have written while contemplating a career in
the movies, or In the Colosseum, where "The
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UP TO 3 FREE DECADE OF MUSIC CDS
WITH PURCHASE OFANY SONY CD PLAYER.

A decade ago Sony unleashed the power of music by introducing

the world's first Compact Disc player. To commemorate this anniversary,

Sony is offering, with the purchase of any Sony CD player, an exclusive
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women all control their men / With razors and
with wrists / And the princess squeezes grape
juice / On a torrid bloody kiss." Happy halluci-
nations, my sweet. Pop music doesn't get more
serious-or creepier-than this. A.N.

TRISHA YEARWOOD
Hearts In Armor

MCA 10641 (38 min)
Performance: Powerful
Recording: Very good

risha Yearwood has made one of the best
albums to come out of Nashville in 1992,

but it doesn't sound all that country. Oh, sure,
you can hear a little pedal steel and fiddle here
and a little dobro and mandolin there. And she
knows her way around a backwoods moan as
well as a honky-tonk throb. But "Hearts in
Armor," her second album, seems to use just
as many pop -rock accents as pop -country
accents while delivering its considerable emo-
tional wallop. In fact, Yearwood sings with far
fewer country inflections and mannerisms
than, say, the Linda Ronstadt of twenty years
ago. She doesn't have to push her naturally
tender vibrato to make us feel her desperation
in Nearest Distant Shore or to make us under-
stand her I'll -get -you determination in Oh
Lonesome You. So when she really turns on
the afterburners in Down on My Knees, the
searing edge of her hurtful need nearly raises
welts. Even if some of the tunes here seem a
little generic, Yearwood makes us feel them as
if she were telling our own stories. R.G.

JAZZ
STAN GETZ
At the Shrine

VERVE 511 753 (70 min)
Performance: Suave

Recording: Good remote
Many jazz musicians have recorded as
prolifically as Stan Getz, but only a few

others can match the consistently high quality
of his output. The first eight tracks of this CD
reissue document the Getz quintet's participa-
tion in a 1954 Los Angeles concert that also
featured the Gerry Mulligan and Dave Bru-
beck quartets and the Duke Ellington orches-
tra; in fact, Ellington introduces Getz in the
opening track. The two additional tracks here
were made in a studio the following day. This
was Getz's first concert recording, and it's a
flowing and-to use the day's "hip" buzz-
word-cool set of performances by a group
that benefited greatly from the presence of the
valve trombonist Bobby Brookmeyer and a
solid rhythm section led by the pianist John
Williams.

At the time of this recording, Getz had been
through a drug ordeal, which included a six-
month prison stay, but it certainly hadn't left
any marks on his music. The strong rapport
between him and Brookmeyer is a joy to hear,
and the overall sound is clearly rooted in a
style Mulligan perfected several decades ago:
the aloof yet seething approach that gave the
West Coast its first jazz identity. C.A.

DIZZY GILLESPIE
Dizzy's Diamonds:

The Best of the Verve Years
VERVE 513 875 (three discs. 223 min)

Performance: Dizzying diversity
Recording: Very good

Et doesn't seem like so many years ago that
 Dizzy Gillespie was a young man with a
horn that had something very different to say.
But 1992 saw him turn seventy-five, and the
tributes poured in all year. Record companies
know a good hook when they see one, so some
of these homages weren't exactly altruistic,
but when the music is good, reissues benefit us
all, and this new Verve set is about as benefi-
cial as they get.

Gillespie was a pivotal figure in the postwar
development of American music. He personi-
fied bebop, which he performed with dazzling
dexterity and to which he brought a sense of
humor that certainly helped it gain wider ac-
ceptance. He was called the "Clown Prince of
Bop," and some felt that his antics detracted
from the music. Behind the humor, though,
was a serious musician who not only helped to
define modern jazz but also performed a suc-
cessful marriage between jazz and Latin
American music, and that aspect of his artistry
is well represented here.

"The Best of the Verve Years" is actually a
misnomer, for besides tracks that originally
appeared on Norman Granz's Norgran and
Verve labels, this collection of forty perfor-
mances includes nine taken from Philips and

The Set Of A Lifetime
The long-awaited compilation from the creators of the

Chess Box Sets and Billie Holiday: The Complete Decca

Recordings (winner of two Grammy Awards) paints the

definitive portrait of a living legend. * 77 tracks for 5

hours of classic blues, including his first -ever recording,

1949's "Miss Martha King" *30 tracks on compact disc

for the first time ever 4- B.B.'s greatest hits, 19 rarities,

including 7 previously unreleased * 72 -page color

booklet featuring rare photos, liner notes and a first -

person commentary by B.B. on his life and music

It's nothing less than the royal treatment. MCA.

B.B.King lit KING OF THE BLUES
Available On MCA Compact Discs Or HiQ Cassettes SIC 77 01492 %KA Ilettols.
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its subsidiary label. Limelight. Spanning the
years 1950 to 1964. the set is divided into three
categories, each taking up a disc: "Big Band."
"Small Groups & Guests," and "In an Afro-
Cuban, Bossa Nova. Calypso Groove." To
borrow that expression, it's all a "groove."
Here is Dizzy Gillespie with the Duke Elling-
ton Orchestra, Ella Fitzgerald. Oscar Peter-
son. Stan Getz. Stuff Smith, Bud Powell,
James Moody, Wynton Kelly, Thelonious
Monk, Coleman Hawkins, Charlie Parker, and
Roy Eldridge (the trumpeter who so influ-
enced Gillespie's style in the early days that
one could hardly distinguish between the
two). There is even a recording with gospel
singer Sister Rosetta Tharpe singing and play-
ing the piano. Need I say more? "Dizzy's
Diamonds" sparkles gloriously. C.A.

LINCOLN CENTER JAZZ ORCHESTRA
Portraits by Ellington

( 11 I \MIA 91145 stl mini
Performance: Fine

Recording: Good remote
New York City's Lincoln Center for the

Performing Arts has often given its stages
over to jazz. but in the late Eighties it gave the
idiom a serious hug, and what started as an
embrace seems to have blossomed into a
veritable love affair. One result of this mating
is the Lincoln Center Jazz Orchestra, a chame-
leonic band whose mission is to spread the
music and leave no style unplayed. "Portraits
by Ellington" features the orchestra in Duke's
corner, performing a program of his tributes to
people and places that have had an impact on
what we might call the African -American ex-
perience. It includes shorter pieces, such as
the portraits of Bill Robinson (Bojangles,
1940), Coleman Hawkins (Self Portrait of the
Bean, 1962), and Bert Williams (Portrait of
Bert Williams, 1940), as well as vital snippets
from the New Orleans Suite (1970) and the
Liberian Suite, commissioned by the govern-
ment of Liberia to mark its 1947 centennial.

Sure, there are recordings of these composi-
tions by Ellington himself, and if this were a
studio session I would question its value, but
this concert was not a slavish recreation of
Ellington's performances-the solos by Wyn-
ton Marsalis, Todd Williams, Bill Easley, Mi-
chael White, and others are their own. While
this CD is no substitute for the Ellington
versions. if it makes you want to explore the
originals, it has served its purpose. The Lin-
coln Center Jazz Orchestra is doing a splendid
job of bringing jazz to ears that might other-
wise not hear it, and such efforts must be
encouraged. C.A.

BECAUSE
ELVIS IS TIMELESS

9 x 11 Wa I Clock

heLimitedEditi on

ELVIS
PRESLEY
STAMP CLOCK

Handmade in the USA
Exquisite beveled glass
Electronic quartz crystal

movements
Available as

9'xll'WallClock $49.95 ea.
8' x 8' Wall Clock $47.95 ea.
4' x 8' Desk Clock $39.95 ea.

plus $3 50 shipping/handling

To order, call

1 -800 -969 -TIME
Visa & MC orsond check or money orderto:

Clock -Wise®
P 0 Box 1198 Bodega Bay. CA94.923

J

THE LITTLE ONE WITH THE

BIG VOICE
"The PSB Alphas are simply one

a' the g-eatest buys in audio, pnvilin

a musically satisfying sound

for a pa try 5200 ...for their

p -ice, the PSB Alphas are

a sensational audio

bargain. Now get

Oil those checkbooks!"

Jack English, Stereophile,

11)1. 15, No.7 (July, 1992)

PSB - A UNICRIE VOICE IN TIE CROWD.
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BACH: Concertos for Two and Four
Harpsichords

Amsterdam Baroque Orchestra, Koopman
ERATO 45649 (54 min)

Performance: Vigorous, decorative
Recording: Full

n 1729 Bach became the director of the
Collegium Musicum in Leipzig, an instru-

mental ensemble that seems to have rehearsed
and performed mostly in a local coffee house.
Bach is known to have owned at least four
harpsichords, and, besides himself and two or
three of his sons, there were a number of
capable colleagues and students who also
played. He seems to have ransacked the closet
for material: old instruments from his days as a
court composer in Cdthen, Italian standbys
(the composers were too far away to object or
even notice), and even music by a local aristo-
cratic dilettante (who was undoubtedly de-
lighted), all arranged by the old man himself or
at least under his supervision. There are, in all,
ten solo concertos, three for two harpsichords
apiece, two for three harpsichords, and one for
four. This disc, part of a series by Ton Koop-
man and the Amsterdam Baroque Orchestra,
comprises all the double concertos (remakes of
earlier works by Bach himself) and the qua-
druple concerto (after Vivaldi).

Koopman is the stand-in for Johann Sebas-
tian. He has scrupulously edited these works,
he plays the lead harpsichord, and he directs
the orchestra. I would describe his approach as
tapestry -like: Everything is beautifully and
stylishly woven, vigorous in line and color,
clean and full in sound. He does not go in for
embellished, stretched, or phrased expressiv-
ity, but his playing and directing are rhythmic
and decorative. E.S.

BARBER: Violin Concerto
SHOSTAKOVICH s Violin Concerto No. 1

Salerno -Sonnenberg; London Symphony,
M. Shostakovich

EMI 54314 (65 min)
Performance: Warm, brilliant
Recording: Suitably schizoid

The Barber Violin Concerto, written in 1939
when the composer was still in his twen-

ties, is a replay of late Romanticism, with long
and wistful allegro and andante movements
only partly contradicted by a short, fast, trou-
bled finale. The Shostakovich Concerto No. I,
written during the dark days of Stalinism and
then put aside until after Stalin's death, is less
conventional, alternating two big, slow, intro-
spective sections, an opening nocturne and a
somber passacaglia, with two short, fast, bit-
ingly satirical movements, a scherzo and a
burlesque-all in all, Shostakovich at his most
schizophrenic. Nadja Salerno -Sonnenberg
seems equally at home on either side of this
split -personality equation. The Shostakovich
at the helm is the composer's son Maxim, and,
along with the London Symphony, they make a
very strong team for both the warmer Barber
and the harder edges of the Shostakovich. E.S.

BEETHOVEN: Violin Concerto;
Violin Sonata No. 10

Zukerman. Neikrug; Los Angeles
Philharmonic, Mehta

RCA VICTOR 61219 (73 min)
Performance: Not quite a mesh

Recording: Good

CLASSICAL
MUSIC
Discs and tapes

reviewed by Robert Acka
Richard Freed, David Halli

George Jellinek,
Eric Salzman, and

David Patrick Stearns

BEETHOVEN: Violin Concerto
MUCH: Violin Concerto No. 1

Chung: Royal Concertgebouw Orchestra,
London Philharmonic, Tennstedt

EMI 54072 (70 min)
Performance: Very good

Recording: Warm
Some fifteen years ago Deutsche Grammo-
phon issued a recording of the Beethoven

Violin Concerto by Pinchas Zukerman with
Daniel Barenboim and the Chicago Symphony
Orchestra. Zukerman and Barenboim were
frequent collaborators, and their Beethoven
glowed with the noblest sort of intensity. Since
that recording has been out of print for some
time, Zukerman's new one with Zubin Mehta,
another long-time collaborator, should be as-
sured an eager welcome, but to my ear it
doesn't measure up to its predecessor. It hard-
ly needs saying that there is beautiful solo
playing here. The orchestral playing is tidy,
too, but there is little in the way of the give and
take that made the Chicago version come to
life so vibrantly. Zukerman and Mehta just
don't seem to interest each other here. Zuker-
man really soars in the sonata, but the exalted
playing on his part is not, alas, matched by the
pianist, Marc Neikrug. The sound quality is
quite good in both works.

Kyung-Wha Chung's remake of the Beetho-
ven is a happier story. Though still not clearly
preferable to her earlier London recording
with Kiril Kondrashin and the Vienna Philhar-
monic, her new version not only has the
advantage of an appealing bonus in the form of
a characteristically warm and animated pre-
sentation of the Bruch concerto, but the Bee-
thoven was recorded live in concert at the
Concertgebouw. Her interpretation may have
deepened a bit since the earlier recording, and
she and Tennstedt do manifest that elusive
give and take, building with apparent sponta-
neity to a cumulatively satisfying realization.
The sound has the characteristic warmth of its
marvelous locale, though it is a little less well
detailed than one might wish-and the ap-
plause at the end is left in. The Bruch was
beautifully recorded, without an audience, at
EMI's Abbey Road studio. R.F.

B RIDGE: Suite for String Orchestra;
There Is a Willow Grows Aslant a Brook;

sherry Ripe; Sir Roger de Coverly
DELIUS: Sonata for String Orchestra

New Zealand Chamber Orchestra, Braithwaite
KOCH INTERNATIONAL

3-7139-2HI (69 min)
Performance: Beguiling
Recording: Very good

W'rank Bridge's relatively early and very k-
tenable Suite for String Orchestra here

makes its fourth CD appearance in an elegant
and intimate -scale reading by the New Zea-
land Chamber Orchestra under Nicholas
Braithwaite. Equally enjoyable are his set-
tings of the traditional English song Cherry
Ripe and the dance Sir Roger de Coverly. But
by fat the finest of the Bridge offerings on this
CD is the hauntingly desolate 1927 work for
winds, harp, and strings, There Is a Willow
Grows Aslant a Brook (the title comes from the
Queen's words in Hamlet upon being told of
Ophelia's suicide by drowning).

The Delius work is Eric Fenby's string -
orchestra arrangement of the 1916 String
Quartet. He did the poignantly nostalgic slow
movement, "Late Swallows," in 1963, the
other three movements in 1977. If the music is
not as consistently inspired as the contempo-
raneous Violin Concerto, it still makes for a
pleasing listening experience either in its origi-
nal guise or in Fenby's sensitive and altogether
knowledgeable arrangement. All told, a very
attractive disc, beautifully recorded. D.H.

DEBUSSY: Prelude a Mares -Midi d'un
Fauns; La Boite 6 Jouloux; Jew:

London Symphony Orchestra, Thomas
SONY SK 48231 (63 min)
Performance: Expansive
Recording: Sumptuous

prelude to the Afternoon of a Faun, written
in 1894, was Debussy's first important

work for orchestra; Jeux was his last. The link
here is Diaghilev, who in 1912 brought out

Nadi.
Salerno -
Sonnenberg
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JVC RX-206
Remote Stereo Receiver

40 watts per channel AM/FM tuner with
40 -station presets 4 -speaker matrix sur-
round Discrete output transistors full -func-
tion wireless remote control

iC:uoW $ 9 $$
Pnce (JVC RX2061
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-25 watts/ channel surround sound
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Technics SL-PD827
5 -Disc Rotary CD Changer
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32X oversampling 10 key direct access re-
mote -Spiral play Synchro-editing
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Loudspeakers

Bose Model 31
Bookshelf Speaker

Compact size -2-way system with 8"
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tweeter .8 ohm impedance -Handles
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Pnce (DOS 311
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JBL 4312BIC
. 3 -Way Pro Studio Molutors p.,$599"

CALL US TOLL FREE

Cassette Decks

Teac W -585R
Double Cassette Deck

Double auto -reverse -Parallel & se-
ries recording .4 -motors Dolby B & C
*Dolby HX-Pro Fine bias control 4.4 Ir.
inputs

1°-g'Price (TEA W58fP

Teac V-370
Cassette Dolby B auto -tape select

$79"
Teac W-410
Dual Cassette Deck Dolby B $9 996
Technics RS-TR232 s,
(fuel Cassette auto -rev Dolby B/C/HX-P, 1 0 -
Technics RS-TR333
Dual Cassette auto -rev L`f ) ) a u--
JVC TDW-307
*Dual Cassette auto -rev. Dolby 13/C/HX-P-f $199'

Yamaha K90
*Dual Cassette. auto -reverse. Dolby El&C $19995

Surround Sauna

U
Atlantic Technology Pattern 200

Instant Home Theater
Add to a TV & a stereo VCR or LV disc player &
enjoy great home theater sound Complete system
contains 5-sattelite speakers. subwoofer, amps.
Dolby Pro -Logic decoder, cables 8 remote

?ucrrw $ 99$$
Price fitTC PATTERN200

Design Acoustic PS -CV
.

Audio Source SS -One 11
-Surround Sound Amp, Daisy .

Yamaha NSA-PC10
-Arnplaed Center Channel Speaker, 25 watts Ea ch$ 11 2995

Bose VS1 00
-Center Channel Speaker shielded Eu0112995
JBL AVP3

Speaker 2 -way seeded a/bracket Eacb$ I 29 95

AudioSource SS -Three II
Oolby Surround Processor wen rear a amp -AV

Loudspeakers

CEO

Pinnacle PN60
Avo-Way Speaker System

.6.5" black polypropylene woofer *Liquid
cooled dome metal tweeter Dual diaduct
ports for superior bass .10-85 watts power
handling

$ I 9995/Pair
PrICe (PIN PN60)

JBL Performer
.2 -way mini shielded pos99"
Technics SB-L40
.2 -way 10' woofer Palr$99"
Recoton W-400
AithreleSS Speaker System 2 -way PINS 15995
Bose 101
Mlni Speakers indoor/outdoor Pair $ 1 5 9"
Technics SB-L80
-3-way Speakers 12" woofer Par r S 6 9'
Acoustic Research 570
Pmeeted Exam Speakers 35 watts sa Pa aL

Mini Audio Systems

Aiwa NS -X330
Mini Stereo System

30 watts per channel Super -T bass -3 pre-
set equalizer positions (rock/pop/classical)
-Dual auto -reverse cassette decks 36 -key
wireless remote -Dolby B 3 -way speakers

1°.O.rwPnce$3 99 95
641W NSX3301

Samsung SC -6500
*Neal tuner CD Player, Dual cassette, remotes 1 9995
P is SC-TS230

995CD tumtable dual cassette AN remote -AV
JVC UXA3
CD Player auto -my Cassette. remote,

t11Y220,ors3 9945

Aiwa NS -X350
-3-Disc CD Carousel Dual Cassette . '499'
Aiwa NSX-D55
.50 wilts*. CD. dual auto-rtv Cassette, Dec, 55 9995
Denon D-150

sr CD Auto -Rev Cassette. remote '9999"

Audio Add-Ons

;MIN
Audio Source EQ-11

10 -Band Graphic Equalizer
10 -bands per cnannel -LEDs on sliders -Spectrum
analyzer display AudioNideo input switching (for
proper impedance matching) *Tape to-tape dub-
bing f0 record 8 tape monitor

i'es 1 2995 IASO EQ11(

Target BT1
-Wall Speaker Bracket swivel. hhs P41.62996
Niles SPS-1
-Speaker Selector, holds 4 pars '69'
Teac EQ-A3
-Graphic Waver. 10 ban:101 -0- 12 c113 96996
AudioSource EQ-8/II
Grapnic Equalizer 10 bandach LED sliders.

$99'
Cewin Vega SW12B
-Subwoofer 1E' boor -facing woofer

Niles SVC-4
-Speaker Control Box 4 -pr w/ Ind_ ,clume$24996

Turntables/Cartridges

Shure V-15 Type V -MR
Deluxe Micro-Rldge Phono Cartridge

Micro -ridge stylus tip -Excellent tracka-
bility -Dynamic stabilizer Side -guard sty-
lus protection Duopoint alignment gauge
-Top rated

Price$ / 2995 ISHU V15 VMR)
Stanton 500ALMP
DJ Standard Mount Cartridge 2 -pack 53496
Audio Technica AT-331LPs,
-Universal Mount Cartridge line -contact --
Stanton 680EL
-DJ Pro Standard Mount Canndge ectra stylus 559"
Gemini XL-BD10
-Semi-Auto Turntable belt cinch 99996
Tchnics SL-QD33K
Fully Auto Direct Dnve Turntable quartz $1 6496
Thorens45/78180
-Turntable 33/ rpm belt-Onve '299"

FOR ITEMS NOT LISTED IN THIS AD

 .. ...

This Month's
Introducing: MiniDisc from Sony

MiniDisc: The State of The Art in
Personal Music Entertainment

Mowo
DOgQ

SONY

MICHAEL BOLTON
77 /WAIF-

THE CI.A.SSICS

TO TOW SOOKOOOV
4roCE I SELL FOR YOU

v011 ST roue
ACm THUM

$
1399

Also Available:
Your Choice s /3"

Boston: Boston COL 34188
Harry Connick Jr: Blue
Light, Red Light COL 48685
Miles Davis: Kind of Blue COL 40579
Bob Dylan: Blood On
The Tracks COL 33235
Willie Nelson: Stardust COL 35305
Sade: Promise COL 40263
Simon & Garfunkel:
Greatest Hits COL 31350

DJ Equipment

Stanton CD22
Dual Compact Disc Player

Designed to give the DJ as much control of CDs as
LPs -Pitch control, cue up. mixing, and scratch ef-
fects -Also features visual displays. memory pro-
gramming. internal sense and diagnose circuitry

s 1 29995Price ASO SS THREE0

Gemini HPM-100
Neadphone/Merophone mono earpiece 139"
Gemini PfAX-1 2
eScratchmaster Mixer LED meters $9996
Stanton PMC-500
COmpact Mixer replaceable cross -fader $18996
Gemini PMX-3500
.1.1Mast 7-Owdc- tea-poro3- -e 6 so. -d effect $27 9"

Genii
P0111-6008

e Dtgital DJ Mixer with ED $39995
Ness Disco Lights

Large Selection, for informaton CALL

[immusic
WORLD

ORDER TOLL -FREE
24 HOURS A DAY
7 DAYS A WEEK

Outside U.S.A. Call:
1-718-417-3737

JAR Music World, Dept. SR0193, 59-50 Queens -Midtown Expressway, Maspeth, Queens, NY11378
-800.221-8180



VISIONSNIDEO PROCESSORS/CAMCORDERSNIDEO CAMERAS/BLANK VIDEO TAPES
MPUTERS/PRINTERS/MONITORS/CONPUTER SOFTWARE/FLOPPY DISKS/COMPUTER S

SS SYSTEMS/HOME SECURITY/PERSONAL COMPUTERS/POR
R

Super Specials!
New On VHS

Rocky Horror
Picture Show

Also Available:
Your Choice 51695

U2: Achtung Baby, The Videos
Queen: Classic Queen
Grateful Dead: Backstage Pass
Allman Brothers: Live,Oreat Woods
Minds Eye 2: Beyond The Mind's Eye
Bob Marley: Time Will Tell
Thelonious Monk: Straight No Chaser

New On Laser Disc

Eric Clapton
Unplugged

$24"

f "Also Available:
Your Choice sl 6

The John Lennon Collection
The Best of Joe Cocker Live
Lisa Stansfield: Live At Wembly
GRP All Stars: Big Band
Super Guitar Trio IDiMeola. Coryell. etc)
Southside Johnny & Jukes: Live
Billy Joel: Yankee Stadium

Sony Video Tape
SONY.

Metal MPW
1116a&gaiali4

120 video 8

Sony MP -120
Metal Particle 8MM Video Cassettes

-Advanced metal particles for a more
lifelike picture New backcoatmg for
smooth running performance -Perfect
for camcorders and home decks

LD'oj,rxr S4290/10 -Pack
Pnce (SON P6-120

Sony E6-120
411 8mm Video Tape lath 1 290
Sony L-750ES
-Beta. standard grade Taper 10-pari$2790
Sony P6-90
-8mm metal Video Tapes 10-paclt$3790
Sony P6-120HO
-High grade 8mm tape 10-paceS4990
Sony P-150MP
-8mm Metal Formula Video I at, to-pias559°
Sony P6- 1 2OHMP
-Hi 8 metal particle Video Tapes 10 -park 699°

Video Players/Recorders

tr :008
.1

eHreir-oren-urire, r`HH,

Panasonic PV -2201
VHS Video Cassette Recorder

-SOPB (Super -VHS playback) -Head cleaner C)n-
screen programming -Quick play -181 channel
cable -ready .1 month; 4 event timer *NMI auto -
tracking -Real time counter -37 function remote

Prices
9995

PAN T12201,

Samsung VP -2300
 VHS Player 3 -speeds Ferro Si 5995
Panasonic PV -4250
-4-read VHS Stereo NiFi Recoror '30995
Panasonic PV -M 1 321
-13' TVA/HS Recorder Combine:, -8.DV -
Panasonic PVM-2021
VHS Recorder/20 TV Combo.

JVC HRS-4700
 S -VHS Recorder 4 -Head diortai boom; S56995
Sony SLV-595
-VHS H,F, Stereo Vier Recorder 4-neac CALL

Remotes/Antennas

Terk TV20
Indoor Amplified TV/Video Antenna

. C,004.Men:35, Symmetry tecnnoogy receives mut-
stations with less none and 'ghost rig' -Utilizes 2 tunec
receiving elements & filter -Only needs slight ro-
tation for best reception -Low-noise. high -gain amplifier

;%''w $ 7995
Pnce

Memorex AV4
+reprogrammed remote lor 4 ones. 52995
Terk AF3000
Ampiriee AM/FM Antenna $3495
Parsec ARC
-AM/FM Amplified frequency selectable Antenna 549 95

Genstar VCR+
-VCR Instant Programme, 54995
Recoton TV -600
Amp,,fled uHF/VHSM Antenna 116995
Recoton Remote 8
Mul,-system remote controls 8 unrts 57995

(TR K TV20)

Koss Headphones & Accessories

Koss SA30
Soind Cells Powered Mini Speakers

*Built-in amplifiers *Bass & treble frequencq
boost circuit controls on each speaker *Each
speaker requires 2 X C batteries or 1 6 -volt
adaptor for both

52995
Pnce (KOS SA30,

Koss EQ/30
+ortawe 3 -bands,. x1995
Koss HD1
Porxerec (t. /Akers shielded. 03495
Koss PortaPro

- 539 95dual plugs.Koss

SA40
-VCR Instant Proc- 949'
Koss Pro4AA
ster; (0 Pro Head pnones closed -41r $5995
Koss JCK/200

$8995-Kordless Stereopnones w/transmrner.

Camcorders

SON
miliew=em

Sony CCD-TR71
8mm Camcorder

-10-1 vanable speed power zoom -HIFI stereo -10-Se
dgeal signal processing -DigitaRader & special effects
-3-mode auto exposverri-ligh speed shutter (1(4000
sec )2 lux flying erase head -Wireless remote

CALL FOR PRICE
(SON CCDTR711

Sony CCD-TR31
n, Handycarn 10-1 zoom -No CALL

Stereo 8 m m Camcorder. CALL
Panasonic PV -42

Sony CCD-FX510

VHS -C Camcorder 20X zoom I-111). CALL
Panasonic PV -S62
-Super V -IS -C Camcorder 20X c., . CALL
JVC GR-AX5
-VHS-C. -zer porter morn CALL
JVC GR-AX10

'EH( retIC light Bamoer CALL

Sony Headphones

SONY

ti

Sony MDR-CD6
Lightweight Digital Stereo Headphone

.:),IgItaereacy Seaiecl-ear oesign 30mrn dome or vers
-Spring loaded Soft -touch Optical earpads *Frequency
response 2-25 kHz -Gold -coated double -layer diaphragm

opr Sr?(395

Sony MDR -V202
Marc,- $2996

Sony MDR -V3
,osee ear w
Sony MDR -C13350

(SON MORCD61

~Here- aral
Sony MDR -V400

Sony MDR-CD550

Sony MDR -V600
naC folding 97995

$3995

949"
95995

969'

CD Multimedia

Kodak PCD850 Photo CD Player

a Preto C3 me images may oe manduatea & vowed or it
TV -Selects & displays pcturs in any sequence -Plays a,:
compact dscs- incorporating the newest hither' lechnc .c )).

Our
Low $49995 IKOC PC080
Price

Sony PIX-100
Multimedia CD ROM

*Combines audio vain text,
graphics & animation
*Portable & htweig ht -
less than 2 Its -5' LCD
screen *Built-in speaker
-Plays muttimedo CD ROM
Software & audio CDs

rw S89995
Pnce

SON 0ix10oSw1

Televisions/Monitors

SONY

Sony KV-20EXR20
20 -Inch TrinItron Monitor/Receiver

20-incn m. :Dlack picture tube Matrix surround
stereo Variapie level audio output Videcbaudio
loop out -Universal remote AN window on -screen
control system

CALL FOR PRICE
(SON KV20EXR20

Sony FD -230
rtNatcnman 2 7 BAN Portable TV . 999'
Casio TV-470AC
-2 LCD Coto, 'V includes AC adaptor S1 1 9957
JVC HRPi
Pam.ab,e - . recorder w C0,0, 7. 949 9 95
Go Video GV-2020X

.. $74996
Sony KV-13TR27

r v cadie-ready . CALL
Sony KV-27TS27
-27 Stereo TV Monitor surround soot CALL

Sony Compact Speakers

SONY
ementlandlelSee=

Sony SRS -88
Shielded Amplified Speakers

;):-

*AC cperaiec end" -nespc rise 7c -2c, COG rot

$ 1 4995/pairPrice (SON STRS88

Sony SRS -18

Sony SRS -28
Active S:..,.'ect switch Pmr$3995
Sony SRS -38

mown pa.$ 6495
Sony SRS -48
._.. -

Sony SRS -58
led. AC !naiad . p..199"

Sony SRS -68
...-... visits outpur No1,1113995

,cernmit dud Poi129 95

.1 +MAW P.rs7995

J&R Catalogue

1-800 221 81 80

FREE CATALOGUE
For a FREE catalogue call toll -free
800-221-8180. or Write:
J&R Music World
Department SR0193
59-50 Queens -Midtown Expressway
Maspeth, NY 11378

CALL US TOLL FREE FOR ITEMS NOT LISTED IN THIS AD
TO ORDER BY MAIL:

SENO MONEY ORDER. CERTIFIED OR CASHIER S CHECK. MASTERCARD. VISA. AMERICAN EXPRESS or DISCOVER CARD ;Include Interbank No
expiration date and signature) To JAR MUSIC WORLD, DEPT. SR0193, 59-50 QUEENS -MIDTOWN EXPRESSWAY, MASPETH, QUEENS, NY 11378.
Personal and business checks must clear our Authorization Center before processing Shipping. Handling & Insurance Charge 5°. of T3tal Order
i(except overweight items) with a 54.95 minimum (Canadian Orders Add 15`, Shipping with a S9 95 minimum charge ) For shipments by air
please double these charges $25 MINIMUM ORDER. DO NOT SEND CASH. SORRY, NO C.O.D.'s. NEW YORK RESIDENTS ADD SALES TAX.

ORDER SUBJECT TO VERIFICATION AND ACCEPTANCE.
ALL MERCHANDISE SHIPPED BRAND NEW, FACTORY FRESH, AND 100'. GUARANTEED. Copyright 1992 JAR Music World CIRCLE NO 26 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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DEBUSSY
JEW

LA WU A JOILJOIA
PREIXOt A LAMS -HP

OW MOW

LONDONORC SYMPHONY
HESTRA

MICHAEL..
TILSON

THOMAS

Nijinsky's choreographic treatment of the
Faun and commissioned Jeux, which had its
premiere the following year. The balletic and
chronological links, without Diaghilev, extend
to La Boise d Joujoux, which Debussy under-
took in 1913; in this case the orchestration was
left to Andre Caplet, who completed the score
and had the work produced after Debussy's
death.

Michael Tilson Thomas has the London
Symphony Orchestra in splendid form here,
and his commitment to the music is beyond
question. But for all the links in terms of
chronology and category, there is more in
these three pieces to distinguish each one from
the others-in terms of both character and
textures-than is evident in these perfor-
mances. Thomas's expansive approach, which
works so beautifully in the Faun, tends to
homogenize the two more extended pieces. La
Boise a Joyjoux loses a good deal of its unpre-
tentious childhood essence, veering into the
world of Pelleas, and Jeux, one of the pivotal
masterworks of the early twentieth century,
sounds more like La Mer than it really ought
to-one wants a bit more crispness, even at
the risk of brittleness. The whole program is
gorgeous in its rather unvarying way, though,
and sumptuously recorded. R.F.

ELGAR: Symphony No. 1; Pomp and
Circumstance Marches Nos. 1 and 2

Baltimore Symphony, Zinman
TELARC 80310 (62 min)

Performance: With immense conviction
Recording: Top-drawer

This recording by David Zinman and the
Baltimore Symphony appears to be the

first by an American orchestra of the Elgar
First Symphony, which until recent decades
has been considered pretty much exclusive
British property. The score bears the same
opus number as Beethoven's "Eroica," and its
aspirations are by no means dissimilar. It is
music cast on a heroic scale, although the
visionary opening theme apparently gets lost
in an impenetrable orchestral thicket. But
what transpires over its 50 -minute span can be
summed up in lines from T. S. Eliot's East
Coker: "There is only the fight to recover what
has been lost / And found and lost again and
again . . . ."

At all events, Zinman and his players dis-
play total mastery of the ebb and flow of the
opening movement's complex textures. The
march -style second movement is thrillingly
taut and fierce, and the adagio into which it
flows without pause is movingly tender, en-
hanced by subtle touches of portamento in the
string body (I suspect Zinman knows Elgar's
own recording). And the "fight to recover"
finale comes off with blazing and triumphant
conviction. The Telarc recording is full in
body, with remarkable elucidation of detail in
the first and last movements. No less fine are
the two "Pomp and Circumstance" marches-
the D Major done complete with organ at the
close, and the A Minor (my particular favor-
ite) imbued with superb drive and spirit. Good
as are most of the recorded performances of
these works by English orchestras, whether
led by their own conductors or by international
stars of the baton, Zinman's can stand up to
them all. D.H.

MAN DEL: Theodora
Hunt. Minter. Lane. J. Thomas, D. Thomas;

U.C. Berkeley Chamber Chorus; Philharmonia
Baroque Orchestra, McGegan

HARMONIA MUNDI 907060.62
(three discs, 168 min)

Performance: Thoughtful and accomplished
Recording: Excellent

For many Handel admirers, this recording is
an answered prayer. Theodora, written in

1749, is one of Handel's last oratorios (actually,
the last one written while the composer was in
reasonably good health), and it is a sterling
example of accumulated wisdom. With its
spare though incredibly deft scoring, it may be
Handel's most inward -looking work. Johannes
Somary's pioneering Vanguard recording, fea-
turing Heather Harper and Maureen Forres-
ter, is well sung, but the performance practices
are dated. Nikolaus Harnoncourt's live re-
cording last year on Teldec has sublime mo-
ments, but his slack tempos sometimes make
the music seem flabby, his soloists are stylisti-
cally inconsistent, and the work is shoehorned
onto two CD's by roughly 30 minutes of cuts.

In this new recording, Nicholas McGegan
doesn't make all that strong a case for perform-
ing the piece uncut-despite his best efforts,
there are less -than -riveting passages. But his

="1
An
1041110.11

HANDEL
THEOIX)RA

Lorruinc nuns
Pre. Minter

nan LAne
JaHra,

Itomas

&Arley
CILAWAT ChoruA

Philharmonia
liaroque Orchestra

NICHOLAS
McGEGAN

11%

Mata's "American Panorama"
Ir he all-American program of Eduar-

do Mata's new Dorian recording with the
Dallas Symphony Orchestra-works of

Bernstein, Copland. and Harris-harks back
not only to the conductor's first recordings
with the orchestra he took over in 1977

(several Copland titles for RCA Victor) but
also to the beginning of the orchestra's own
discography, which included Copland ballet
performances conducted by Antal Dorati
(also RCA). But the new disc is of far more
than symbolic value in Mata's valedictory
season in Dallas.

While this particular assortment of works
may strike more than a few collectors as
being somewhat foolhardy in the face of the
imposing competition left by Leonard Bern-
stein. who was especially authoritative in
this repertory. the most compelling perfor-
mance here is that of Bernstein's own On the
Waterfront Suite, which to my ears comes
through with at least as much impact and
cogency as either of the two recordings
conducted by the composer. Without a sin-
gle self-conscious gesture or gratuitous em-
phasis. Mata lets the music make its points
as naturally and inevitably as a tone poem
by Tchaikovsky or Strauss.

The familiar suite from Copland's Billy the

Kid does not receive quite that strong a
performance, but it is a good, solid one, and
Mata reaches another high point in Roy
Harris s magnificent Third Symphony. Here.
as in the Bernstein. he succeeds in combin-
ing a clear-eyed focus on the music's sub-
stance with a fully sympathetic response to
its emotional content-and receives similar
commitment from every section of the or-
chestra. It is a beautiful realization that tran-
scends any real or imagined parochial limi-
tations, just as truly great readings of
Nielsen or Shostakovich do.

The album title. "An American Panora-
ma.- strikes me as being at once blustery
and trivializing. but the musicmaking is
something to cheer about, and so is the
exceptionally natural sound. Richard Freed

BERNSTEIN: On the Waterfront, Suite
HARRIS: Symphony No. 3
COPLAND: Billy the Kid, Suite
Dallas Symphony Orchestra. Eduardo Mata
DORIAN DOR-90I70 160 min)

5
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more sensitive "authentic" approach enables
the work, as a whole, to bloom. Any sem-
blance of the old "big bow wow" Handel
would be the death of this extremely personal,
intimate music. McGegan's clean, transparent
sonorities show just how daringly austere, and
startlingly direct, the scoring is.

His cast is so well matched, the oratorio
seems all of a piece, though the singers are
also wonderful individually, especially the
honey -voiced countertenor Drew Minter and
the soprano Lorraine Hunt, who seems to
have a special identification with Theodora,
the early Christian martyr who was impris-
oned by the Romans. In more dramatic pas-
sages, Hunt's voice seems to have greater
resources of amplitude and color than her
previous recordings suggested. Among McGe-
gan's long string of Handel recordings, this is
the best yet (even better than his much -lauded
Susanna), reflecting the accumulated wisdom
of his own years of work with the same
singers, orchestra, and composer. D.P.S.

HAYDN: Trumpet, Oboe, and
Harpsichord Concertos

Goodwin, Bennett. Pinnock; the English
Concert, Pinnock

ARCHIV 431678 (56 min)
Performance: Good

Recording: Good
Haydn, who was not a performer himself,
was not particularly enamored of the

concerto as a form of expression. His Trumpet

Concerto, long beloved by trumpet soloists, is
his major claim to fame as a concerto compos-
er. and I sometimes wonder if it would be so
well known if trumpeters had anything else to
play. This recording speaks to that issue: It
uses the keyed trumpet for which the concerto
was written but on which it has not been much
played in a century or two. As played here by
Mark Bennett, it has a kind of broad, open.
Classical sound that suits the music perfectly
and gives it character.

Oddly, the recording leads off with an Oboe
Concerto that may not even be by Haydn. Paul
Goodwin's pleasant performance does not
show enough qualities of invention or tech-
nique to demonstrate the piece's authorship
unequivocally. On the other hand, the D Major
Harpsichord Concerto, very popular in
Haydn's own day and still performed now and
again (often as a piano concerto), is indubita-
bly his. In Trevor Pinnock's sparkling, even-
handed performance (on harpsichord), it takes
on new life-this is "original -instrument" per-
formance at its level best. E.S.

KANCHELI: Symphony No.4 ("In memorla
di Michelangelo"); Symphony 1.40.5
Georgian National Orchestra, Kakhidze
ELEKTRA NONESUCH 79290 (51 min)

Performance: Gripping
Recording: Vivid

"Ilya Kancheli, born in Tbilisi, Georgia, in
WI the then Soviet Union in 1935, has com-
posed seven symphonies, among other orches-

tral works. This authoritatively performed,
well -engineered 1978 recording by the Geor-
gian National Orchestra under Jansug Kak-
hidze. now released for the first time in the
West, offers his Fourth and Fifth Symphonies,
which respectively date from 1975 and 1977
and ate both cast in single, 25 -minute move-
ments marked largo. Kancheli's "voice" isn't
easy to identify at first, partly because he uses
bits of ideas from other composers in a collage -
like counterpoint. The results lack traditional
symphonic logic but have much of the spiritu-
ality of Part and Gorecki. the orchestral bril-
liance of Prokofiev, and the narrative thrust of
Schnittke.

The Fourth Symphony, which carries the
enigmatic subtitle "In memory of Michelange-
lo," seems to have been written under the
influence of the splintered first movement
of Shostakovich's Symphony No. 15. The
themes are fragmented by snatches of lulla-
byes, martial -sounding brass, and wistful -
sounding chimes, all set against each other
with a dreamy, polytonal weightlessness. Kan-
cheli masterfully maintains tension through-
out the movement, which builds to an impres-
sive cumulative impact as the individual
elements interact like characters in a play.
Despite a more extreme dynamic range, the
Fifth Symphony is a less sprawling and more
viscerally compelling work, with a greater
economy of musical material and more austere
scoring. Both symphonies are well worth in-
vestigating. D.P.S.

Of; SAVE MONEY, TIME AND FREIGHT ON FAMOUS BRAND STEREO EQUIPMENT "Lh

(800) 621-80421708) 934-9669 Appb,

Mina,' audio HOUR Monday thru Friday 9-7 411.111,
Saturday 9-6
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LOUDSPEAKERS

JBL
L8OT
3 Way Monitor
Speaker

I 1,Ion urn
high trequencY
transducer

 10' wooler
 5' midrange

L$'1104.00

SALE $499r

us+ s Isfiss:
439 00 SALE -4LT

List pr
23800 SALE $125)?,

List
299 00 SALE5140%

-635 List Pr
187 00 SALE S 991r

CASSETTE DECKS

TE AC W -6000R
Double Cassette Reek
 Auto reverse  Full fuec tion

wireless remote  Dolby' HO Pro  One touch
dubbing  Pitch cortrolUSTCALL

$750 00 SALE 845900

TECHNICS
115111-232
Dolby. BIC i HX Pro List 0,,
Deck *1 auto -rev 199.95 SALE 159
AIWA ADF 810
3 HD deck, Dolby'. List An

BC HX-Pro 400.00 SALE$269-

JVC TDM307
Twin auto reverse Dolby' HX-Pro
BIC NR. Pitch control List ,A....,,26000 SALE' 1 / /Remote
TEAC v.s000 1,51
3 HD -Remote 500 00 :ALE t33000330°°

RECEIVERS
- -.7

CD PLAYERS III
7 1---- r-----7 - /I

I0
I DOLBY SURROUND I -

1

-07,-----0 -"' .------ & Am
o

TECHNICS SA-GX531:1
AV STEREO RECEIVER

 110 watt x 2 front  10 W x. rear
 15 W center  Dolby' Pro-Loglc Surrounc

La49 SALE,329c°
TECHNICS
SA -OX 730
125k2 front. alk2 rear.
20 center, Dolby. List
Pro -Logic Su'round 749 00 SI.LE '489"

JVC RX-507VTN
130k2 front. 4Cx2 rear
Dolby' Pro -Loge CALL FOR PRICE

JVC RX-9051/
Dolby' Pro -Logic,
Digital Sound Processing CAL. FOR PRICE

JVC RX3C7TN
rtnotens'g . Ap .V. ,

re Link 100 00 SALE S179.'

-_ - I/
TECHNICS SL.PG300 IIProgrammable
Compact Disc Player

 A new generofion of CO player us,ng the 11.111
MASH Digital.to-Anaiog converter

 10 key direct access on front panel Ili
& rrrrnorn c ontrol

FOR PRICE SiJVC XLV 151
ist

tom iosemrPphincUp3 14.00 SAL E 5115M 5.5
TECHNICS
S1,4001127 IS
1 bit, Mash, front
loading remote CALL FOR PRICE I II
JVC XLM-507
I bit DAC remote CALL FOR PRICE i II

SHERWOOD .

CDC 3010R
5 Disc Carousel. list c 0'0

310 00 SALE

PHILIPS CD 40 List
4 yr laser warranty 249 95 SALES168)3 ill

AIL PRO PERS+
3 pc Sub SAT Syst

JBL 2600
eVi*, 2 way book-
shelf speaker

JBL L201311K
2 -way bookshelf
speaker system

YAMAHA NSA
8011M. 8" 3 way

PORTABLES AUDIO TAPE VIDEO MINI SYSTEMS it
PANASONIC SLS-330 51180'

SONY D-802 51990'
JVC RCX 250 $15900

SONY CED757 CALL

JVC PCXT 5 028900

PANASONIC RXDT-707 CALL

MAXELL XLII.90 $1795

MAXELL XLIIS 90 522"
MAXELL MXS100 '29"
TDK SA -90 $1600

7DK MA -110 52200

SONY UXPRO 90 82254

PANASONIC PV4201 52391°

PANASONIC PV4250 $325'
JVC MPG) 62 $349'0
SONY SLV 595HF CALL

SONY MDD455 CALL

PANASONIC LX101 539F°

AIWA NSX 150M 533000 it
PANASONIC SCCH 33 537900 1.;;;
SONY MHC 1750 CALL VIP
JVC MX 55M 575°' Ill
DENON G-05 - '-.'569oo ma
YAMAHA NST Cl $59900 PIPa.1

All merchandise shipped brond new, factory fresh with full warranty. Nat respon
_ ,s,ble for typographic°. errors Prices and avoilabi Lty subject to changer
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CLASSICAL MUSIC

TIPS FOR MAIL ORDER
PURCHASERS

It is impossible for us to verify all
of the claims of advertisers, in-
cluding product availability and
existence of warranties. There-
fore. the following information is
provided for your protection.

1. Confirm price and merchandise
information with the seller, includ-
ing brand. model, color or finish, ac-
cessories and rebates included in the
price.
2. Understand the seller's return
and refund -policy, including the al-
lowable return period and who pays
the postage for returned merchan-
dise.
3. Understand the product's war-
ranty. Is there a manufacturer's war-
ranty. and if so, is it from a U.S. or
foreign manufacturer? Does the sell-
er itself offer a warranty? In either
case, what is covered by warranty,
how long is the warranty period,
where will the product be serviced,
what do you have to do, and will the
product be repaired or replaced? You
may want to receive a copy of the
written warranty before placing your
order.
4. Keep a copy of all transactions,
including cancelled checks, receipts
and correspondence. For phone or-
ders, make a note of the order includ-
ing merchandise ordered, price, or-
der date, expected delivery date and
salesperson's name.
5. If the merchandise is not
shipped within the promised time
or if no time was promised, 30 days of
receipt of the order, you generally
have the right to cancel the order and
get a refund.
6. Merchandise substitution with-
out your express prior consent is not
allowed.
7. If you have a problem with your
order or the merchandise, write a
letter to the seller with all the perti-
nent information and keep a copy.
8. If you are unable to obtain satis-
faction from the seller, contact the
consumer protection agency in the
seller's state or your local Post
Office.

If, after following the above guide-
lines. you experience a problem
with a mail order advertiser that
you are unable to resolve, please
let us know. Write to the Pub-
lisher of STEREO REVIEW Maga-
zine, Nick Matarazzo. Be sure
to include copies of all corre-
spondence.

MARTINU: Fresques de Piero Della
Francesca; Sinfonietta La Jolla;

Toccata e Due Conlon'
Orchestre National de France, Conlon

ERATO 2292 45794 (62 min)
Performance: Very good

Recording: Fine

1
n many ways this is the best recording yet of
Martin's richly orchestrated tone poems

inspired by the Piero Della Francesca fres-
coes. Though James Conlon doesn't quite have
the authority of Charles Mackerras on Supra-
phon or the luxurious expansiveness of James
DePreist on Bis, the performance is taut, alert,
and well played. The music is flattered by the
orchestra's French accent, and the infrequent-
ly heard accompanying works are welcome.
particularly the Toccata, which suggests what
George Gershwin's music might have sounded
like if he'd lived another fifteen years. D.P.S.

SCHUBERT: String Quintet In C Major
Emerson String Quartet; Rostropovich

DEUTSCHE GRAMMOPHON
431 792 (53 min)

Performance: Intense
Recording: Bright

ir his is the third recording of Schubert's late
O masterpiece with Mstislav Rostropovich
as "visiting" cellist. There is no question in my
mind that his presence with the Emerson
Quartet is responsible for the blinding intensi-
ty of the reading, which is emphasized by a
decidedly bright church acoustic. What you
hear on this CD will probably either get your
adrenaline flowing, or put you off altogether.
The ferocious introduction sets the tone, and
even in the episodes of lyrical repose there is
no escaping the sense of a dare -all perfor-
mance on the razor's edge. The intensity is, if
anything, enhanced in the slow movement by
the subtle touches of portamento from the first
violin. The scherzo verges on the manic at
times, with the somber trio almost oppressive
in its relentless quality. Nor is there any letup
in the Magyar -tinctured finale. I felt out of
breath by the end.

If all that seems a bit much, the Cleveland
Quartet with Yo -Yo Ma on CBS provides a
lovely and altogether more ingratiating alter-
native. Then, of course, there is the touch-
stone reading of them all, the 1952 recording
by Isaac Stern, Alexander Schneider, Milton
Katims, Pablo Casals, and Paul Tortelier (now
available only in a four -CD CBS/Sony set
celebrating Stern's life in music). D.H.

TCHA IKOVSK Pique Dame
(The Queen of Spades)

Freni, Atlantov, Leiferkus. Forrester,
Hvorostovsky, others: Tanglewood Festival

Chorus; Boston Symphony, Ozawa
RCA VICTOR 60992 (three discs, 156 min)

Performance: Exciting
Recording: Excellent

The Boston Symphony Orchestra, with its
shimmering sound and precise rhythmic

execution, sets a new performance standard
for this opera under Seiji Ozawa's dynamic
and firmly controlled leadership. By and large
the singers, too, measure up to their tasks,
though superlatives come in short supply. As
Herman, the obsessive and self-destructive
gambler, the tenor Vladimir Atlantov displays
seasoned mastery. His palette may lack some

subtlety, but he finds exciting ways to bring
Herman to life. At this stage of her distin-
guished career, Mirella Freni cannot suggest
Lisa's girlishness, but she offers a convincing
portrayal of a deeply wounded and desperate
woman in tones no longer radiant but possess-
ing great emotional power. The two baritones
are effectively contrasted: Sergei Leiferkus, a
vigorous Tomsky with his powerful, grainy,
and not perfectly focused instrument, and
Dimitri Hvorostovsky, with his smooth and
elegant delineation of the noble Yeletsky. Mau-
reen Forrester makes a commanding Count-
ess, tender in her nostalgic French aria and
utterly realistic in her death scene.

In the minor roles, Katherine Ciesinski's
heavy vibrato intrudes on Pauline's exquisite
song, and while some of the officers (Cheka-
linsky and Chaplitsky) are adequately done,
Julian Rodescu's Surin is toneless. The sopra-
no Dominique Labelle, however, does a nice
turn as Chloe in the pastoral scene of Act II.
The live recording has been accomplished on
the highest plane, without intrusive applause,
and the accompanying booklet is complete
with multilingual texts. While this is the best -
recorded Pique Dame. vocally it's not an all-
out improvement over the earlier Philips and
Sony sets. G.J.

VERDI: Quartet in E Minor
SIBELIUS: Quartet in D Minor

("Votes Intimae")
Juilliard String Quartet

SONY SK 48193 (54 min)
Performance: Splendid Sibelius

Recording: Sibelius better
have an abiding fondness for Verdi's lone

 string quartet, composed just before his
Requiem, but the Juilliard foursome makes
heavy going of the score for my taste. The
Vogler Quartet on RCA has the true measure
of the music's volatility and Italianate lyri-
cism. On the other hand, the rugged Juilliard
approach works just fine with Sibelius's single
mature string quartet. The music can take it-
especially the two outer movements. The vi-
vace second movement seems to ride on the
wings of the wind, and the dance -rhythm
finale is done with a ferocity that recalls the
late pages of En Saga. What the central slow
movement, whose introspective quality gives
the work its title ("Intimate Voices"), may lack
in intimacy here is compensated for by a
quietly relentless intensity. I can live with this
reading. The recording, from the Library of
Congress's Coolidge Auditorium, is decidedly
more satisfying to the ear than the rather
cramped, close-up sound of the Verdi, done at
Princeton University's Alexander Hall. D.H.
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CALL FOR OUR NEW 1993 CSIALOG
MINI SYSTE -,c

JVC UX1 NOWrig ONLYs599$369
JVC's first micro system with remote  AMi
FM tuner  CD Player  Single Cassette Deck

LOTHER BRANDS ALSO AVAILABLE:
Denon  Panasonic  Sony  Kenwood

coin mom
9HEAD URKTERs

 CASSETTE D KS  CD PLAYERS  CD
CHANGERS  AMPLIFIERS  BAZOOKA
BASS TUBES  ALARMS  PROCESSORS
 SPEAKERS  WOOFERS ERS

SPECIAL
OF THE
MONTH

Hafler MSE8C
Car Amplifie

4 ch bridgeable MOSFET amp
160W total power Orig 900

PHILIPS OVERSTOCK CLEARANCE
H 500

'erence Series CD Player with Philips S1299
,stream Originally '2000

L H H 1 000
ReferenceSeriesCD Player with Philips

$1899Bitstream Originallys4000

CDC925
5 -Disc CD Player with PhilipsBitstream CALL
Pulse Density Modulation
CDC935
5 disc CD changer with Philips
Bitstream w/Favorite track selection
CDV400

Auto reverse cassette deck with $ 179 Laser Disc Player features 425 lines of $47 9
Dolby' B/C NR & Dolby' HX Pro resolution, 42 button remote & more!
FCR50 CDV600
Dual stereo cassette deck with Dolby' $139 Laser Disc Player w/over 450 lines of
B/C NR & Dolby' HX Pro resolution. 42 button remote & morel CALL

1'

KX-T9000
lOOMHZ pocket sized folding wire-
less phone  30 channel auto scan-
ning  2 interchangeable batteries 
(10) 20 digit speed dial memory

NEW...CALL
KX-T3720 Cordless
Auto dialer, 10 ch access

KX-T373 0 Cordless
Hands free speakerphone

KX-73848 Cordless
7 -day standby battery life

KX-T3 980 Cordless
2 -line with LCD readout
KX-T4000 Cordless
2 interchangeable batteries

K X -T43 50 Cordless
Answering system & cradle

KX-T3860 Cordless
Speaker with LCD readout

$99
$119
NEW
$169
$179
$169
NEW

Panasonic
V" INA 1 L YALE" EA I_ ER

I it.  SERVICE  SATISFACTION

FAX MAC ES

KX-F50

Integrated telephone/fax/answering
machine  tone remote system  10 speed
dial memory  Copier function  Fine
mode for high

Orig $469
'550

KX-F60
Telephone answering sys. w/fax

KX-F90 $599Features auto paper cutter
KX-F1 10
Features sequential broadcast LOW
KX-F5000 CALLPlain paper laser facsimile

KX-F155 KX-F195 KX-F215 CALLWhite facsimile machines

$529

ANSWERING MACHINES

4114;41

KX-T1000
Micro cassette answering machine
with tone remote control and digital
call counter

Orig $45
079

KX-T1451
Dual standard cassette $59
KX-T1461
Voi:eltime/day stamp $69

KX-T1470
Voi:e remote menu wILCO $99

KX-T8000
Digital arswering machine NEW

KX-T1 740
2-lioe answering system

KXT4400
5119

Dual micro cast w/cordless NEW
KX-72100 KX-T2300 KX-T5000
All new answering systems

SELECTION PRICE & EXPERT ADVICE
 ADS  ADVENT  AR  AIWA  AKG  ATLANTIC TECHNOLOGY  AUDIO
SOURCE  BAZOOKA  BBE  BELTRONICS  CANON  CARVER  CANTON 
CLIFFORD  DENON  HAFLER  HITACHI  HUGHES  JVC  KENWOOD 
LEXICON  LUXMAN  MINOLTA  MITSUBISHI  M&K  MONSTER CABLE  NAD
 NHT  NILES  ONKYO  OPTONICA  ORION  PANASONIC  PHASE LINEAR
 PHILIPS  PINNACLE  PROTON  PS AUDIO  ROCK SOLID  SENNHEISER 
SHERWOOD  SOUNDCRAFTSMAN  SONANCE  SONY  SOUNDSTREAM 
SSI  TECHNICS  TERK  THORENS  TOSHIBA  TRIAD  VELODYNE

DIGITAL PREAMP

z.... minommewinnuAii4111)  

Remote controlled digital preamp features:
 40A Super Linear converters
 4X ovesampling digital filter

NVBalanced
output terminals (pre -out)

cocompatibility 1/000
phono input prig $469

TAPES

JVC

13°

0

Scotch P6120
8mm video tape - lOpk $4190
Scotch TC20EXG $1490
20 mm VHS -C tape - 10pk a
Scotch T120VHS vi990
Full VHS video tape - 100 diC,

Denon MGX100
CALL100 min metal tape - lOpk

Maxell XLIIS90
High bias tape - tOpk $219°
TDK T120HDXPro $..490
Pro quality VHS tape - 100 /
JVC ST120
S -VHS video tape - tOpk $84"

SPECIAL PURCHASE

NAD FACTORY

RECONDITIONED

MERCHANDISE

QUANTITIES LIMITED
CALL FOR MODELS,

WARRANTY AND PRICES

HUGHES co) MODEL AK -100
AUDIO PRODUCTS Sound Retrieval System

=1
0111115111=4111171

"Perhaps the most effective stereo enhancement sys-
tem, one that even simulates full surround sound.

Len Feldman Video Review March 1991

Holiday Special $249
AK -500 RETRIEVER

6

FREE 449
SHIPPING$ I

LUXMAN
Compact Disc Player

DZ-92 REMOTE CD PLAYER
Features dual D/A converters  4X
oversampling digital filter  3 -beam
laser  20 selection programmed play

All metal chassis and housing 
Multi -function remotecontrol STAR
circuitry & more

ORIG S280

NOW ONLY
$129

&RUM IgEl_'rif
Meadtown Shopping Center

Route 23 South Kinnelon, NJ 07405 Retail: 201083803444
Factoxyltuthorized for all brands we sell  Not responsible for typographical errors  Some plaints for illustration only  N r refunds on video equipmentor car stereo products 10 day defective exchange from date or inept ept
on video prodwts)  All returns must be made within 10 days of receipt of merchandise 8 are subject to a restocking fee  Productsreturned must be in origirtil condition and packaging. Shipping 8 !sandhog not refundable

5 YEAR
LUXMAN
PARTS &
LABOR

WARRANTY

MAIL ORDER CALLS
To Order Toll Free Call:

1'8006542'7283
To Order By Fax Call:

1.201.838.9599
To Order By Mail:

Send Check, Cashiers Check
or Money Order.

WE WELCOME
VISA Mail Order Hours:

Mon thru Fri 9am - 9pm
Sat. 9am - 6pm Sun. 11am - 4pm 15111

CUSTOMER SERVICE
Please Have Your Invoice Number Ready: Customer Service Hours:

1.201'838'1180 Mon.0am

- 5
thru

.m
Fri.

1



CLASSICAL MUSIC

ALL THE
PARTS YOU'LL
EVER NEED...

For A FREE Catalog Call:

1-800-543-4330
To Order By Fax:
1-513-434-6959
For Product Questions Call:
1 -800 -824 -TECH (8324)

Because needs in the elec-
tronics industry are constantly
changing, MCM Electronics
continually researches the mar-
ket and reacts to the market's
changing needs.

MCM is constantly in touch
with national and international
manufacturers to bring both
commonly used and hard -to -
find products to its customers.

There are over 20.000 items
stocked and ready to ship.
including: semiconductors,
connectors, audio and VCR
parts and accessories, televi-
sion parts. hardware. test
equipment. chemicals. tools
and many name brand items.

SOURCE NO. SR -02

MCM ELECTRONICS
)50 CONGRESS PARK DR

CENTERVILLE. OH 45459-407?
A PREMIER Company

AT MCM ELECTRONICS
'NO

STATEMENT OF OWNERSHIP,

MANAGEMENT, AND CIRCULATION

(REQUIRED BY 39 U.S.C. 3685)

I a. Title of publication: Slurp Rrrer.
b. Publication no.: 0504-850

Date of filing: September 28. 1992

1. Frequency of issue: monthly
a. No. of issues published annually: 12
b. Annual subscophon puce: SI 1 94

4. Compkte mailing address of known office of publication, 1633
Broadway. New York. NY 10019

5 Complete mailing :tddress of the headquarters or general
business offices of the publisher, 1633 Broadway. New York.
NY 10014

6 Full names and complete mailing addresses of publisher.
editor. and managing editor publisher. Nicholas Milano:1o.
1631 Broadw as. Ness York. NY 10019: editor. Louise Boon.
dos. 1633 Broadway. New York. NY 10019: managing editor.
David Stem. 1613 Broadway. New York. NY 10019

7 Owner: Hachette Magan nes. Inc . 1633 Broadway. New York.
NY 10019

8. Known bondholders. mortgagees. and other secunty hohkts
owning or holding I percent or more of total amounts of bond..
mortgages. in other securities Hachette Publicatton.. Inc .

1611 Broadway. New York. NY 10019

10 Extent and nature of circulation

Average no comes Actual no coma,
each issue dunng i4 singe issue

preceding puNolied nearest
12 months to filing date

.4 Total no Corm-. I net pr." riorll 599.(95 591.6(8)

B Paid andor requested circulation
I Sales ihntugh dealer.

and! canner. street
sendors. and counter sales 51.754 13.0110

Mail sub-c
'paid i101d III (rut/con/ i 456.370 448.1100

C Total pad and or requested
circulation i uom at 1091 and 10111i 508.124 501.1400

I) Free Muni-mon by mail.
earner. in other means.
samples. complimentary. and
other free some. 5.341 1.210

F. Total diortmtion
mil ( and /)i 513.461 507.010

F Comm ma dotnbuted
I Office use. left oser.

us:bet:ousted. spoiled
after printing 2.730 2.550

2 Return fern newsagent. 83.500 82081
(i Total I turn 41..1 L and 12.

,Inntid equal no prr, riot
thy. n in At 599.695 191.600

11 1 certif. that the statements made by mc above arc correct and
complete

Leon Rownlveld. Vtec Prestdent Circulation

The
Time
Has
Come...
...to send for the latest
copy of the free Consumer
Information Catalog.

It lists more than 200 free or
low-cost government publications
on topics like money, food, jobs,
children, cars, health, and federal
benefits.

Send your name and address to:

Consumer Information Center
Department TH
Pueblo, Colorado 81009

A public service of this publication and the
Consumer Information Center of the
U.S.General Services Administration

WALTON: Violin Concerto; Suite from
"Henry V"; "Spitfire" Prelude and Fugue;

Capriccio Burlesco
Rosand: Florida Philharmonic, Judd

HARMONIA MUNDI HMU 907070 (60 min)
Performance: Excellent concerto

Recording: Good
eading the menu in this varied selection of

WM music by William Walton is the brilliant
and passionate Violin Concerto from the late
1930's. The soloist, Aaron Rosand, does a first-
rate job on both the musical and virtuoso
levels, even compared with such illustrious
recorded competitors as the work's dedicatee,
Jascha Heifetz (with Walton conducting), or
Kyung Wha Chung and Nigel Kennedy (both
with Andre Previn). The conductor James
Judd, most of whose recordings have been
from his native England, has whipped the
decade -old Florida Philharmonic into yet an-
other formidable regional orchestra. Besides
providing fine support in the Violin Concerto,
the players also show their mettle in the spar-
kling and elegantly crafted 1%8 Capriccio
Burlesco. The Spitfire and Henry V film music
is creditably done, and the lovely movements
for strings, "Death of Falstaff" and "Touch
her soft lips, and part," are played with great
sensitivity. The sound is closely focused but
clean and well balanced. D.H.

Wieniawski Violin Concertos Nos.' &2
t.11,S11E ZIGEUNFIIVVEISIi%

COI SIIAIISM
Ltselt to Symphony nchrvra I tivanwe Foster

WIEN lAWSKI: Violin Concertos
Nos. 1 and 2; Legende

SA R A SAT E: Zig r weisen
Shaham: I .ondon Symphony. Foster

DEUTSCHE GRAMMOPHON
431 815 (68 mini

Performance: Elegant
Recording: Warm

Young Gil Shaham has shown himself to be
one of the most reliable of virtuosos in

respect to tastefulness as well as opulence. I
can imagine more exciting performances of
these four works in terms of surface glitter
and fireworks, and certainly more indulgent
ones, but hardly more elegant ones overall.
There's nothing bland about Shaham's ele-
gance. either: He adjusts to the individual
heartbeat of each piece and gives sentiment its
due, but he never lets it spill over into schmalz.
His tone is big, warm, and embracing, and
Lawrence Foster, always a superb concerto
partner, has the London Symphony on its toes
and responding in kind. The Sarasate Le-
gende, I suspect. may prove to be the "sleep-
er" here, the piece that eventually works the
strongest magic on the listener, but the entire
program is a joy. The recorded sound faithfully
conveys the characteristics of the perfor-
mances. R.F.



[LOOK NO FURTHER...OUR PRICES ARE LOWEST!

LWE PUT OUR REPUTATION ON THE LINE!
HOME THEATRE
40" - 70" REAR
PROJECTIONS
DIRECT VIEW TV's
DOLBY PRO LOGIC
SURROUND

TOSHIBA,
HITACHI,
SONY, JVC,
PANASONIC

MORE
UP TO 100" TVs
AVAILABLE

SPECIALS
 30" PIP/MTS TV 5799
 32" PIP/MTS Stereo TV $899
 35" Direct View TV $1299
 40" Projection TV 51499

VIDEO PLAYERS & KARAOKE
LASER
& VHS

* *
 New Star Performer Karaoke Amplifier

For VHS w/Microphones & Tapes s299
 Combo Laser Disc/CD Player w/Remote

Shuttle Search & Auto 2 -Side Playback $399
 Laser Disc w/Special Effects

Optical Output & Auto Reverse $749

CAMCORDERS
VHS, 8mm, S -VHS

SONY, CANON, RCA
JVC, PANASONIC,
MINOLTA, HITACHI
SPECIALS
 Minolta 8918 Pro Twin CCD Chip
 Canon Al Digital, Ll
 Panasonic PV42
 8mm Camcorder 8:1 Zoom,

Infrared Auto Focus, Flying Erase Head $499
FAST DELIVERY AVAILABLE ON TVS OVERNIGHT & 2ND DAY AIR

Call Now For Your Best Delivered Legitimate Price! FOR CUSTOMER

INFORMATION & ORDERS: SERVICE CALL

(201)6,6-6531
We ship wth;n 24
hours All traces quoted
include mo sufodurer's
standard 0.:cessories &
U.S Worrcnty. All units
ore factory sealed.
Shipping & handling
non -__L -11,C .

1(800) 444-6300
VISA C- AMERICAN

EXPRESS

CONVENIENT FAX AI2011 633-1476

RECEIVERS

SPECIALS
 Dolby P -o Logic1100

.SL 99Watts P?.r Channel . .

 A/V Doby Pro Logiewith
DSP 120W Per C annel..

SPEAKER SYSTEMS
BOSE

The Lowest Price Ever For Patented
Bose Acoc stimass SpeakerT?.chnolocy
Lifelike Sound Virtual lnvis bility New
Models Available Call for lest Prie

VCR's
SUPER VHS & BETA

SPECIALS
 4+2 Heod Super VHS HI -Fl MTS

Super F y Erase/410 Lines $499
Synchrc Edit

 Toshiba 4 Head
HI -Fl Stereo $299

 Super Betamax
VCR 5299

 8mm Player/ s329
Recorder

CAR STEREOS
CALI. FOR MAKE & 'MODEL

DETACHABLE FACE

1,;;;;;;g:i;;;;:ier k,
opro.,11!,,!ttal,

SPECIALS
 AM/FM Cassette

High Power Pullout 5179
 Car CD Changer

Remote Mount 5279
 AM/FM CD Player, High

Pwr, Pulout, 1 Bit Tech $299
 Power Amps & Car

Speakers CALL

Authorized

AUDIO
COMPONENTS
YAMAHA, TECHNICS,
PANASONIC, AIWA,
SONY, JVC

Compact Bookshelf Stereo
All The Hottest Models & Brand Names!

VIDEO PRINTERS
All Brand
Names
Available
SPECIAL

5899
Digital Special Effects

Picture In Picture

PORTABLE CD
COMPACT STEREOS

SPECIALS
 AM/FM CD & Cassette $109
 AM/FM CD & Dual $159

Cassette

PORTABLE & CAR
DISC PLAYERS

SPECIAL
 Portable CD for

Car/Home

0
WH SA S
1166 HAMBURG TP<E.
WAYNE, NJ 07470

$119

OPEN:

M -F 9-9
SAT 9-6

SUN Closed

CANADA
WELCOME

(201) 696-6531
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Woofers,
watts, pixels,

tweeters,
home

theater?
Curafnmi.d?

With today's rapidly changing

technology, it's easy to get

confused. Superstores tout low

prices, but what about answering

your questions and helping you

choose components that work with

what you already own?

IP %IL eau help!

PARA is a nationwide organization

of independent specialty

audio/video stores dedicated to

providing expert advice, quality

products, and world -class customer

service. We make sense of the latest

technologies and help you see and

hear the differences between the

many brands we recommend.

The 114.11*%linal I Ai!

We care more about your long

term satisfaction than just making

a one-time sale. We are audio/video

professionals who love music. And,

we offer the best values in home

entertainment. At a PARA retailer,

it won't cost extra to buy what's

right for you and your family.

Professional
Audio Video
Retailers
Association

111.1111.4.0 er I he Po, of mu.ie:
to 104,11. a 1'511 dealer near s on .

( 7081 268-1 5041.

L:11,LL L c LL L= L

ALBENIZ: Suite Espanola.
TURINA: Guitar Works.
Manuel Barrueco. EMI 54382 (65 min).
The Allatniz is Manuel Barrueco's guitar
arrangement of the eight piano pieces in the
enlarged edition of the famous suite-neat-
ly played, to be sure, but more convention-
al sounding on the guitar than in the (ad-
mittedly, guitar -inspired) piano original.
Turin is represented by his five original
guitar pieces-Fandanguillo, Sevillana,
Rdfaga ("gust of wind"), Homendie a
Teirrega, and a flamencoesque Sonata.
They're all charmers, especially in these
suave performances and recordings. E.S.

BRUCKNER:
Symphonies No. 0 and No. 8.
Israel Philharmonic, Mehta.
SONY 45864 (two discs. 123 min).
This appears to be the first Bruckner re-
cording to emanate from Israel. Zubin
Mehta brings plenty of vitality to the early
Symphony No. 0. redolent of late Schu-
bert, but the titanic Eighth, heard here in
the Nowak edition with its cuts in the slow
movement and finale, is no match for the
readings by Giinter Wand (RCA) or Kara-
jan (DG). The Israeli orchestra doesn't
have enough heft, or perhaps lung power,
which may account for Mehta's lightweight
and sometimes hurried reading. D.H.

MENDELSSONN:
A Midsummer Night's Dream.
Rotterdam Philharmonic, Tate.
EMI 54348 (two discs, 117 min).
This recording of Mendelssohn's incidental
music to Shakespeare's A Midsummer
Night's Dream includes lots of the original
dialogue, performed by actors of the Peter
Hall Company, in order to present the
music in its dramatic context. But for re-
peated listening, it's perhaps best to pro-
gram out the somewhat anemic dramatic
performances and leave only Jeffrey Tate's
fresh, lithe interpretations of the familiar
music. Musically, this is one of the best
recordings of the work available. D. P. S.

SIBILIUS:
Lemminicainen Legends; En Saga.
Los Angeles Philharmonic, Salonen.
SONY SK 48067 (63 min).
The last two of the four Lemminkainen
Legends, the magically poetic Swan of
Tuonela and the brilliant Lemminkiiinen's
Return, are justifiably the best known;
Lemminkdinen and the Island Maidens and

Lemminkiiinen in Tuonela are second -
drawer in comparison. Esa-Pekka Salo-
nen's readings here have theatricality but
little genuine poetry, and his En Saga
strikes me as hasty and superficial. The
sound is excellent, but I'd recommend
Jarvi on Bis or Gibson on Chandos for the
Legends. D.H.

TCHAIKOVSKY: Symphony No. 1
("Winter Dreams"); Nutcracker Suite.
Chicago Symphony, Abbado.
SONY SK 48056 (66 min).
Claudio Abbado here concludes his tra-
versal of the Tchaikovsky symphonies with
the Chicago orchestra. The First Sympho-
ny is warm in sentiment throughout the first
half, by turns delicate and brilliant in the
second half. A neatly played Nutcracker
Suite fills out this spaciously recorded CD.
Like most conductors, Abbado lets the
horns overpower in the reprise of the slow
movement's big tune. Andrew Litton's re-
cording on Virgin is the only one I've heard
that has it right. D.H.

MATT HAIMOVITZ:
Suites and Sonatas for Solo Cello.
DEUTSCHE GRAMMOPHON
431 813 (54 min).
The twentieth-century pieces for solo cello
here all refer to the Bach cello suites. The
early sonatas by George Crumb (1955) and
GyOrgy Ligeti (1948/1953) are not insub-
stantial, but Max Reger's Suite in G Major
(1915) is little more than a condensation of
Bach. The meat of the recital is Benjamin
Britten's Suite, Op. 72 (1964). Although
Matt Haimovitz softens its rugged profile
with his creamy tone and legato, which are
emphasized by the resonant recording, his
performances throughout are as intelligent
as they are delicious. D. P. S.

STRING FEVER: Fever Pitch.
KOCH 37150 (61 min).
String Fever, founded by Marin Alsop in
1981, is a superb classical string orchestra
largely made up of women players. The
mostly original pieces here are by David
Rimelis, Billy Ver Planck, George Bo-
gatko, and Michael Sahl. One of the ex-
traordinarily engaging features of both the
music and the musicians is how easily they
all cross over from rock to ragas to reggae
to jazz to gypsy to blues to Bach. String
Fever manages to sound completely natu-
ral, at home, and at the same time unique
and, well, groovy. E.S.
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CD MR AGE CONNECTION
When cnly the
best will do...
the Super Combo
and Super Combo Ill

solid oak CD Audio Video Units
 Holds 260 CDs or 160

audio cassettes (also
holds 20 video cassettes
on top tier)

 Decorative, handsome
solid oak with hand
rubbed finish

 Includes 6 removable
solid oak dividers

 CD -260A fully assembled
/CD-260KD assembles
easily

 35'Hx22'Wx9'D

CD-260KD/$79.95
Also available in black

 Holds 576 CDs or
345 audio cassettes
(also holds 56 video
cassettes on top
two tiers)

 Solid oak wood
compliments any room
or decor

 Includes 8 solid
oak dividers

 Assembles quickly
and easily

 58% 'Hx32%, 14/x1O'D

CD-576KD/$189.95
Also available in plack

Leslie Dame Enterprises
111-20 73rd Avenue

Forest Hills, NY 11375
TEL 1-800-972-4383 FAX (718) 793-8804

(Dealer Inquiries nvited)

STORE 500 CDs
$139.95
0 ASSEMBLED!

0 FREE DELIVERY!

0 FURNITURE QUALITY

 Heavy Duty Hardwood
Dowels

0 ALSO STOFES:
 200 VHS
 590 Audio Tapes

243:" x 60" x 614"

MODEL C D-280
$79.95

NO RISK 30 -DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE

1-800-878-7458
(VISA MC. DISCOVER)

DEALER INQUIRIES WELCOME
H indcrafted in U.S.A. byg) HY-Q ENTERPRISES, 3003 Arapahoe St

Denver. CO 80205

This publ cation is available in
microform from UMI.

UMI
800-521-0600 toll -free
313-761-4700 collect from Alaska and Michigan
800-343-5299 ton -free from Canada

CD STOFUGE+

No. MOO (Shown in Solid Brown 0a10

Sorice Systems - Setting the Standards in
Audio/Video Storage Systems

 Store 300 CD's in this Premium Solid Hardwood
Cabinet.

 Impeccably crafted in your choice of Solid Oak,
Walnut, Teak or Cherry.

 Fully adjustable Shelves store any combina-ion of
CD's, Videos and Cassettes - all in ONE :abinet.

 No -Slot design ma> imizes storage space, simplifies

organizing & re -arranging your collection,
accommodates sing e & multiple CD sets, allows
for possible change: in the size of CD packaging.

 Adjustable Solid Puss Bookends keep Disc; &
Tapes upright and it place.

 Cabinets can be stacked, wall mounted or left
free standing.

 Optional Clear or Smoked Glass Doors are available.

 Completely enclosed back provides dust protection.

 Compact size: 391/2"H x 231/2"W x 71/2"D

 Shipped to you full/ assembled.

SORICC
P.O. Box 747-A Nu:ley, NJ 07110
We accept Visa, MasterCard, Amen an Express, Chnks and Mon. y Orders. All

\........Models come with a 30 Day Money tuck Guarairee ant a Full One 'ear Warranty

For Prices and Free Full Color Liter-
ature on our Complete Lirt. of Audio!
Video Storage Systems: Call Toll Free
.4300-432-8005 or FAX your name
and address to 1.201-743-2592}

STORADI:C -See why CD Review picked our Library Series
as their 'top choice" Fine furniture quality in a variety
of finishes and sizes Call or write DAVIDSON WHITEHALL,
555 Whitehall Street. Atlanta. GA 30303 i-800 848 9811

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISERS:
You can reach millions of
prime prospects for your mail
order products or services
through low-cost Marketplace
Classified advertising in this
or other titles of the

HACHETTE
MAGAZINES
INC.
CLASSIFIED
MAGNET
to place an ad, or further
information including rates,
ad styles, sizes and multi -title
discounts, call Toll -Free

(800) 445-6066
9am-5pm EST

ADVERTISERS!
Don't miss the

CD STORAGE
CONNECTION

in the March '93 issue of
STEREO REVIEW.

Call Toll -Free
1-800-445-6066

9am to 5pm est.
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Safety -sleeve -

ti

storage page

Unique CD storage system

Choose from one of
these great samplers:

-41,..1111A1

The Ultimate In naioaxian

SAMPLER

ASS
SAMPLER

111

1112

Classical
listen to 60+ minutes
of Beethoven, Mozart,

Bach, Wagner, and
many more

Environmental
a full hour of ocean

surf, thunderstorms,
whales, and many

more settings

New Age
soft resonances of

Ocean Whispers,
Serenity, and

Winter Dreams, this
is 42 minutes of

tranquility

Baby Boomer
a new twist fo
classical musi

Tchaikovsky, Straus
Handel,and oche

set to a fun bea
(46 min.

*$3.95 S&
MAJOR CREDIT CARD. MONEY ORDER, OR L)Hti,.B

ADDITIONAL TITLES  $995 EAC

or
for a FREE color catalog

Call
1-800
MULTITIME MEDIA
COMPACT DISCS & MO
P.O. Box 1210  Dublin. Ohio 4

Stereo Review

EL ASS IF IED
For Advertising Information Call 1-800-445-6066, 9am-5pm EST

RECORDS

LV/CD/RI [PLIES Jewel boxes, record
, 78 sleeves, dividers, much

Ir.CcikereltsF s "Free b-rochure CABCO PRODUCTS. ROOM 641, POB
8212, COLUMBUS, OH 43201 (614) 267-8468

RECORDS BY MAIL! LP/CD BARGAINS. DELETIONS/SURPLUS. ALI
STYLES EXCEPT CLASSICAL. GREAT PRICES/GREAT SELECTION
FREE CATALOG -LP OR CD. RPM SALES, DEPT SRC. PO. BOX 1348

'3144 1 800 388 1386'FAX 1 617 776 2514

SoundSearch - Providing record research ser-
vices of all kinds including appraisal, acquisi-
tion, sale/auction, documentary research &
discographical information. SoundSearch, P.O.
Box 5010, Hacienda Heights, CA 91745. Pho-
ne: (818) 855-7909 Fax: (818) 855-7913.

!;r,v,c1s L,;rcju,,1 Stocks in
Obsolete Models NEEDLE EXPRESS 1-800-982-2620

HALF MILE VINYL. AFFORDABLE USED LP'S. SELECTED W/CARE

CLEANED & GRADED ALL CATEGORIES SASE LIST/WANTS
Nnx 98. EAST WARFF1/,, ' MA 02538 (57= ?95-2508

PHONO CARTRIDGES & ORIGINAL REPLACE-
MENT STYLI. CALL TOLL FREE INCLUDING CAN-
ADA (800) 221-0906. FOR FREE CATALOG
SEND SELF ADDRESSED STAMPED ENVELOPE.
LYLE CARTRIDGES, DEPT. SR, BOX 158,
VALLEY STREAM, NY 11582. NY STATE (516)
599-1112.

AUTHORIZED

SPEAKER COMPONENTS - KITS. Audax-Vita, Crossovers, Books
rT)ore Catalog "..? MENISCUS. 2575 28th St SW, Unit 2, VVyo.

MI 4956'. : 121

CALL TOLL FREE! 1(800) 826-0520. NAD *
M&K a HARMAN KARDON * ONYKO * HAFLER
VELODYNE a CARVER a CELESTION a MONS-
TER CABLE * CWD a PRO -AC * AUDIO -
CONTROL a NILES AUDIO a LEXICON a DAHL-
QUIST * THORENS a GRADO a STAX * FRIED *
PROTON a NITTY GRITTY a SOUND ANCHORS a
ATLANTIC TECHNOLOGY a TARGET * ACOUS-

TAT a SANUS a SHARP VISION *. SOUND
SELLER, P.O. BOX 224, 2808 CAHILL RD.,
MARINETTE, WI 54143-0224.
FAX#715-735-5838, phone 715-735-9002.

CALL US
LAST

WE WILL

BEAT ANY
PRICE

PRINTED IN THIS MAGAZINE
ON HOME & CAR STEREO

The SOUND Approach
6067 Jericho Tpke., Commack. NY 11725

Full Manufacturers Warranty

AUTHORIZED (800) 368.2344

AUTHORIZED

SLEDGEHAMMER, AUDAX, PEERLESS. FOCAL. VIFA & DYNAUDIO
LOUDSPEAKERS with good prices and fast service. MADISOUND
SPEAKER COMPONENTS, 8608 University Green. Box 44283.
,.1,11inn WI 53744 4283 f6^8,1

SAVE 40% ON HIGH -END home speakers, sub -
woofers, amplifiers. FREE CATALOG! RTRD,
3021 Sangamon Ave., Springfield, IL 62702. 1
(800) 283-4644.
WE SELL MORE HIGH PERFORMANCE SPEAKER KITS than
anyone in the US. FREE CATALOG, 1-800-346-9183. AUDIO
CONCEPTS, 901 S. 4th St., LaCrosse, WI 54601

"STEREO WORLD" IS YOUR DISCOUNT SOUND SOURCE WITH
GREAT DEALS ON HOME AND CAR STEREO. PANASONIC, JBL.
Car. NC, SONY, MTX, PINNACLE, ORION, PIONEER, SHERWOOD,
HIFONICS. BLAUPUNKT, AUTOTEK. ADVENT. KENWOOD,
SCOSCHE EFX AND MANY OTHERS. CALL OR WRITE FOR FREE
CATALOG. FREE UPS IN 48 STATES. VISA/MC, COD ACCEPTED PO.
BOX 596. MONROE, NY 10950 (914) 782 6044

EXPERIENCED, FRIENDLY ADVICE! FREE SHIPPING! MIRAGE,
PS, CWD. CARY, KINERGFTICS, KEF. PHILIPS, AUDIOQUEST,
FRIED, MONSTER. QUAD. SPICA, STRAIGHIWIRE. MORE!! READ
BROTHERS, 593 B KING. CHARLESTON, SOUTH CAROLINA
29403.18031723-7276.

HIGH -END LOUDSPEAKER systems. speaker kits and the widest
selection of raw drivers from the world's finest manufacturers.
For beginners and audiophiles. Free catalog. A&S SPEAKERS.
3170 23rd St., San Francisco, CA 94110. (415) 641-4573

FOR SALE

NO BULL....
ORDERS ONLY

1 -800 -NO -BULL -93
(800-662-8559)  INFO 1-908-566-7100

WE WILL BEAT YOUR BEST LEGIT PRICE

CALL US LAST WITH YOUR BEST,'(

DEAL & WE WILL BEAT IT!!!

ALL MAJOR BRANDS . CALL NOW A

ADCOM  ADVENT  AL TEC  AL PINE  BA ZOOK A 
BLAUBUNKT  BOSE  CERWIN VEGA'  CLIFFORD
 CODE ALARM  DENON  EXCALIBUR'  HITACHP

INFINITY  JBL  JVC'  KENWOOD  KICKER 
MITSUBISHI  NHT  NILES  PANASONIC  PHILIPS'
 PIONEER LASER KARAOKE'  POLK  PYLE  RCA'
 SHARP'  SONY'  TECHNICS'  TOSHIBA'  VIPER

 YAMAHA  6 MORE

.1100.111.10S
All CAA AUDIO

I ALARMS

RECEIVERS
CASSETTES

COMPACT DISC'S
LASER PLAYERS

MINI SYSTEMS
V.C.R.S

CAR STEREOS
CAR ALARMS
SPEAKERS
LCD PROJ.

T.V.'s (All Sizes)
CAMCORDERS

ALL PAL & MULTI SYSTEMS

LEctsroMfairocs
100 HWY. 34  MATAWAN, NJ 07747

FAX 1-908-566-8234
MASTERCARD  VISA  DISCOVER 

AMEX  C.O.D.

'FACTORY AUTHORIZED WITH FULL MANUFAC-
TURER'S WARRANTY. ALL OTHERS CARRY
ELECTROWORKS EXCLUSIVE WARRANTY.

VOICE CONTROL & AUTOMATION for your AudioNisual system
& your home Many unique products. FREE catalog (800)
SMART HM, (714) 642-6610
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CALL FOR PRICES ON VCR'S & FAX MACHINES

2 PARK AVENUE. DEPT. 15, NY. NY 10016
(212) 684-6363 FAX: (212) 684-8046

CAR STEREO
t ALPINE

59522 349
7915 389
7803S 419
7525 439
7618 469
72925 279
7290 239
3522 139

3548 219
3527 219
3555 359
3319 99
6396CX 179

6256CD 79

CALL FOR OTHER
t SONY

59575
7914
7980
7524
7516
5959 La
7190 219
3547 789
3549 439
3553 289
3566 479
3331 189
6367CX 79

6045Cx 79

MODELS

 PIONEER
31X35 299

1(51680 319
)18660 399
..(115200 239
KENM7200 279
0E822000R 169
KE770009 149
0E3838 129
KE6969 179
4441100 189
006500 169
7S6905 89
TSA1390 59

CALL FOR PREMIER

KENWOOD

KOCC600 349

COXFM35
DEH780
018875
001446200 249
KEHM8200 339
0E8320008 199
11E271300R 189
0E4949 179

KE8989878 229
GM8120 269
604500 119

TSA1660 89
TSA1670 79

PRICES

00C950 399
COM55 299 CDXA55RE 379 KDC77R 339 KDC67R 309CDX3300 299 COXU300Rf 449 KRC940 469 KRC930 359
CDX4040 249 CDX5080 299 KRC830 329 KRC740 309
COX5180 339 CDX013000 449 KRC640 249 KRC540 219
CDOU500 409 RHIN 179 KRC3005 189 KfIC340096157 139 096287 149 KRC440 219 098823
xR4357 149 XR5250 189 KAC923 339 KAC642
X95550 229 XR7130 229 KAC742 229 KAC622
X911220 229 XRU330 269 KGC4032 149 KGC6042080550 329
XEEIN1Kii 219

XRU770 449
XE90k4K0 149 t ADS

XEC500 99 XEC1000 169 PS5 2 189 P010 2

XM55405 329 0M4040 719 S8 109 ea PH15 ?
71M4020 149 XM3020 99 P1320 2 499 300 IF
XSI.O.45 159 XSHE36 129 320 IS 389 200

t SAS BAZOOKA 62 '29
.811

SR'

T52 119
T62 149

T62A
782A N AMICHI

T82 199 T1025
1102 139 118 '99 '2304(0, Cl PC.'.
T16 149 SLAVES Call 'LINER DECK 3 379

t BOSTON CD TUNER 1 Call CDC,0
4 2 Pro 259 841 149

PA304 369 08302
52 Pro 279 851 169 PA301 359 PA202

Pro 299 867 179 EC204 219 PC100

89 767 99 SP65C 199 SP50
749 80490 129 SP5 119 SP60

'0 Dea 749 120 398 PR 0980 779 SP40

CALL FOR PRICES ON. CERWIN VEGA. ELECTROVOICE
RED LINE. JBL. KICKER PYLE. INFINITY

'Factory Warranty -Authorized  ?Factory Warranty -Non -Authorized
TNY Wholesale Warranty.tionAuthoriaed
ASK FOR DETAILS AT TIME OF ORDER

OW PRICES! We have a wide selection of audiophile prod-
ucts' FULL WARRANTY, plus extended warranties. PRICES 100
LOW TO PRINT' Sound Shop (206)692-8201

CABLE TV DESCRAMBLERS
How You Can Save Money on Cabk Rental Fees

Jerrold, Pioneer, Scientific Atlanta
30 Day Money Back Guarantee/Best Prices

FREE 20 page Catalog:1-800-772-6244
US Cable TV Inc. Dept. KSR013

4100 N. Powerline Rd.. BM& F-4 Pompano Beach, NY 33073

LOW PRICES!!! NAD, DENON, NAKAMICHI,
CARVER, KEF, ADS, B&K, ONKYO, M&K, AD-
COM, POLK & OTHERS!! STEREO TECH (414)
836-2942. QUALITY ADVICE!!!

SPEAKER
Parts Express is a lull line
distributor of electronic parts
and accessories. geared toward
the consumer electronics
industry, and the technical
hobbyist. Stocking an extensive
line of speaker drivers and
accessories for home and car.
Send for your FREE 148 page
catalog today.

Parts Express
340 East First Street
Dayton. Ohio 45402

Part!.xpress

TITIWT 0531

SPEAKER STANDS improve the sound of 37,.1 speaker:, 12'

pedistal stands in ebony finish $2495 Send $1 for various
heights & woodgrains to: Sterling . ' Aspen
Suite 21-S. Bruken Arrow, OK 74012.

Wholesale Connection
To order -Call: (71 El) 997-5644
CD PLAYER
ionlnos 5,11-300 8,0

, P0621 170
51.1/171.27 I.

!VC 111451 I.
.0107 169
.14407 200
0lIA507 240
018105 309P...., 1.01601 III
1/04.101 200
P014901 21.

144,..... 022020 ii
0P04410 169
DP106440 210
DPMT740 240

Sony CDP407 150
CDPC 525 240
CDPC625 272
COPC 725 C.
CDPC910 C.

Morn.. N07400 219
Norden 1107450 314

907500 C.
RECEIVERS
Toonnloo SAGASOS Coll

1043510 3211

0000730 Coll
14140410 Coll

JVC 10507 250
R3707 31.
81107 Coll
10905 0.11
101050 CollP.n... 053451 279
V53301 310
V531/601 416
05007015 Coll
051110011 Coll...pod ARV.. 2411
1007040 316
NE/V1040 Coll
A RV.540 Coll
A 5.1030 Coll

130. STRD590 100
5/0D700 279
5T90990 329
54903090 Call
51002000 Call
17901000 Coll

Herrn., 11(3500 399
1, 040/1 11(3600 Cell
TAPE DECKToo... 05711212 140

0575313 169
11571S15 Coll

.700 TE/V541 219
T00/307 1.
TOW/07 Coll
TOP/005 Coll

Plenor CPN501111 Coll
C7161101R Coll
CPAISOIR Coll

Itonwa.1 005530 104
(07020 0

010/6040 1*
(101/0040 Cell

Sony TC(11100 240
7C1.5.0 160
TCV/R1100 1011

TCW10110 Collor.. TD4400 284
It orelon TD4600 Coll

HOME SPEAKERS
Pot Pole

.12014 Nor.. AU
1.....14 354
Pro.. Toy. 236
Baby 4 134

Mo. 10.2 Sorlo II CY
001 C.
42 311111

42 231
MA 5 54.4 11 CAN
4,113 Uri.. C.p.n.s. .150 C.
PN 70 CollP. CO
.151.111 C.1N,. REF. Cal
REFS Call
REF4 Call
REF] CAYVP., Call
50112 Coal
54.022 C.

MINI SYSTEM
JVC All Models Collonwo. All 1,1.41. C.
Sony All 0.00 Coll
CAR STEREO
JVC 051407 C.

051/00 Coll
1102700 Coll

CD Chap. 31.83070091 Co.0o0... 101C3001 cal
101C.0 Coll
ARC.° Co0
ADC77/1 Coll

CD Clsorm., KOCC600 CollP.n.. NE1701) 134
KE450 Call
KE11104500 Coll
 E HY 11200 Cell
0E1440 C411
DEM1414 C11co cr...., CDXF031 Coll

CD Changer 000F10311 Coll
Sony 0011220 Coll

1010330 Coll
CO551.0 Coll.CO C.., CO0L130011, Call

CO CA../ COXASSA11 C241

CAR AMP A SPEAKER
Al 0.40 A Brsnelo
CAMCORDER 8 VCR
JVC. Sony. Pon000nk II C..
RADAR DETECTOR
Pell, WI1404r, 4.442 a Color.

CALL FOR PRICES on Models and Brands Not Listed
HRS Men -Sat 9 AM4 PM EST Prices soNen io Mange Prces escrode

I arras MasterCard
dealer Prod.VIntirdrittricanhvW:::"Eart:cionStb."acc=111=thonred

ucts cowered by wertudy

Wholesale Connection 634610610 SL Forest Han, NY 11375

,1011

I.W.
y Models

A 1.0110051

Poce
1I 11214150

CM

(15th

patadNra.
5024 Cal
73211 Cal
Polk
SO
LS 70
91..000
.',nnacle

New
New
Call

20.5

HARD TO FIND DBX & ADC PARTS & SERVICE. CALL/WRITE RES.
5462 BUCHANAN PLACE. FREMONT, CA 94538 (510) 490-1622.
FAX (510) 656-8878

STEVE'S AUDIO ADVICE. OFFERING THE ABSOLUTE BEST PRIC-
ING ON B&K. VMPS, PHIUPS, QUAD. ROMAN, ALON, MCCOR-
MACK, SPENDOR, AND ALL HOME THEATER PRODUCTS. USED
EQUIPMENT ALSO AVAILABLE. CALL TOLL FREE (800)752-4018.

Friendly People & Expert Advice
ABC 1-800-354-1324
Many Makes & Models Priced Too Low To Print
Information Call 1-908-721-5263

RECEIVERS I

Canter.
EIR 895
D.non
AVR 1010 Call
H /Gorgon.
ANA 30 New
MD 3600 CM
JVC
RS 807 New
Kamsood
KRV 7000 Call
NAD
71005 Cal
Nakamichi
Recover 1 Cal
Receiver 2 Cal
Onkyo
SV 70pro 111

SV90pro Stock
Pcineer
VSX 0901S Call
VS% 511S Call
Sony
STR 01010 Can
Yamaha

1050 Call
.850 Call

L:PEAKE RS 1

AR

I CD PLATE RS I

Career.
SC A4901 Call
H.KardOn
11.8600 Best
HD 760011 Prv,
NC
X121050 Top
XLM 505 Flale11
Nakarnicle
CD 2 Call
CO3 Can
Pommel
CL13401 Call
P1314931 Cal
Phiesps
CDC 935 New
C0950P Call
Sony
COPC 725 Call
COPC525 Call
Yansaha
CDC 835 In
CDC 735 91004

1 SEPARATES 1

Ageore
4105031 Call
GFA55511 Cal

Great Audio Research
VA. Many Models Cali

Carrel.
CM TEM 55 Ax

TTM35 In
Cap CT 17 Gloat

Helier 
9130 Call
9270 Cal
H.KarOon

Call 1106600 Call
NAD

New 1600 Call
24007EI11 Gait
Yamaha.
010411000 Call
DSPE200 For
MX 1003 Prce

I CASSETTES I
Nalamicht Cal
Yarnana 101
Denon War
F1 Kao1on 0,"I
P10111,1

I CAR STE 110

None
7516
7915
Autotek
70548TS
71508T5 Flate0
Barooka
7621 1814

T EizA Cal
Boston
Pro6 2
797
Coins
Super
Bass Tubes 01
Clarion
820391 95
Cosmic
AMP 268
AMP 460
Jet
T 903
T 953
11410*0041
X.FIC 530
*IC 930
Kocker
C15.4 Call
C124 85
LA Soong
LA 735 New
Maltru Cal
Orion
225HCCA New
XTFI12 Call
P100040
DEH ago
1001 8200
Polk*
MM3055
18146920
PRP
2075NA
4200AM
Rock. Fosq
Purxn 75
Punch 1511
Sony
CD.
xs
Sou,,
0110a. -MC245 Call

VISA 1291 W-
S

ABC, 162 Highway 34 Sully 109, Rotarian. NJ 07747Ron4a11114 EST.
Au products are NEW USA MERCHANDISE covered by Menutecturer s enrenty
01 'ABC 1141441re 117911911 warranty (non Authorited 0111111 and era backed
by our 10.day Money Back Guarantee Happy Holidays!

ADCOM, ADS, AUDIO RESEARCH, BANG &
OLUFSEN, B&W, CARVER, CELESTION, DENON,

FOSGATE, HARMAN/KARDON, INFINITY, JBL,
KEF, KLIPSCH, LEXICON, MIRAGE, NAKAMICHI,
ONKYO, POLK, REVOX, TRIAD, VELODYNE,
YAMAHA, AND MORE. MANUFACTURER'S
WARRANTIES. LIVE ASSISTANCE WEEKDAYS.
AUTOMATED PRICING 24 HOURS. AMERI-
SOUND SALES, INC. (904) 262-4000.

SINGERS
Unlimited Back s'"
From Standard Records & CD's with the

Thompson Vocal Eliminator'. Call for Free
Catalog & Demo Record.

Phone: (4041 4412 4189 Eat 50
Singer's Supply. Dept. SR -I

7985 Hightower Trail
Lithonia. GA 30058

Line (404)482-2485 Ext. 50
24 Hour Domoilnfo Roquost

Singer's Supply  We Have Anything& Everything For Singers

I REMOVE VOW!

BEST S1,500 LOUDSPEAKERS!!! B&W  BANG &
OLUFSEN  CROWN  NAKAMICHI  VMPS 
DENON  TRIAD  ADCOM  CARVER  HARMAN/
KARDON  POLK  MIRAGE  MORE. MANUFAC-
TURERS WARRANTIES! TECH ELECTRONICS.
(904) 376-8080.

COMPACT DISCS

OVER 15.000 USED CD's. $3.99 TO $9.99 Buy/Sell, 10th Year,
Viso/MC Send $2 (Refundable) for 28 page catalog. AUDIO
HOUSE, 4304B Brawn. Swartz Creek, Michigan 48473 (313)
655-8639



COMPACT DISCS CABLE TV LASER VIDEO S VHS

CO OLDIES / IMPORTS
OF AN MARTIN  Collection Reprise trks Cu
TOM JONES  Complete . 20 hits (UK)
A & M PRIME CUTS - V1 2 or 3 (JPN)
OLIVIA NEWTON JOHN - Twin Best 2 CD's(JPN)
DAVID CASSIDY - Best (JPN)
CASCADES - Rhythm of the Rain (JPN)
ASSOCIATION - Greatest Hits (JPN)
KOOL & THE GANG - Best Of (JPN)
TONY ORLANDO & DAWN - Greatest Hits IJPNI

51999
523 99
$27 99
$39 99
$24 99
024 99
$24 99
$23 99
$27 99

TEDDY PENDERGRASS - Greatest Hits (uS) $9 99
JAMES TAYLOR - Live in Rio (BRZL) $21 99
AMBROSIA - One Eighty eel You're TneOnt, Wonen(JPN) $74 99
BERT KAEMFERT - Best (JPN) S23 99

CDMO Specializes in Oldies, Greatest Hits d Classic Rock
Roll ONLY! (Paces subject to change) Call for FREE List
WE SHIP TODAY! ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS

Add S4 50 S/H per total order - NY Res add Tax

CDMO, INC., Dept. S0193, 900 Rt. 110, Melville, NY 11747

Info: 516-385-CDMO Orders Only: 1-800-FOR-CDMO

BLANK TAPES

.1 is Au010 vielEcEDA,TAPE ' r.f e 1 F00 21,u00LAismiumarmaatan

DISC VISA MC
NO EXTRA

CHARGE

0 0h

1800' OR 2400' AMPEX REELS USED ONCE SAMPLE: $3.00.
NEW MAXELL REELS/ CASSETTES. TDK SA90: $1.75 SAX100 $239.
AUDIOTAPES, BOX 9584-S, ALEXANDRIA, VA. 22304. (703)
370-5555. FREE LIST

LOUDSPEAKERS

DO IT YOURSELF
SPEAKER REPAIRS

,rid

ieDiKr''',. ' SAT

op!! Mn ,,. sundries (A
INlsrt All sir.,. ,rickding
AR ADVENT BOSE 301
So,rounds adhesive
,nstruchons 527 95 pair
Do It yourself with SAT

STEPP 99010 TECHNOLOGIES
PO BOK 1088. FLAT ROCK. MC 28731

1 800 747 3692
VISA/ MC

WE REPAIR SPEAKERS! Call for FREE Estimates. SPEAKER CUNIC.

(404) 933-0101.

ROTTEN FOAM EDGES? LOWEST PRICES. BEST WARRANTY.
In -walls, DIV Kits. VISA/MC/DISCOVER. SIMPLY SPEAKERS:
1-800-767-4041

SPEAKER RECONING: Refooming Kits: Crossover Kits & Mods
By "Vans Evers". Grills Made To Specs. Diaphragms. Mids &
Tweets. New Speaker Test Lab Using L EA P -LM S THE SPEAK
ER EXCHANGE, 1242 E. Hillsborough Avenue, Tampa. Florida
33604. (813) 237-4800.

PROFESSIONAL FOAM REPLACEMENT. ALL BRANDS AND SIZES.

FIVE YEAR WARRANTY. DEALERS WELCOMED. NEVISONICS
(502) 451-CONE(2663) M -F 12-6 EST.

SPEAKER BUILDERS' COMBINE OUR ROCK -SOLID MDF CABI-
NETS WITH YOUR OWN DRIVERS FOR GREAT SPEAKER SYSTEMS.
CABINETS ARE FINISHED IN A BEAUTIFUL TEXTURED BLACK.
VARIETY OF MODELS CALL OR WRITE FOR FREE BROCHURE.
VIRGIN CABINETS, R.R. # DESBARATS, ONT. CANADA POR1E0.

(705) 736-2826.

CABLE TV

ARE YOU TIRED OF PAYING A HIGH MONTHLY
CABLE FEE? WE STOCK ALL MAKES & MODELS

OF CABLE EQUIPMENT. FOR FREE CATALOG
SEND SASE TO: CABLE-TRONICS, INC., 450
SHAGBARK, ALGONQUIN, IL 60102 OR CALL
(800) 232-5017. VISAMC/COD. NO ILLINOIS
ORDERS.

Descramblers. Converters. Accessories Name
brunds. LuweSt prices. Best service. Call CABLE READY COMPA-
NY (800) 234-1006 for FREE 16 -page color catalog.

Lowest prices on cable TV descramblers. converters. acces-
sories. Name brands Great service. Immediate delivery,
Call Prime Time Cable: (800) 777-7731 for information and
color catalog.

WHY RENT?SAVE! SAVE!
CABLE TV DESCRAMBLERS

CIF ! IE CO

JERROLD  OAK  HAMLIN  ZENITH
PIONEER  SCIENTIFIC ATLANTA

READY -TO -SHIP!
6 MONTH WARRANTY! ABSOLUTELY

LOWEST WHOLESALE RETAIL PRICES!
MASTER CARD  VISA  AMEX  C.O.D.
FREE COLOR CATALOG!

ji Fs 1 (800) 950-9145
1470 OLD COUNTRY ROAD, STE-315
PLAINVIEW, NY 11803
NO NY SALES - SR

CABLE TV DESCRAMBLERS! ABSOLUTELY THE LOWE SI PRICES! ALL

MAJOR BRANDS NOBODY BEATS OUR PRICES! CABLE PRICE
CLUB 1 800-377 9742

CAR STEREO

No
Sony (513) 451-0112
MB QUART'

01A 215CX CM
01A 216CX Cal
OM 160 KX Cal

KENWOOD'
KRC930
KDC-77R
KGC-6042
SPEAKERS

Cat 52
Cal 6 2
Cat 851

Col 861

COUSTIC
XM 3
Amp 460
Am. 360

POLK
MM 3055
MM 3065 275

ORION'
XTR 12
XT 15
)(TR 10

$99 K.
115o
69 6.

PARADIGM'
Sae II 55350
Phantom 229 to
5.11 349 pr
7.11 389 pr
11 se 11 639 pr
Titan 160

RXV 850 0649

DSPA 1000 1199
DSPE 1003 799
CDC 735 339
NSC 90 109
DSPE 200 399

NAKAMICHI
AV -2 Cal
MB -3 Cal
DR -3 Cal

AUDIO SRC
SS3II $299
TUNER 1 185 CALLIII

PRE ONE 199 CALLIII
'Product not authorized, covered by B.J. Audio's exclusive
limited warranty. 10 day return policy - returns subject
to restocking charge.
Authorized for: Bose, Philips, Fried, H/K, Beyerdynamic.
JVC, Alphasonik, Advent Car, )(mbar., and Audioquest

JBL CAR

No
Pioneer

INFINITY'
1500011 $21944 PS 69 31( S175 pr
TO6 990 CS 61( VW pc
GT693

'BOSTON'
cs 5K .. . led

$279 Ot 2050 AM $275
299 F. 2075 AM 375
:.,.. Pr 2150 AM 189
,. pr 4200 AM 110

$115 7915
259 7914
189 3131

3555
SPEAKERS

$439
399
199
395
Cal

ALPHASONIK
2

PMA 2150
PMA 4035
PAS 1 100
PMA 2075

325
215
169
179

NAD
1600
2400 THX
5000
2100X

$359
479
399
345

PARASOUND*
HCA-800 II
HCA-1 200
HCA2200
P/Fet-90011
C/PT-1000R

$339
649

1245
350
459

CARVER'
CT -3
CT -17
TFM 35
SDA 4901

$159
629
559
559

PHILIPS

CALLIII

BOSE

AUDIO CTRL'
AxS $169
Epceneer 169
E %II Cal

I
XLG3700 Authorized
XUAK500 Dealer
XL1A9700RF Cal
KSRX700 Tod. I

CALLIII

INFINITY*
Ref 3
SM 62
VIKI. 1
Rat 6
71
SM 82

$3090
1590
149 In
659 0

11990
249

POLK*
RIA 3000 5569
CS 100 140
M3 1500
S4 1890
LS 50 599

XLM 407 Authorized
RX 807 VTN Cal
XLZ 1050 Cal
TDV 541 Cal

FRIED

CALLIII

ONKYO'

Fl

"The Quick Connection"

B.J. AUDIO
991 Beachmeadow Lane

Cincinnati. OH 45238
;513)451-0112

Visa Mastercard

INVENTIONS WANTED

INVENTORS! Comprehensive Patenting/Marketing services
can help you profit. FREE ADVICE! Call ADVANCED PATEN,
SERV10ES.1-800-458-0352.

RETAIL MART

BANG & OLUFSEN SUPERDEALERI IMPRESSi',
In -Home Consultation/Install. Century Audio Video to L LryS
tat Lake Plaza. Crystal Lake, IL 60014 PHONE M F 6pm-10pm.
Sot 10om-5pm, Sun 11am-3pm (ILLINOIS AREA ONLY -NO MAIL

ORDER )1-800-554-9531

USED ,,VE BUY. SELL & TRADE. FREE

CAL- #221. SAN JOSE, CA 95129

MISCELLANEOUS

TERMPAPER assistance. 19.278 papers available! 306 -page
catalog rush --$2 00. Research. 11322 Idaho, #206SX, Los An-
geles. 90025. TOLL FREE HOTLINE 800351-0222. (California:
(310) 477-8226)

BEST RATES ON MAJOR HOTELS. CRUISES & CAR RENTALS! CALL

FOR YOUR TRAVEL CARD. $29.95:1-800-597-8894.

CLASSICAL MUSIC LOVERS' EXCHANGE' Nationwide link be-
tween unattached music lovers. Write CMLE, Box 31. Pelham.
NY 10803 (800) 233-CMLS.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY QUALITY ELECTRONICS SALES &
SERVICE PROFITABLE. TREMENDOUS GROWTH POTENTIAL.
LOCATED IN BEAUTIFUL JACKSON HOLE. kW JOHN. (800)
350 8307

WANTED TO BUY

LP's & CD's. BOUGHT & SOLD: Classical, Rock Jan, Audi-
ophile. Etc. PRINCETON RECORD EXCHANGE, 20 Tulane St..
Princeton, NJ 08542. (609) 921-0881.

McIntosh and Morantz tube type Hi Fi, and old JBL. Altec,
Tannoy. FV Patrician and Western Electric speakers. David:

This
publication
is available
in microform.
U -M -I
A Bell & Howell Company
300 North Zeeb Road
Ann Arbor, MI 48106 USA
800-521-0600 toll -free
313-761-4700 collect from Alaska

and Michigan
800-343-5299 toll -free from Canada
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Stereo ReviewStraight Talk....
We stock 106 brands of Audio, Video, & Car
Stereo, only a few stores in America can
make this statement and virtually all of us
are located in college towns adjacent to hi -
tech Universities

106 Brands Available!
Acurus-Adcom-ADS-Alpine

Audio Prism - Audio Quest
Audio Control - B&W

Chicago Spk
CWD Denon - Kef

Esoteric Audio - Fineline
Forte - Kimber Kable

Kllpsch - Martin -Logan
Mitsubishi - Monster
NAD-Nakamichi-Niles
Onkyo - Paradigm

JVC-Phase Technology
SME - Phillips - Revox

Sanus - Sennheiser
Shure - Signet - Snell

Sony - Sony ES - Sumiko
Stax - Tara Labs - Target

Threshold - Velodyne
& 61 More

Factory Authorized

KI EF'S
11=1014:=>/%/11=> E4C:o

24TH 6 IOWA ST LAWRENCE. KS 66046 MONIMW 10 lip. FRI SAT 10 60,n
AUDIO VIDEO CAR AUDIO CD,. TAPES
913 412.1642 913-042.1436 913 642 15414

FOR 33 YEARS ONE Of AMERICAS FEW REAL AUDIOVIDEO STORES -

RETAIL MART
1-1

I 1 (31411("'
'i.iiiih ill Si a \ CI -> P t( ( >PDtL)S

ii ii . ,I0( 41 fIrli 'y ,111,, I ID I111/11
,,, ', , 411,1111b11 W/, qlVt II I( ,1111I I 1

ptwirisioo, \-,_c_x_)ptAti)i ptc( )potL)
'Mtn' %I/I < 0 \Still  I( )rHJ bill It PT Ilft W/
rinlitpr  mom 'SHIN( ) f.tt C )P1)111C,

Ot1111( I -:_A,'_ . I x
ri, Pt 'PltITISIVR W/( '111111(J VThUt11)

II, t MW/Ill "'III 41 DISDI liT

,-11111. 111 1101F.tIbtP [11111 _)I(
- , . . . >1M1 - --'iir  %tic x k

idt>hinrii I, ,w1fibril,  PR( )4011151t
 'PIUS( t )PIPII( trItlk,  An IIT 5c >tirk.)

0 SiCaSirKt1906 Dil I P tCCDPDt. . .  tit1-4111..`,
 4/1/1unin

,,,,Iiiint510
. t IPS

Inf 1)111%1C)1,t 4.2624 w11911Pf 150UlifVlikii
Sflf11ft P\0111Cft Cf11.110141111 904°3
WttADATS0 6/S1111.1PCNITSI 4/0.0S(D SII0DfITS
fflA 310 825 .5757  31° 62.5 6487

This publication is available
in microform from UMI.
800-521-0601 toll -free
313-761-470( collect from Alaska and Michigan
800-343-5291 toll -free from Canada

ilBefore you invest your money,
spend some time with us.
Be well informed before you make a major purchase.

Our staff of knowledgeable professionals will guide you
through today's maze of state-of-the-art components,
as we help you design a system that is perfect for your
environment and lifestyle.

We feature the latest in audio and video technology at
affordable prices. We offer fast, convenient shipping and
provide unparalleled service after the sale to make your
investment a sound one.

co,SINEss.

REFERENCE FAX
310
3 1 0 517-173 2 4/WM AtA"

517-1700

AUDIO. VIDEO 18214 DALTON AVENUE, DEPT S, GARDENA, CA 90248

AL lifOR/// i /)D/ ALER: AKG  ATLANI lc . 11( 11  AL DIM 1 11 L'SIONS AUDIOQUEST
AUDIO ALCHEMY  AUDIO CONTROL  BEYER DYNAMIC  BOSE  CAL AUDIO LABS  CARVER

CELESTION  CLEARFIELD  COUNTERPOINT  CWD  DAH  VEST  DCM  FOSGATE  GENESIS
GRADO SIGNATURE  HAFLER  HARMAN KARDON  HUGHES  INFINITY  AMO  BL  LEXICON

Ciusi-rAgu_
CIOIC)/E IE C_:: 1-1=10 NICS

AUTHORIZED DEALER FOR
TOP BRANDS & CUSTOM

HOME THEATER INSTALLATIONS

ADS
ADVENT
AUDIO SOURCE
BIC
BOSE
CANTON
CERWIN VEGA
CITATION
DAHLOUIST
EPI
FINE LINE
FROX
HAFLER
HARMAN KARDON
HARMAN VIDEO
JBL

LEXICON
MONSTER CABLE
NAD
NILES
ONKYO
PIONEER LASER KARAOKE
PSB
RUNCO
SSI
SHERWOOD
SOUNDSTREAM
SONANCE
SONY
TERK
TRIAD CEDIA

At CAPITAL your investment is more than sound

120 DUANE STREET NYC 10007
Telephone: (212) 608-3720

Fax: (212) 619-2918

Audio Concepts, Inc. has been selling Sound that
Satisfies . . '" factory direct for more than 15 years.

MaryDrurko, V.P. Audio Concepts. hw. with G.1 speakers

You can't buy a better pair of speakers for your
money. I guarantee it or your money back. For an
even better value assemble them yourself.
Call 1-800-346-9183 today for a free catalog on our
superior quality high -end speakers.

Audio Concepts, Inc.
901 S. 4th St., La Crosse, WI 54601

"The Best Products, 77x Best Aeivire -

Making Customers Happy Since 1948"

ADS Mission
Acoustic Research NAD
Altec Lansing Panasonic
Adantic Technology Parasound

Pioneer
Philips
Polk Audio
Proton
Revox
Sony ES
Sony Video
Surround Sound, Inc
Technics THX r""
Terk
Thorens
All with manaknaers
warranty

Apature
Bang & Olufsen
I3eyerdynamics
Carve r
Celestion
Denon
Dual
Harmon Kardon
Infinity
Luxman

jamBL°

ROYAL PLUS-.
493 Essex Street Lawrence, MA 01840(508) 682-6262

MAGNUM/DYNAIAB  McCORMACK  MERIDIAN  MUSE  NAD  NESTOROVIC  NHT  NILES
ONKYO  PARASOUND  PHILIPS  PIONEER  POWER WEDGE PROTON  PROAC  PS AUDIO
NB :IeN3 iti1:11:3::):/.1:10 DEFICZVC1.10.C11 0.3 ;01 CY il:Ckhi AZI:11:111[41:111A :103 AN 1:1`/Ii



Stereo Review

RETAIL MART

*Itip $otirtcl tiler
For the Musical Difference

Authorized Dealer For:

Acoustat
Audio Control
M&K
Nitty Gritty
Celestion
Carver
Kinergetics
Monster Cable
Nakamichi
Niles
Fried
Thorens
Proton
Component Guard

NAD
Onkyo
Harmon Kardon
Lexicon
PROAC
Dahlquist
Target
Velodyne
Grado
Atlantic Technology
Apature
CWD
STAX
Sony

2808 Cahill Road
P.O. Box 224

Marinette, WI 54143
1-800-826-0520 (715) 735-9002

More than
55,000 CDs

ON-LINE
WORLD'S LARGEST ON-LINE
AUDIO COMPACT DISC STORE

Discount Prices  Fast Delivery
Free Shipping for Orders of $100 or More

Modem: 408-730-9015
Up to 9600 bps 8-N-1

In Chicago: 312-751-2447
In New York: 212-532-4045

COMPACT DISC VISA

CONNECTION
1016 E El Camino Real  Sunnyvale. Cal,tornia 9408'

Voice 8. Fax 408-733-0801

AIWA
APATURE
BOSE
GRADO
HAFLER
H K

CAMBRIDGE
MASSACHUSETTS

AUTHORIZED
DEALER FOR:

LEXICON
MARANTZ
M & K
NAD
NILES
PARADIGM
PS AUDIO
SONY
SONY ES
STAX
THORENS

WE LOVE TRADE-INS.
Please bring us your old gear.

Q AUDIO M -F 10:00-7:00
95 Vassar Street SAT. 10:00-6:00
Cambridge, MA 02139 I= = =

(617) 547-2727

Custom
Car

Installation

Where Audio -Video Conn Total
Home

Installation

441----JUNCTI
1100% Guaranteed

ALL MAKES 8 MODELS

AUDIOSOURCE SSA

JVC .103 1050

MUSEATEX ACC 1

295
1197
1949

MUSEATEX I M 1 999

MUSEATEX A 260 799

MUSIC & SOUND SPA 100 849

PIONEER SP 7000 576

TAPE DECKS
JVC DIG! 1DV 1050

SONY ICK 690

TECHNICS RSIR 333

TEAL V 5010

516
267

173

539,

 1L
JVC RX 507 267

JVC RX 707 326'
JVC RX 807 429
KENW000 KRV 6040
KENWOOD KRV 8040

PIONEER VSX 451

PIONEER VSX511S

PIONEER VSX 13901S

SONY SIR D590
SONY SIR 0790

SONY SIR 01090

TECHNICS SAGX 530

257

391

295

392
764
194

273

CALL

339

ALL MAKES & MODELS

CD PLAYERS
SONY

rI

278

JVC . 214

JVC' 257

627

KENWOOD t:rm 114u 243

KENWOOD liPC 721 197

MAGNAVOX CDC 552 226

MUSIC & SOUND CDI 1 750

PHIUPS 11111500 CALL

PIONEER PDS 501 216

PIONEER 'OM 701 219

PIONEER P01 M2 353

SONY CDP 497 152

SONY COP C425

Call For The Best Prices On
s All Manufacturers CD's

SONY SLV 595 Hi

JVC IIRD 6800
PANASONIC IN 4250

TOSHIBA M647
SONY SI V 5RUC

CANON UC 1

NIKON VN 750

,SONY CCD 111101

30 Day Money -Back Guarantee
Defectives Gladly Exchanged

PIONEER CLD D701 LOW !

679 PHILIPS CDV 400 476

321 PIONEER CI U M301 444

348 PANASONIC LX 900 846

843 SONY mot) 606 CALL

745 JVC AV 27BM3 596
'384 SONY KV 32X1815S 1575
CALL, TOSHIBA CI 2772 513

The Best Service  Best Prices
Best Guarantee  Best Selection

and The Best Brands in Stock

PIONEER DEH-680 327 JBL 1500 GT1 211

L
CLIC: 1 1==s-

KENW000 LcOv CALL BAZOOKA 1 102 176

KENW000 740 CALL .18161 621 77

PIONEER n1 I M6200 259 JBL GI 692 98

SONY XR 5250 195 JBL 1616 246

SONY XR 330U 288 KENWOOD K1C 1683 87

CLARION 6100R1 397 KICKER C 12 CALL

PIONEER CDX M30 298 ORION Y I H 10 78

SONY CDX U300 324 ORION 114 12 DVC 99

AUTOTEK 71006IS 237 PIONEER ISA 1640 57

JBL 610 203 287 PIONEER ISA 6905 86

ORION 250 SX 329 PIONEER !SR 111060 198

ORION 250 tICCA 495 PYLE ,11t 1270 108

PIONEER GMH 100 216 ULTIMATE MID 178

SONY XM 4020 165 CALL FOR RADAR

CALL FOR THE LOWEST PRICES ON YOUR
FAVORITE CAR STEREO BRANDS 8 MODELS

Home Theatre  Dolby° Surround
Laser Disc  Powered Subwoofers
DAT  Separates  Interconnect

Audiophile Avenue
Museatex Mellor Music & Sound

CD lrscot C/I cc' - OCC1 pvta, Contra,
Remote Contm, -..,...--.... .. Center A/V willemoie
iln: !) 5:: r!y Meni 0 6 CI -Ali control

$1750

Museatex Mellor
CitOCK

L. 12- SA1730 Cna
5 Yea' Paris & lab soo

FREE Premium
Interconnect with purchase

pot:POPS 'Nether
n a 5,ttgle component

4195

Thorens TD290
A Ig 1,,cruns Neries:

i .-^:ao,c 2 Sr.mo / (11'

/ ,c A nv / Rae, lac -et
Call For Introductory Price

Monday - Friday 10 -7
BOSE AND KENWOOD NOT AUTHORIZED BUT CONTAIN MANUFACUTER U.S

SPEAKERS

AR M2 238

AR M5 693

ADVENT BABY 11 137

ADVENT PRODIGY 10114 263

ADVENT III HOGE 475

BOSE 301 III

ROSE 901 CLASSIC

BIC V 52S
BIC 620

CAMBER 1S3

OCH 11 400

EPI 100 S III

318

CALL

134

248

196

464
188

JAMO SAI 300 SYSI 495
JBL I X 300 276
SPEAKERS PRICED IN PAIRS,

SPEAKERS
JBL IX 500 447
JBL 15 845
JBL 17 LOW !

PINNACLE PN 5. 149

PINNACLE ON 8. CALL

ADVENT IN WALL WOODY 297

BIC IN WALL M5 145

JBL E1 WM I S3 173 1

SPEAKERS PRICED IN PAIRS

PINNACLE

ON SUB. Sl1DW0011 11 227

ALL MAKES & MODELS
AVAILABLE...CALL

MINI SYSTEMS
JVC MX S'

-

I,

- -

584

BOSE 111tSPH I

AIWA NSX330
FISHER XS 992
JVC MX 44

JVC MX 77
KENW000 UMW
KENW001100700M
PANASONIC SCCH 55

PIONEER CCS350

PIONEER CCS 450

SHARP CDC 900
SONY MIIC 1200
SONY MIIC 3750

CALL

344
422
452
676
679
898
494
552
678
793
456

CALL

Call For The Best Deals On
`All Manufacturers Systems)

Saturday 10 - 5

. WARRANTY

I I I ' : . . . 1 t11 t

30 -Day Money Back 1137 Bloomfield Ave.  W. Caldwell, NJ 07006 Defectives Gladly
Satisfaction Exchanged

1 -800 -USA -1002
STORE: 201-227-9002 WE AcatEMAcLIZA" INFO: 800-872-1002



5 YEAR WTY'S AVAILABLEAU ElioNIDE()
1-800-348-7799 1-804-525-9922

ADVENT
MINI 109/PAIR
BABY II 119/PAIR

LEGACY II 259/PAIR
PRODIGY 199/PAIR
HERITAGE 399/PAIR
LAURETTE 299/PAIR
SUBWOOFER 8 1 PR.
MINIS SPEAKERS

ONLY 239
GRADUATE 159/PAIR
CENTER CH41. SPKR 99

VIDEONICS
EDIT MAKER 489
TITLE MAKER 369
moo. ASST. 79
PRO ED SYSTM 1029
EOUILIZER 219
Expansion Module 239
Procsuor Flus 159
Sound (Hest Miser 129
Graphics Libraries 39

SHARP
VII 340 659 W/CASE
VLL 380 699 W/CASE
VII 240 565 W/CASE
VLM VL 799 W/CASE
VIM 07 949 W/CASE
VCH 900 HHO HIFI 299
XV 101L NEW! 2819
XV 120 2119'
XVH 30 2689
XVS 250 CALL

ALL TAPES SOLD BY

SONY
aimin Mal 3.19e1
loom 60 mla INN
emm 90 mie 4.10es
Ban 120 rale 1 300,
Mini 30 rem HIGraile 3 des
brae 60 nil. HiGrade 1 19es
!Am 90 mill 111Gralli 1 301
N. 170 ron. HiGnie 5.4w
erne ea min H1.1 7 Nes
Inn 120 HIS 1.99.1
Mini 60 min HIS Ene9.1001
is. 110 ma Hil Eras 12.10es
M. In elm NNE PRO 17.1111S
1121 V Tape 2140ea
1120 Hill 1.59es
1120 Pros wies 6100.
7120 S -VHS 7.400,
7120 S -VHS V CALL
1500 ES 2.000,
1500 PRO X 5.300e
1300 E.0 Bela 15 Nea
L754 ES 2 Nil
L750 ES HiGrede 3 59es
Lao ES 1 115a1

TDK
T121 HiGierla 3 09es

1 19eaT120 HiFi
T170 HOT Pm Wu 6 09e,
1120 S -VHS 7 Nee
1160 HiCraile 4 Nees
11641 5,VHS 16 etau
IC 30 min S-VHS .0 7 Nes
TC 30 min HiGrade 4.39..
IC 26 iron 5.0145-C 5 99.1
loom 60 min 3 79 es
Imm 90 min 4 19 ea
km 120 min 4.21 ma
sm. 60 min H11 5.20es
6mm 120 min HUI 7.20ss
loin60 min HIS Erse9.29se
5..120 skin/1E0e 11 MSS

THE BOX (10) ONLY

MAXELL
1121 HIGraie 3 194
71211 HIFI 3.600,
1129 RI Pre Gran 5 19es
7120RePre mime s 79es
112110 Prs sham 1.45e4
711. EX 3.49es
11011111Greile 4.111CLD81120
Tin g.gRo 7.n.
Tips o.plig gip. 7.40.
Tim I -VHS PRO R.7.99.
nu 1.014

1.09esrim R.pics I Nn. 12.09.

TC 31 mkt S -VHS -C 7.90N

ra1/5S-011" "NI
'"'" 7 " 3.00es
1nw IC ml 4.1601
Snwe 170 min 1391
loom 30 min HIGrailla 3 Nee
1mm 00 min HIGrais 1 Nu
S.. 90 ml. HiGrala 1 60es
km 120 min HiGrade 3 39e1
loom 30 mi. HIS 1 Wes
lira, 60 min HIS 5 19es
0mm 90 mie HIS 5 Ova
Smus 120 min HIS 699.,

FUJI
1126 2 39es
T126 kV Pre 3 39"
T121 kV Muller wice 5 99es
1121 64113 Pre 7 Nes
rin 5 -VMS 171 11 99ee
1166 6-11116 Pre 9 Nes
1164 NV Pre 5 Nes
TC 30 mle I -VHS -C 7 Nee
Mini 60 mis 3 3011
loom 90 moo 3.9001
Imm 120 min 1.39es
Mini 120 HIGnide 5.39,,
6mm 170 min VII 7 200.

PIONEER
KARAOKE

CLKV9/0 SALE

SALE

CIDV720 SALE
CLOV510 459

LASER DISC/
CD

C1DD701 CIDD501
CIDM401 CLDM301
CLOS201 CLD1090

AUDIO
VSXDIS VSXD901
VSX 701 VS0601
VS05115 VS0501
VS0451 VS0401
SX311R SX301
P117700 199 SW1000
P011801 PDM701
PDM601 POM501
poS501 P0201
CT S601R CTS4D1

CTW901R CTWI101R
CTW701R CTIV601R
CTWMTOR CrW5460^.
CSC300 SX-7

RACK SYSTEMS
CDM7800 CDM6800
CDM5818 CDM5800
CCS550 450

PANASONIC

JVC
MU 315

CGV5eY 155

JXSV55 425

JXS100 95

JXS300 195

"S96/ 495
RMS-1 REMOTE 149
GRM3U GRM5U

GRM7U GRAX5OU

GRS707U GRS505U

GRSX90 J GR303U

GRAX1OU $659 GRAX5U
GRAX2U GRAW1U

HYPERBASS
VCR'S

HRS6800U HRD990U
HRVP66U HRDX62U

HRS4700 459
HRP1V HRD980 429
4803400349 355

HRD91DU $299HRD820U
411760U HADU2U
HRFC100U HRDX22U

BRS378L1 BRS3200U

JVC
AUDIO

RX1050 PRO RX905
R0807 RX707
R0507 RX307JVC

HIGraile 2.99es SCOTCH PVS 62 PV 42 XL21054 PRO XL/451
XLM705 XLM507

 Ulu 65N A'1"1120

PIONEER
1120 S -VHS 7.49pp 1166 EG Plea 3 Nem PV 18 PV 14 XLM407 XLM307 CAR STEREOJVC TC30-SVHSC 7 19es
RC T129 S -VHS -Se Pre 10 Nu

BASF
Tise min 2 600,

1126 HIFI 1.400,
1129 Pre Gemini eihm6 Nes
7120 S -VHS 7 Nes
71607160 EG Ns 1.391

21 mle 0 -VHS -C 319es

PVS 770 PV 760
PV 750 PV 720
PV 710 PV 704

PVS 372 PV 362

XL6512 XLF207
0011050 001507
XLR304 XLR204
T0W1105 TDW707

DEHM 980 415
DEH 880 365
DEH 780 315
DEH 680 2901164 min 3 100e

1100 Hi -Grids 6 39es
RCA 1121 HIFI 2.90sa PV 332 PVS 4280 TD111050 PRO 708541 PEH5210 249

PVS 4270 PVS 4266 FX1010 AXV1050 KEHM 8200 309
RCA

VF1800 NEW! 011690

VH696 VR685
VR680 00665

CANON
L-1 Pro LAGS -1

LAC -1 UC20
Eli E65

PV 4264 PV 4262
PV 4260 PV 4050
PVVP1 PRINTER 839

LASER

XPA1010 XPA1050

RACK SYSTEMS
GX1153CCO GX854OCDM

GX8550CDM

KEHM 730 ) TR 270
KEHM 72 03 255
KEHM 6200 225
CDXFM35 339

VR535 VR671 Eli 4850 LX 1001 200 101 mop $589 MX55 CD0M30 279

CC415 PRO 870
PRO 867 CC560 $969

SONY VIDEO
CCDTR101 CCOTR81

T.V./VCR
PVM 2021 2071 1321

MX44 UX1

UXA5 UXA3

C003
FHM 75

215
729

KEH 989819 215P0865 $629

$629
CCDTR71 INDUSTRIAL JVC KEH 6969 170P80865 PR
EVDT 2 CCDFX210 AG1960 AGA95 TELEVISIONS 4E4 4949 145HITACHI CCDFX310 CCDF0410 AG450 AG460 AV359- S 1599 GMH 200 365

VME22A VME23A CCDF1510 CCOFX710 AGI 90 AG185 A03551 S 1365
GMH 120 245

VME15A VME2SA CVPG 700 EVA 50 AGW-1 WJMX12 AV329' S 1369
GMH 50 145

01A8200 VM5400 EVS3000 EVS550 WJAVE3 WJAVE5 GMH 44 195
VM5350 VM4400 SLVRSU SLV373 TOSHIBA

AV3I 5' S 929
GM BOO, 900 95

VT5751 VTF551 SLV896HF SLU595HF A035813 AV35BP3
E0 6500 165

VTH351 VTH350 SLHF360 SLHF870D115SOP 970 S599 SVF758_ AV31BP3 AV31BM3 Ea 4500
T.V'S CALL SLHF2100 GVS50 SVF 658 652 A027113 AV27BP3 BP 880 129
JBL GVM20 GV500

RME700 CVPG700
647 447
CF3566A CX35213A

AV2OTP3 AV20BM3 TSA 6908 110/PAIR
TSA 6907 85/PAIRPRO PERFORMER 129/PR

MDP605 MDP333 C03586A C03298 -J TSA 5705 69/PAIRPRO PERFORMER PLUS
XVC700 yvE900 C03287.1 CX3286A JVC TSA 1608 89/PAIR$26913 Piece) System

8460 SUBWOOFER 1289 SONY AUDIO CX3285A CF3266A
CF3066A CO2789K

SPECIAL FACTORY

PURCHASE. USED.
JVC

PRO 3 PRO 3 PIUS DTC670 TCDD3 cs2780K CF2772K CAR STEREOLt L3 STR-D3070 STRD2090 90 DAY WARRANTY'
L5 L7 STRAV990 STRAV1090 MITSUBISHI GRAX2 489 XLMG1800 379

LX22 1044 TCWR875 STRAV790 HSU56 141157 GRS 505U 899 XLMG 700 RF 309

LX55 J8L2600 TCWR690 TCWR790 HSU65 HSU82 HRS 6F0OU CALL XIMK 500 235

MINOLTA
V118 $639 C516 $569

CDPC725 TCWR590
CDPC910 CDPC625

WALKMAN DISCMAN

INFINITY
KAPPA 9 KAPPA B

HRS6730U
HRS

HRS

S -VHS

5500U 5-1/115

5000U SVHS

519
399
379

KSRX835 445

05807103 265
05968 249

8-308 5'425 MHC 1600 475
KAPPA 7 KAPPA 6

HRSC 1000U S -VHS 579 KSRG7 215
8-406 8-808

MHC 2750 639

SM152 KAPPA 5

SM122 514112 HRD 920U JOG HiFi 369 KSRG4 199
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GOING ON RECORD

The Last Great
Romantic

SINGERS, pianists, and conductors
are the most glamorous and char-
ismatic musical performers, and
they inspire intense devotion and
loyalty in their fans. I can't say
that I have a favorite conductor,

but the singer who inspired my deep-
est devotion and loyalty was Maria
Callas (1923-1977). She was such a
gifted interpreter that her perfor-
mances really moved me and made me

Jorge Bolet (1914-1990'

feel that I had surrendered to her the
control of my emotions.

Many pianists have touched me,
delighted me, and given me pleasure,
but the only one who has stirred me so
deeply was the Cuban -American Jorge
Bolet (1914-1990). Whether with thun-
derous power or delicate filagree, he
could make me feel taken out of myself
to some other mental and emotional
world. That ability and his large, sing-
ing tone have led me to describe him as
the Callas of the keyboard.

Born in Havana, Cuba, Jorge Bolet
(pronounced George bo-LETT) start-
ed piano lessons at the age of seven.
When he was twelve, he went to the
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Curtis Institute of Music in Philadel-
phia, where he studied with David
Saperton and Josef Hofmann. His
New York recital debut in 1937
prompted Samuel Chotzinoff to de-
scribe him in the New York Post as
"an artist of prodigious technique and
unmistakable musical powers . . . a
virtuoso in the noble sense of the
word, a pianist who strives for the
heroic in tone, sonority, and emo-
tion." And that's the way he played
for the rest of his life.

With talent like that and reviews like
that Bolet might reasonably have ex-
pected an immediate international ca-
reer, but somehow worldwide fame

eluded him in his youth. I
first heard him in 1970 at a
benefit concert for the Inter-
national Piano Archive at
which he appeared with Ali-
cia de Larrocha, Bruce Hun-
gerford, Guiomar Novaes,
Raymond Lewenthal, and I
don't know who all. He
played Liszt's Reminis-
cences of Lucia di Lammer-
moor and Concert Para-
phrase on Rigoletto, and I
have not been the same
since. I had never heard play-
ing like that.

The next day the New
York Times proclaimed that
Bolet had played the best
at the benefit. Soon RCA
signed him, released a couple
of Liszt records he had made
in Spain, and recorded his
Carnegie Hall recital in 1974.
Belatedly recognition seemed

to be coming his way, but celebrity did
not follow. In the United States he
remained almost a cult figure, adored
by loyal fans waiting for something we
called the Romantic Revival, which
never came. Despite rave reviews for
his recordings, RCA dropped him.

In his sixties, however, he found a
devoted following in Europe, where
many music lovers realized that the
greatest living Romantic pianist was
not Claudio Arrau or Vladimir Horo-
witz, but Bolet. During the 1980's Brit-
ish Decca (London Records) made a
series of remarkable recordings with
him in concertos and solo piano works
by Chopin, Debussy, Rachmaninoff,

and most notably Liszt, his specialty.
These recordings captured Bolet

well, but his artistic legacy will not be
permanently available to collectors.
Only two years after his death some of
his recordings have been deleted from
the catalog. Fortunately, some have
been reissued at midprice (about $10),
and I suggest that piano lovers buy a
few before they drop from sight.

The coupling of the Grieg and Schu-
mann concertos with Riccardo Chailly
and the Berlin Radio Symphony is
now available at midprice (London
430 719). So is a 75 -minute compilation
with different orchestras and conduc-
tors that includes the Rachmaninoff
Concerto No. 2, Liszt's Totentanz,
and his seldom -performed orchestra-
tion of Schubert's "Wanderer" Fanta-
sy (London 430 736). If you are new to
Bolet's work, start with one of his
Liszt performances-Annees de Pe-
lerinage, the Sonata in B Minor, Vene-
zia e Napoli, or the transcriptions of
Schubert songs, all of which show up
in different combinations on CD. In
his Liszt performances I hear not only
passages of great beauty, but also the
seductive hedonism that was a Bolet
hallmark and his irresistible combina-
tion of manly strength and tenderness.

"Jorge Bolet Live at Carnegie Hall"
(RCA Victor 7710) contains much of
his 1974 recital-the Bach-Busoni
Chaconne, the Chopin Preludes, and
the Wagner-Liszt Tannhauser Over-
ture. It is a major recorded document.

The two Liszt recordings that RCA
released in the early 1970's are now on
the Dutch label Ensayo, and Allegro
Imports (1-800-288-2007) keeps them
in stock. The one of the Transcenden-
tal Etudes (Ensayo 3401) is treasur-
able-listen to Ricordanza!-but still
more treasurable is "The Virtuoso Pi-
ano Paraphrases" (3406). It contains
the ones of Rigoletto and Lucia, the
first pieces I heard Bolet play.

The music world has not been the
same since Callas died, and I expect to
miss Bolet as long as I live. I don't
know whether I've accumulated
enough merit in this life to deserve a
ticket to Heaven. They say it's a musi- 83
cal place, but I'm not so big on harps
and church choirs. I'd want to spend
eternity in a place where I could al-
ways hear Callas and Bolet.



Can you spot the Mitsubishi 35" TV in this ad?
(Hint: it's the one sitting behind our new 407)

It's 31% bigger than a 357 119% bigger than a 27" and 1000% bigger than
we could show you in this ad. It's the new Mitsubishi 40," the largest tube television you

can buy. Once you've seen it, it's kind of hard to see anything else.
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